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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

Although there lias been no change in point of view, the book

has been brought up to date by the addition of new topics, such as

the cyclotron, the betatron and the wave guide,- and by the omission

of a few topics of diminishing interest. Material has been rearranged

and clarified where experience has shown this to be desirable. The
treatment of units lias been expanded and improved. Finally, in

accordance with the modern trend, the Gaussian system of units has

been employed throughout the book. Since this system uses the

familiar e.s.u. for all electric quantities, including current, and the

familiar e.m.u. for all magnetic qualities, its adoption involves little

departure from previous usage. It does, however, avoid the con-

fusion inherent in the use of U\o units of charge which differ both hi

magnitude and in physical dimensions. Although all theory is

developed in terms of c.g.s. Gaussian units, m.k.s. practical units

are used in most of the numerical calculations, especially in the

problems.
L.P.

N.I.A., Jr.

YALE UNIVERSITY

September 1948.



PREFACE

The purpose of the authors in preparing this book is to provide

an elementary text suitable both for undergraduates who have

completed general courses in physics and in the calculus such as are

usually given in Sophomore year, and for advanced students who

wish a more comprehensive training in the important subject of

electromagnetism. By utilizing the first twelve chapters with the

possible exception of Chapter III, a course of the first type of the

usual length may be arranged. In order to make it possible to take

up magnetostatics before electrostatics, the more fundamental deduc-

tions of Chapters I and II have been repeated m Chapter IV.

Considerable space has been devoted to the theory of electrical

measurements in the belief that a didactic course should be accom-

panied by practice in the laboratory. Nevertheless, the main

emphasis has been placed, not on applications of the theory, but on

instilling correct concepts in the mind of the reader. While the

relativity principle so intimately connected with electromagnetism

is not mentioned per se, the point of view of that theory is main-

tained throughout. Needless to say, the electron theory of matter

is adopted from the beginning. More space than usual has been

devoted to the phenomena of high-frequency circuits and electro-

magnetic waves, matters of great interest to everyone in an age of

electrical communication. Every effort has been made to develop

the subject in a logical manner and not to slight important deduc-

tions in order to minimize analysis. Carefully selected problems

have been appended to most of the articles.

L.P.

N.I.A., Jr.

YALE UNIVERSITY

February 1931.
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CONVERSION TABLE OF ELECTRIC AND
MAGNETIC QUANTITIES

The magnitude of a quantity as measured in the c.g.s. Gaussian

units used in this book is indicated by a symbol with no subscript,

in c.g.s. electromagnetic units by a symbol with the subscript mt

and in m. k. s. practical units by one with the subscript p. The

unit, where it has received a name, is given in parentheses. As K

and p are dimensionless ratios, they are the same in the three systems
of units.

QUANTITY GAUSSIAN E.M.U. PRACTICAL

Distance / (cm) =/m (cm) =llO)
2
/p (meter)

Mass m (gm) *=mm (gm) =(10)^ (kilogram)
Time t (sec) =tm (sec) = tp (sec)

Force J (dyne) = $m (dyne) =(10)
5
3Fp (newton)

Work or Energy . . . U (erg) =Um (erg) =(10)
7
C/p (joule)

Power ^ (erg/sec ) =9>m (erg/sec) = (10)
7
<?p (watt)

Charge Q =3(10) loew =3(10)
9
Q^ (coulomb)

Charge/Area a =3(10)
10aw ^3(iQ)5ap (coulomb/

meter-)

Charge/Volume . . . P =3(10)
1VW =3(10)

3
P, (coulomb/

meter3
)

Electric Intensity . . E =(10)~10
/w ^(lO)"

4^ (volt/

meter)
Polarization P
Electric Displace-

ment D
Flux of Displace-

ment N
Electric Potential

or e.m.f. g :

Current / =3(10)
10

/m =3(10)% (ampere)

Current/Area / ==3(10)
1% =3(10)% (ampere/

meter2
)

Resistance R =i(10)""
20^m ^(lO)-11

/^ (ohm)

Resistivity p =4(iO)-2pm =^ity-9pp (ohm

meter)
Inductance , . . * . , L = J(10)~

20Lm ^Klty^Lp (henry)



vi

Capacitance C *=*9(lO)*Cm =9(10)
UCP (farad)

Pole Strength m =mm = *
(10)

8m
4?r

^

Magnetic Intensity . //(oersted) =Hm (oersted; =47r(10j~
3/7p(ampere/

meter)

Magnetization / =Im ==--
(10)

4/
4zr

Magnetic Induction
. B (gauss) =B,n (gauss) =(10)% (weber/

meter2
)

Flux of Induction. . N(maxwell)=ATm(maxwell) =(10)
8
JVP (weber)

Magnetic Potential

orm.m.f. *H (gilbert) =7Tm(gilbert) =47r(10)-"
1

^(ampere)
Reluctance 91 =3(,m

Example : Find the magnitude of a current of 50 amp in Gaus-
sian units (g.u.) and in e.m.u.

/ - 3(10)% = 1.5(10)
u

g.u.

)""
1^ == 5 e.m.u.

The following prefixes have the indicated significance when
attached to a unit :

mega = 1 million [(10)
6
],

kilo = 1 thousand [(10)
3
J,

milli = 1 thousandth [(10)~
3
].

micro = 1 millionth [(10)""
6
].

Example : 1 megohm (10)
6
ohm, 1 micromicrofarad = (10)~

12

farad.



CHAPTER I

FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF ELECTROSTATICS

1. Attraction and Repulsion. The discovery of electrification,
which appears to have been made by the Greeks about 600 B. c.,
consisted in the observation that a piece of amber which has been
rubbed acquires the property of attracting light bodies to itself. It
was not until 1600 that it was noted that electrified bodies may
repel as well as attract, and du Fay, about 1735, was the first to
appreciate the fact that there are two distinct kinds of electricity.

These two kinds of electricity are called positive and negative.
When a glass rod is rubbed with silk, the glass acquires a positive
(vitreous) charge of electricity and the silk a negative charge. Con-
versely, when an ebonite rod is rubbed with fur, the ebonite obtains
a negative (resinous) charge and the fur a positive charge. The
recognition of two kinds of electricity rests upon the observation
that two electrified glass rods, or two electrified ebonite rods, repel
each other, whereas an electrified glass rod attracts an electrified

ebonite rod. The results of early experiments may be embodied in
the following qualitative laws :

(I) Like charges repel, unlike charges attract.

(II) The force between two charges decreases as the distance
between them is increased.

We have noted that when a glass rod is rubbed with silk, the
silk is electrified as well as the glass, and with a charge of opposite
sign to that on the glass. This fact suggests that electrification
consists in the separation of equal charges of opposite sign rather
than in the creation of charges. In more detail it indicates that
the glass and the silk in their original unelectrified condition each
contains equal amounts of positive and negative electricity, the
attraction of the one just sufficing to neutralize the repulsion of the
other on any third charge, and that when the two are rubbed
together negative electricity is transferred from the glass to the
silk, or positive electricity from the silk to the glass, or both. If,

now, we keep the silk tightly wound around the glass rod after the
two have been rubbed together, we find that the combination ex-
hibits no evidence of electrification, showing that the negative charge
on the former neutralizes the positive charge on the latter and
therefore is equal to it in magnitude. Thus we confirm our surmise
that electrification consists in a separation and not in a creation of

charges.

While ideally we might suppose that continued rubbing of glass
with silk would result in a transfer of all the positive electricity in
the combination to the glass and of all the negative electricity to
the silk, it is found that this limiting state is far from being reached
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by any methods available in the laboratory. In fact, our present

knowledge of the constitution of matter indicates that the most
intense electrification obtainable in gross matter represents the

transfer of a very minute portion of the electricity originally con-

tained in the bodies concerned.

Furthermore, as will appear from the results of experiments to

be described later, electricity is not infinitely divisible but consists

of small discrete entities. The elementary negatively charged particle,

known as the electron, has a charge of 4.8()(10)"
10 electrostatic

unit and a mass of 9.1 (10)~
28
gram. All negative charges consist of

an integral number of electrons. The charge of the electron is so

small, however, that ordinary electrical experiments fail to reveal

the fact that the least amount by which two negative charges may
differ is the charge of a single electron.

The elementary positively charged particle is known as the

proton. Jt has a charge of 4.80 (10)
10 electrostratic unit and a

mass of 1.67 (10)~
24

gram. The charge of the proton is equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign to that of the electron, but its mass,
which is substantially the same as that of the hydrogen atom, is 1837

times greater. Therefore, the proton is much less mobile than the

electron. Tn addition to the electron and the proton, a third elemen-

tary particle, known as the neutron, has been isolated. This particle
has 110 resultant charge, although it exhibits a magnetic moment.
Its mass is effectively the same as that of the proton.

A normal atom consists of a positively charged nucleus, built up
of protons and neutrons, about which are revolving a number of

electrons sufficient to make the atom as a whole electrically neutral.

The number of protons in the nucleus is equal to the atomic number
of the element (the ordinal number specifying its position in the

periodic table), and the number of neutrons is equal to the excess of

the atomic weight over the atomic number. Thus the hydrogen
nucleus consists of a single proton and the helium nucleus of two

protons and two neutrons.

The fact that the electron is much lighter and therefore much
more mobile than the proton indicates that electrification consists

solely in the transfer of negative electricity. So great is the evidence

supporting this view that we may conceive of the positive atomic

nuclei as fixed in the bodies of which they are constituents, and of

electrification as due to an excess or defecr, of electrons. Thus when

glass is rubbed with silk the contact of the two dissimilar substances

results in the detachment of electrons from surface atoms in the glass

and their attachment to surface atoms in the silk. The glass becomes

positively charged as a result of the subtraction of electrons, and the

silk negatively charged in consequence of the addition of electrons.

2. Insulators and Conductors. With respect to their electrical

properties solids may be classified as insulators or conductors. The
electrons in the former are so tightly attached to the atoms that only
on the surface can they be +-orn loose and here only by relatively
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large forces. Insulators, or dielectrics as we shall more frequently
call them, are characterized by the feet that thin sheets are trans-
parent or at least translucent to light. If we electrify an insulator
jmch as a glass rod, by tearing off electrons from a few spots on the
surface, the remaining electrons in the rod are unable to redistribute
themselves under The action of the electrical forces to which the
electrification gives rise. Therefore, the charges remain at the spotson the surface at which they have been produced. Nevertheless a
dielectric does not remain altogether uninfluenced by electrical
forces. Even though the electrons in each atom cannot easily be
detached completely from the atom, they suffer a small displace-ment from their equilibrium positions under the action of electrical
forces. Although the displacement of the electrons in a single atom
is too small to produce noticeable effects, a" displacement of the
electrons in ail the atoms of an insulator in the same direction aives
rise to pronounced effects which are of great importance in many
.electrostatic phenomena.

In conductors, 011 the other hand, the outer electrons normally
present in each atom become loosened from the atom and are free
to wander through the solid under the influence of electrical forces
Therefore, if a charge is produced on the surface of a conductor by
rubbing, these free electrons redistribute themselves under the forces
of electrical attraction and repulsion with the result that the charge
does not necessarily remain localized in its original situation. As the
human bodyMS a fair conductor, charges produced on a conductingrod held in the hand do not remain on the rod, but run over to the
hand and through the experimenter's body to earth. If it is desired
to retain the charge on the conducting rod it must be supported byan insulating handle. As a class, conductors are opaque to light
except in the very thinnest sheets. Metals are the best conductors
of electricity, particularly such metals as copper and silver. As will
be shown later, good conductors of electricity are also good conductors
ol heat and vice versa.

If two conductors are placed in contact, the free electrons in the
one have no great difficulty in passing across the boundary surface
into the other. On the other hand, electrons do not easily escape
through the surface of a conductor into an adjacent gas or vacuum.
Only under special conditions, such as when enormous electric fields
are applied or high temperatures used, or when ultra-violet light or
X-rays are allowed to impinge 011 a metal, are electrons emitted from
its surface into the surrounding space.

Next we must mention an important class of liquid conductors
known as electrolytes. In these the charged particles which are free
to move under the influence of the electrcal forces are not electrons
but charged atoms or groups of atoms, known as ions. The carriers
oi

electricity are of both signs, the positive ions moving in one direc-
tion under the action of electrical forces and the negative ions in
the opposite. The most important electrolytes are solutions of salts
or acids in water.
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Finally, a gas may be made conducting by the passage through

it of X-rays or rays from radioactive substances, or by high

temperature such as exists in a flame. Under these conditions

electrons are torn loose from normally uncharged atoms or mole-

cules and either move freely or attach themselves to other molecules

We have present in the gas, therefore, ions of both signs which mov(>

in opposite directions under the influence of electrical forces until

they become neutralized by recombination or reach a metal electrode.

3. Electrification by Induction. Once a positive charge lias been

produced on the end of a glass rod by rubbing it with silk, any
number of additional charges can be produced on near-by conductors

by the process of induction. Consider the uncharged metal rod AB
(Fig. 1) with rounded ends

supported by the insulating
stand C. If the charged end
G of the glass rod is brought
near the end A of the metal r

the electrons in the conductor
are attracted to A, giving rise

to a negative charge on this end
of the metal rod and leaving
the end B positively charged.
The charges so produced are
said to be induced. On removal
of the glass rod the metal

[?IG |
resumes its original unelectrified

condition. If, however. the
experimenter touches the metal rod at B while G is held in the posi-
tion indicated in the figure, additional electrons pass up from the
ground through the observer's body to AB under the attraction of the

positive charge on the glass rod. Jf, now, the experimenter removes
his finger from contact with B while still keeping G close to A, the
metal rod retains the excess electrons, thus acquiring a, net negative
charge. On final removal of the glass rod this negative charge spreads-
over the whole of the surface of A B.

By a slight modification of this procedure charges of both signs
can be induced. All that is necessary is to replace the metal
rod by two uncharged metal spheres A and B (Fig. 2) suspended
by insulating silk threads. The spheres are held in contact with
each other and the positively electrified glass rod G is brought near A.
Under the attraction of the charge on G, electrons pass from B to A.
If, now, A and B are separated before G is removed, the first is left
with a negative charge and the second with an equal positive charge.
Note that in the former experiment the conductor consisting of the
observer's body and the earth took the place of the sphere B and
was left with a positive charge at the end of the process.

Electrostatic induction is responsible for the attraction exerted
by a charge on uncharged bodies. On account of its closer proximity
to G, the negative charge on the end A of the metal rod in
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Fig. 1 is attracted by the positive charge on the glass rod more Hum
the equal positive charge at B is repell-

ed. Consequently, the rod AB, if free

to move, would be drawn toward G. If

the rod AB were a dielectric instead

of a conductor, the electrons bound to

the atoms of which it is composed
would be slightly displaced to the left

by the attraction of the charge at G,

giving rise to a negative charge on the

end A and a positive charge on the end

B. As the electrons are tightly fastened

to the atoms in this case, the charge
cannot be altered to any considerable

extent by touching the rod with the

finger, but the rod is attracted by the charge at G for precisely the
same reason as in the case of a conductor.

Problem 3a Does it matter if the experimenter touches A rather than B
in inducing a charge on the metal rod of Fig. 1 ? Give reasons,

4. The Electroscope. This simple instrument is very useful in

investigating electrostatic phenomena in a qualitative manner, and
when calibrated it can be userl for quantitative measurements. Many
forms of electroscope have been designed, but we shall describe only
the simplest type consisting Of a pair of gold leaves G, G (Fig. 3)

suspended from a metal rod R which supports a conducting disk D on
its upper end. The metal parts are insulated from the ground by the

glass bottle B through the neck of which the rod R projects. On the

disk Djmay bo placed a metal pail P.

With this instrument 'Faraday performed the famous "ice-pail"

experiment, so named because lie used a common metal iee-pail for

P. Lowering a positively charged metal sphere into
P without touching it to the sides or bottom of the

pail, electrons were attracted to the inner surface
of P by the positive charge on the sphere, leaving
the gold leaves positively electrified. Having like

charges the gold leaves repelled each other and
therefore diverged. The following phenomena were
iiotecl :

(a) Provided the sphere is well below the
mouth of the pail the degree of divergence of the

gold leaves is independent of its position.

(b) [I' the charged sphere is brought into

contact with the bottom of the pail the divergence
of the gold leaves remains unchanged, and does not
decrease when the sphere is completely removed.
The sphere, however, is found to have lost its entire

charge.
FK;. 3

experiment shows that the charge induced on the inner
of the pail is equal in magnitude though opposite in sign to the
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charge on the sphere. When the sphere is touched to the pail its

entire charge escapes to the pail, neutralizing the negative charge on
the inner walls of the latter. Since no charge can be acquired by
again bringing the discharged sphere into contact with the inside of
the pail, there can be no charge left on its inner walls. The positive

charge originally on the sphere now resides entirely on the gold
leaves, rod and outer walls of the pail.

If the electroscope is charged positively, the introduction of a

positive charge into the pail P causes the divergence of the gold
leaves to increase, for electrons are attracted to the inner surface of

the pail, leaving the leaves with an increased positive charge. On the

other hand, the introduction of a negative charge into the pail causes

electrons to be repelled from the pail to the gold leaves, diminishing
the positive charge on the latter and decreasing the divergence. If

the negative charge introduced into the pail is large enough, suffi-

cient electrons may be repelled to the leaves to cause them to

collapse as the charge approaches the pail and then to diverge again
with a negative charge. In this way the electroscope may be used
to determine the sign of the charge on an electrified body, or the

sign of the charge on the gold leaves may be ascertained if that of

the charge on the body introduced into the pail is known.

If two uncharged rods, one of glass and the other of ebonite, are

introduced into the pail of an uncharged electroscope and rubbed

together inside the pail, no divergence of the gold leaves is noted.

If either rod is removed, however, the gold leaves diverge with a

charge of the same sign as that of the rod remaining in the pail.

This experiment constitutes a more precise method than that

previously described of showing that the negative charge acquired by
the one rod is exactly equal to the positive charge obtained by the

other and therefore that electrification consists solely in the sepa-
ration of charges already in existence.

The experiments described above enable us to draw the following
conclusions regarding the relative magnitudes of charges :

(a) Two charges of opposite sign are of the same magnitude if

they produce no effect on the gold leaves when they are placed to-

gether inside the pail of the electroscope.

(b) Two charges. A and /?, of like sign are of equal magnitude if

the one produces the same effect on the gold leaves as the other

when introduced into the pail.

(c) A charge C has twice the magnitude of A if it produces the

same effect on the gold leaves as A and B together.

5. Induction Machines. The simplest type of induction machine
is the electrophorus. It consists of a disk of sealing wax AB (Fig. 4),

the upper surface of which has been charged negatively by being
rubbed with fur. Above the sealing wax base is a metal disk MN
of the same area supported by an insulating handle H. If the

experimenter's finger is touched for a moment to MN while n the

position indicated in the figure, electrons are repelled from this
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conductor through the observer's body to earth, leaving it positively
charged. So long as MN remains close to AB, the repulsion of the

negative charge on the insulating base prevents electrons passing
to MN from any other conductor which may be brought into contact
with it. If, however, the metal disk is carried to a distance from
AB by means of the insulating handle and the observer's finger is

brought near to the edge N, the attrac-

tion of the positive charge on the disk

for the electrons in the finger may be

great enough to cause a small spark to

pass to MN. Since the positive charge
on the metal disk is held in position by
the attraction of the negative charge on
the wax ase when the two are close

H

\ \

FIG. ^

together, the positive charge is said to be bound under these condi-

tions. On the other hand, when the metal disk is removed to such a

distance that the force due to the charge on the base becomes

negligible, the charge on the
disk becomes free and is

shared with any conductor
with which the disk is

brought into contact. In the
first position the metal disk

may be laid on top of the

base, for the two come into

actual contact at only a few

spots, and since the base is

an insulator no appreciable

part of the negative charge
on its surface passes to the
disk.

By repeating the process
of charging the metal disk of

the electrophorus by induc-

tion and then transporting it

to a distant conductor a large

pIG 5 charge may be imparted to

the latter. Various machines
have been devised to do this automatically. The Wimshurst machine,
which is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 5, consists of two sets of
metal carriers, indicated by thick lines, which are mounted on glass
disks and revolved in opposite senses about an axis through O per-
pendicular to the plane of the figure. The stationary wire connectors
AA and BB, provided vnth brushes to make contact with the carriers,

may be considered to be connected to earth, although it is not neces-

sary that they should be. Suppose that the carrier at a l has been
given a positive charge by contact with an electrified glass rod. It
induces a negative charge on the carrier at b2 which is carried around
to 64 and there induces a positive charge on the carrier then at ff2 .

The carrier at b4 then moves on to fr5 , where it shares its charge with
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the collector C,, which is provided with points to facilitate the trans-
fer. The action of the points will be discussed in article 11. From C,
the charge travels along the wire represented by the broken line to the
terminal T

In the meanwhile the carrier at a.2 carries the positive
which has been induced on it to 4 , where it induces a negative
charge on the carrier then at 62 , and proceeding to a6 shares its

charge with the collector C3 and the terminal T2 . On the lower-

halves of the disks the signs of the charges on the two sets of carriers

are reversed. In this way a positive charge is built up on T2 and a

negative charge on 7*,, and if the terminals are not too far apart a

spark eventually passes across the gap between them. The capacity
of the terminals for accumulating electricity may be greatly increased

by connecting them to the two plates of a device for storing charge
known as a condenser. Jn this case discharges across the gap take

place less frequently but with much greater intensity.

6. Coulomb's Law.- -Before stating the law of attraction and
repulsion between electric charges in quantitative form we must be
careful to specify precisely the reference system or set of axes relative

to which the quantities involved are to be measured. Consider a set
of axes which is fixed relative to the average positions of the fixed
stars. This set of axes, and in addition all sets of non-rotating axes
which are in motion relative to it with constant velocities, are known
as inertial systems. We shall suppose that the observer who is

measuring the quantities involved in any of the lavs of electromagne-
tism taken up in this book is permanently at rest in an inertial system
to which we shall refer as the observer's inertial system. It is

immaterial which one of the infinity of possible inertial systems we
select wherein to locate the observer. But in all cases the quantities
to which we shall have occasion to refer are those measured relative
to the particular set of axes chosen. The laws of electromagnetism
that we are going to develop are valid relative to any inertial system
in which the observer may happen to be located. When we pass
from one inertial system to another the laws remain unchanged,
although the values of the quantities involved may be quite different

when determined by one observer from what they are when deter-

mined by another observer who is moving relative to the first. Thus
one observer may conclude that there are electric forces in his vicinity
but no magnetic forces, while another observer, located at the same
spot as the first but moving relative to him, is aware of magnetic as

well as of electric forces. The nature of an electro-magnetic field

that is, a region in which electric and magnetic forces are present
is as much dependent upon the state of motion of the observer as

upon the distribution of charged bodies and magnets. .Lack of recog-
nition of this fact has led to much confusion in the solution of

problems involving rotating magnets and the like.

In electrostatics we limit ourselves to the study of the forces

between charges which are all at rest in the observer's inertial system.

Suppose, now, that we have two point charges q and q' a distance
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apart. By point charges we mean charges of linear dimensions

very small compared with the
distance between them. If we
double the charge q we find that the
force on q' becomes twice as great, since

each half of the doubled charge exerts

the same force on q' as that exerted

by the original charge. Therefore, the
force between the two charges, that is,

the force exerted by either on the

other, is proportional to q. In the
.same way we see that it is proportional
to q. Consequently, the force between
two charges is proportional to the

product of their magnitudes.

To find how the force varies with
the distance between two point charges
Coulomb performed the following

experiment in 1785. A charge is

placed on a small conducting sphere
end of the insulating horizontal arm
This arm is suspended at its center

means of the torsion fibre F.

CO

H

FIG. 6

B (Fig. 6) attached to the

AB of a torsion balance,

of mass from the drum D by
The torsion fibre is rigidly fastened to

the drum at its upper cud and to the horizontal arm at its lower end,
.so that if the drum is held fixed the arm cannot rotate about the
fibre as axis without twisting it.

A second charge is placed on the small conducting sphere C
supported on the insulating handle H. We shall suppose this charge
to be of the HJIme sign as the Charge already on B. If, now, C is

brought up to a point at a predetermined distance in front of the

original position of B, the charge on B is repelled and moves backward
in the direction of the arrow, turning the arm AB and twisting the
fibro F. Next the experimenter rotates the drum in the opposite
sense until B is restored to the position originally occupied. The angle
through which it has been turned is equal to the twist now present
in the fibre and, therefore, is proportional to the force on B. By
placing C ai various distances in front of B Coulomb found that the

force between nro charges is inversely proportional to (he square of the

distance between them.

Analytically we. can express Coulomb's law for the force J
between two point charges by the formula

7 - T (ft-D

If q and q' have the same sign, J is positive, whereas, if they have

opposite signs, J is negative. Conseq uently, a positive value of the

force indicates repulsion, a negative value attraction. As we shall

see later, the force between two charges is diminished by the presence
-of a dielectric between them. While the effect of air on the magni-
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tude of the force is very small, the expression (6-1) applies exactly

only to the case of charges in vacuo.

This formula contains implicitly the definition of the unit of

charge For, if we make the. charges equal, and make <J and r each

unity, q = q' becomes unity. Therefore, the c.g.s. unit of charge is

that charge which repels a like equal charge placed at a distance of 1

cm. in vacuo with a force of 1 dyne. Putting 1 gm cm sec""
2

f ^ y
and 1 cm for r and solving for q - q we find that the c.g.s. unit of

charge is 1 gml/2 cm3
/
2 sec"1

. This unit, and all other c.g.s. units

based on Coulomb's law of force (6-1), are known as electrostatic units

and are designated by the abbreviation e.s.u.

Problem 6a- Two particles arc suspended by strings of the same length
/ from the same point Each has a mass m and a charge q Show that the

angle Q which each string makes with the vertical is given by

Problem 6b. A small positively charged conducting sphere is brought
into contact with an identical uncharged sphere When separated by 5 cm,
the repulsion between them is 25 dyne. Find the original charge on the first

sphere.

Problem 6c Two small identical conducting spheres with charges 20
e s.u and 16 e.s.u., respectively, are 4 cm apart. Whit is the force between
them ? What will be the force if they arc brought into contact and then

separated by the same distance as before ?

1. Electric Intensity and Potential. A region in which electric

forces are acting is called an electric field. In order to explore the

field we may carry a unit positive charge of

very small dimensions around the field, being
careful to keep all the charges producing the field

fixed in position so that the field shall not be

changed by the attractions or repulsions exerted

by the test charge. The force experienced by the

unit test charge when at rest relative to the

observer at any point in the field is known as the

electric intensity or the electric field strength E at

that point. The unit of electric intensity is the

dyne per unit charge or, in teems of the funda-

mental units, 1 gm1
'
2 em~1 / 2 sec" 1

. Since the

FIG. electric intensity is a force per unit charge, it is a

vector and has direction as well as magnitude.
Tn expressing vector relations we shall represent vectors by letters

printed in black face type using the same letters in italics to

represent their scalar magnitudes. Thus the equation

C = A+B
signifies that the vector C is the vector sum or resultant of the two
vectors A and B as indicated in Pig. 7. The corresponding scalar

relation is C 2 =y4 2 2AB cos a+B* 9 where a is the angle between the

the positive directions of A and B.

Evidently the force J on a charge q placed at a point where the

electric intensity is E is

7 = qE.
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If q is positive J has the direction of E, otherwise the opposite
direction.

The complete relationship between these quantities is expressed

hy the vector equation
3 = q E (7-1)

It is clear from this equation that if the electric intensity is known
at every point in the field the force on a charge of any magnitude
placed at any point can be computed at once, provided the charges

producing the field are held rigidly in position so that the field

remains unaltered by the introduction of the charge on which the

force is to be determined.

The electric intensity at a distance r from a point charge q is

obtained at once from Coulomb's law by making q
1

equal to unity.
It is

in the direction of the radius vector drawn from q. Since any field

may be considered to be due to a number of point charges, the resultant

electric intensity at a point may be calculated by finding the vector

sum of the electric intensities due to the individual charges. Except
in the simplest cases such a procedure is difficult to oarry out, how-

ever, and simpler methods depending on the concept of potential
are employed instead.

The potential V at a point in an electrostatic field is the work

necessary to bring a unit positive charge from infinity, that is, from

outside the field, up to the point in question, the charges producing
the field being held rigidly in position during the process. "Physically
it represents the potential energy of a unit charge placed at the given

point and is measured in ergs per unit charge. It is identical with

the work done by the field on the unit positive charge as the

latter moves from the given point to infinity. As it represents work

per unit charge, potential is a scalar quantity.

Let us calculate the potential due to a point charge q placed
at the origin. To find the

potential at a point P (Fig. 8)

distant rp from q, we shall

compute the work done by
the field on a unit charge as

it moves from P to infinity.

Let PQ be the path followed.

The electric intensity at Q l
is

"

E = * FIG. 8

/
2

in the direction of the radius vector r, and the work done by the field

in moving the unit charge the distance dl from Ql
to Ql

is

^
2

dl cos a = ^ dr,
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where a is the angle between

infinity,
drf dr
_
=

Jrp r

E and dl. Integrating from /> to

r > (7
-
3)

rp

showing that the value of the potential depends only upon the

coordinates of the point P and is independent of the path followed by
the unit positive charge.

If the field is due to point charges qv </2 , g3,...at distances

/j, r,,,
/*3 ,... from P, the potential at P is the scalar sum

and in the case of a continuous distribution of electricity consisting of

P units of charge per unit volume occupying a volume T and a units

of charge per unit area distributed over a surface s

r =
I f + J;f

- (7-5)

As is evident from the forms of these expressions, the electrostatic

potential In all cases is a function only of the coordinates of the point P
at which it is to be evaluated and is independent of the path along which

the unit charge moves. Jt'is this property which makes the concept
of potential important. In fact, we say that a field of force possesses

a potential only in regions
where these conditions are

fulfilled.

Evidently the drop in

potential when we pass from

apoint A to a point B is equal
to the work done by the field

on a unit positive charge as it

moves from the first point to

the second, all paths between
the two points being equiva-
lent. The work, then, per-
formed on a charge q as it

moves by any path from a

point A where the potential is

Kyi to a point B where the potential is V\\ is q( VA K/; )
. If the

charge moves around a closed curve, the two ends of the path
coincide. Therefore, V]\~V^ and the net work done is zero.

Fie. 9

Consider two near-by points P and Q (l^ig.
(

J) a distance dl

apart and denote the potentials at P and Q by V and V-\-dV res-

pectively. As the force on a unit positive charge is the electric,

intensity ", the drop in potential in goiir^ from /' to Q is the work
3one by the electric intensity. Therefore,

Vp - VQ ES - dV = E cos a dl .
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Hence the component of E in the direction of the displacement-
PQis

3F
Ei = E cos a = - *

g/
, (7-6)

equal to the space rate of decrease of potential in the direction PQ,
The left-hand side of this equation is greatest for a equal to zero.

Therefore, the potential decreases most rapidly in the dtrectioii of the
electric intensity.

If dl is parallel to the X axis, it becomes dx and E cos a becomes
Ex , the X component of the electric intensity. Consequently,

E -- 9F
3*

'

Similar expressions hold for the Y and Z components of E. So if V
is expressed as a function of the coordinates x, v, z,

E _ _ LK E _ _ 3 F _ _ 9 F
/7 7V/il ~

8*'
A -

3r
' *"-

8=
*

( 7)

By means of these relations we can obtain the electric intensity
if the potential function is known. As the electric intensity is equal
to the space rate of decrease of potential, it follows that a positive

charge placed in. an electric field experiences a force urging it from

regions of higher to regions of lower potential while a negative charge
tends to move from regions of lower to regions of higher potential.

If the potential V is expressed as a function of the spherical co-

ordinates r, 0, 0, where r represents the radius vector, V the polar
angle and the azimuth, the space rates of decrease of potential and
therefore the components of electric intensity in the directions of

increasing r, 0, are respectively

Similarly, if V is expressed as a function of the cylindrical co-

ordinates r, 0, z, where now r represents the distance from the Z axis

and the azimuth measured around this axis, the components of
electric intensity in the directions of increasing r, 0, z are respectively

dV dV F dV .

Er = ~
a,

' e= ->S
> *

= ~
a*

<
7~9 )

Problem 7a. Charges of 2^0 and -100 e.s.u. are placed at the points

(0,(P) and (1 cm, 0) in the XY plane. Find the components of elcctrib

intensity at the points (10 cm. Oy and (i
1

,
10 cm) and find a point on the X axis

where the field vanishes Ans. Ex =^0.765 e.s.u , Ey=0 ; #=0 099 e s.u., Ey
1.0J5 e.s.u. ; * = 3.41 cm.

Problem 7b. Find the potential due to the charges in the preceding
problem at anv point in the XY plane and obtain the rectangular components
of the electiic intensity by ditferentiation, checking the numerical values
obtained above. What is characteristic of the potential function at the point
of equilibrium found above ? Is this a point of stable or unstable equili-
brium ?

200 IOC _

Ans. ,= *-/; , xo , saddle point, unstable.
* J 22
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Problem 7c. A thin glass rod of length / placed along the X axis with one
end at the origin is electrified uniformly along its length with a total charge
Q. Find the potential and the electric intensity at any point on the X axis

beyond the end of the rod.

Q x Q
Ans. y log ^j- , -,x_ft

8. Gauss9 Law. Consider an element of surface ds at a point
in an electric field at which the electric intensity is E. If a is the

angle between the direction ofE
and that of the normal to the

surface, the product E cos a ds
of the component of E per-

pendicular to the surface by
the area of the surface is called

the electric flux through the
surface ds. The sign of the
electric flux depends upon
which side of the surface is

chosen as positive, that is to

say, upon whether the normal
is drawn perpendicular to the

surface on the one side or the
other. The following con-

ventions are employed to

determine the positive sense
of the normal :

(a) If the surface is closed, the outward drawn normal is taken
as positive.

(b) If the surface is open, the positive sense of the normal is

related to the sense in which the periphery is described by the rule
that $, right-handed screw with its axis perpendicular to the surface
advances in the direction of the normal when rotated in the sense
in which the periphery is described. This rule determines the posi-
tive sense of the normal only if the positive sense of describing the
periphery is specified, or, vice versa, it prescribes the positive sense in
which the periphery is to be described if the positive side of the
surface is given.

Consider a point charge q (Fig. 10) inside a closed surface s. Tf
n represents the normal to the surface at P, the electric flux dff
through the element AB of area ds due to q is

dN = E cos ads = q -os a
,

r

where r is the distance of P from the charge.
If we draw straight lines from all points on the periphery of the

surface element AB to q, the cone so described is said to define a
conical angle or solid angle. The solid angle is measured by the area
intercepted on the surface of a sphere of unit radius having the vertex
of the cone as center. Since the area of a sphere is proportional to

10
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the square of its radius, the magnitude of a solid angle is also equal
to the area intercepted on the surface of any sphere with center at the
vertex of the angle divided by the square of its radius. Furthermore,
as the superficial area of a sphere of radius r is 4-nr2

, the solid angle
subtended at q by a surface such as s entirely surrounding it is 47r.

Now ds cos a is the projection of the area AB perpendicular to
the radius vector r, and the quotient of this projection by ra is the
solid angle d$l subtended by AB at q. Hence

dN = qd$l,

and if we integrate over the entire surface the total outward flux is

seen to be
N = 4wq. (8-1)

Consider now a charge q (Fig. 11) lying outside the closed surface.
With q as vertex describe a cone of angular aperture dSl . Let ds

l

be the area of the surface intercepted at P
1
and ds2 that at P2 . The

projections of these surfaces perpendicular to the radius vector are dsl

cos a
l
and ds2 cos a2 , and

ds
l cos a, ds cos r> 9

Since the angle TT c^ between the directions of
",
and n

,
is

obtuse the flux through ds
l
is negative, signifying that it is directed

inward through the closed surface instead of outward. Taking ds
l and

^fea together, the outward flux is

__
ds

l cos a
t ds% cos a2

'2 <7 a + q
-

2
E

1 cos a
l
ds

l
cos

But the geometrical relation above shows that this expression
vanishes. Since the
whole surface s can be
divided into pairs of

elements subtending
the same solid angle
at q such that the
inward flux through
one annuls the out-

ward flux through the

other, the net outward
flux through the entire

surface due to a

charge outside is zero.

If a number of

point charges are present, some inside and others outside the surface

5, the normal component of the resultant electric intensity is equal to

the sum of the normal components of the electric intensities due to

the individual charges. Therefore, if q l9 q2 , <73 ... are the point

charges lying inside the surface, the entire outward flux through the
surface is

N = 4:ir(ql + q2 -} #3 + )
= ^wggr, (8-2)

S

FIG. 11
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since the

distributed

volume,

charges outside make no contribution. If

continuously with density P units of charge

N = 47T prfT ,

JT

charge is

per unit

(8-3)

where the integral is taken through the volume T enclosed by the

surface s.

Equations (8-2) and (8-3) are equivalent statements of Gauss' law.

In words this law states that the net outward electric flux through

any closed surface is equal to 4xr times the total charge contained

within that surface. It is important to note that the deduction of this

law depends only upon the fact that electrical forces vary inversely
with the square of the distances between charges. Therefore, it is

valid for a gravitational field as well as an electrostatic field.

If we write for N the surface integral of the normal component of*

the electric intensity in accord with the definition of electric flux, (8-2)

and (8-3) take f.he forms

q, (8-4)

and

E cos ads = 47r4
J*

f f
I E cos ads = 4?r I {>JT (8-5)

In the first of these iq represents the sum of all the charges contained

in the closed surface s, and in the second the volume integral is to be

taken over the entire volume T surrounded by s.

9. Applications of Gauss' Law. Gauss' law constitutes a power-
ful tool for finding the electric intensity in fields of such symmetry

that we can draw
surfaces everywhere

Tjjj f ~X normal to E at all points

^x^ / ^*** -^^ N
N of which the magnitude

^^X/ x^ ^^v E \ of the electric intensity^ ' ' ^ 2
is the same.

Consider, for in-

stance, a sphere s

(Fig. 12) of radius a
inside of which electric

charge is so distributed

\\
"x
^*._-"x<

'r

/ / that the charge density

\^ / / f> is a function of the

Si >^ S / radius vector r alone.

Describe a concentric

spherical surface s
l

of
radius r, greater than a.

P

It is clear from symme-
Fic 12 try that the electric

intensity is everywhere normal to s^ and has the same magnitude E
l

at all points of this surface. Therefore, the total flux through s1
is
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477r
1
2
E'

1 , and Gauss' law requires that

where Q represents the entire charge inside s, or

EI=
%>

(9-1)

This is just the expression we should have found if all the charge
had been concentrated at the center O of the sphere s. Therefore,
any distribution of charge In which the density is a function of the
radius vector only, such as that on an isolated charged conducting
sphere, produces the same field at exterior points as if the entire

charge were located at its center.

If we apply Gauss' law to the spherical surface s2 of radius r2 less
than #, we find in the same way

where Q2 is the portion of the charge inside s2 . In this case the
electric intensity is that which would be produced by a charge Q2

located at O. The charge lying between the spherical surfaces S2 and
s is without effect. If all the charge lay between these two surfaces,
there would be no field at points on the surface s2 or at points inside
this surface. Thus a charge spread uniformly over the surface of a
sphere produces no field at points in its interior, although the field at
exterior points is the same as if the entire charge were concentrated
at the center of the sphere.

On the other hand, if the charge is distributed uniformly through
the volume of the sphere,

and

2
= rt (9-2)

in the interior of the sphere.

Suppose we wish to find the force between two spherical charges
Q! and Q2 in each of which the charge density P is a function of the
distance from the center only. Denote the centers of the two spheres
by 0] and O2 and the distance between centers by R. Replace the
second spherical distribution by a point charge Qt located at O2.

The electric intensity at O2 due to the first sphere is

as proved above, and therefore the force on the point charge gt
due to Q 1

is

where E2 is the electric intensity at O t due to ga .
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But the law of notion and reaction requires that this expression
should also represent the force exerted by Q2 on Qr If now the point
charge at 2 is replaced by the spherical distribution originally
assumed, the field due to Q2 and therefore the force exerted by it on

2, remain unchanged. Consequently the force between the two

spherical charges is the same as if each were a point charge located at
its geometrical center. It is of interest to note that in order to
deduce this result, which follows so simply from Gauss' law, for the

corresponding case of gravitational attraction, Newton delayed
publication of the law of gravitation for twenty years.

Next consider a uniformly charged plane MN (Fig. 13) of very
great (strictly infinite) extent. Let a be the charge per unit area of
the surface. From symmetry it is clear that the electric intensity

is perpendicular to the plane,

being directed upward above
the plane and downward
below if the charge is posi-
tive. Describe a pill-box

shaped surface A BCD. the

fiat bases AB and DC of the

box lying parallel to and

equidistant from the plane
MN. If As is the area of

FIC> - 1-5 one of the bases, the flux

through the surface of the pill-box is *2E &s and the charge enclosed
is <T&S. Therefore Gauss' laws take the form

or

E = STTCT. (y-3)

Consequently, the field is uniform on each side of the plane, the

magnitude of E being . Q
independent of the

distance from the C 13

plane.
" P

Finally consider

the field due to two +
parallel conducting

A. B

plates AB and CD FIG. 14

(Fig. 14) of very great extent, the lower of which has a positive

charge a per unit area and the upper of which has an equal negative

charge density. At a point P between the plates the electric intensity
due to AB is 2ira upward and that due to CD is also 2na upward.
Therefore, the total field is

=4, (9-4)

upward everywhere between the plates. The electric intensity at

Q, however, is 2tra upward due to AB and Zna downward due to CD.
Hence the field at a point outside the plates, such as Q, vanishes.
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Problem 9a. What is the potential due to a uniformly charged spherical
shell of radius a at a point (a) outside, (b) on the surface, (c) in the interior of

the shell ? Ans Q
.

Q
,
Q

.

r a a

Problem 9b The plane ot Fig. 13 is replaced by a slab of thickness (,
the charge being uniformly distributed throughout its volume. Find the
electric intensity at a distance y from the median plane of the slab less than

one-half t. Ans. 4ir y.

Problem 9c. Find the field at a distance r greater than a from the axis
of an infinitely long straight cylindrical rod of radius a which has a charge A
per unit length. Find the field inside the rod (a) if the charge is distributed
uniformly over the surface ot the cylinder, (b) if the charge is distributed

iy\ t\-\

uniformly throughout its volume. Ans. , 0,
- ~

Problem d. Prove that the electric intensity outside a uniformly
charged spherical shell is the same as it the charge were concentrated at the
center of the shell by finding the potential due to each element of charge and
integrating over the surface of the shell. By the same method show that the
iield inside the shell vanishes.

10. Lines of Force. A line of force in an electric field is a
curve so drawn as to have everywhere the direction of the electric

intensity, the sense in which the line is described being indicated on
diagrams by an arrowhead. Free positive charges, therefore, tend to
move along lines of force in the forward sense and free negative
charges in the backward sense. A bundle ofM lines of force, whereM is a large integer arbitrarily chosen but fixed in value, is known
.as a lube of force. Lines of force are drawn in such density that the
number of tubes of force per unit cross section is everywhere equal
to the magnitude of the electric intensity. By selecting a' large enough
number for M the representation of an electric field by lines of force

may be made as nearly continuous as desired, even in regions where
the electric intensity is very small.

Consider a small surface A3 (Fig. 15) of area ds through which
cIN tubes of force pass at an angle a A\ ith the normal /?. The cross,

section of this group of tubes is the projection of (Is on a plane per-
pendicular to ", that is, ds cos a. Therefore, in accordance with the
convention for drawing lines of force,

F dN
Hi = --. - -

ds cos a

or

dN = E cos a*. (10-1)
But the right-hand side of

this equation represents the

electric flux through ds.

Therefore, the number of
tubes of force passing

through any surface is equal
to the electric flux through
that surface. FIG. 15
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We shall now prove two fundamental theorems regarding lines-

of force.

THBOBBM I. Lines offorce are continuous in regions containing

no charge.

To prove this theorem consider the closed surface AB (Fig. 16)

consisting of a tube

bounded by lines of

force and terminated

by the cross sections sl

and st . The flux

through the sides of

the tube vanishes

because the electric

intensity is everywhere

parallefto the surface.

FIG. 16- Therefore, the total

flux is that through the ends of the tube, and as there is no charge
inside the tube Gauss' law requires that the inward flux through Si

should equal the outward flux through,?,. But the flux through a

surface has been shown to be equal to the number of tubes of

force passing through the surface. Therefore, as many tubes of force

(d)

Fib. 17

pass out through s2 as come in through SL . Consequently, lines of force

are continuous in the region occupied by the section of tube under
consideration and hence in any region containing no charge.
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THEOREM II. The number of tubes of force diverging from a

positive charge q or converging on a negative charge q is 4irq.

This theorem follows at once from Gauss' law. For the number
of tubes of force passing through any closed surface surrounding a

charge q is equal to the electric flux through the surface, and the

latter is equal to 4ir^. Each tube starts on a positive charge of

magnitude l/4ir and ends on an equal negative charge.

In Fig. 17 the lines of force are shown for the fields due to (a)

two equal point charges of the same sign, (b) two equal point charges
of opposite sign, (c) two oppositely charged parallel conducting plates,

(d) a point charge near an earthed conducting plate.

An important theorem due to Earnshaw states that no charge
can be in stable equilibrium in an electrostatic field under the

influence of electrical forces alone.

The proof of this theorem is very
simple if we make use of the pro-

perties of lines of force which we
have just developed. Assume that.

O (Fig. 18) is a point at which a

positive test charge would find

itself in stable equilibrium in the

field under consideration. Then
in whatever direction the test

charge is displaced from O the
force due to the field must urge
it back toward O. Consequently,
the lines of force must converge at

'O. But this would require the

presence of a negative charge.
Therefore, there can be no point
of stable equilibrium in an electrostatic field. A point of unstable

equilibrium may exist, such as was found in problem 7b. In this case

displacements of a positive charge along the X axis tend to increase

whereas those in the plane at right

angles give rise to restoring forces

directed toward the point of equi-
librium.

11. Equipotential Surfaces and

Regions. An equipotential surface is

FIG. 19 a surface all points of which are at

the same potential. No two equipotential surfaces can intersect, for

if they did the potential along the curve of intersection would have
more than one value. At points of equilibrium, however, a single

equipotential surface intersects itself. Equipotential surfaces are

drawn for equal increments of potential, for example, for the poten-
tials 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, As the electric intensity is equal to the

space rate of decrease of potential, the field is most intense where the

equipotential.surfaces are most closely crowded together and least

FTC. 18
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intense where they are farthest apart. Let AB and CD (Fig. 19) be
two adjacent equipotential surfaces, AB being the surface of higher
potential. If we pass from AB to CD along the normal PQ the space
rate of decrease of potential is greater than if we follow any other

path such as PR. Therefore, the electric intensity, since it has the
direction of the greatest space rate of decrease of potential, is per-

pendicular to the equipotential surfaces and directed from surfaces of

higher potential toward those of lower potential. Furthermore, lines

of force, since they have everywhere the direction of the electric

intensity, intersect- equipotential surfaces orthogonally. They are
most dense where the equipotential surfaces arc closest together, for

there the field is most intense.

A closed equipotential surface \\ith no charge inside encloses
an equipotential region, that is, a region all points of winch are at
the same potential as the surface. For suppose that an equipotential
surface of different potential V lies inside the (dosed equipotential
surface of potential V. Tf V is greater than V lines of force are
directed from V toward Fat all points of the equipotential surface
V. Therefore the flux through this closed surface is positive. But
a positive flux requires a positive charge inside the surface V.
Consequently, V cannot be greater than V. A similar line of reason-

ing shows that V cannot be less than V. Therefore, V is equal to V,
and the same is true of the potential at all points inside the original
surface. As the potential is uniform throughout the volume inside
this surface, no field can be present there. Conversely, a region
throughout Avhich no field exists is equipotential.

Consider a charged conductor (Fig. 20) with a cavity inside.

While the conductor is being charged, the free electrons in its interior

move under the influence of electrical forces until they so distribute

themselves that the electric intensity is zero everywhere inside the
conductor. The number
of free electrons in

any metallic conductor
is so great that this

condition can always be
realized. Therefore, in

the equilibrium state,
there js no electric

field in the body of the

conductor. Consequent-
ly, there can be no

charge in the interior of
the conductor, for the

presence of 'charge

requires diverging or

converging lines of force

and therefore the existence of an electric field. So all the charge must
be located on the surface of the conductor. Finally, the absence of
an electric field in the body of the conductor means that the potential
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is everywhere the same. The outer surface and the surface of the

cavity are equipotential surfaces of the same potential.

If the cavity is empty, it is, of course, an equipotential region
at the same potential as the conductor. On the other hand, if it

contains a charge, a field is present, and the cavity is no longer ,
an

equipotential region. Since the lines of force originating on the charge
must end on the surface of the cavity, a charge of equal magnitude
and opposite sign is induced there. This releases to the outer surface
of the conductor an equal charge of the same sign as that introduced
into the cavity. The phenomena observed in the Faraday "ice-pail"
experiment (art. 4) are thus explained.

If the force between charges did not vary inversely with the

square of the distance, the Held inside a cavity in a charged con-
ductor Avould not vanish. Cavendish and, later, Maxwell attempted
to detect the presence of electrical forces in such a cavity with null
results. So sensitive is this method of showing that the force varies

inversely Avith the square of the distance that Maxwell calculated that
if the exponent differed from 2 by as much as one part in 21,600
evidence of a field would have been found.

Xext let us calculate the field just outside the conductor in terms
of the charge <r per unit area on its surface. As lines of force are

perpendicular to equipotential sin-faces, the electric intensity just
outside a conductor must be at right angles to its surface. Therefore,
the tlux through the pill-box shaped surface A BCD (Fig. 21) enclosing
a small area A.v of the surface consists entirely of that through the
base* AB, the tlux through CD being zero since there is no field in the

body of the conductor. Consequently, Gauss' law gives

or

E = 4TT<T. (11-1)
It follows from fhis equation that no charge can reside on the

surface of a conductor outside of which the field vanishes. This is

tho case at the outside surfaces of the parallel conducting plates of
Fi<r. 14. So the entire charge on each of these plates must lie on the
inside surface.

Finally, we shall calculate the stress j , on the surface of the
conductor due to the action of the field outside on the charge a
located on a unit area of the surface.

Strictly speaking the charge does not lie

on a mathematical surface but occupies
a thin layer extending a short distance \ _ "+"

into the conductor. Let us describe in

this layer a number of surfaces parallel
to the surface of the conductor and

designate by da' the charge per unit area

included between any pair of adjacent
surfaces. Then, since lines of force ^ ^

originate on charges, the electric intensity
increases in passing from each surface to the next, starting from zero
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at the innermost surface. If a' is the charge per unit area between a

given surfa-ce and the innermost surface, the electric intensity at the

former is

E' = W.
.Therefore, the tension stress on the surface of the conductor is

J, = [
E'da' = 4* P

7

a'da' = 2***. (11-2)
Jo Jo

Since a appears as a square in this expression the stress on the surface

is always a tension, no matter whether the charge is positive or

negative. In terms of the electric intensity E = 4ira just outside

the surface of the conductor, the tension is

1

7.= Sir
E2

. (11-3)

B

Faraday and Maxwell conceived a tension of this amount as

existing everywhere along the lines of force. On this representation
the lines of force may be thought of as having the properties of

stretched elastic bands tending to draw together the positive charges
on which they originate and the negative charges
on which they end. With this conception in

mind mere inspection of the field illustrated in

Fig. 17 reveals the direction in which each of the

charges or conductors depicted there tends to

move under the action of the electrical forces

operating on it.

Let us examine qualitatively the field be-

tween two oppositely charged parallel conducting

planes AB and CD (Fig. 22), the latter of which

is provided with u rounded protuberance M and
a point P. The lines of force are represented by
foil lines while the traces of the equipotential
surfaces are shown by broken lines. While the

field is somewhat increased in the neighborhood
of M,

it is seen to be very intense close to P.

Therefore, air molecules in the vicinity of the

FIG. 22 point are strongly attracted to it. On reaching
P they acquire some of the charge on the point

and are then repelled to AB. In this way the plate CD loses its charge
to AB through the agency of the point. This action is made use of

in transferring the charge from the carriers to the collectors of an

induction machine such as was described in art. 5.

Problem 22a. Construct roughly the lines of force and the equipotential
surfaces in the field of the two charges of problem 7b.

Problem lib. Two concentric spherical metal shells of radii 2 cm and 8

cm have charges of 100 e.s u and 5000 e s.u. respectively. Find the stress on

each. Ans. 24.9 dyne/cm
2

,
253 dyne/cm

2
.



CHAPTER II

DIELECTRICS AND CONDUCTORS

12. Electric Dipoles. If two equal point charges of opposite
sign are located at the same point, the field of the one will exactly
Annul that of the other so that the pair will give rise to no electrical

forces on a third charge. If, however, one of the two charges is

displaced a small distance relative to the other, the fields of the two
will 110 longer quite compensate. Such a combination is known as

an electric dipole. We
have already made
note of the fact that

when a dielectric is

subjected to electrical

forces the bound
electrons in each atom
suffer a small displace-
ment. Therefore, each
atom becomes an
electric dipole, or

more accurately a

group of electric

dipoles each one of

which may be suppos-
ed to consist of one
electron and one

proton. Under such circumstances the dielectric is said to be

polarized.

Let / be the distance (Fig. 23) between the two charges q and
- q constituting a dipole. We shall calculate the potential and the

components of electric intensity at a point P at a distance /' from the

center of the dipole large compared with its length /. The potential

at P due to the twp charges q and q is

FIG. 23

r cos r + ~ cos r

ql cos

-
r COS2

ql cos

as /
2 is negligible compared with r2 . The product ql is known .is the

electric moment of the dipole and is designated by pg. Evidently the

electric moment is a vector having the direction of the axis of the

dipole. We shall take its positive sense to be that of the line from q
to q. Then the numerator of the expression for the potential is just the
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component of the electric moment in the direction of the radius-

vector /' and \ve can write

v=s PE ros

r-

If a number of dipoles are located in a small region, the potential
at a distant point P is given by the same expression, provided that

(12-1)

FIG. 24

we understand by PE the magnitude of the vector sum of the electric/

moments of all the dipoles and by the angle which the resultant

electric moment makes witli the radius vector /*. In the case of a
normal atom (Fig. 24a) the electrons may be considered to be dis-

tributed symmetrically about the protons in the nucleus, and if we

pair off each electron with a proton we have a number of dipoles the

moments of which are represented by arrows in the figure. Clearly
the resultant moment is zero and therefore the potential vanishes at

distant points. If the atom is placed in an electric field, however,
the electrons are displaced relative to the nucleus in a direction

opposite to that of the

electric intensity E (Fig.

24b). Evidently in this

case the atom has a

resultant electric moment
which has the same direc-

tion as the field if the

atom is isotropic.

Differentiating the ex-

pression (12-1) for the

potential, we find for the

components Er and "0 of

the electric intensity in

the directions of increas-

ing r and increasing 0,

respectively,
FIG. 25

9 V 2pE cos

u sin
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The lines of force in the field of a dipole are shown in Fig. 25,
which differs from Fig. 17b only in scale.

13. Density of Charge in a Polarized Dielectric. Although the
charge density in a dielectric changes very greatly as we pass from
proton to electron in an atom, ordinary electrical instiuments are
unable to measure fluctuations which occur in so short a distance.
The measurements we make have to do rather with the mean values*
of the charge averaged over regions containing many thousands of
atoms. Therefore, we shall replace the distribution of charge
actually present by a smoothed distribution and understand hence-
forth by the charge density in a dielectric that obtained by averaging
the actual charge density over a volume AT which is smail by usual
standards but large enough to contain a great many atoms'. As a
consequence, we must understand by the electric field in the medium
the smooth field to which the smooth charge density gives rise.

We shall now calculate the average density of charge in the
small volume AT AXAVAr (Fig. 2tt). Evidently this charge
density vanishes if the medium R
is unpolarized, so our problem
is to calculate the excess of the

charge entering AT over that

leaving this volume A\heii the
bound electrons in each atom
heroine displaced by an

impressed electric field. As the
effect we are investigating is

due to the displacement' of

charge of one sign relative to
that of tlie other, the analysis
is simplified "without in any
way limiting the generality of FIG- 26

the result by assuming that the negative electricity remains fixed
and that the electric moment of each atom is due to a displacement R
of the positive electricity. If ABCD represents a lace A v Ar of the
volume AT, the positive charge passing through this face when the
medium is polarized is that contained inside the prism ABCDEFGH
of slant height equal to R. If R is not parallel to the X axis, a

portion of the charge passing through ABCD near one edge, such as
AB. /nay not remain in the volume AT, but this loss is compensated
by the charge entering AT through the portion of the surface lying
beyond the opposite edge. Denoting the X component of the

displacement by R* the volume of the prism ABCDEFGH is

jR.r A VAr and the positive electricity contained in it is

where p' represents the aggregate positive charge per unit volume.
This expression, then, gives the charge passing into AT through the
left-hand boundary when the medium is polarized. That passing out

through the right-hand boundary is
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|p'-Rz+

well as

~- '*)A*1
Jl.)AXJ.

-where p
f

as well as Rx may have different values at the two
boundaries due to a change in the properties of the medium such as

occurs in passing from one dielectric into another. Subtracting the

.second of these expressions from the first we find for the net charge

entering A T through the two faces perpendicular to the X axis the

quantity,

Now p'R is the electric moment per unit volume. This

quantity is called the polarization and is denoted by P. It is a vector

having the direction of the displacement J?. Adding to the ex-

pression above corresponding expressions for the charge entering A T

through the pairs of boundary surfaces perpendicular to the Y and
Z axes, and dividing by the volume A JC A y& z of the region, the net

charge pp per unit volume produced by the polarization of the

medium is seen to be
P*

. 3V, 1?'

3f the polarization is constant throughout the medium the charge

per unit volume in its interior is zero since each of the derivatives

in (13-1) vanishes. In this case as much charge passes out of one
face of a volume A T situated entirely inside the dielectric as passes
in through the opposite one, and the only charges are those produced
on the surface of the medium.

The surface charge is easily calculated in the case of a bar of

length / and cross section A polarized uniformly along its axis.

Denoting the charge per unit area on the two ends of the bar by op
-and op, respectively, the electric moment of the bar is opAl. and
the electric moment per unit volume is op. Therefore,

OP P. (13-2)

We can express the chargegassing into any volume T when the

dielectric is polarized as a surface integral. For if ft (Fig. 27) is the

n angle between R and the

v*. ^ ^ . outward drawn normal n to
^ ^ ^ '

the surface s bounding T, the

charge entering T through
the surface element ds is that

contained in the prism
ABCD of volume R cos fids,

that is, a charge
- P' R cos fids.

Therefore, the total charge

entering T when the medium
is polarized is

ft

FIG. 27 = - f Pros (13-3)
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where the surface integral is taken over the closed surface 5 which
surrounds the volume T.

We can use this formula to obtain a general expression for the

density of charge on the surface of a dielectric. Let ABCD (Fig. 28)
be a pill-box shaped surface enclosing an area A s of the surface of
the dielectric K, the altitude BC of the pill-box being very small

compared with the diameter of the base. Applying (13-3) to the
surface of the pill-box, the value of the integral over AB vanishes
since this base of the pill-box lies outside the dielectric where the

polarization is zero, and the area of the cylindrical portion of the

pill-box is so small that the integral over this portion of the surface
is negligible. So the right-hand side of (13-3) reduces to the integral
over the base CD of the pill-box which lies inside the dielectric. If,.

then, op is the charge per unit area on the surface of the dielectric,

op & s = P cos jSA s = P cos y A s,

since y is the supplement of the angle j3 between P and the normal
n to CD. But P cos y is the component Pn of the polarization at-

right angles to the surface of the dielectric.

Therefore, P
aP = Pn (13-4)

is the charge per unit area on the surface.

This expression evidently reduces to

(13-2) for the special case considered
there. If the polarization of the medium
is not uniform the surface charge is

accompanied by a volume distribution of

charge in the interior of the dielectric

given by (13-1). To find the mean
electric field in the vicinity of a dielectric

whether outside or inside the medium
we must add to the impressed electric FIG, 28

intensity due to outside charges that produced by the surface charge

(13-4) on the surface of the dielectric and that produced by the

volume charge (13-1) in the interior of the dielectric.

Problem 13a* A sphere of radius a is polarized along the radius vector

so that P kr. Find the volume and surface charge densities and show that

the total charge is zero. Ans. -3fe, ka

Problem 23b. A thin rod of cross section A and length I lies on the X axis

with its neater end at a distance b from the origin. The polarization is kx

parallel to the X axis. Find the charge at each end and the volume density
of charge in the interior of the rod, and show that the total charge is zero.

Also find the potential at the origin due to the rod.

Ans. - kAb, kA(b + 0. fc feA log 1 + -

Problem 13c. The following cavities are cut in a dielectric in which the

polarization P is uniform and fixed ; (a) a narrow slit at right angles to tl^c

polarization, (&) a sphere,.(<0 a long needle-like cavity with its axis parallel to-

the polarization. Find the electric intensity at the center of each due to the*

charge on the surface of the cavity. Ans. (a) 4irP, (b) ,, wP, (c) 0.
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Problem 13d. A long cylindrical cavity at right angles to the polariza-
tion is cut in the dielectric of the preceding problem. Find the electric
intensity at its center due to the charges on the surface of the cavity. Ans,
2T.

14. Gauss' Law for Charges in a Dielectric. Consider a dielectric
in which are immersed free charges # #2 , #3 ...... Describe any closed
surface s which may lie partly or wholly within the dielectric and
may also surround some of the immersed charges. Gauss' law states
that the electric flux through this surface is equal to 4ir times the
sum of the charges enclosed. Denoting the charge inside s due to the

polarization of the dielectric by QP ,

E cos ads

where a is the angle between JEand the outward drawn normal to the
surface and %q represents the sum of the free charges inside.

Replacing gjp by the right-hand side of (13-3) and transposing
this term to Lie left-hand side of the equation so as to combine the
two surface integrals,

(E cos a + 4wP cos P)ds = 471-v

ivhere jS is the angle between P and the outward drawn normal to the
surface.

Using vector notation, we define the electric displacement D as
the vector sum of E and 4irP, that is,

D SB E + 47tP. (14-2)

It is clear from (14-1) that E and P and, consequently, D have the
same physical dimensions. All three, therefore, may be expressed in
the same units.

If, now, y is the angle between D and the normal n to the sur-
face s,

D cos y = E cos a + 4rrP cos j,

as is evident from Fig. 29. Therefore Gauss' law (14-1) becomes

I D cos yds = 47r2#, (14-3)
J s

or, for a continuous distribution of free charge of volume density p,

I D cos yds = 47TJ pd-r, (14-4)

the volume integral being taken over the entire volume T enclosed by
the surface s.

It is only in an anisotropic dielectric, such as crystalline quartz,
that P and E have different directions. In the case of isotropic
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media, such as glass or paraffin, P and D have the same directions
a,s E. Then the three angles a, and y in Tig. 29 are equal, and
-(14-2) may be replaced by the scalar equation
D = E

Fie. 29

We define influx of displacement through
a surface ds as the product of the component
of the displacement D normal to the surface

by the area of the surface. Then the left-hand
side of (14-3) or (14-4) represents the outward
&UK of displacement through the closed surface
s and these two equivalent forms of Gauss'
law state that the total outward fi.ux of dis-

placement through any closed surface is equal
to 477- times the sum of the free charges
enclosed within the surface, that is, of all the

charges except those due to the polarization of
the medium. The charges due to polarization are included in the
left-hand members of equations (14-3) and (14-4).

Lines of electric displacement may be drawn so as to have every-
where the direction of D and in such density that the number of tubes

of displacement defined as bundles of M lines of displacement
per unit cross section is equal to the displacement. Following the
same line of argument as that applied to lines of force in art. 10, it

is clear that lines of displacement are continuous in regions in which no
free charges are present, and that 4ir tubes of displacement originate
on each unit positive free charge and terminate on each unit negative
free charge. When we pass from one dielectric to another through
the surface separating them, or from a dielectric into empty space,
lines of displacement are continuous provided 110 free charge resides
on the surface. Lines of forces, on the other hand, are not continuous
across the boundary, since they end on polarization charge as well as
on free charge.

Consider two dielectrics K
}
and K2 (Fig. 30) in contact. Describe

the pill-box shaped surface ABCD about an area A 5 of the surface
of separation, the height BC of the pill-box being very small

compared with the diameter of the bases. Let Din and D2n be the

2n

Er
jt Tf*- iF

K

111

Hv

FIG. 30.

normal components of the displacement in the two media. Then, as

there is no free charge inside the pill-box, Gauss' law requires that
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0,
or

An = Din . (14-5)

Therefore, the normal component of the displacement is the same on>
both sides of the surface of separation.

Next consider the rectangle EFGH of length A / and negligible
height. Let E& and Ezt be the tangential components of the electric

intensity in the two media. Then the work done in taking a unit

charge round the rectangle is

As this represents the drop in potential around a closed path, it must
vanish. Hence

E2t =,*, (14-6)

ahd the tangential component of the electric intensity is the same on
both sides of the surface.

15. Isotropic Dielectrics. The results of the last article are

equally valid for isotropic and for anisotropic media. Henceforth
we shall confine our remarks to isotropic dielectrics. Since the

polarization is produced by the electric field, we should expect that
P would be proportional in magnitude to E in such a medium as well
as being in the same direction as E. If we write

P = eEE, (15-1)

the electric susceptibility e# is found to be practically constant for

steady fields. Hence

D = E + 47r/> = (1 + 4:ireE)E,
and if we put

K. sss 1 + 47reu, (15-2)

the relation between D and E becomes

/> = *. (15-3)

The quantity * is known as the permittivity of the dielectric,
or the dielectric constant. Since D 9 E and P have the same physical
dimensions, EE and K are pure numbers. Equation (15-3) tells

us that there are /c times as many tubes of displacement per unit
cross section in an isotropic dielectric as there are tubes of force.

Tubes of displacement terminate on free charges only, each tube

starting on a free charge l/4ir and ending on a free charge l/4?r r

whereas tubes of force terminate on both free and polarization

charges.

In an isotropic dielectric Gauss' law (14-3) takes the form

K E cos yds = 4-irS^r, (15-4)

and if the dielectric is homogeneous K is a constant so that we may
write

i
E cos yds = -

S?- (15-5)
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Since q in these formulas represents free charge, we see from
the second that if no free charge is present in the interior of a
homogeneous isotropic dielectric the flux of E out of any closed
surface lying wholly in the medium is zero. Consequently no
polarization charge can be present in the interior of such a dielectric.
All charges must reside on its surface.

By means of Gauss' law (15-5) we find at once the electric
field in an isotropic dielectric surrounding a spherical charge Q
in which the charge density is a function of the distance from the
center only. The method is indentical with that employed in
article 9 in the case where no dielectric is present. Since Gauss*
Jaw (15-5) for charges immersed in a dielectric differs from the

corresponding law (8-4) for charges in empty space only in the
appearance of the factor K in the denominator on the right, the
expression (9 1) for the electric intensity in empty space must
be replaced by

=
rt (15-6)

when the charge is immersed in a dielectric.

The reason why the electric intensity is reduced in the ratio
1 to * by the dielectric is made clearer if we examine the polariza-
tion charges in the medium. Eliminating BE from (15-1) and
(15-2),

P= -~-l?, (15-7)

and making use of (15-6),

p _ * -_i Q
~

K

If a is the radius of the charge Q y the polarization charge per
unit area of the cavity in the dielectric in which Q lies is

from (13-4), and the total polarization charge on the surface of tho

cavity is

The effective charge producing the field is the sum of Q and
the polarization charge Qp y that is,'

Consequently the electric intensity in the dielectric is only l/*th of
that which would be produced by Q alone.

On account of the factor K in the denominator of (15-6) we
must replace the expression (7-4) for the potential due to a>

number of point charges by
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when the charges are surrounded by a dielectric. Similary we have
for the .potential due to a continuous distribution of charge on a
surface s immersed in a dielectric

V - f

ods
(15-9)

J* K r

where <r is the charge per unit area. If this surface is a closed con-

ducting shell, the presence of the dielectric within the shell is of
no consequence since no field exists there (art. 11). This means
that (15-9) remains valid even if the dielectric in the interior of
the shell is partially or wholly replaced by conducting material.

Therefore, this expression may be used to calculate the potential
due to the surface charges on extended solid conductors immersed
in a"dielectric.

Furthermore, if the charged surfaces discussed in articles 9

and 11 are surrounded by a dielectric, the expressions obtained
for the electric intensity at outside points must be modified by the

introduction of the factor K into the denominator of each. Thus
(11-1) for the electric intensity just outside a charged conducting
surface becomes

47TI7
(15.10)

When two Dielectrics are in contact, both lines of force and
lines of displacement are bent in passing from the one to the other.

As was shown in the preceding article. Hues of displacement are

continuous provided there is no free charge on the surface of

FIG. 31

separation. To calculate the law of refraction of these lines, we
make use of equations (14-5) and (14-6). Designating the angles
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which the lines of displacement make with the normal to the
surface of separation of the two dielectrics of Fig. 30 by 1 and twe have

K^EZ cos 0g = K^EI cos 8
1

from (14-5) and (15-3), and

E2 sin 2
= El sin 1

from (146). Dividing the one by the other,

tan 0i /c,

In passing from empty space into a dielectric, then, the lines
of displacement are bent away from the normal to the surface,
an effect opposite to that \\hich takes place when a ray of light
passes into a transparent medium, such as glass. In Fig. 31
the bending of the lines of displacement is shown for the case of a
pohijbrcharge Q placed above a dielectric.

v 16. Stresses in a Dielectric. In the last article we investi-

gated the electric field produced by charges immersed in an
isotropic dielectric. It remains to find the force experienced by a
charge surrounded by a dielectric. As a first step we must examine
the electrical forces on the elements of ^
the dielectric itself.

v

**-^^^
As the polarization in an isotropic ,

^""~*- ^
dielectric is parallel to the electric T j. ^-o
intensity, each atomic dipole may be ^ *1 _
considered to be lined up with its axis ^ -~*~""

'

parallel to the lines of force as in *"*'

Fig. 32. If, then, is the electric inten- FIG. 32

sity at q, that at q is E + -'
, I and the resultant force on the

dipole is

where ql is 4he electric moment of the dipole. Replacing q\ by the

polarization P, the force per unit volume is seen to be

1 -P 3
?T - r

9/
>

or

<* _ ~ l E 3 nan7T _ 47r
--

aT (16-1)

from (15-7). This may be written

* - HF" i
If, now, we designate the pressure in the dielectric by p, we see

that the pressure over the face B of the rectangular parallelepiped of
unit cross section and thickness dl pictured in Fig. 33 must be greater
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than that over the face A by an amount just sufficient to balance the
electrical force (16-2), that is,

E

Integrating,

1
-I

except for a constant of integration which is of no significance since

it represents merely a constant pressure which is everywhere the same
and therefore gives rise to no tractive forces. Equation (16-3) shows-

that the pressure in a dielectric is

proportional to the square of the

electric intensity, being large near

charges, where E is great, and small

at great distances from charges, where-

the field is weak.

Stress on Surface of Dielectric.

We have seen that a dipole well inside

the body of a dielectric is urged by
the electrical forces acting on it from
the weaker to the stronger parts of the

field. The same is true of the dipoles

extending into the transition layer at
the surface of a dielectric, where the

polarization charge resides. How-
A B

FIG. 33

ever, the field changes so rapidly in this region
from the value E in the interior of the dielec-

tric to the value E outside, that a special

analysis of the forces is needed. We shall

confine our discussion to the case where the

field and therefore the polarization are normal
to the surface of the dielectric.

Let the region between AA and BB
(Fig. 34) be the transition layer at the surface

of the dielectric lying to the left. As we pass
from AA to BB the polarization charge in-

creases from zero to its full value ap per unit

area, and since 4?r lines of force originate on
each unit of charge, the field increases from E
to E at the same rate that the polarization

charge increases. Therefore, if the polariza-
tion charge per unit area between AA and any
intermediate plane xx is <JP

'

', the field E' at

Dielectric

FIG.' 34

XX 18

(E - E).

Now the existence of the transition layer is due to the fact that

the surface of the dielectric is not actually a perfectly smooth surface.
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At some places the last dipole reaches only as far to the right as
AA, at others the last dipole in the dielectric extends well into the
region between AA and BB, whereas at still others the last dipole
reaches as far as BB. This is illustrated in the lower part of the
figure. So the field acting on the right-hand or positive end of a
surface dipole may be anything between E and EQ , depending upon
how far the dipole under consideration extends into the transition

layer. Since the polarization charge is due, however, to the uncom-
pensated charges on the right-hand ends of the surface dipoles, the
charge per unit area on the right-hand ends of all the surface dipoles
which extend no farther to the right than xx is ap '. Hence the force
on the right-hand ends of the dipoles with charge dap' is E'dop' and
the force on the right-hand ends of all the surface dipoles is

\aP E"^- / r fo"^ j / i EQ~ E [aP tjL aop = h
\

aap + -
I op dap'

Jo Jo OP Jo
= oPE + \ap (E - E)

per unit area. The left-hand or negative ends of the surface dipoles
lie in the homogeneous portion of the dielectric where the field is E.
So the force on them per unit area of the surface is 0pE. Adding
this to the previous expression, we find for the force per unit area on
the surface layer of dipoles

7*x = lap(E-Eo). (16-5)

This, then, represents the electrical stress on the surface of the
dielectric. If D is the electric displacement in the dielectric, E = D= icE. Also ap = P = (K 1) 74-77. Hence we may write

To J 8E we must add the mechanical pressure (16-3) in the

homogeneous body of the dielectric to get the total stress J8 on the
.surface :

As the expression for the stress involves only the square of the
field strength it represents a positive stress or tension whether the
electric intensity is directed along the outward normal to the surface,
.as we have supposed, or in the opposite sense. This tension tends to
stretch a solid dielectric in the direction of the lines of force of the
field in which it is placed, an effect known as electrstriction. Using
.a liquid dielectric with an air bubble above it, Quincke has verified
the formula (16-7) by measuring the increase in pressure of the air as
the field is increased.

Stress on Surface of Conductor. Only when a conductor is

immersed in a fluid dielectric does the total stress on the surface of
the conductor have, in general, a unique value. For, when the
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conductor is located in a cavity in a solid dielectric, the stress on any
portion of the conductor's surface depends on the completeness of its

contact with the surrounding medium and on the elastic properties of
the medium. Consequently, we shall confine our analysis to the case
of a conductor with surface charge <r per unit area immersed in a
fluid dielectric. The total tension on the surface of the conductor is
the tension 27rcra in empty space, given by (11-2), less the tension on
the surface of the dielectric specified by (16-7), since the latter is

transmitted to the conductor as a pressure. Hence

Now the free charge a on the surface of the conductor may be
expressed in terms of the electric intensity E or the electric dis-

placement D in the dielectric just outside by (15-10), that is,
<r = icE/4:ir

=
D/4ir. Hence

'-fc-'s -'-T' <"-8>

By integrating this stress over the entire surface of a conductor
immersed in a homogeneous fluid dielectric we can find the resultant
mechanical force experienced by the conductor.

Force on Conductor. Consider a conductor immersed in a

homogeneous fluid dielectric. The field E at a point M (Fig. 35) in
the dielectric just outside the surface element AB of the conductor

may be considered as the resultant of three fields : the external
field E

,
the field E' due to the charge of density cr per unit area on

AB and of density op per unit area on the adjacent surface of the

dielectric, and the field E" due to

the charge on the remainder of the
conductor and adjacent surface of
the dielectric.

Now the field at N due to the

charge on the portion AB of the
conductor and the adjacent surface

of the dielectric is, from symmetry,
equal and opposite to that at M,
that is, equal to E'. The remain-
der of the field at N differs, however,

only infinitesimally from that at M.
But, as N is inside the conductor,

FIG. 35 the resultant field vanishes. Hence
at N we have

E -E' + E" .0,

whereas at M we have

E + E' + E" = E.

Adding, we find that

E, + E" - *E. (16-9)
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So the stress given by (16-8) is

Jg = ^E = crE + oE".

The resultant force y on the conductor is obtained by integrating
the stress J 9 over its surface 5, integration of & vector representing
vector summation just as integration of a scalar represents scalar

summation. Thus we obtain

J =
I

aEQds + I oTL"ds

=
J

aE ^v + K
J

(cr + aP)Wds

since a -f op O\K. Now the second integral must vanish as it

represents the sum of the forces exerted on each element of the

conductor and adjacent dielectric by the charges on the remainder of

the conductor and adjacent surface of the dielectric. Hence we have

(16-10)

Therefore the resultant force exerted on a conductor immersed in

a fluid dielectric is obtained by multiplying each element of charge by
the external electric intensity and summing up over the surface of

the conductor. If, for instance, we have two conductors with charges

<2i and Q2 at a distance / apart large compared with their linear

dimensions, the electric intensity at Q2 due to Ql
is

and the resultant force on Qz is

J - Q
fj (16-H)

As a charged conductor of very small dimensions is effectively
the same thing as a point charge, (16-11) also holds for the force

between two point charges immersed in a fluid dielectric.

Of course, the restriction to fluid dielectrics made here applies

only to expressions for the stress or force and not to expressions for

the field such as given in article 15.

Problem 16a Two parallel plates of infinite extent are separated by a

slab of solid dielectric ot permittivity * One plate has a charge per unit
area and the other a charge - a What force per unit area is required to

pull either plate completely away from the dielectric ? What is the stress on
the surface of the dielectric after the plate has lost contact with it ?

Ans. 2*a2, 2ira* ^-
1

.

Problem 16b. The space between two concentric spherical conductors of

radius 5 cm and 10 cm, respectively, is filled with a fluid whose permittivity is

, 5, at atmospheric pressure. The inner conductor is given a charge of 100 e.s.u.

Calculate the excess pressure due to the electric field (a) /on the inner con-
ductor, (b) in the fluid very close to the inner conductor, (c) on the inner
surface of the outer conductor.

Ans. (a) 0.127 dyne/cm*, (b) 0.102 dyne/cm*, (c)
- 0.008 dyne/cm*
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17. Electric Field in a Dielectric. The electric field El
which is

responsible for the displacement of the bound electrons in the

atoms in a small volume /\>t of a dielectric is the resultant of the

field due to external sources, including the surface and volume

charges in the dielectric calculates in article 13, and that due to the

adjacent polarized atoms. This is not, however, the total field E.

The latter is the sum of E
l
and the field 2 to which the polarization

of the region AT itself gives rise. In order to find the relation between

El and E we shall calculate E2 and make use of the equation

E = E, + E2
. (17-1)

The field 2 is, of course, the smooth field in AT due to the

smooth charge density by which we have replaced the actual charge

density, as explained in article 13. Consequently, in a polarized region,

it is the field that would be produced if we take two equal
and opposite charges uniformly distributed throughout &t with

densities p' and p', respectively, and displace the positive charge
relative to the negative charge the small distance necessary to

produce the required uniform polarization. Although the electric

intensity E2 so produced depends to some extent on the shape of

the region AT
> we shall take this region to be a sphere on the ground

that the distribution of the atoms in an isotropic medium has

approximate spherical symmetry.
Let a (Fig. 36) be the radius of either of the two relatively

displaced spherical charges, and r' and r
'

be the vector distances

of a point P from the centers of the positive and of the negative

spheres, respectively. Written in vector form, the electric; fields

E' and E" at P due to the charges jwa8 P
f and ^a^p' are

E' =
in accord with (9-2). Therefore,

E2
= E' + E" = -

Jirp'(r
f/ - r'

where R SE r" r' is the

vector displacement of the

center of the positive charge
relative to that of the

negative charge. Since p'R
is the electric moment P per
unit volume,

E, - JP. (17-2)

Returning to (17-1) we have

then

JE, E + jTrP. (17-3)
Since E, is the field

responsible for the polariza-
tion of the region under

consideration, we should
FIG. 36 expect the electric moment

].er unit volume to be proportional to E1 as well as to the number n
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of atoms per unit volume. Accordinglv,
' P naE1$ (17-4)

where a, the atomic polarizability, is a constant characteristic of
the type of atom (or atoms) of which the dielectric is composed
and independent of the density, for instance, of a gaseous dielectric.

Since the polarization Phas the direction of E19 equation (17-2)
shows that the field 2 to which a group of polarized atoms gives rise

is opposite to EL . Therefore, the polarization of a dielectric has the
effect of weakening the field that would exist in its absence.

Now

E = -^-. P
ic 1

from (15-7). Therefore, (17-3) may be written

The coefficient of E in this1 equation is the ratio of the polariza-
tion produced to the field actually operating on the polarized
atoniB. Eliminating P between (17-4) and (17-5), we get

Since n represents the number of atoms per unit volume, the

right-hand side of this equation is proportional to the density of

the dielectric. Therefore, the ratio of * - 1 to * -f 2 is also pro-

portional to the density. That this is the case has been verified for

a number of gases. The constant a may be shown to be approxi-

mately equal to the cube of the radius of the atom. Therefore, the

radius of the atom may be computed from measurements of the

permittivity. The values so obtained are in fair agreement with

those calculated from kinetic theory considerations.

18. Capacitance and Condensers. There is a definite relation

between charge and potential in any electrostatic system. Con-

sider first a single conductor with charge Q at potential K, sur-

rounded by an infinite dielectric of permittivity *r. As the charge
is located entirely on the surface of 1he conductor, we have from

(16-9)

K .
r&

for the potential at any point in space, including, in particular, any
point P on the surface of the conductor.

Evidently multiplying every element of charge by any factor

multiplies V by the same factor. The surface of the conductor

remains equipotential and equilibrium is not disturbed. Hence
V is proportional to the total charge Q. If we write

G - CV, (18-1)
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C is called the capacitance of the conductor. It is the charge that can
be placed on the conductor per unit potential.

In the case of a uniformly charged sphere of radius a immersed
in an infinite dielectric the electric intensity outside the sphere ia

given by (15-6), that is,

v- Q
icr*

and the potential at the surface of the sphere is

F =
ica

(18-2).

Therefore, from (18-1),
C = tea. (18-3)

As K is a pure number this equation shows us that the electrostatic

unit of capacitance is the fenumefei

If several conductors are present there is no definite capacitance
associated with each one, since the charge on eacli depends not only
on its potential, but also on the potentials of the other conductors.

However, in the special case of two conductors arranged always to

have charges of equal magnitude and opposite sign, we have as before

17 _ Q ^7 Q

so that we mav write

where
(18.4)

1 1

C~ C1-* \~1

1

Such a combination of conductors is called a condenser or

capacitor. It is a device for the storage of charge, the quantity
stored being proportional to the potential
difference of its elements. The constant C
is known as the capacitance of the con-

denser.

Concentric* spheres with a dielectric

between them (Fig. 37) form a simple
condenser. Let the outer sphere be ground-
ed, that is, be at the same potential as the

earth, walls of the room, and other near-by

objects. Since we are concerned with po-
tential difference alone, it is usually conve-

nient to take the invariable potential of the

earth as zero. The electric intensity at a point P between the spheres-

is Q/er
2
by (15-6), as the charge -g on the outer sphere does not

produce an electric field inside. Hence

K,- r2=r
c

2
</r = C(6

-.
a)

,1
iff * r tab

Fit;. 37
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where a is the radius of the inner sphere and b the radius of the inner
surface of the outer sphere. Therefore,

which may be made much greater than the capacitance (18-3) of an
isolated sphere.

In the case just considered the charge on the outer sphere is

evidently all on the inner surface, [f now we ground the inner sphere
instead of the outer, keeping F, F2 unchanged, there will be an
additional charge on the outer surface of the outer sphere due to its

capacitance relative to surrounding objects. This charge corresponds,
approximately at least, to that on a single isolated sphere. So, if

b' is the radius of the outer surface, the total charge on the outer

sphere is

-
b-a (V*~ K'>- ft'( F'- F*>>

and the capacitance is

r~a + " <IM>

It is usually preferable to ground the outer sphere, since then
the capacitance is entirely independent of external objects. We
have here a simple case of electrostatic shielding, to be discussed in
more detail in article 11).

A very common and convenient type of condenser consists of
two parallel plates. If the distance d between the plates is small

compared with the dimensions of the plates, the electric intensity is

zero outside and constant between the plates, except near the edges.
In fact, in the central portion of the condenser E is perpendicular to
the plates and, modifying (9-4) to take account of the dielectric,

. (18-7),

a is the charge per unit area. Then

and the capacitance per unit area is given by

C, - . (18-8).

With the geometrical limitation mentioned above the edge effect
is small. That is, if A is the area of either plate, the total charge is

approximately Av and the total capacitance is given by

C _ .

*

(18-9)

To obtain large capacitance without excessive size, condensers
are often composed of a pile of plates separated by thin layers of
dielectric such as mica or waxed paper. Alternate plates have the
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same polarity, so that double use is made of their area. If air is the
dielectric, one group of plates may be arranged to move relative to
the other, thus making the condenser variable.

When it is necessary to calculate capacitance very accurately, in
order to establish laboratory standards or to make absolute measure-
ments, the edge effect may be eliminated. Suppose the central

v,

^

FIG. 38

portion of one plate of a single parallel plate condenser is separated
from the rest of the plate by a narrow gap (Fig. 38). The outer

por-tioii is called a guard ring and its use is due to Kelvin. The lines

of force remain perpendicular almost to the edge of the guarded plate,
and on the lower, unguarded plate they are practically undisturbed

by the gap. If then A' equals the area A of the guarded plate plus
one-half the area of the gap,

C = (18-10)

to a high degree of accuracy. Of course, the potential of the ring
must be kept exactly equal to that of the plate by some agency
independent of that supplying the charge to the plate.

H

I f

c,,

,-i-Q

H P T 1

(a) ib)

FIG. 39

The capacitance of combinations of condensers is easily calcu-

lated. Suppose we have several capacitances Ca , C&, ... C^ in parallel

.(Fig. 39a). The total charge is given by
Q - Qa + Q<> + .- Qk = (Ca 4- Cb + ... Ck ) (V^

- V2 ),

so that the resultant capacitance is

C = Ca + C, + ... Ck (18-11)
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On the other hand with capacitances in series (Fig. 39b),

where Va is the potential difference of the first pair of plates and so-
on. Therefore

jf

-e-fe+i + -i- V <18-12>

a

It should be noted that when condensers are connected in series
we actually have a combination of series and parallel capacitances on
account of the capacitances of the outsides of the condensers to one
another and to surrounding objects. Generally, however, these stray
parallel capacitances are negligible.

Problem 18a. Show that the capacitance per unit length of two infinitely

long concentric cylinders, of radii a and b (b > a), is ~.
-

, when the
b

2 log a

outer cylinder is grounded.

Problem I8b A condenser known as a Levden jcr is formed by coating
the inside and outside of a cyliydrical bottle (open at the top) with tin foil.
The drameter is lu cm, the height 15 cm, and the thickness 1 mm If the
dielectric constant of the glass is 7, find the capacitance Ans. 3064 cm.

Problem 18c. A parallel plate condenser has a slab of dielectric whose
thickness t is less thdn the separation ot the plates. If the latter quantity is
a, find the capacitance per unit area.

Problem 18d A condenser is composed of a pile of n plates of alternate-
polarity, each of area A, separated by thin layers of dielectric of thickness d
and dielectric constant K. Find its capacitance.

A (n -
Ans. -

Problem 18e. Given two identical spherical air condensers like that
shown in Fig 37. Let the outer sphere of one be connected to the inner
sphere of the other, and the outer sphere of the latter connected to ground.
Assuming that the spheres are not close to each other or to any other con-
ductors, calculate approximately the total capacitance C of the series com-
bination, taking into account all stray capacitance to ground.

A 1 1,1Ans. ~
n = -

,
- -

-\
-- -

C ab
,

,, ab---.

_|- Q
b - a b - a

19. Coefficients of Potential, Capacitance and Induction. In the
case of several charged conductors the relations between charges and

potentials are still linear. For simplicity we shall confine the proof
to three conductors, although the analysis is applicable to any
number. Let Vlf F2 ,

V3 be the potentials calculated from (15-9)
for conductors (1), (2), (3) respectively when we put charges Ql9 Qa ,

Q3 on them, and K/, F2
'

^Y ^ne potentials when in place of the
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previous charges we put charges g/, g/, Q3
' on the three conductors.

Then it follows from (15-9) that if we put charges Ql + Qi on
conductor (1). Qt -f g2

'

on (2) and g3 + g8

'

on (3) the respective
potentials are Fx + VJ, Ka + Vt

'

and K8 + F3 ', for we have now
just a superposition of the two separate fields.

In- the special case that the primed g's are equal to the un-

primed Q's the primed VB are equal to the unprimed K's, showing
that the effect of doubling all the charges is to double all the

potentials. Hence if we increase the charges on the three con-
ductors in the same ratio, the potentials are also increased in that
ratio. Consider now a set of charges Ql9 0, on the three conductors.
As the charges on (2) and (3) are zero, all three potentials must be
proportional to gx , so that we may write for the potentials of the
three conductors pug1? p9lQl9 p9lQi , respectively, where the p's are
constants independent of Q lm Similarly a set of charges 0, g2 ,

results in potentials pl9Q2 , /?21g 2 , /?32g2 and a set 0. 0, g3 in potentials
AaGsj PwQzi PssGv In view of the conclusions reached in the prece-
ding paragraph, then, the potentials when all three conductors are

charged are

^2 == ftlGl + P22C2 + /?2303' ^
'

(19-1)

V^ = p9iQi + pszQt + PmQs, % J
The /?'s are known as coefficients of potential. Their values

depend on the dielectric constant and the geometry of the system.
Note that since the g's represent total algebraic charge, the

equations give no information about the distribution of charge on a
conductor.

The coefficients are not all independent. Suppose that charges
6i> (?2 6s ive rise to potentials Klf F2 , K3 , and that g/, ga ', g3

'

give rise to K/, K2 ', K/. Consider first the potential Vl at a point
on conductor (1). This can be expressed in terms of the charge
o- per unit area by

J 1 ^'"l J sz icr^ ] S3 */'i J *123

where the variable rx is the distance from the chosen point on con-
ductor (1) to the surface element ds, and the integrals are taken
over the surfaces of the three conductors as indicated by the .v-sub-

scripts. Furthermore,

g/ = [ a'ds'.
Jn

the surface element being written ds' to indicate that here wo are

dealing with the primed distribution of charge. Consequently,

i'^i = f
'**

\
J8l -*

ial Kj is the same at

f
aW

f
'-* -

f f

'

J n J 123 Krl J 1?3J 1

Now, since the potential V^ is the same at all points of conductor (1).

o'ds'vds

icr
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-where r is the distance from the surface element ds' to the surface
element ds. Expressions for the other conductors are similar. Hence

61% + Qt'Va + Q3'V
T ,, ,In the same way, we find

f f ?W*
J *123J 123 * r

+ e,*v + e9F3
' =

f f
J i23J ma & r

As the integral expressions in the last two equations are equal,

C.F.', (19-2)
a theorem due to Green. If now we take

Qi = 1, Q2
= o, Qs

=
o,

Ci'-o, 0;= i, Cs'=o f

we have at once K/ = K
, and therefore from (19-1) p, 9 = 01

Similarly, in general,
1Z ^n "

u , .
P* = Pfr (19-3)a result of some importance. In words it is : The potential of one

conductor due only to a unit charge on another is equal to the potential
of the second due only to a unit charge on the first. For example,a unit charge on a sphere produces a potential I/ jcr at an outside
point distant r from the center. Hence a unit charge at this point
raises the uncharged sphere to a potential 1/xrr. Another proof of
(19-3) will be found in article 21.

It is often convenient to express the charges in terms of the
potentials. The solution of (19-1) for the charges gives

Qi = rn Fa + r12K2 + c ]3F3 , )

Q* = ^21^1 + cM K, + c23 f^ } (19-4)
Cs = c*iVi + cnV9 + cSJ KSf J

where

=

and

A

A

A

= c21

CM = <*32

_

A
......

'

PmPn
A

A

(19-5)

A
The quantities cn , rM , c38 are called coefficients of capacitance

and the constants c,2 , c23 ,

dents of induction, ffallconduc-
tors but one are kept at zero

potential, a positive charge on
that one produces a positive
potential ; so the coefficients of

capacitance are all positive. On
the other hand, the charges
induced on the other conductors FIG. 40
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are negative or, in special cases, zero
; so the coefficients of induc-

tion are negative or zero.

The theory of electric shielding follows at once from (19-4).

Let conductor (2) (Fig. 40) completely surround (1) and let V2
= 0.

Then
Gi

Since K, .= K2
= if Q l

= (art. 11) regardless of K3 , it is-

evident that c J3
= 0. In consequence

Q l
= cu V, 9 Qt c33Fa , (19-6)

so that the electric condition of (1) is entirely independent of (3) and
vice versa. Thus a piece of electrostatic apparatus may be protected
from external disturbances by enclosing it m a grounded metal box,
a matter of great importance in making accurate measurements.

Problem 290. Show that (a) CM 4- c (3 -i- ci 3 ^ 0, (b) all coefficients ot

potential are positive and PJI
-

Pit ^5 0.

Problem 19b By solving (19 4) for the potentials find the p's in terms
of the c's.

Problem l^c. Calculate the c's for the concentric spheres shown in

Fig. 37. What change will be made by the presence of a third conductor as irt

Fig.40?
Y.abAAns. cn c l2

= -
c, t

= L ,

b .

20. Dielectric Absorption. If dielectrics were perfect insulators,

as we have tacitly assumed in the previous article, and if they had

no internal resistance to polarization, a condenser would assume its

full charge instantly on the application of a potential difference, and

discharge instantly on being short-circuited. But experiment shows

that with certain dielectrics a condenser continues to absorb charge
for many minutes, and discharges in a similar manner, in fact, if

such a condenser is short-circuited at regular intervals, being allowed

to stand idle in between, repeated sparks of successively smaller

intensity may be drawn from it. In measurement it is the first rush

of charge or discharge, completed in a fraction of a second, that

determines the geometric capacitance of the condenser.

The behavior of a typical condenser both while charging and
while discharging is illustrated in Fig. 41, the ordinate indicating the-

rate of increase of charge
in the case of the upper
curve and the rate of

decrease in the ease of

the lower. The two
curves are similar in form,
but at any time they
differ in value by a small

amount. This is due to the

dielectric's lack of per-
fection as an insulator ;
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as long as the charging potential is applied, there is a small but

steady passage of electricity through the condenser. This is not real

absorption of charge, of course, and on discharge it is not present. With
liquid dielectrics or solids that have absorbed moisture the charge
and the discharge carves sometimes differ in form as well as in

magnitude.

In itself the slight conductivity of the dielectric is usually not

important, but Maxwell showed that indirectly it may be responsible
for a real absorption of charge, corresponding to

the rapidly falling portion of the curves in Fig.
41. Maxwell's theory rests on the assumption
that the dielectric layer is not homogeneous. As
a very simple case let the insulating layer consist

of two different dielectrics, mica and paper, say,
of equal thickness (Fig. 42). If El and 2 repre-
sent the fields in the mica and in the paper,
respectively, E^l -\-Ed~ V , where VQ is the
total potential difference applied to the condenser.

Consider, first, conditions at the moment when
F is applied. Indicating initial values of the

d > < d-

(1) (2)

Mica . Paper

F.G. 42
variables by primes, we have E^d -4- E^d = F and, by (14-5)
and (15-3), ic^E^

= /c
2

"

2 ', so that the initial potential drops across
the mica and across the paper are

Now, the rate at which charge passes through either dielectric is

proportional to the potential drop across it. Thus, initially,

12 F units of charge enter the insulating layer per second,
*1 i

K 2

while
T- *

VQ leave it, the G's representing the conductances of
K

I
* *: a

the mica and of the paper. In general,

G1
/C 2

^" G.jtC l tr/ /ft. Y 2^ )j

*1 + **

so that a charge begins to collect on the boundary surface between
the dielectrics. The presence of this charge decreases E: and in-

creases 2, or vice versa depending on the sign of the charge,
until finally there is no further accumulation of charge, but only
a steady passage through* the entire layer, given by

GiEi'd == GiE^'d = fr~~-fT ^o>
Ui -h u2

where E r

and Ez

"
are the final values of the fields. When the

condenser is short-circuited, the constant conduction disappears
and the process described above is reversed. Thus, we have,

qualitatively at least, an explanation of Fig. 41. Of course, in

practice we seldom have the ideal double-layer dielectric, but
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waxed paper approximates it, and any mixed or non-homogeneous
dielectric should behave in the same way.

Maxwell's theory receives considerable support from experi-
ment. Usually mixed dielectrics exhibit absorption whereas pure
ones often do not. On the other hand, the absorption curves may
not be of the form predicted by the theory, and absorption is

found in some pure homogeneous dielectrics. This suggests that

there are other possible causes of absorption. One of the most

important of these is found to be a viscous resistance to molecular

polarizations, that as, polarizations in which molecules possessing

permanent electric "moments are oriented or displaced as a whole.

Mechanisms of absorption and the resulting characteristics of con-

densers are described in detail by Brotherton.*

Problem 2Ca. Find the density of charge on both plates of the condenser
shown in Fig. 42 and on the dielectric interface (a) initially and (b) finally.

Ans (Ans.

\ G,x, / IA) \ Gixf G,XI/ VQ \
/' Gi-hGA^V' Gi + G 2 V 4-nd / '

21. Energy of Charged Systems. To charge a system of conduc-
tors requires the expenditure of energy. This energy is stored

electrostatically and becomes available ^gain when the system is

discharged. Let us build up a charge Q on an isolated conductor by
bringing up infinitesimal charges dq through the surrounding medium.
If q is the charge and v the potential at any time during this process,

q - Cvby (18 1). Similarly Q = CV, where Q and V represent
the final charge and the final potential. Bringing up an infinitesimal

charge from infinity does not change the potential by any finite

amount ; so the amount of work done, that is, the increase in the

potential energy of the system during this process, is vdq. The total

energy of the charged conductor is therefore given by
fO ! fQ 1 O2 1 1

U = vdq - -
qdq = - = -fiF - --CF*. (21-1)

-

Since we are using electrostatic units, this energy is in ergs.

With a condenser we may take the elements of charge from the

negative to the positive plate and

=
I- QM-Vj -

I CM-V,)*. (21-2)

By an extension of the above method we can calculate the

*Biotherton, M., Capacitors, D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc., 1946.
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energy of any number k of charged conductors (Fig. 43). As before,
we build up the charge on each con-
ductor in infinitesimal steps, but in

such a way that every charge at any
time is the same fraction of its final

value. Thus, at any instant,

4i
= Gi, <fr a?2 ... qk = aQk ,

where a lies between zero and unity.
One step in the charging process
must then consist of bringing up ^
from infinity to (1) a charge dq l p **

Qtda, to (2) a charge dqz
= Q2Ja,

and so on. When all charges are multiplied by a given factor, the

potentials are multiplied by the same factor ; so using the same
notation as in (21-1), v

l
= aV^ v.

2
= aF2 , . . . vk = aVk . The work

done per step is v^^ + v2t/92 -r . . . Vkdqk* Therefore

U =
Jo

. . vkdqk )

l
*

i
'

6^. (21-3)

By means of the coefficients introduced in article 19 the energy
may be expressed in terms of the charges or of the potentials.

Restricting ourselves again for simplicity to three conductors, we
have for the energy in terms of the charges,

+ PvQt' + PtoQA } (21-4)

+ p^QaQ* +
and for the energy in terms of the potentials,

U. = <?, + c, 4F,F2 + CjsKjF, }

+ cnVtVl + cvVS +c,sK4 F, } (21-5)

+ cnVt Vi + cnV,Vt + cwF.}. J

Now from (21-3)

+ (QldV1

But we know
dU = V

ldQl +
BO that also

dU = Q^dV, + QtdVt + QJV*
Thus when the energy is expressed in terms of the Q's,

V <>UQ v
Kl "aS7'

K'

and when in terms of the K's,
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These differential relations are often useful. For example, from
(216;,

But

Vi - PnQi + PnQ* + PnQ*,

giving ^7,2
= p21 , pl3

=
/?31 ; so that we have another proof of (19-3)

that/?tj
=

Pji. Similarly, using (21-7), we find dj = Cji.

The amount of energy associated with a system of charges
having been determined, the question of its location arises. This is-

evidently a somewhat arbitrary matter, since energy in itself is an
intangible thing. When a dielectric is present, at least some of the

energy is in the region between the charges, that is, in the field. It

seems desirable therefore to distribute all the energy through the
field. To see how this may be done, consider a single tube of electric

displacement. This will begin on a free charge l/4Tr and end on a
free charge

-
1/47T. If the potentials at the ends of the tube are Vl

and V2 respectively, the contribution of the two charges to the energy
of the entire system is, by (21-3),

2 ( )
r* + K- )

v* = si

where dl is an element of the path along the tube from (1) to (2),
This energy of the tube we may distribute along the tube as we
please. The simplest way is at the rate of /8ir ergs per centimeter
at every point along the tube, as this leads directly to (21-8) for the
total energy of the tube. Since there are D tubes of displacement
per square centimeter of cross section (art. 14), energy is distributed

through the field in the amount of DEjSn ergs per cubic centimeter.

Replacing D by icE for an isotropic dielectric,

17 =

the volume integral being taken through all space. The arbitrary
nature of the distribution is quite evident from (21 9) ; for we may
add to KE* 8n any quantity whose integral through all space is zero-

and still obtain the correct result. The distribution here obtained,

however, has the advantage of being everywhere positive. As-

D = E + 4&P, we have

J~ =
8̂

2 +
^

EP> (2MO>

the last term being the energy per cubic centimeter assignable to the
dielectric proper.

The concept of energy in the field is an illuminating one, parti-

cularly in the study of forces on conductors and dielectrics. Use of
it will be made in the following article.

Problem 21a A sphere whose radiu* is 20 cm is charged to a potential
of 10n units ; find its energy. It is then connected by a long thin wire with
an equal unchaiged sphere ; find the energy of the system. What haa
.become of the rest of the energy ? Ans, 100,t 10 erg, 50.0CO erg.
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Problem 22b. Two condensers of capacitances d and C% have charges
Qi and Qa respectively, Calculate the amount of energy dissipated when they

are connected in parallel. Ans.

/T7- o^?
Mem 22c A co

?
denser (* = D composed of concentric spheres

(fig. J7) is so constructed that the outer sphere can be separated and the inner
sphere removed without changing the charges on either The radius of the
inner sphere is a, of the outer b, nnd the charges are Q and - Q respectively,Let the inner sphere be removid, the outer restored to its orig-nal form and
the two separated by a great distance. Calculate the increase of energy during

this process. What is the source of it ? Ans. ^~
.

6

22 Forces and Torques. When a system changes its con-
figuration under its own forces, work is done, which can only be at
the expense of its potential energy if there is no external supply of
energy. Thus, let conductor (1) move a distance d under a force
whose component in the direction of the displacement is J$, the
Charges on all conductors in the system being kept constant. Then

(22-1)

Hefre we are differentiating the p's in the expression (21-4), the Q'a
remaining constant.

It often happens that the potentials are constant instead of the

charges. For a given configuration of the system the forces are the
same, of course, whether charges or potentials are kept constant.
However, the work done in a change of configuration no longer comes
from the potential energy; so J must be calculated differently.
For simplicity we limit ourselves to one movable and one
fixed conductor, but the number of fixed conductors does not
affect the result. We may imagine that the displacement rf| with
-constant F's is performed in two steps, a motion with constant Q's,
followed by an addition of charges sufficient to restore the potentials
to their initial values. If the energy added in the latter step is C7,

dUv = dUQ + 8C7, (22-2)

where dUv is the desired energy increase due to displacement with the
F's constant. During the first step the potentials change by

Hence in the second step we must add charges dQ l
and

given by

- - 8n
CH-
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which will cause the energy to increase by

since /?12
= />. But

UQ = *(PnGi
a + 2/>it

and therefore

fit/ = -
This gives

dUr --
and

75 -- (22-3)

Here we are differentiating the c's in the expression (21-5), the F's

being held constant. This is an interesting result ;
it shows that in

motions with constant potentials the potential energy increases by an
amount exactly equal to the mechanical work done. In other words,
the sources of the constant potentials supply double energy to the

system.

Torques are calculated by differentiating with respect to an

angle. For constant charges the torque about the axis around which
the angle 6 is measured is given by

(22-4)

and for constant potentials by

=
1^-.

(22-5)

A piece of dielectric in an electric field experiences forces, in

general, just as a conductor does, and these are calculated according
to the same principles. It is usually more convenient, however, to

use the distributed energy function (21-9) rather than (21-3) For

example, the energy per unit volume may be written D2
/87r/c, and as

the tubes of displacement are continuous across the dielectric boun-

dary the potential energy of the system will be least when the greatest

possible number of tubes are included in the dielectric. Therefore,

the forces on a dielectric are such as to move it from a weaker to a

stronger part of the field.

Problem 22a. A parallel plate condenser of length /, width b and plate

separation d has the space between the plates filled by a slab of dielectric

whose constant is Y. This slab is withdrawn in the diiection of its length until

only a length x remains between the plates. The potential difference F of

the plates is maintained constant. Neglecting edge effects, calculate the force

tending to restore the slab to its original position, Ans. "" ~ 2
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23. Electrostatic Instruments. Mention has already been made
of the electroscope. This is a sensitive instrument but not one

adapted to accurate quantatitive measurements, except in special

cases. There are, however, accurate potential measuring instruments,

known as electrometers.

The Absolute Electrometer. This instrument (Fig. 44) is essen-

tially a parallel plate
condenser with a guard

ring, the guarded plate

being suspended from a

v,
balance arm, so that the

force J on it is measur-

able in terms of weight.
The distance between the

, A~
I? T

CQOVU.

I
FIG. 44

plates and the mass in the pan are adjusted until the 'movable plate

hangs exactly in the plane of the guard ring. Then, ifA is the area

of the plate plus one-half the gap, as in (18 10),

7
But

V,
- V,

d
so that

, V T7 x 2

}A'

E = 47Tcr,

and

- Fa =
A'

(23-1)

As J is known directly n terms of fundamental quantities, the

instrument does not require calibration ; hence the designation
"absolute."

The Quadrant Electrometer. This is the most useful of the

electrostatic instruments. It combines

high sensitivity with great accuracy
and is adaptable to a great variety of

uses. It consists of a small metal pill-

^ - box cut into quadrants, shown both hi

? plan and in section in Fig. 45. Within
_ i_ is a metal vane, known as the needle,

which is suspended by a fine torsion

fibre. Opposite quadrants are connect-

ed by a wire. the potentials of

the two pairs being respectively V
l

and K2 . The needle is maintained at

some known potential K3 . If it assumes
a position symmetrical with the quad-
rants when both pairs are at the same

potential, it will turn through some

angle when different potentials are
Re. 45
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applied to the two. When the constants of the instrument are

known, F, F2 may be determined from 0. in practice this angle
is determined by means of a small mirror mounted on the needle

suspension, and an external telescope and scale. The instrument
has a

*

removable metal case which serves as an electrostatic shield.

The details of construction are shown in Fig. 46, the case having been
removed.

The complete theory of the quadrant electrometer is somewhat
elaborate, but a sufficiently accurate result is obtained by an approxi-
mate treatment. Since the quadrants are edge to edge, the direct

capacitance between them is small compared with the capacitance
between quadrants and needle. Hence the energy of the system may
be expressed approximately as

Vv iC^Ka - F,)
2 + \Ci(Vz - F

2 )
2 + l/ , (232)

where C, is the capacitance of quadrants (1) relative to the needle,

FIG. 46

neglecting the existence of quadrants (2). C2 refers similarly to

quadrants (2) and the needle, and C/o is a term independent of the
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needle, involving the capacitance of the quadrants to ground. Cj
and C2 evidently are functions of 6. The torque on the needle is. by
f(22-5),

This torque is balanced by that of the fibre, which, as it is

proportional to 0, may be written 00. Also, since the needle turns
out of one pair of quadrants as much as it turns into the other,

~
sV

*"
30^

bj

another constant. Therefore

or

=
A;(F!

- K2 ) JF3
- Fl^2

|
, . (233)

where k SB b\a is a constant to be determined by calibration.

There are two methods in use. In the heterostatic method K3

is large compared with V and F2 and is held constant. Then (23 3)
reduces to

BO that the deflection is proportional to (V^ F2).

In the idiostatic method the needle is connected to one pair of

quadrants, say (1). This gives

= \k(Vi-Vtf. (235)
This method is less sensitive than the first, but it permits the

measurement of alternating potentials, since the deflection is always
j n the same direction.

Fio. 47

Although (lie quadrant electrometer is not an absolute instta-
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ment, it is much more sensitive than the absolute electrometer.

Used heterostatically it can measure (10)""
6 e.s.u. of potential with-

out difficulty. With special precautions an even greater sensitivity

is obtainable. In precise measurements it is customarily used as

a null instrument. An example of such use is the capacitance

bridge, illustrated in Fig. 47. C^ is an unknown capacitance ; C2,

C3 , C4 are known. C2 , being variable, is adjusted until the elec-

trometer shows no deflection when a potential difference V - K2

is placed across the bridge by closing the key K. Under this con-

dition the potentials VA and VB of the two pairs of quadrants are

equal. Hence the quadrants are uncharged, so that Cj has the same

charge Q as C2 , and C3 the same charge Q' as C4 . Then

Vi _ VA = Q
> VA -VI = <L,

Q.
' Q

Therefore

Q'

c,'

and as VA = VB,

* = . (23-6)C 2 C4

24. Determination of Permittivity. Permittivities were first

measured by Faraday, by means of two geometrically identical

Substance !

&

Solids :
\

Ebonite !
2.7-2.9

Glass 5.0-10.0

Mica 5.7-6 5

Paper 2.0-2.5

Paraffin i
2.3

Quartz i 4.5

Shellac !
3.1-37

Sulphur.....*.
'

3.6-4.2

Liquids :

Castor oil 4.7

Kerosene
j

4.6-4.8

Turpentine 2.2

Water 81.0

Gases :

Air 1.100588

Hydrogen 1.000264
Carbon Dioxide 1.000985

spherical condensers, one of which had air as a dielectric, the other

some solid such as sulphur. He found the ratio of the capaci-

tances, which is #, by charging one condenser to a known potential,

allowing it t'o share its charge with the other, and then determining
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the final potential. Boltzmann later employed a similar scheme

using a parallel plate condenser into which a slab of dielectric

could be introduced. These early measurements were all subject
to error on account of dielectric absorption (art. 20). This error
is now avoided by means of quick-acting switches and other special
devices.

A table is appended giving values of K for the more common
dielectrics. The gases are at 0C and under a pressure of one

atmosphere. It is worthy of note that for practically all solids ic

lies between one and ten.

25. Practical Units. Because of the inconvenient magnitude
of the fundamental electrostatic units, a secondary or practical
set of units is commonly used in electrical measurements. This

set, designated by the abbreviation m.k.s., is based on the meter
,.

kilogram and second as fundamental units, rather than on the centi-

meter, gram and second. The practical unit of

Force s the newton. It is (1C)
5
dynes.

Energy
Charge
Potential

Electric Intensity

joule.
" "

(10)
7
ergs

coulomb.
" "

3(10.
9 e.s.u.*

volt.
" "

i(10)~
2 e s.u.*

volt per meter.
" "

|(10)~
4 e s.u.*

The permittivity is the same in either system of units.

*Actually the factor 3 appearing in these coefficients is more accurately 2.998,

Observe that, whereas some formulas have the same form in

practical units as in e.s.u., others involve numerical constants on
transformation. Thus, using the subscript p to indicate practical

units,

Qp = Cf V,, Ep lp
= Vf ,

but

Note that lp and rp are measured in meters.

A more detailed discussion of units and of the transformation

from one system to another will be found in article 50 and in Chapter
XII.



CHAPTER ITI

SOLUTION OF ELECTROSTATIC PROBLEMS

^s' and Laplace's Equations. We shall develop now
the differential equations which must be satisfied by the potential in

an isotropic medium in which
are immersed free charges of

density p per unit volume.
In most problems of impor-
tance the free charges are

located on the surfaces of

conductors surrounded by a

dielectric, and the solution
of the problem consists in

finding the potential at all

points in the dielectric in

terms of the assigned potentials
of the conducting surfaces.

Once the potential is known
as a function of the co-ordi-

* nates, the electric intensity is
FIG. 48 obtained at once by differen-

tiation (art. 7), and the charge per unit area on the surfaces of the
conductors is given hi terms of the electric intensity immediately
outside by (15-10).

y J

Consider an infinitesimal rectangular parallelepiped (Fig. 48) with
its edges parallel to the co-ordinate axes. The flux of displacement
inward through the face OABC is

-and that outward through the face DFGH is

The net flux outward through these two faces perpendicular to the
X axis is the difference of the two expressions, that is,

Adding similar expressions for the outward flux through tftb pairs
of faces perpendicular to the Y and Z axes, we have for the total
-outward flux

'C )

Gauss' law (14-4) requires this to be equal to 4?r times the free

charge contained in the parallelepiped. So if the density of free,

charge is denoted by p.
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The components of electric intensity are given in terms of the-

potential by (7-7). Using these relations and dividing through by~
K A xA yA z, the equation above becomes

This equation is known as Poissons* equation. . In a region where
no free charges are present p = and (26-1) reduces to Laplace's
equation,

If, now, we are given a set of conductors at potentials K,, F2 ,

...... Vjg the determination of the potential in the region between
and surrounding the conductors resolves itself into the problem of
finding a solution of (26-2) which reduces to K, at the surface of the
first conductor, F2 at the surface of the second and so on. Such a
solution may be shown to be unique and therefore to represent the
only solution of the 'problem under consideration. A solution which
represents the field outside the conductors, however, does not apply
to their interiors, for there is charge on the surface of each conductor
and therefore Laplace's equation does not hold across the surface.
In fact the potential inside a conductor is always constant, as was-
shown in article 11. .

In (26-2) we have Laplace's equation expressed in rectangular
coordinates. In many problems other co-ordinates are more suitable..
Therefore we shall deduce this

equation again in general orthogonal
curvilinear co-ordinates |, V, . The
co-ordinate surfaces consist of the
three families (x, y, z) = constant,

v)(x, y, z) == constant, (#, y, z\ =
constant, intersecting one another
at right angles. Consider a small

volume (Fig. 49) bounded by coordi-

nate surfaces. Let E, E^, Ef be
the components of the electric

intensity in the directions of increas- FIG - 49

ing g, f, respectively, and A, jti.,
v the functions of , Y), by which

A, AV, A respectively must be multiplied in order tp obtain the
distances corresponding to these increments in the coordinates. Then.
the area of OABC is ILV A YJ A and the flux through it is

Similarly the flux through DFGH is
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Subtracting, the net outward flux through the two surfaces is seen
to be

*

Adding similar terms for the flux through the remaining two pairs
of surfaces, equating the sum to zero and dividing by the common
factor /c A A v A , we get

3 ,.._.^ + a
_
__

_^ _ ^

In accord with (7-6),

So Laplace's equation takes the form

9 />v3KN 3 v*3K\ 3 _
f ^)

- "
*

In the case of spherical coordinates, , 75, become r, 0, and
7^, ft, v are 1, r, r sin 0, respectively. Hence 'Laplace's equation in

spherical coordinates is

_

Dividing by sin 6 this may be put in the better form,

In cylindrical coordinates , v, ^ become r, ^, z and A, M, v

assume the values 1, r, 1. Therefore Laplace's equation becomes

or

'-(' + ."+-'
To obtain the charge density a per unit area on the surface of a

conductor when we know the potential function V outside the
conductor we have, from (15-10) and (7-6),

.. *_!?:, (26-6)
4?r 4^9w v '

9F"
where -r is the space derivative of V along the outward normal n

to the surface of the conductor and K is the permittivity of the

surrounding medium.
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Problem 26a. Obtain (26-4) directly from (26-2) by transforming the
coordinates according ttf ,the scheme x = r sin 6 cos < y = r sin sin 0,
z r cos

Problem 26b. Obtain (265) directly from (262) by means of the trans-
formations^*: ~ r cos y = r sin 0.

%?: Solutions of Laplace's Equation. In solving Laplace's
equation the two theorems that follow are of importance.

THEOREM I. IfVlf V2> ...V^ are solutions of Laplace's equation,
then

V~A
1
V1 + A,Vz+ ...A kVk

is also a solution, where the A's are arbitrary constants. This theo-
rem is proved at once by substituting the expression above in

(26-2).

THEOREM 1. If V is a solution of Laplace's equation, then

W 3V dV W tfV
'

ptr
a* >

dy dz
>

a*3 '

dxdy
' '

and in fact all partial derivatives of V with respect to one or more of
the rectangular coordinates x, y, z (but not with respect

*
to spherical

or cylindrical coordinates) are solutions. For if we differentiate (26-2)

partially with respect to x we have /
*

-
a*2 v dx av 2 v a*

Spherical Coordinates. In many electrostatic problems we are
concerned with conducting spheres, and spherical coordinates are
indicated for the solution. We shall limit our discussion to those
cases in which the potential is a function of the radius vector r and
the polar angle alone. Then the last term in (26-4) drops out
.and if we put /z for cos 6 Laplace's equation becomes

This differential equation has a solution of the form

V = rPn>

where Pn is a function of p, alone. Substituting in (27-1) we find
that Pn must satisfy the differential equation

- 0, (27-2)

which is known as Legendre's equation. Now if we replace n in this

equation by (n -f I) the coefficient of the last term becomes

{-(+!)} {
-

(n + 1) + 1 }
- n(n + 1).

Therefore, Legendre's equation for P_( +1)
is the same as that for Pn .

Consequently, Pn and P-(n+i) are identical. Thus, every Pn satisfying
JLegendre's equation provides us with two solutions of Laplace's equa-
tion, namely,

r*Pn and
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Evidently the coefficients of the P's as well as of the V'a are arbitrary.
Hence, we may introduce any numerical factors. Those included ini

the P's and K's below are the ones conventionally employed.

Now

Ko=y> ^o-l* (27-3)'

satisfies Laplace's equation, as is seen at once by substitution in

(27-1). Let us take the Z axis in the direction of the polar axis of
the spherical coordinates, so that z r cos . We can get a second

solution from (27-3) by differentiating partially with respect to z.

Remember that -*-- - = cos 6,
dz r

FZ COS H n /C\F+ A \

i
=

ra
=

rs
> P^ cos0. (27-4)>

Differentiating again with respect to z to get a third solution,

v - l (*** 1 ^ 3 cos2 - 1
K ""

2"Vr
"

r^V
= "

"2r
P2 \ (3 cos2 -

1), (27-5>

and repeating the process for a fourth solution,

_ 1 /5z3_ 3z \ 5 cos3 0-3 cos 6
V *
~

"2 V r^ r* I" 2/^
'

P3
= |(5 cos3 3 cos 0).

'

(27-6)h

The solutions we have obtained are of the form P/r ll
"H

, but
since we have found the /Vs we can writq down at once solutions of
the form r*P. Table I contains the solutions which we have deduced
and which suffice for the applications which we shall have occasion^
to make. The functions listed are known as zonal harmonics.

TABLE I

Zonal Harmonics

r cos 0,

f2H (3 cos2
0-1)].

r3[i(5cos
3
0-3costf)].

cos 0'

cos8
0-1)],

cos8 0-3 cos 0)].

Cylindrical Coordinates. In some problems such as those having
to do with a long straight wire the potential is not a function of one
of the rectangular coordinates, say z, and it is convenient to use pola,^
coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the Z axis. In this case
last term in (26-5) disappears and Laplace's equation reduces to
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Substituting
V = rCn ,

where Cn is a function of only, we see that Cn must satisfy the

equation

*$ + 2Cn - 0. (27-8)

Evidently the differential equation for C_n is the same as that
for Cn . Therefore, CLW and Cn are identical, and every Cn satisfying
(27-8) leads to two solutions ,of Laplace's equation, namely,

rnCn and --
.

rn

The simplest solution of (27-7) other than a constant is

FO - log r, (27-9)

the symbol "log" without subscript indicating the logarithm to the

Naperian base e = 2.718 To get other solutions we note that
either Cn = cos nd or Cn *** sin nQ satisfies (27-8). Hence the

cylindrical harmonics listed in Table II are solutions of Laplace's
equation in cylindrical coordinates.

'

^ TABLE II

CyTindrTcal flarmonics
^

logr;

rcos0,rsin0;
cos sin

r2cos20,r2 sin 2$ ;

n * , cos 30 sin 30
r
3 cos 30, r

8

sinJ0.

* v

r

cos 20 sin 20

Problem 27a. If R is the distance of a point P from the origin O, a the
distance of a point Q from O, and r the distance of P from Q,

2V/ra+2flr cos 4- a*

where is the angle between OQ and QP. Expand the reciprocal of R by the
binomial theorem both for r <<2 and for r > a. Show that the successive

terms in the expansion are zonal harmonics.

28. Sphere in Uniform Field. We will use zonal harmonics to

solve the problem of a sphere placed in a uniform electric field,

treating first the case of a conducting sphere immersed in a dielectric

. nd second that of a dielectric in empty space. In each case the

p x>blem consists in finding the potential V as a function of r and
fix-in which the components of electric intensity can be obtained by
mei iis of (7-8) and the charge density on the surface of the conduct-

ing iphere from (26.6).
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Conducting Sphere in Uniform Field. Consider an uncharged
conducting sphere of radius a placed in a uniform field EQ . Since

potential is a relative quantity, we may take the potential of the
sphere as zero. Although the sphere distorts the field in its neighbor-
hood, as shown in Fig. 50, the field at a great distance retains its

original uniform character. Therefore, if the origin is taken at the
center of the sphere and the Z axis in the direction of , the

potential at a great distance from the sphere must be EQ? = Eyr
cos 6. So we must look for a solution of Laplace's equation which
satisfies the two boundary conditions

V = Erf cos $ for r = <x
,

V = for r = a.

To satisfy the first of these conditions the zonal harmonic r cos $
is required and to satisfy the second another harmonic involving gnly
the first power of cos must be added. Therefore, a glance at Table
I shows that the potential at a point P must be of the form

,

Ar cos 8
B cos 6

2
-

,

where the arbitrary constants A and B are to be determined so as to

satisfy the boundary conditions. When r is infinite the second term
in V disappears, and the first boundary condition is satisfied if

ji = . To satisfy the second we put r equal to a and equate
the coefficient of cos B to zero, getting B = "

a8 . Hence the

potential outside the sphere is

a3 \
-A-

j E^r cos 0. (28-1)IT / *#?

Inside the sphere the potential is everywhere zero.

The components of electric intensity outside the sphere are

+ 2
Tif ) o os 0. (28-2)
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ft long the radius vector, and

M right angles to the radius vector in the direction of increasing 0.

As the radius vector is normal to the surface of the sphere the

charge per unit area on its surface is

9 ^ *-(<*-} _ 3*JE cos

4-irv dr ). A
~~

4*r
* (28-4)

being positive on the right-hand hemisphere and negative on the left.

Here K is the permittivity of the medium surrounding the sphere.

So far we have considered an uncharged sphere at zero poten-
tial. If the sphere has a charge Q, we must add Qficr to (28-1)^

getting
-**

V -
(

1 -
) E<f cos + . (28-5)

The radial component of the electric intensity is increased by
and the charge per unit area by Qfina

2
.

To return to the case of the uncharged sphere, it is clear from

symmetry that the plane MN (Fig. 50) through the center of the

sphere at right angles to Z is an equipotential surface at the same

potential as the sphere. Therefore,
we can replace the portion of this

plane outside the sphere by a

conducting surface, wiping out the

field to the left and leaving that

to the right unaltered. We have,

then, the case of an infinite con-

ducting plane with a hemispherical
boss as illustrated in Fig. 51. The
lines of force originate on positive

charges on the surfaoe of the plane
instead of starting from positive

charges at an infinite distance to

the left. The potential is still

given by (28-1) and the charge

per unit area on the hemisphere

by (28-4). To find the charge

per unit area on the plane portion
of the surface write (28-1) in the form

Fio.

As the Z axis is normal to the plane,

* f^V
4ir

(28-6)

Inspection of (28-4) and (28-6) shows that the charge density

decreases from 3/e /4ir
at the tip of the boss to zero along the line
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rf intersection of the hemisphere and the plane, and then increase^

TX> jc
>

/4ir at a great distance from the boss. This problem illustrate*

the general rule that the charge density and therefore the adjacent
field are greatest where the surface of a conductor is most convex and
least lyhere the surface is most concave.

.' rDielectric Sphere in Uniform Field. We will now replace the

conducting sphere of Fig. 50 by an uncharged dielectric sphere of

permittivity K and suppose the region outside the sphere to be empty
8ace, In this case the, surface of the sphere need no longer be an

equipotential surface, but instead it is necessary that the normal

components of the electric displacement and the tangential com-

ponents of the electric intensity should be the same on both sides of
the surface, as was proved in article 14.

As in the problem of the conducting sphere we will take

17 A , BQ COSV = Aj cos & + -

for the potential function outside the sphere. To satisfy the boundary
condition at infinity, it is clear that A = EQ as before. The

components of the electric intensity are

We have supposed that there is no volume distribution of free

charge inside the sphere. Therefore, the potential must be a solution

of Laplace's equation. We will try a function of the same form as

that used outside :

rr A * , B\ COS
Vi Air cos + -i-^.

Evidently Bi must be zero, for otherwise the potential would become
infinite at the origin. At the surface of the sphere Vi must equal V .

Consequently, if a is the radius of the sphere,

cos 6 = - Ea cos 6 + - 7- . (28-7>
a*

The components of electric intensity inside the sphere are

= - = Ai cos 0,

(E6)i = - - = At sin 6.

The continuity of the normal component of the displacement
requires that K (Er)t

= (Er )
when r = a, that is,

-icAi cos = E9 cos 6 + -3- . (28-8>

We need not write down the relation expressing the continuity
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of the tangential component of the electric intensity, for this con-
dition is already satisfied by the equation (28-7) for the continuity
of the potential.

Solving (28-7) and (28-8) for A{ and B , we find

Consequently, the potential outside the sphere is

inside,

K, - - - Ef cos 6 - - -

K
--
2 Ef.

(28-9)

(28-10)

Evidently the lines of force inside the sphere are parallel to the
Z axis, the electric intensity having the constant value

3

the electric displacement the constant value

A
1+

The number of lines of displacement per unit cross section inside

the dielectric is to the number at a great distance in the ratio of

3 to 1 -t- 21 K. As K is always greater than unity, the lines of dis-

placement are crowded together inside the dielectric as illustrated

ihFig. 52. Note that if tc is made infinite (289) and (28-10) go
over into the corresponding expressions for a conducting sphere.
In electrostatic problems a conductor may be considered as a dielec-

tric of infinite permittivity.

Problem 28a. A spherical conductor with charge Q surrounded by
a dielectric of permittivity X is subject to a uniform external field E^
Find the stress on the surface and the total force on the sphere.

Ans. ^

Problem 28b. Find the

polarization P in the dielectric

sphere of this article and the

charge ap due to polatrizaion
tfer unit area of the surface.

ap = P cos 0.

Problem 28c. An isotro-

pic dielectric of, infinite extent
is -in a uniform" external field

-Ho. A spherical cavity of
radius a is cut out of the
dielectric F.nd the potential Vo in the dielectric and Vi in the cavity
the polarization charge o*p on the walls of the cavity and the field Ei inside
the cavity.
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Ans. V,~

Problem 28d. Two point charges q and <?' aie placed in small spherical
cavities in a rigid isotropic dielectric of infinite extent at a distance r apart.
The charges do not touch the walls of the cavities. Find the force between*
them and compare with (16-10).

29. Conducting Cylinder in Uniform Field. Consider an infinitely

long uncharged conducting cylinder of circular cross section placed
in a uniform electric field E with its axis at right angles to the lines-

of for*ce. Let K be the permittivity of the surrounding medium.
Denote the radius of the cylinder by 0, and take the X axis in the

direction of the field and the Z axis along the axis of the cylinder,

It is clear from symmetry that the potential is not a function of z,

and therefore the problem is one in two dimensions for the solution of

which polar coordinates are indicated. The boundary conditions are

evidently
V = Etf cos 9 for r = o>,

V = for r = a,

provided we take the potent&l of the conductor to be zero. Referring
to Table II it is clear that the potential function must be of the form

T, A ~ . B cos
V = Ar cos 6-\

----
,

the condition at infinity being satisfied by taking A = EQ, and
the condition at the surface of the cylinder being satisfied by making
B = EtfCf. Hence, the potential outside the cylinder is

coB0, (291)

and the components of electric intensity in the directions of increasing
r and B are

Er - - 8

a =(l +-) E cos 9, (29-2)

fl ^ -
(l- -J-) ^ "" ' (29

'3>

The charge per unit area of the conducting surface is

a__ -(3\ - 2
*- V

C-8
*-. (29-4*

,

If the cylinder, instead of being uncharged, has a charge A per
unit length, we must add to the potential function a term involving
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2A /*

the cylindrical harmonic log r of the form -- log , getting

P
(

l~
7^ )
^ cos - ^ log . (29-5)

This term increases the radial component of the electric intensity by
27\/*r and the charge per unit area

Problem 29a. Discuss the field of a charged conducting plane of infinite

extent having a cylindrical ridge of semicircular cross section, finding the

charge per unit area on the surface of the plane.

A /, a*
Ans. i-

Problem 29b. A long cylindrical rod of radius a and permittivity * is

placed in a uniform external electuc field Eo, with its axis at right angles to

the lines of force. Find the potential outside and inside the rod.

Ans. 1 - "
l Eor cos 6 ~ E*r cos '

Problem 29c. An isotropic dielectric of infinite extent lies in a uniform
external electric field Eo. The dielectric contains a cylindrical cavity of

radius a with its axis at right angles to the field. Find the electric intensity

2
in the cavity. Ans. -^-Eo.x ~t~ i

Problem 29d. Find the stress on a cylindrical conductor with charge A
pet unit length surrounded by a dielectric and subiect to a uniform external

field Eo at right angles to its axis. What is the force per unit length of the

cylinder?

Ans. ^ |
4 8 cos8 9 + 8^ Eo cos + ^~g }

, *E .

30. Electrical Images. Consider the electric field produced by
two point charges. If we replace an equipotential surface surround-

ing one of the charges by a conducting surface and then transfer the

charge to this surface, the field between the x other charge and the

surface remains unaltered, although that between the first charge and

the surface is wiped out. For the potential in the original field

satisfies Laplace's equation, and the transfer of the electricity on one

of the point charges to a conducting surface coinciding with one of

the equipotential surfaces of the field merely replaces the original

boundary conditions by equivalent boundary conditions in so far as

the portion of the field remaining is concerned. The method of

solving electrostatic problems by the use of electrical images consists

in its simplest form in placing two point charges in such positions

that one of the equipotential surfaces of the field produced coincides

with the surface of a conductor which it is desired to place in the

field. Then the charge on one side of the conducting surface is

transferred to it, the field on the other side remaining unaltered.

When this method is feasible, it enables us to determine the field

produced by a point charge and a conducting surface from the simple

investigation of the field due to two point charges. In such a case

the point charge which is transferred to the conducting surface is said

to be the image of the other point charge. If the latter is surrounded
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by a dielectric of permittivity ic, the permittivity in the region

occupied by the image charge must also be taken to be * for the

purpose of the calculation, even though actually it may be different.

The method may be extended so as to find the field produced by
two conductors neither of which constitutes a point charge, such as

the field due to two charged conducting spheres. In problems in

which the potential is not a function of one of the rectangular
coordinates the point charges referred to above are replaced by line

charges.

''Point and Plane. To find the field due to a point charge q
(Fig. 53) and a conducting plane AB at a distance rf/2 from it, we
consider the field due to q and a point charge q placed on the

perpendicular dropped from q to the plane as far to the left of the

plane as q is to the right. The potential at P due to the two point

charges is evidently

*r icr

~~~*r
~

K ^Va
"+"2rS cos + d*

'

where * is the permittivity of the medium surrounding the charges.

Evidently the median plane AB is an equipotential surface of zero

potential. So if we transfer

the charge on the image q to

an earthed conducting plane
placed so as to coincide with

AB, the field to the right of

AB remains unaltered while

that to the left is wiped out.

The potential function

(30-1) still applies to the

region to the right of AB and
the components of electric

intensity are

q(r 4- d cos 0) .

+~27d~cosO + d*)*
12

sin
'

'2rd"cosl9 + ^ 2
)

3^
"

The density of, the charge induced on the earthed conducting

plane by q is

a ^ *($v\ =--(;),_ d
2

= (E, cos 6 - EQ sin 6)r^ r
' = -

J 8̂
. (30-4)

As the field in the neighbourhood of q is not charged by the

substitution of the conducting piano for the image q it follows

from the law of action and reaction that the total force on the con-

(30-2)

(30-3)
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ducting plane due to the attraction of q is the same as that which

would be experienced by the image q, that is,

(30-5)

/Point and Sphere. In

magnitude and position
of the point charge q

1

(Fig. 54) such that the

spherical surface $ of radius

a shall be an equipotential
in the field produced by
the charges q and q'.

If the distances of q and

q' from the center O of
the sphere are denoted by
d and b respectively, the

potential at a point Q on
the surface of-the sphere is

:*/d*+ 2da cos a *Va*+2ab cos a-f b*

If we make b

*Vd2 + 2da cos a 4- a2
'

if now we give q' the magnitude (afd)q the potential vanishes
for all values of a. Therefore, the sphere is a surface of zero poten-
tial. Now we replace the sphere by an earthed conducting surface

and transfer the charge
-
q' to it. This annuls the field ins'de the

sphere leaving the field outside unaltered. Therefore, the potential
at any exterior point P due to the point charge q and the earthed

sphere is

2
4- -^. (30-6)+ * ^ _, _

The induced charge per unit area on the surface of the sphere is

_ *Lt<
4ir l(

q

r = + 2'da cos 8 +' 2
)
3 /2

' (30-7)

As in the previous case, the force between the charge q and the

sphere is equal to that between q and its image q' in the sphere.

In the case we have been considering the potential of the sphere
has been made zero. If we wish the sphere to have a potential other

than zero, we can add a uniformly distributed charge Q to the surface

of the sphere ; the effect of such a charge is merely to increase the

potential of every point on the surface by Qjtca and therefore the
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surface remains equipotential. The potential at an exterior point P
will then exceed (30-6) by Qjicr.

If instead of transferring q' to the surface of the conducting
Spherical shell we leave it in its original position and transfer q to
the spherical surface, the field inside the sphere is unaltered and
therefore the potential at any interior point is given by (30-6) to
within an additive constant. The field outside the sphere, however,
is not annulled in this case. For only a portion q' of the charge q
resides on the inner surface of the sphere, all the lines of force

originating on it ending on q'. The remainder of the charge q>

namely,
</- a

9-4 =
j 4>

spreads itself uniformly over the outer surface of the sphere, giving:
rise .to the potential

d a

Trd
at exterior points. For the screening effect of the conductor prevents
the field due to q' and the charge q' on the inner surface of the

shell from passing to the outside.

Problem 30a. What- is the effect of adding a uniformly distributed

charge to the conducting plane of Fig. 53 ?

Problem 30b. Find the potential of an uncharged spherical conductor of

radius a whose centej is at a distance d from a point charge q. Ans.
g

.

s 31. Sphere and Plane. We shall apply the method of images to

find the capacity of a charged spherical conductor of radius a

(Fig. 55) at a distance d\2 from an earthed conducting plane AB of
infinite extent, a being supposed small compared with d.

In this case we must make use of an infinite series of images.
First suppose a charge ql placed at the center O of the sphere. This

charge gives rise to a field of which the suriace of the sphere is an

equipotential, but the surface of the plane is not equipotential.

Adding the image # t
of q l

in the plane, AB becomes equipotential,
but the sphere is no

longer so. Next add the

image q^of q l
in the

sphere ;
this restores the

\ equipotential character
\ of the spherical surface

p Z but disturbs that of the

/ plane. Addition of the
'' image - q% of <?a in the

plane makes the plane an

equipotential surface

again but disturbs the

potential over the surface

of the sphere. Each one

B
Fie. 55
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of the added fields, however, is smaller than the proceeding one, so

continuation of the process brings us ever nearer to the desired state

in which both the plane and the spherical surface are equipotential

surfaces. Finally, we transfer the charges inside the sphere and the

others to the^pHahJft" "TKe "total charge on the sphere is then flhie su3
of the series

q^
+ q* + q3 -h ... and the charge on the plane is equal

but opposite in sign.

The distance of q t
from the center of the sphere is d, so it

follows from the previous article that q2 is a charge (a/d)qi
at a

distance tfjdfrom O. Therefore, q^ is at a distance d ( 1 ^
from O and #3 is a charge

a a2

_ __
d* d*

at a distance

1-
<**

from O. If we put m for the ratio a\d we have the following point

barges at the distances specified from the center of the sphere :

Charge Distance from O
9i, >

mqlt
ma,

m* m

m '

a

m* m
a.

\ 1 m3 /! m2 I i m
\ l~i */ i |- -..
x 1_ irfis 1 /I?

The total charge on the sphere is
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a + m3 + 2m4 + 3m' + ...}. (31-1)

Since #a is ^e image of ql
in the sphere, the potential .of the

surface of.the sphere due to this pair ,of charges |s zero, sts shown

}n the previous article. The same is true of the pairs fa an<J q^ q^

ft, etc. Consequently the potential of the sphere is

KO,
(31-2)

-due to the image charge ql at its center alone.

Since equal charges of opposite sign are placed symmetrically
on the two sides of AB, the potential of the plane is zero. Con-

-sequently, the capacitance of a sphere relative to an earthed plane is

C = =ica{ I + m + m* + m8 + 2m4 + 3m5 + ... }. (31-3)

Note that the capacitance of the sphere is increased by the proximity
of the plane.

The analysis above provides us at once with the solution of the

problem of two conducting spheres of the same radius a a distance d

apart, the charge on the second sphere being equal but opposite in

sign to that on the first. The negatively charged sphere is indicated

by a broken circle in Fig. 55. Its potential is

V == - *L . (31-4)
tea

The field on the right of AB is,the reflection in the plane of the- field

on the left. Evidently in this case the capacitance is half that

specified by (31-3).

Problem 31a. Show that the coefficient of induction is the negative of the

capacitance (31 3).

Problem 31b. A sphere of 10 cm. radius is suspended 25 cm. above the

.ground. Calculate the capacitance of the sphere relative to earth.

Ans. r39(10)-
Jl faxad.

/32. Parallel Wires. Consider two infinitely long straight parallel

wires of radius a, shown in cross section in Fig. 56. We wish to find

the field when one has a charge ?\ per unit length and the other an

equal negative charge. Then we shall compute the capacity of the

one relative to the other.

Begin by Considering two parallel filaments intersecting the

plane of the figure "at O and Q and having charges J\ and TV per

unit length respectively. Evi-

dently the potential at a point
P due to them is not a function

of the coordinate z
.
at right

angles to the plane of the figure.

Hence, it must be represented

by one of the cylindrical

harmonics of Table II, article

27. From symmetry it is clear

that the potential cfue to each

filament h a function only of

the distance of P from the filament

Yl

X

FIG. 56

therefore, we have
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This potential function makes the potential zero midway between the
two filaments and satisfies the condition that the charges on the
filaments shall be X and TV per unit length. .

The traces of the equipotential surfaces are

,

r'* r
2 - 2rd cos + d> . ;i ,

or

where m is a positive constant which may assume any value between/
and QO .

Transforming to rectangular coordinates x = r cos^, v = r sin 0.

m
This equation specifics a family of circles, ^the right-hand member
representing the square of the radius.' Evidently any two values ofm which are reciprocals yield the same value of the radius but
different positions of the center. For m > 1 the center of the circle
is at a distance d\ (m2

1) to the left of the origin O. As this is less
than the radius md\ (m2 -

1), the curve encircles O. On the other
hand, for m < 1 the center is at a distance to the right of the point
Q equal to d\ (I

- m*) - d = m*dl (1
-

nf). As this is less than
the radius md\ (1 m2

) the curve encircles Q. The set of circles,

surrounding Q are separated from those surrounding O by the straight
line AB obtained by making m = 1.

As the equipotential surfaces are cylinders of circular cross
section, we may take the two of radius a as the surfaces of the wires,;
transferring the charge on each filament to the surrounding cylindrical
surface and annulling the field inside.

Let m+ be the value of m greater than unity corresponding to-
the left-hand wire, and m_ = l/w+ the value of /n less than unity
corresponding to the right-hand wire. Then

"" Wlj w YY\^JUL

\ .'

"""""

^_"
""

A
~

1
'

r>

.>

m+* 1 1 m_
Now if b is the distance between the axes of the two wires

b = _f_ +
d

^
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Hence, eliminating d, we find

m+* m+ + 1 0, (greater root),

/w_a -TH_ +, 1 0, (lesser root),

which give

m_ = -
^

-Since the potential of the positively charged wire is

27L 1
1C

and that of the negatively charged wire is

the different .of potential is

v+~Ly~
9=*

K
lo%

b
^-^^-^^ , (32-a*

.and the capacitance per unit length,

We have noted that the median plane AB is an equipotential'

surface of zero potential. Therefore, we might have transferred the

charge A per unit length on the right-hand filament to a conducting

plane placed so as to coincide with AB, wiping out the field to the

right of the plane. This device enables us to calculate the capacity
of a horizontal wire relative to earth. If h = 6/2 is the elevation of

the axis of the wire, __ -

K.

and the capacitance per unit length is

,
+ v-

a

th is

-

Problem 32a. A horizontal wire of negligible radius with a charge 7\ per
unit length is suspended at a height h above the surface of a conducting plane.

Find the potential as a function of r and 0, where r is the distance from the

wire and the angle with the downward drawn vertical, and find the charge

per unit area on the surface of the plane.

Ans. *-lo
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Problem 32b. Find the force per unit length between the two wires oi

article 32. Ans. -r .

Problem 32c. What is the capacitance per unit length of a wire of 5 mm
diameter (a) relative to a parallel wire at a distance of 13 mm, (b) relative to
an earthed plane at the same distance ? Assume K = 1. Ans. (a) 1.73(10)"""
farad/meter, (b) 2.38(10)-" farad/meter.

Problem 32d. A wire of 3 mm radius is 5 mm from an earthed conducting
plane. When the wire is raised to a potential of 1000 volts what charge is
induced on the plane per unit length of the wire ? Ans. - 0.506(10)^
coulomb/meter.

Problem 32e. Find the capacitance per unit length of two parallel wires
of radii a\ and at respectively, whose axes are a distance b apart.

Ans.
. x_

a*lb* 4- (a^ -
a,

8
)
- ^ fc*

- 2b\a^ 4- a2
2
) + (ai

a -
flt )ij

33. Conjugate Functions. An electrostatic problem in which the
potential is not a function of one of the rectangular coordinates, say

, is called a two-dimensional problem. In such a case Laplace's
,nuation (25 2) reduces to

*Ve have seen how to solve such a problem in the case where V is

impressed in polar coordinates r and 6 by the use of cylindrical
harmonics. Now we shall consider a more general method involving
.vhat are known as conjugate functions.

Let z represent the complex quantity
z x + iy,_

sB */ 1. To distinguish complex from real quantities we
shall use black face type to designate the former. A more detailed
discussion of such quantities is given in article 112.

Consider any function of z such as F (z), and let g (x, y) and
f

^(x> y) be respectively the real and the imaginary parts of F(z), so
.bat

F(z) - F(x + iy)
= g(x, y) + ih(x, y).

:3ie functions g and h are called conjugate functions of x and y.

Now
3F _dF 3*F _ d*F

dx
~

dz' fa*
~

dz*
'

..
9^

1
~dz

t

dy*

Therefore

1

-?o any^ function of the complex variable x + iy satisfies Laplace's
equation (33-1) for two dimensions. Consequently, the 'real part
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g(x, y) of F(z) must satisfy Laplace's equation and the same is true
for the imaginary part h(x, y). Hence, either the real part of F(z)
or tne imaginary part may be taken as the potential function in a

possible electrostatic field.

'From (33-2) we have
3'F __ . 8F

and therefore

8g . .

3_A
. Sdg

,
. 3/*

So, as g and h are real functions,

and .

8g fih

8.fi> 8"

8y 8-x

Now consider the two families of curves

g(x, y) = constant, h(x, y) = constant

The slope of the tangent to a curve of the first family is

dy\ ^ _ 8x

8J'

and that to a curve of the second family is

dh

dy\ _ dx

dxJ h W(
\

But (33 4) states that the one slope is the negative reciprocal of

the other, that is, that the two families of curves intsrsect orthog-

onally. So if one family represents the traces of equipotential
surfaces on the XY plane, the other represents lines of force.

Problem 330. Show that the function

F(z) = (a? H-i>>) = (re'6).

leads to the cylindrical harmonics of article 27.

Problem 33b. Show, by finding the function conjugate to log r
t that the

equation of the lines of force between the two wires of artticle 32 is

r - = constant,

where 0' is the angle which r
f makes with the X axis.

34. Examples of Conjugate Functions. We shall consider a

few examples of the use of conjugate functions which are of practical
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interest.

Field Due to Two Conducting Planes Intersecting at Right
Angles. The function of the complex variable z needed for the
solution of this problem is

F(z) = A(x + iy)
1 - X(x

2 -
y

2
) + ZiAxy, (34-1)

where we choose for the potential function the imaginary part,

,
V _ 2Axy. (34-2)

The equipotential surfaces are the

equilateral hyperbolic cylinders whose
traces are shown by full lines in Fig.
57. The conducting planes, which
coincide with the XZ and YZ coordi-

nate planes are at zero potential. The
equations of the lines of force are the

hyperbolas,

x2
y
2

constant, (343)
shown by broken lines in the figure.

The components of the electric

intensity are
Fio. 57

(344)

If a dielectric of permittivity * occupies the region which contains

the field, ohe charge per unit area on the XZ plane is

a = - ~f 3
^) =- *~ x, (34-6)

4*\dy y y==0 2n ^ '

with a similar expression for that on the YZ plane. The density
of charge, then, is zero along the line of intersection and increases

linearly with the distance
from this Jine If A is posi-
tive, the charge on the

conducting planes is negative
since the potential increases

as x and y are made greater.
The lines of force are

directed toward the planes
and terminate on negative

charges on their surfaces.

Field at the Edge of a

Conducting Plane. For this

case the appropriate function

is

f(z) - [A(x + iy)}
l>*

FJO. 58 ~g(x,y)+ih(x,y). (34-6)
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Therefore,

Ax - g*
~

, Ay - 2gh,

and, choosing *h(x, y) for the potential function F, we get, on

eliminating g(x, y),

AY = 4P2
(Ac + F2

). (34-7)

The equipQtential surfaces are parabolic cylinders as illustrated

in Tig. 58, the positive half of the X axis being the trace of the

conducting plane, which is at zero potential.

To get the charge per unit area differentiate (34-7) partially
with respect to y. Then

__
2V*)

""

2(Ax 4- 2F1
)

on elirainating ^ by means of (34-7). Putting K = is equivalent
to making y zero, so

8ir

This gives the charge on one side of the plane only. The charge

density is infinite at the edge where the convexity of the surface

becomes infinitely great.



CHAPTER IV

MAGNETOSTATICS

35. Attraction and Repulsion. The use of a natural magnet
or Iqdestone to indicate direction at sea appears to have been
unknown to the ancients, but was certainly familiar to European
navigators at the time of the Crusades. As early as the thirteenth

century Peregrinus found that, if an iron needle is suspended at
different places above the surface of a lodestone and lines drawn
so as to have everywhere the direction assumed by the needle, these
lines converge at two points on opposite sides of the stone. These
points he named poles.

Little further progress was made until 1600 when Gilbert noted
that there are two kinds of poles, positive or north-seeking poles,
and negative or south-seeking poles, which are characterized by the
fact that like poles repel and unlike poles attract each other. He
also explained the action of a freely suspended magnet in assuming
a north and south orientation as due to the presence of poles in the
earth roughly coincident with the geographical poles. As the
north pole of a magnet turns toward the north, it must be attracted

by a south magnetic pole in the neighborhood of the north geogra-
phical pole and repelled by a north magnetic pole near the south

geographical pole. Actually the earth's magnetic field is better

represented by supposing it to be due to a comparatively short

magnet placed at the center of the earth along a line inclined 17 to
the geographical axis.

The early discoveries in magnetism may be summed up in the
two qualitative laws :

(I) Like poles repel unlike poles attract.

(II) The force between two poles decreases as the distance between
them is increased.

These laws are quite analogous to the corresponding laws for
electric charges given in article 1. There are, however, certain
fundamental differences between electric charges and magnetic
poles. In the first place, every , magnet is found to have equal
quantities of north and south magnetism. If, for instance, we
place a magnet oh a cork floating on water, the earth's field,
while it may turn the magnet, gives rise to no motion of translation*
This shows that the northward force on the north pole is juafc
balanced by the southward force on the south pole, and therefore
that the strength of the two poles is the same. Moreover, if a
needle, magnetized so as to have a north pole at one end and a
south pole at the other, is cut in two, we find that we have two
complete magnets, each of which has equal north and south poles.

Therefore, it is impossible to isolate north and south poles on different
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bodies, as can be done in the case of electric charges of opposite-

sign. This fact suggests that north poles and south poles are

merely different aspects of a single mechanism, rather than separate
entities. If we wish to deal experimentally with a north pole alone,

the best we can do is to employ a needle so long that the force exerted

by the south pole at the remote end is negligible in the neighborhood
of the north pole.

A second difference between magnetostatic and electrostatic

phenomena lies in the absence of conductors of magnetism. There-

is no substance in which magnetic poles move under the influence

of magnetic forces with the freedom that electric charges move in a
conductor when subject to electric forces The poles in a piece of

very soffc iron which is the nearest thing to a conductor of magne-
tism never move so far under the action of impressed magnetic
force as to annul the field in the interior of the body.

On the other hand there are many similarities between magnetic
and electric phenomena. For instance, an unmagnetized piece
of iron, when placed near a pole of a strong magnet, becomes magne-
tized by induction in the same way that a dielectric becomes polarized
when placed in an electric field.

Just as in electrostatics we are concerned only with charges-
at rest in the observer's inertial system, so in magnetostatics we
limit ourselves to a consideration of magnets at rest relative to

the observer's reference frame. It is important to note that the

phenomena of electrostatics and of magnetostatics are quite distinct ;

no force is exerted by an electric charge on a magnetic pole when
both are at rest relative to the observer, and vice versa.

36. Molecular Theory of Magnetism. The fact that two
magnets are produced by cutting a magnet in two indicates that
if the process could be carried far enough the ultimate particles of a

magnetic substance would be found to be themselves tiny magnets.
The molecular theory of magnetism, proposed by Weber and elabo-

rated by Ewing, accounts for many of the characteristics of magnetic
substances by attributing magnetic properties to 1

the individual

molecules or atoms. In an unmagnetized iron bar the elementary
magnets are arranged chaotically, so that in any small volume as

many have their axes pointing in one direction as in the opposite.
Therefore, the bar
as a whole givea
rise to no mag-
netic forces at

outside points. Ifr

now, the north

pole N (Fig. 59>
of a strong

magnet is brought

(a)

FIG. 59
(b)

near one end of the bar, the elementary magnets, represented by
arrows with heads at the north ends, experience a torque due to the

attraction of N for each south pole and the repulsion on each north
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fx>le. This torque tends to line up the elementary magnets parallel
to the axis of the bar. Each individual magnet, however, was iu

equilibrium under the magnetic torques exerted by its neighbors in

the original chaotic condition. Therefore, the torque due to N is

opposed by these internal torques, and so long as the bar is at a
distance from N the elementary magnets are only partially lined up
AS in (a). Nevertheless there is a preponderance of south poles at the
end s of the bar and of north poles at the end n> while in the interior

each north pole is compensated by a neighboring south pole. Thus
the bar has become magnetized by induction with a south pole on the
end adjacent to N and a north pole on the farther end.

Further approach of N toward the bar increases the torques
exerted by the former on the elementary magnets, and they swing
more and more into line. At a certain distance a condition approach-
ing instability is reached, the internal torques becoming very small,
and the elementary magnets turning very rapidly as the distance from
N is decreased. If the strength of the pole N is great enough, a point
is finally reached where the molecular magnets are all in line, as

fihown in (b). In this state the iron bar is said to be saturated. Since
the elementary magnets of which it is composed are completely lined

up, further increase of the magnetizing force cannot increase the

strength of the poles on its ends.

If, now, the pole N is removed, the elementary magnets are no

longer subject to a torque due to external causes. They do not,

however, resume their original orientations, for now each is acted op.

by a different set of internal torques from that existing in the original

unmagnetized state. Instead the bar retains a certain fraction of the
induced magnetization, which, however, may be partially or com-

pletely destroyed by shaking, up the molecules, either by tapping the

bar with a hammer or by raising its temperature. ,

Modern experiments show that actually the elementary magnets
under discussion are not individual molecules but rather groups of

molecules which act in unison. Each group Constitutes a domain,
whose volume may be as great as (10)~

9
,
cm3

. Not only do the

molecules in a single domain, turn together, but the magnetic axes of

those in the larger domains, at least, reorient themselves abruptly
rather than continuously.

A graph showing how the degree of magnetization of the bar of

Tig. 59 varies with the magnetizing force exerted by the pole N is

given in Fig. 60. Starting with the bar in the unmagnetized condition

represented by the point O, we pass through the state a where the

magnetization increases very rapidly with increase of the magnetizing
force to saturation at b. Decreasing the magnetizing force to zero

the bar is l^ft with a degree of magnetization represented by the

ordinate Oc. This ordinate is a measure of the retentiveness of the

bar. Reversing the direction of the magnetizing force and increasing
'its magnitude brings us to the state d in which the bar has completely
lost its magnetization, and finally to the condition e of saturation in

the opposite sense to that previously existing. The magnetizing force
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Od necessary to demagnetize completely the bar is often referred to as
the coercive force. Continuation of the process takes us through the

points /and g to b again. The lagging of the magnetization behind
the magnetizing force illustrated by the curve is known as hysteresis
and bcefb is called a hysteresis loop*

- The preceding discussion applies to those substances known as

ferromagnetic, that is, iron, nickel, cobalt and certain alloys. Another
class of magnetic substances, known as paramagnetic, exhibits similar

magnetic properties to a much smaller degree but does not show the

phenomena of saturation and of hysteresis in such fields as are

_, . ^ available in the
Magnetization (I) laboratory. It is

""
probable, however,
that such sub
stances also would
become saturated
if subjected to

sufficiently large

magnetizing forces.

Finally, certain

substances, when
acted on by
a magnetizing
force, become

weakly magnetized

Magnetizing
Force (H)

FIG 60
e

sense to ferro-

magnetic or paramagnetic substances. These are said to be
diamagnetic. Thus a bar of diamagnetic material, placed as in

Fig. 59, would acquire a north pole at the end nearer to N and a
south pole at the opposite end. Although the molecular theory of
magnetism accounts satisfactorily for the general features of ferro-

magnetism and paramagnetism, diamagnetism is due to an entirely
different cause. Its explanation will be given in Chapter VIII,
article 84, where it will be shown that probably all substances are

diamagnetic, the diamagnetism of a paramagnetic medium being
masked by the very much more intense paramagnetism. An excellent
resum' of the subject of magnetism is given by Bozorth.*

37. Coulomb's Law. Consider two magnetic poles of strengthsm and m' located at points a distance r apart. Doubling the pole-
strength m doubles the force on m', for each half of the doubled pole
exerts the same force on m' as that exerted by the original pole.
Therefore, the force between the two poles is proportional to m.
Similarly it is proportional to m''. Consequently, the force between
two poles is proportional to the product of their pole-strengths.

When the distance between two point poles is changed, it is found
that the force exerted by either on the other is inversely proportional to
the square of the distance between them. This law was stated by

*Rev. of Mod. Phys. 19, 29 (1947).
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Michell in 1750, but it is usually attributed to Coulomb who put it 01*
a firm foundation by his* experiments with the torsion balance in 1786.
These experiments are the same in

principle as those performed by the
same investigator in determining how
the force between electric charges varies
with the distance. A long magnetic
needle ns (Fig. 61) is suspended at its

center of mass by the torsion fibre F of
the torsion balance. When the north

pole TV of a second long magnet is

brought up to a predetermined point in SC
front of the north pole n of the sus-

pended magnet, the latter experiences
a torque and turns about the fibre as
axis. Since the fibre is rigidly attached
at both ends, the rotation of ns causes
it to twist. Next the drum D is turned
far enough in the opposite sense to bring
the suspended magnet back to its FIG. 61

original orientation. The angle through
which the drum has to be turned is a measure of the force between
N and n in their final positions. By varying the distance between
the two poles the relation stated above is found.

In performing the experiment it is necessary to use long magnets
so that the influence of the south poles s, S will be inappreciable.
Moreover it is important not to bring the two north poles too close

together, as each has a tendency to weaken the other by induction.

A more precise method of verifying the law of force, devised later by
Gauss, will be described in article 47.

As the force J between two point poles m and m' varies directly
with the product of the pole-strengths and inversely with the square
of the distance r between them, we may write

3 = *-,
^

(37-1)

a positive force indicating repulsion and a negative force attraction.

As we shall see later, the presence of a magnetic medium in the region
between the poles changes the force, between them. So equation
(37-1) applies exactly only to poles in vacuo, although it may be
used for poles in air in all but very precise measurements.

Giving all the quantities in (37-1) the magnitude unity, we see

that this equation defines the c.g.s. unit of pole-strength as that of
the pole which repels a like equal pole placed at a distance of 1 cm in

vacuo with a force of 1 dyne. Putting 1 gm cm see"2 for J and 1 cm
for r we find 1 gm1 ' cm3 /8 sec"1 for the c.g s unit of pole-strength.
This unit and all other units derived from the fundamental equation
(37-1) c^re known as electromagnetic units and are designated by the
abbreviation e.mu. Although the electromagnetic unit of pole-

strength has the same physical dimensions as the electrostatic unit of
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charge, the reader must remember that magnetostatic phenomena are

quite independent of those of electrostatics, as pointed out in article 35.

38 Magnetic Intensity and Potential. In order to explore a

magnetic field that is, a region in which magnetic forces are acting
we may suppose a unit north pole of very small dimensions to be

carried around the field, all the poles producing the field being kept
fixed and of constant strength. The force experienced by the test

pole when at rest relative to the observer at any point in the field is

known as the magnetic intensity or magnetic field strength H at that

point. Since magnetic intensity is a force it is a vector quantity,
its magnitude being measured in dynes per unit pole The electro-

magnetic unit of H is called the oersted. In fundamental units it is

1 gm1 / 2 cm"1
'
2 sec"1

.

The force J on a pole of strength m placed at a point in a

magnetic field Where the magnetic intensity is H is given by the

equation
y - mH.

If m is positive y has the direction of H, otherwise the opposite
direction. The magnetic intensity at a distance r from a point pole
of strength m, which is obtained from (37-1) by making m' unity, is

H~ f (38-2)
r2

in the direction of the radius vector drawn from m.

The potential V at
P a point in a magnetic
/\. ^^^r H field is the work neces-

/' ^^A\^^^^ sary to bring a unit

^^/ ^^^ ' positive pole from out-

/ ^ ^** ^^slQ s^e ^e ^e^ UP ^ *ke

f ^^^ . ^^x. point in question, all

/^^'*t̂ ^"""*Ar ^^N^ the poles producing the

O^*-
"""""" r * \A field being kept fixedm ^Q and constant in strength

Fie. 62 during the process. It

is equal to the potential energy of a unit pole placed at the point in

question and is measured in ergs per unit pole. It is identical with
the work done by the field on the unit positive pole as the latter

moves from the given point to infinity.

To calculate the potential produced at P (Fig. 62) by a point

pole m placed at O we shall compute the work done by the field on
a unit positive pole as it moves from P to infinity. Let PQ be the

path followed. At Ql the force is

rr mH -
ft

~

in the direction of the radius vector r, and the work done by tfie

field in moving the unit pole the distance dl from Qlt
to Qa *s

m ,i m i

=- dl cos a -=- or,
r* . r*
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where o is the angle between H and dl. Integrating from rj> to oo ,

the potential at P is found to be"*--
<

In the case of a number of point poles of strengths ml9 w2, ws, ...

at distances rlf r8, r8 , ... from P9 the potential is

V = V + ", +
"

+ - - a ~, (38-4)
/*!

ra r3 r

and in* the case of a continuous distribution of magnetic polestrength
consisting of p units per unit volume inside a volume T and <r units

per unit area on a surface s9

V = f
P

^

T
+ f ~ . (38-5)

Evidently the potential in a magnetostatic field is a function only

of the coordinates of the point P at which it is to be evaluated and is

independent of the path along which the unit pole moves.

It follows from the definition of potential that the drop in

potential as we pass from one point to another is the work done

by the field on a unit positive pole as it moves from the first to the

second,
1

all paths between the two points being equivalent....Since the

change in potential in going around a closed curve is zero, the net
work done vanishes when a unit pole traverses a closed path in a

magnetostatic field.

If two points P and Q >are very close together, as in Fig. 63, the

drop in potential in going from P to Q is

VP - VQ & - dV = H cos adl.

Hence, the component of H in the direction of the displacement dl is

Hi = H cos a = -
|~ . ~(38-6)

Since the left-hand side of this equation is greatest for a equal to

zero, the potential de-

creases most rapidly in

the direction of the

magnetic intensity.

Making dl in succes-

sion equal to dx9 dy 9
and

dz, we find for the

rectangular components of
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^Similarly, if V is expressed as a function of the radius vector r,

polar angle $ and azimuth ^6, the components ofH in the directions
of increasing r, Q and

<f>, respectively, are

Hr - - ^r, r sin 080
" (38-8>

ProWem 38a. Three poles - m, 2m, - m are placed on the Z axis at
distances -

J, 0, I from the origin. Find the potential at a distance r from the
origin large compared with /, denoting the angle detween the radius vector and

the Z axis by 0. Ans. --
3
-

(1 -.3 cos2
0).

39. Gauss' Law. This important law is deduced for a

magnetostatic field in precisely the same manner as for an electro-

static field. Consider the closed surface s (Fig. 64) surrounding the

point pole m. The magnetic flux dN through the surface element AB
of area ds is defined as the product H cos ads of the component of
H along the outward drawn normal n by the area ds of the element.

f if
From (38-2) the flux through AB due
to the pole m is

fmr rr 1 ds cos a
dN H cos ads = m

g .

But the solid angle* d$l subtended at

m by AB is

ds cos a

Therefore

dN

FIG. 64

and integrating over the entire surface-

the total outward flux is seen to be

On the other hand the net flux through the surface due to a

pole m outside (Fig 65) vanishes. To show this, describe a cone
of angular aperture dSl with m as vertex. Then, if ds1 and ds2
are the areas of the surface intercepted at Pl and P2 ,

cos ds2 cos a2
(39-2)

Taking these two elements of surface together, the flux through
them is

dN = H, cos (IT a,)dsi + H* cos <

! cos (TT a

= H! COS ajdij

dls, cos QI= - m -
s

-

+ COS

cos a2
o,

*For the definition of solid angle see page 14.
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on account of (39-2). As the entire surface can be divided into

pairs of elements subtending the same solid angle at m, the total
outward flux through it is zero, the inward flux through the nearer
side just annulling the outward flux through the more remote side.
If a number of point poles are present, some inside the surface s,
and others outside, the normal component of the resultant magnetic
intensity equals the sum of the normal components of the magnetic
intensities produced by the individual poles. Accordingly, if

nh,mt , ws , . . . are the point poles located inside the surface, the
entire outward flux through the surface is

N (39-3>

since the poles outside make no contribution. Furthermore, because

every magnet contains equal amounts of positive and negative
magnetism, a magnet entirely enclosed within a surface gives rise to-

Pro. 65

no flux through it. Only when the surface cuts a magnet is the flux
of H different from zero.

If magnetic pole-strength is distributed continuously in the
volume T surrounded by the surface s with a density of p units of

pole-strength per unit volume,

N = 47T
(39-4>

where the integral is taken through the volume T enclosed by the
surface s.

If we write for N the integral of the normal component of the

magnetic intensity over the surface s in accord with the definition of

magnetic flux, (39-3) and (39-4) take the forms

and

I.

1.

H cos ads

H cos ads 33= 4irr I prfr.h

(39-5)

(39-6)
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The use of lines of force in describing a magnetic field is very
convenient. These lines are drawn so as to have everywhere the
direction of the magnetic intensity, the sense of each line being
indicated by an arrowhead. A bundle ofM linea of force, where M
is a large integer arbitrarily chosen, is known as a tube offorce.
liines of force are drawn in such density that the number of tubes

per unit cross section is everywhere equal to the magnetic intensity
H. By taking M large enough, the representation of a magnetic
field by lines of force may be made as nearly continuous as desired,
even in the case of a very weak field.

If, now, dN tubes of force pass through a small surface of area
4s at an angle a with the normal to the surface, the cross section of
the tubes is ds cos a and the magnetic intensity is

dN
ri =s

--y--
ds cos a

or

dN = H cos ads.

But this is just the magnetic flux through ds. Therefore, the number

of tubes of force passing through a surface is equal to the magnetic

flux through that surface.

Lines of force are continuous in regions containing no magnetic
poles. To prove this, consider a tube bounded on the sides by lines

of force and on the ends by cross sections s
l
and s9 . Evidently there

is no flux through the sides of the tube since these surfaces are loci

of lines of force. Therefore, the only flux is through the ends s
t
and

J8 . But as there are no poles in the section of tube under consider-

ation Gauss' law requires that the flux out of one end must equal
that in through the other. Therefore, as many lines of force pass
out through one end of the tube as enter through the other. , .

By making m unity in (39-1), we see that the flux through a
small surface surrounding a unit north pole is 4ir. Consequently, 4?r

tubes of force originate on every unit of positive magnetism. An
equal number terminate on each unit of negative magnetism.
Therefore, lines of force stretch unbroken from positive poles to

negative poles.

An equipotential surface is one all points of which are at the same

potential. Evidently the potential decreases most rapidly in a
direction at right angles to an equipotential surface. Therefore, H9

since it has the direction of the most rapid decrease of potential, is

everywhere perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces of a magnetic
field, and as the lines of force have the direction of the magnetic
intensity they intersect equipotential surfaces orthogonally.

Problem. 3<*a A magnet is bent so as to bring the pole pieces opposite
and parallel to one another, the distance between the poles being small com-
pared with the linear dimensions ot their surfaces. If a and (Tare the

magnetic pole-strengths per unit area, show that the magnetic intensity in the

space between them is 4 77 a.
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40. Magnetic Dipoles. A
and opposite point poles
a short distance apart
is known as a magnetic

dipole. Consider the

magnetic dipole consist-

ing of the poles m and
m separated by the

distance / (Fig. 66).

To find the magnetic

potential at a point P
at a distance r from the

center of the dipole

large compared with

its length /, we have
from (38-4)

magnet consisting of two equaj

FIG. 66

m m m

r
2
cos

So

jn

r + *4

ml cos

ml cos

r* - cos2

as /
2 is negligible compared with r2

. The product ml is called the*

magnetic moment of the magnet and is designated by pH . Evidently
it is a vector, having the direction of the axis of the dipole. We shall

take its positive sense to be that from m to m. In terms of its

magnetic moment the potential due to the dipole considered above is

The components of the field in the directions of increasing r

are obtained with the aid of (38-8) :

J)K 2/?#cos 6

and

Pa
(40-2)

The lines of magnetic force have the same configuration as the

lines of electric force in the field of an electric dipole, illustrated in

Fig. 25.

We have investigated the field produced by a magnetic dipole.

%
Next we shall consider

theI

L
mH

X - -m_
(b)

FIG. 67

force and the

torque acting on a^

> magnetic dipole placed
in an external field ff

^ To find the force

take the X axis' (Fig.

67a) parallel to the axis

of the dipole. Then.
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the X component of the force on the negative pole is

wnereas the X component of the force on the positive pole is

The resultant force Jx in the X direction is the sum of Jlx and
In a similar manner we obtain the Y and Z components. Therefore,
we have

<v 3-"* ~. _ fifty <~

.

If the field is uniform, the components of H are constants, and the
resultant force vanishes.

The torque exerted on the dipole by the field (Fig. 67i) is due
to the couple consisting of the force mH on the positive pole and
mH on the negative pole. As the lever arm of this couple is / sin

a,"where a is the angle between the axis of the dipole and the field,

the torque Is

j a = mHl sin a = pffH sin a, (40-4)

the minus sign indicating that the torque is in such a sense as to

decrease a. In other words the magnetic axis of the dipole tends to

turn parallel to the field.

To find the energy U of the dipole due to its orientation relative

to the lines of force, denote the magnetic potential at m by V and
that at m by V2 . Then,

U = - mVl + mV2
= - m(Vi - V2 ).

But Fj F2
= HI cos a. Hence

U = mlH cos a == psH cos a. (40-5)

We shall see later that the properties of the elementary magnets
of which a magnetic substance is constituted are due to the presence
of moving electric charges rather than of actual magnetic dipoles.
Nevertheless, the external field of an elementary magnet, as well 'as

the magnetic force or torque to which it is subject, is the same as if

it were an aggregation of magnetic dipoles. Consequently, we may
employ the expressions obtained in this article in discussing the
behavior of magnetized media, except when the internal structure and
the internal fields of the elementary magnets are involved.

Problem 40a. Two magnets of moments pHi and pH* are a distance r apart,
the axes of the magnets lying in the line joining them. What is the force

between-them ? - Ans. -*.
Problem 40b. The second magnet of the previous problem is placed with

its axis at right angles to the line joining the two. Find the torque exerted

by the field ot each on the other Does the result constitute a violation of

the law of action and reaction ? Why ?

Ans. 2
'

, l, No.

Problem 40c. Deduce (40-4) from (40-5).
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41. Magnetic Shells. - A magnetic shell is a thin sheet mag-
netized everywhere at right angles to its surface. The strength of a
shell js the magnetic moment per unit area of its surface. If, there-

fore the shell has a pole-strength a per unit area on its positive side

.and cr per unit area on its negativfe side, == a/, where / is the
thickness of the shell. The importance of the concept of the magnetic
shell lies in the fact that the magnetic field produced by a current
circuit is the same as that due to a shell of strength proportional to
the current whose periphery coincides with the circuit. This relation
will be proved later.

Consider an element ds (Fig. 68) of the magnet shell AB of
surface area s. This element is a small dipole with magnetic moment
Pa 0di. The potential due to it at a point P is

cos fl _ (fids cos a

from (401).

this angle being positive since the positive normal to the shell makes
the acute angle a with the radius vector. Therefore,

dV =
r~ r-

Now the solid angle subtended at P by ds is

ds cos a

and the potential at P due to the entire shell is

V =

Our chief interest is in shells of constant strength. In such a
oase

where SI is the solid angle subtended at P by the entire shell AB.
Now ft is the same
for all shells having
the same periphery.

Consequently, (41-1 )

tells us that all shells

of the same strength
and the same peri-

phery give rise to the
same potential and
therefore to the same
field everywhere,
except, of course, at

points in the interior

of a shell. The shape
of the shell is

immaterial, the peri-

phery and the

strength being the only determining factors.

FIG. 68
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Let us calculate the work W done by the field when a unit

positive pole moves around the edge of the shell from a point D on
the positive surface of the shell to an opposite point C on the

nagative surface. If SIa is the solid angle subtended at C and Slo
that at D,

W - VD ~ Vc = (Sic - &D).
While Sic & positive, ft^, being the solid angle subtended at a point
on the opposite side of the surface, is negative. But, as the shell is

of negligible thickness, tue sum of the positive magnitudes of Sic
and Slj) is a complete solid angle, that is, 4ir. Hence,

W =
4ir0. (41-2)

So far we have been considering the field produced by a magne-
tic shell. Let us next turn our attention to the eifect of an external
field H on a shell of constant strength. If now a represents the

angle which the positive normal to the shell makes with the lines of
force, the energy of an element ds of the shell due to its position in

the field is

dU = <fids H cos a

from (40-5). Therefore, the energy of the entire shell is

U = I H cos ads.

But I H cos ads is the magnetic flux N through the shell. Con-

sequently,

C/=-0#. (41-3)

Let the shell suffer a displacement d under the action of the
field. If 7 is the component of the force exerted on it in the direc-

tion of the displacement,
- dU = <pdN, (41-4)

since the work done by y is at the expense of the energy of the shell.

So if the flux through the shell is expressed as a function of the
coordinates specifying its position, the force exerted on it by the field

in the direction of dg is

7i;=0-fy. (41-5)

In like manner the torque o corresponding to an angular
displacement d$ is

o - <f> |^. (41-6)

From these expressions we see that the shell tends to move in

such a way as to increase the flux through it, the flux being reckoned
as positive when it passes through the shell from the negative to
the positive side. ' The shell is in stable equilibrium in the position
m which the flux through it is a maximum. Furthermore, since the
flux through the shell is determined solely by its periphery, the
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energy of the shell and the force or torque acting on it depend only
upon its strength and its periphery and not upon its shape.

Problem 41a. A snrdl magnet of moment VH with axis parallel to the X
axis is Located at the origin. A plane circular shell of strength and radius
a is placed with its normal parallel to, and with its center on, the X axis a
distance x from the origin. Find the force on the shell.

Problem 41b. A plane hell of area A is placed in a uniform field H with
its normal making an angle 6 with he lines of force. Find the torque and the
period of vibration for the case where is small. Denote the moment of
inertia of the shell by $.

Ans. -HA<j6sin0, 2ir

42. Density of Pole-Strength in a Medium. We have seen that
when a magnetic medium, such as a block of iron, is placed in
a magnetic field, the elementary magnets are subject to a torque
tending to line them up in the direction of the field. This gives "rise
to an accumulation of poles in the interior of the medium. As we
can detect by ordinary instruments only the mean pole-strength
averaged over a region containing many elementary magnets, we
shall replace the distribution of pole-strength actually present by a
smoothed distribution and shall understand by the magnetic intensityH in a medium the smooth field to which this smooth density of
pole-strength gives rise. In so doing we ignore the fact that the
magnetic properties of an elementary magnet are really due to mov-
ing charges, as pointed out in article 40, and that the internal field
due to these moving charges differs from that of the aggregation of
magnetic dipoles which produces the same external field. Hence H
in a magnetic medium is not the smooth value of the true field.

Nevertheless, we shall find that it is of fundamental importance in

describing the magnetic behavior of a medium.
We wish to find the pole-strength acquired by a volume element

AT of dimensions AX, &y, Az(Fig. 69) large enough to contains
great many elementary magnets. As the elementary magnets turn,
pole-strength is acquired by A r -, p
because of the passage of poles *J -v-

through the surfaces bounding
"

/} /I
this volume. Let Rx denote Zj /

}

the mean displacement in the *** ~i"r7"T

direction of the X axis of the

positive poles of the elementary
magnets in the neighborhood of I jp
the face ABCD. Then all the GJ-I JV-

positive poles in a layer /
ABCDEFGH of thickness R* _ _
pass into A T through the face H D
ABCD because of the orienta- FIG. 69
tion of the elementary magnets. If, then, m is the strength of each

positive pole, and n the number of elementary magnets per unit

A
!<

i
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volume, the positive pole-strength passing into AT through the
surface under consideration is

Since we may suppose that each elementary nlagnet rotates

about its center, the negative poles suffer displacements equal and

opposite to those of the positive poles. Therefore, an equal negative

pole-strength passes out of AT through ABCD from a layer of thick-

ness Rx to the right of this surface. So the net gain is

As Rx is measured relative to the unmagnetized state of the

medium, 2R represents the X component of the mean separation of
the positive and negative poles of the elementary magnets when the
medium is magnetized. Consequently, 2mRx is the X component of

the mean magnetic moment and 2nmRx the X component of the
resultant magnetic moment per unit volume. The magnetic moment
per unit volume is known as the magnetization* and is designated by
// It is a vector in the direction of the resultant magnetic moment
of the elementary magnets involved. It has the same physical
dimensions as H.

Now
lx = 2nmRx ,

and, when the medium is magnetized, the net increase of the magne-
tic pole-strength in A T due to the passage of poles through the surface

ABCD is

4AJAZ. (42-1)

Similarly the net decrease due to the passage of poles through the

right-hand face parallel to ABCD is

A*
)

A>>AZ.

Subtracting this from the preceding expression, we find

for the net pole-strength acquired in so far as the two faces perpendi-
cular to the X axis are concerned. Adding similar expressions for

the two remaining pairs of faces and dividing by the volume

AJCA^Azof the region, we have for the magnetic pole-strength per
unit volume due to the magnetization of the medium

i AC) n\
( }

This expression is identical in form with (13-1), the magnetization /

taking the place of the polarization P of the electrostatic analog.

Since it follows from (42-1) that the pole-strength passing into

a region through a surface element is equal to the product of the

This is preferred to the older term Intensity of Magnetization.
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component of the magnetization along the inward drawn normal
and the area of the element, we can express the pole-strength

acquired by any volume T when the medium is magnetized as a
.surface integral. Let ds be an element of the surface s enclosing
T, and the angle between 7 and the outward drawn normal to ds*

Then the pole-strength passing into T through the surface element

under consideration is / cos fids and the net pole-strength acquired

by a volume T when the medium is magnetized is

MI
f

Jcosjfcfc. (42-3)

Although the charge M is expressed in terms of a surface integral,

no part of it need reside on the closed

surface s. *l

We can obtain the pole-strength per
unit area on the surface of a magnetized

body by applying (42-3) to the surface

of a short pill-box ABCD (Fig. 70) en-

closing an area A s of the surface. The
base AB of the pill-box lies outside the

medium where 7 is zero, and the area of

the cylindrical portion of the surface may
be made so small that its contribution

to the integral is negligible. Therefore,

(42-3) reduces to the integral over the

base CD lying inside the medium. If, pIG>

then, 07 is the pole-strength per unit

area on the surface of the body,

a xA s 7 cos j8 A s = 7 cos y A s.

Now 7 cos y is the component In of the magnetization along
the outward drawn normal to the surface. Consequently

*/ - /n. (42-4)

If 7 is perpendicular to the surface, tr/
= 7. For example, in

the case of a uniformly magnetized bar, the pole-strengths per unit

area on the ends are 7 and - 7. If, however, the magnetization
is not uniform the surface distribution is accompanied by a volume
distribution in the interior of the body given by (42-2). To calcu-

late H in the vicinity of a magnetized body whether outside or

inside the body we must add to the field due to external causes the

field produced by the surface distribution (42-4) and *

the volume
distribution (42-2).

Problem 42a In actual bat magnets the magnetization is less at the

ends than at the center on account of the demagnetizing effect of the poles.

Suppose that the magnetization in a bar magnet of length I with its center

at the origin and axis parallel to the X axis is 7=fe(l2 x*). Find the pole-

strengths per unit area on the ends and per unit volume in the interior and
show that the total pole-strength is zero, Ans if fel*> 2kx.

Problem 42b. A narrow slit is cut in a magnetic medium so that its

normal makes an angle y with the magnetization /. Find the magnetic

intensity in the slit due to the magnetization. Ans. 4irl cos 7.
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43. Gauss' Law for a Magnetic Medium. In magnetostatics-
we have no entities corresponding to free charges in electrostatics.

Even the poles on the ends of a parmanent steel magnet are due

solely to the orientation of the elementary magnets of which the

body is composed Therefore, a magnet, as well as a paramagnetic
fluid or solid whichjnay surround it, should properly be treated as a>

magnetic medium.

Applying Gauss' law (39 6) to a closed surface which may
surround or cut through magnets which may themselves be immersed
in a paramagnetic medium,

1 H cos ads = 4ir2w.
Ja

Now the only poles inside the surface s are those due to the

magnetization of the media contained within this surface The

quantity 2w of this equation, then, is the MI of (42-3 s and

consequently

(H cos a + 4*7 cos 0) ds = 0. (43-1)

If the surface s lies everywhere in the paramagnetic medium

surrounding the magnets under consideration, 7 represents at all

points of the surface the magnetization in this paramagnetic medium.

If, on the other hand, the surface s cuts a magnet, 7 represents the

magnetization in the magnet over that portion of s lying inside the

magnet.

The vector sum H + 47rl is known as the magnetic induction

B, that is,

B as H + 4*1 (43-2)

Evidently B has the same physical dimensions as H and /. Although
it is customary to distinguish B from H by calling the electro-

magnetic unit of B the gauss, nevertheless the gauss and the oersted

are given by the same expression in terms of the fundamental units.

As B is the vector resultant of H and 47r/, the component of

B normal to a surface element ds is equal to the sum of the normal

components of H and 4cnL So if the angle which B makes with

the normal is denoted by Y,

B cos V = H cos a + 4?r/ cos /?,

and Gauss' law becomes
i*

B cos yds =0. (43-3)
i.

If we define the flux of induction through a surface ds as the

product of the component of B along the outward drawn normal

by the area of the surface, Gauss' law (43-3) states that the

total outward flux of induction through any closed surface is equal
to zero. The electromagnetic unit of flux is known as the maxwell.

Lines of induction may be drawn in a magnetic field so as to be

everywhere parallel to B and in such density that the number of
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tubes of induction a tube being a bundle of a specified number
of lines per unit cross section is equal to the magnitude of A
The flux of induction through any surface is equal to the number
of tubes of induction passing through the surface, the proof of

this statement being identical with that of the corresponding relation

between flux of force and tubes of force considered in 'article 39.

If we consider a tube bounded by lines of induction and terminated

by cross sections sl and s%, Gauss' law requires that the flux out of

one end of the tube must equal that in through the other end.

Therefore, as many lines of induction must pass out of the one end

AS enter the other. It follows that lines of induction are everywhere
continuous. They form closed

curves, never terminating. In

particular, lines of induction are

continuous when we pass from
one magnetic medium to another

or from the interior of a magnet
into the space surrounding it.

In empty space, B and /fare
the same and there is no distinc-

tion between lines of force and
lines of induction.

In the case of isotropic para-

magnetic media in such fields as

are ordinarily available, the state

of saturation is far from being
realized and the magnetization FIG. 71

/ is in the same direction as and proportional to the field H. Hence
we may write

/-<?*//, (43-4)

the constant eH being known as the magnetic susceptibility. Therefore,

<43-2) gives
B H + 47T/ = Mff, (43-5)

where the permeability ft is defined by
ft m* 1 + 4:neHt (43-6)

Although M- is constant for paramagnetic substances in available

fields, a general relation of the form B = \iL holds only as a rough

approximation in the case of ferromagnetic media where, on account
of hysteresis, B is not even a one-valued function of H.

We are now ready to compute the field produced by a pole m
{Fig 71) located oil the end of a long needle immersed in a para-

magnetic medium, such as oxygen. We shall suppose that the pole
of opposite sign is too far away to produce any appreciable effect in

the neighborhood of m. Describe a sphere of radius r about m as

center and apply Gauss' law (43-3) to its surface Let B be the

magnetic induction in the surrounding medium and B' that in the

needle NS. We have to evaluate the integral involved in Gauss' law
in two parts, first writing down the integral over the portion of the
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spherical surface which lies in the paramagnetic medium and then

adding that over the portion of the surface which lies inside the
needle. If we denote the cross section of the needle by A, we have
then

r* - A)B + AB' 0.

Since B' = H' + 4ir/' in the needle,

(4irr*
- A)B + AH' + ^Al' = 0.

Now the strength of the pole m on the end of the needle is equal,
by (42-4), to AI' 9 since /' is measured as positive in the direction

away from N. So

- A(B -#') = 4irm.

By making the needle thin enough, the term in A can be made
negligible. Hence

4irrfU = 47rw. (43-7)

As the left-hand side of this equation represents the number of
tubes of induction passing out through the portion of the surface of
the sphere which lies outside the needle, we note that 4?r tubes of
induction must pass out from a unit positive pole into the medium
surrounding it. Since, however, tubes of induction are continuous,
the same number of tubes must pass into the unit positive pole under
consideration through the interior of the needle.

Replacing B by p,H in the last equation, where
JLC

is the per-
meability of the surrounding medium,

HP- <*>
It follows, then, that the expressions (38-3) and (38-4) for the poten-
tial become

-
, (43-9)

and

V = S , (43-10)*
f*r

'

when the magnetic poles are immersed in a paramagnetic medium.

Just as in the electrostatic analog treated in article 16, a para-
magnetic medium in a magnetic field is subject to stresses due to the
forces acting on the ejementary magnets. In order to apply the
formulas of article 16 to the magnetic case, it is only necessary to

replace D by B, E by H9
and K by /* . Thus the pressure in a para-

magnetic medium is

p = f~^- H* =
g
~ \BH - H*} (43-11)

from (16-3), and from (16-7) the tension stress on a surface of the
medium lying at right angles to the lines of force is seen to be
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in terms of the field H outside the permeable medium. The latter

should give rise to an increase in length of a solid paramagnetic rod

placed parallel to the lines of force, but the permeabilities of para-
magnetic media are so nearly unity that this effect has not been
detected with certainty. On the other hand, ferromagnetic materials
exhibit a considerable change in length when placed in a magnetic
field, a phenomenon known as magnetostriction. The effect is,

however, often a shortening instead of a lengthening and is due to
mechanical stresses produced by the orientation of the elementary
magnets rather than to the magnetic stresses under discussion here.

To return to Fig. 71, suppose that a second magnetic needle is

placed with its positive pole m
r

at P. For the moment let us consider
this pole to be a small sphere with the pole-strength distributed over
its surface in such a manner as to annul the field H in its interior.

This sphere constitutes the magnetic analog of an electrical conductor.

Hence, if we follow the line of reasoning employed in the latter part
of article 16, we have for the force between two point poles a distance
r apart in a paramagnetic fluid

7 - - (-13)

Problem 43a. Show that B inside a magnetic medium is the force that
would be experienced by a unit positive pole placed ii^ a narrow slit cut so
that its faces are perpendicular to I, and that H is the force at the center of
a needle-like cavity cut with its axis parallel to /. (Kelvin's definition of
B and H )

Problem 43b. A long bar magnet is uniformly magnetized with magne-
tization /. Find B and H (1) just outside the positive pole, (2) just inside the
positive pole, (3) at the center of the magnet. Ans. (1) 2irL 2irl ; (2) 2*1,
- 2wl: (3)47)7,0.

Problem 43c. Near the middle of the magnet of the previous problem is B
the same at a point outside the bar as inside ?

Ans. No. (0 and 47).

44. Uniformly Magnetized Sphere. The field produced by a

uniformly magnetized sphere can be obtained easily by elementary
methods Consider concentric

spheres of equal radius a one of

which has a uniform volume
density p of positive pole-

strength and the other an equal
volume density of negative pole-

strength. If the first is dis-

placed a small distance /

(Fig. 72) relative to the second, _^ __
every element of positive pole- P 7
strength is displaced a distance /

from the negative pole-strength with which io originally coincided,

forming therewith a magnetic dipole. By this displacement we have
arrived at a uniformly magnetized sphere of magnetization / = P/.
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Now the field at outside points due to a spherical distribution of
pole-strength is the same as if the entire pole-strength were concentra-
ted at the center of the sphere. The proof of this statement follows
from Gauss' law in exactly the same manner as in the case of the elec-
trostatic analog treated in article 9. Consequently, the magnetic field
at an outside point P is that produced by a dipole of moment

PR =
$Tra*f>l

= lira
3/ (14-1)

located at the origin. The potential outside the sphere is given by
(40-1) and the radial and transverse components of the magnetic
intensity by (40-2).

To find the field inside the sphere we must remember that the
magnetic intensity at a point distant r from the center of a sphere
which has a uniform distribution of pole-strength is that produced
by the pole-strength inside a sphere of this radius. Following the

same method as was employed for the electrostatic
case in article 9, we have from (9-2)

M

if we replace Q by the spherical pole M = Sna3
P.

As H is directed along the radius vector, the vector
fields Hj and H2 due to the positive and negative
spheres of Fig. 72 are proportional to the vector
distances r, and r> (Fig. 73 1 from their respective

centers, the first being directed along r, and the second, since the pole
is negative, in the direction opposite to r,. But the vector sum of r

t

and r2 is 1, the separation of the two spheres. Therefore, the
resultant field is in the Z direction and is given by

v* O O

This field is uniform throughout the interior of the sphere. Being
in the opposite direction to'/, it tends to weaken the magnetization of
the sphere. It is known as a demagnetizing field The presence of
the demagnetizing field means that the magnetization of an isolated
bar magnet of ferromagnetic material is always less than the retentive-
ness Oc (Fig. 60) which would represent the magnetization if no poles
existed on its ends.

The magnetic induction inside the sphere is

Bi *= Hi + 4-n7 TT/, (44-3)

in the Z direction.

So far we have been considering a permanent magnet in the form
of a uniformly magnetized sphere, such as a spherical steel magnet.
Let us now consider a paramagnetic sphere of permeability ju, placed
in a uniform external field H parallel to the Z axis. As the field

H is uniform, the dipoles in the interior of the sphere wil1 be in

equilibrium if the sphere becomes uniformly magnetized by induction
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o as to produce a field of its own of precisely the same character as

that of the permanent spherical magnet just considered. The total

field is the resultant of H and the field of the magnetized sphere.
The components of the latter at points outside the sphere are given

by (40-2). Therefore, the components of the' resultant field outside

the sphere are

(Hr)o
= #0 cos + cos (44-4)

in the direction ofthe radius vector, and

(#0)o = ~ #o Bin B +
4

^3
-
7
sin

'

(44-5)

at rght angles thereto in the direction of increasing 0.

Inside the sphere the field is in the Z direction and equal to the
sum of HQ and the internal field (44-2). It is

Ht
= H -

(44-6)

If we apply Gauss' law in the manner of article 14, we find that

when we pass from one magnetic medium to another the components
of B normal to the surface of separation and the components of H
parallel to the surface are the same in the two media. The proof is

identical with that given for the electrostatic analog in article 14, B
taking the place of D and H that of E.

Therefore, we have from (44-4) and (44-6)

/ rr Snl\ , / rr 47T/\

(HO + 8
-
j

cos e = M
(
HQ
-

3 j
cos e

for the normal components of B, or

Equating the tangential components of H gives no new information
since an identity is obtained.

Equation (44-7), then, specifies the magnetization produced in
the paramagnetic sphere by the impressed field H . The reader should

compare this result with that obtained in problem 28b for a dielectric

sphere placed in a uniform electric field.

Substituting (44-7) in ,44-6) the resultant field in the interior of
the sphere is seen to be

which is less than HQ if
//.

is greater than unity, because the induced

poles on the surface of the sphere give rise to a field in the interior

opposed to H . This field is the demagnetizing field. For the case
under consideration it is
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The ratio of the magnitude of the demagnetizing field HI to that of
the magnetization / is sometimes called the demagnetizing factor. Our
analysis shows that its value for a sphere is 4rr/3.

The magnetic induction inside the sphere is

* - . ,-!>
/*

which is greater or less than HQ according as /* is greater or less than
unity. Therefore, lines of induction are crowded together in a para-
magnetic sphere as illustrated in Fig. 52. In a diamagnetic sphere,
on the contrary, ***< 1 and the lines of induction are spread apart.

Problem 44a. As a rough approximation, the earth may be considered
to be a uniformly magnetized sphere. If the horizontal held strength at the
equator is 0*5 oersted, what is the magnetization ? Ans. 0*12 emu.

Problem 44b A long paramagnetic cylinder of circular cross section is
placed in a uniform magnetic field H with its axis at right angles to the lines
of force. By the method of this article show that the magnetic induction in
the cylinder is

2 H--~n
,

.

and that the demagnetizing is 2?r.

Problem 44c. Solve the problem ot the paramagnetic sphere, treated m
this article, by the use of zonal harmonics.

45. Magnetic Shielding. A sensitive magnetic instrument can
be shielded very effectively from outside fields by placing it inside
a cylindrical shell made of soft iron of high permeability. We shall

investigate the field in the interior of a cylindrical shell of constant

permeability placed in a uniform magnetic field at right angles to the
axis of the cylinder.

As the same inverse square law of attraction and repulsion holds
for magnetic poles as for electric charges, the magnetic potential in

a region containing no magnetic
poles must satisfy Laplace's
equation (26-2) for the same reason
that this equation is satisfied by
the electric potential in a region

containing no electric charges.
Consider, now, an infinitely long
cylindrical shell (Fig. 74) of inner
radius a and outer radius b placed
in a uniform magnetic field H

^ 74 parallel to the X axis. Foil >wing
the same line ofreasoning as in the

case of a homogeneous isotropic dielectric (art. 15), we conclude that

there can be no volume distribution of charge inside a magnetic
medium in which 7 is proportional to H. Consequently, we need three

solutions of Laplace's equation : a solution Vl to represent the potential
outside the shell, a second solution F2 to represent the potential m
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the material of the shell, and a third Fs to represent the potential
in the cavity. Evidently cylindrical harmonics are indicated, the
potential being a function of r and $ alone.

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are the following :

(a) For r very large Fx must become -H^c = - HQr cos 0.

(b) At each surface of the shell the radial component of the
magnetic induction and the transverse component of the magnetic
intensity must be continuous as we pass from the outside to the
inside of the shell. , The latter of these two conditions is evidently
satisfied if the potential itself is continuous.

As the potential at infinity must be -
/// cos 0, it is clear that

we are limited to harmonics involving only the first power of cos 0.

Referring to Table II, page 64, we see that there are only two
cylindrical harmonics satisfying this condition and that the three

potentials must be of the form

-
, BI cos

cos 04 ,

F2
= A 2r cos + cos^ (45-1)

Fs
= A$r cos 0,

wliere we have omitted the term in 1/r from K3 since its presence
would make the potential infinite at the origin.

In order that Vl
= F2 for r = b, it is necessary that

-HJ? + jBi
= AJP + B2 , (45-2)

and, in order that F2
= F3 for r = a,

A,a
2 + B2

- X,fl. (45-3)

Continuity of the radial component of the magnetic induction

at the outer surface requires that

HJ,* +#! = /* (-Atb* + Bt), (45-4)

and at the inner surface that

M (
- A^ + jBf )

- - A*a\ (45-5)

In equations (45-2) to (45-5) we have four relations from which
we can eliminate Bl9 A 2 ,

B2 so as to find A% in terms of HQ . Putting
the value of A$ so found into the expression (45-1) for F3 ,

The i atio of the field H existing before the introduction of the-

shell to the uniform field
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H - dV* - ^ Ha
f~

~
t

"
3*

(,x + !)
-

2 (u - !,

in the cavity is called the shielding ratio. It is

If the permeability of the shell is large compared with unity, as

in the case of soft iron where it may be several hundred, the shielding
ratio is given very closely by

1

* =

Since ir(&
2 - a2

) is the cross section of the cylindrical shell, the

shielding ratio for a given amount of soft iron is greater the smaller

the outside radius b.

The effectiveness of magnetic shielding is somewhat increased by
using several coaxial cylindrical shells with air gaps between. Wills

has analyzed the case of three such shells and finds that for a given
amount of iron the most effective arrangement is that in which the

radii of the successive surfaces form a geometrical progression.

Problem 45a. A cylindrical shell made of iron of permeability 300 has
ladii of 4 cm and 5 cm. What is the shielding ratio ? Ans. 21.

Problem 45b. Find the radial and transverse components of the magnetiza-
tion inside the cylindrical shell of this article for /* large. Sketch roughly the
lines of induction

Ho
l "

r 2
. HO

1 +
r2 .

Ans. --
3-

cos ~
2

~ ~
2 Sln

46. Energy in the Magnetic Field. Since any system of magnets
may be built up of magnetic dipoles (art. 40), a certain amount of

work being performed in the process, it is evident that such a system
has a potential energy associated with it. That is, during the

establishment of the given configuration
an amount of energy is stored which may
be obtained again on scattering the

magnetic elements to infinity. As "n the

case of charged conductors (art 21), it is

the final state of the system that deter-

mines the potential energy We may build

up the system in any manner convenient

for calculation For simplicity let us
consider the case of k long thin fixed

magnets (Fig. 75) imnjersed in a medium
of permeability /z, the pole-strengths being

FIG. 75
ni\+ Yft^ win 7^2, ... Wfc, nije These

poles are built up by bringing small incre-
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ments from infinity in such a way that at any instant all poles are in

magnitude the same fraction of their final values. That is, during
the building process 'the pole-strengths are awx , aw 2 , aw2 ,

and so on, where a varies from to 1. Furthermore, under the
above conditions the potential at every point varies in the same way
as the pole-strengths. Thus, if V is the final value of the potential
at any one of the poles m, the potential is aV when the pole-strengtJtL
is am. This follows at once from (43-9). A single step in the

magnetizing process consists of increasing every pole am by an
amount mda, s ;nce by so doing all poles are kept the same fraction

(a + da) of their final value. By definition the potential at a pole
is the work done against the magnetic forces in bringing a unit

positive pole from infinity. Hence, the work done in the step des-

cribed. above is given by
dU = ZmVada = ada^mV,

the summation being taken over all poles, positive and negative,
with appropriate sign. Thus the potential energy of the final

configuration is

U =
( P at/a I SmF = l^mV. (46-1}
( Jo '

The location of the energy is to some extent indeterminate, as is

also the case with electrostatic energy (art. 21). However, when
there is a permeable medium present some of the energy at least is

distributed through it, on account of the induced magnetization. It

is convenient, therefore, to consider all the energy as distributed

through the medium, even when the latter consists only of free space.
This may be done by observing that the tubes of induction, which
are continuous, pass through the given point poles to the number
of 4-Tr per unit pole, as shown in article 43 Consider the portion of
a tube of induction running from 1/47T of a unit pole on the positive
end of some magnet through the permeable medium to 1/4-n- of a
unit pole on some negative end. Evidently the energy which is

associated with it is

where Va and F& are the. potentials at the beginning and end of the
section of tube considered. This energy we may distribute along the
tube as we choose. The simplest way is at the rate of HjSir ergs per
centimeter at every point along the given section of tube. Since

there are B tubes per square centimeter of cross section (art 43),

energy is distributed through the field in the amount of BH Sir ergs

per cubic centimeter. Replacing B by i*H we have for a paramagnetic
medium

U
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where the volume integral is taken through all space, since the
excluded volume occupied by the long thin magnets is negligible.

The distribution of energy specified in (46-3) is an arbitrary
one, since we may add to nH*l8ir any function whose integral through
space is zero without changing the total energy. It is, however, the
most reasonable distribution, as it is everywhere positive. Using
(43-5), we have

'

the term involving 7 representing the energy per cubic centimeter

assignable to the permeable medium.
If some part of the magnetic system, say one of the fixed

magnets, is allowed to move a distance d the force is, as in (41-4),

75 = - ~~. (46-5)

/ the torque corresponding'to an angular displacement d$ is

e = - ~. (46-6)

.
f

Problem 46a. A fixed magnet of large cross section and uniform magneti-
sation /o is bent around until its pole faces are parallel, with a separation d.
These pole faces are planes perpendicular to the direction of magnetization.
Between the faces is a plate of soft iron of thickness t and permeability M- It
is withdrawn until only a length x remains between the poles. Find the force
per centimeter of width tending to draw the plate back to its original
position.

Ans.
*- 1

PIG. 76.

47. Magnetic Instruments

and Measurements. One
of the most useful magnetic
instruments is the magneto-
meter (Fig. 76). It appears
in a variety of special
forms but consists essential-

ly of a small magnet sus-

pended by a long torsion-

less fibre in a non-magnetic
case attached to the base
of which are two horizontal

arms with sliding cradles.

In these may be placed
small auxiliary magnets
which deflect the suspend-
ed magnet from its normal

equilibrium position in the

magnetic meridian of the
earth's field. The suspended
system usually carries a
small mirror, so that the
deflection may be observed
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by means of an external telescope and scale, or some such device.

To measure the horizontal component He of the earth's field, we
first determine the magnetic meridian and set the arms in a direction

perpendicular to it. A small magnet M of unknown moment PS
(Fig 77) is placed in one of the cradles with its axis perpendicular
to the meridian and its center a distance d from the center of the

suspended magnet M' whose moment is PH'. The movable system
is deflected through an angle a. Let Hm be the field of M at the
center of M'. As M '

is very short the variation of the field over
the region occupied by M '

may be neglected. Then a is determined
by the equation

PH'Hm cos a Pn'ffe sin a = 0, (47-1)

obtained by equating the resultant torque on M '

to zero. If M is

so small that it may be regarded as a magnetic dipole at distance d,

then, by (40-2),

and (47-1) reduces to

rf
'

(47-2)

In order to eliminate the unknown /?//, we must find another rela-

tion between pg
and He . This is

conveniently
done by sus-

pending M in

the earth's field

and allowing it

to oscillate in a
horizontal plane
about a vertical

axis passing
through its cen-

M
Cast

FIG. 77

ter of mass. A torsionless fibre is used, and the oscillations are so

small that the motion is effectively simple harmonic. The equation
of motion is then

~dt*
0,

where is the moment of inertia about the given axis, and is the

angular deflection. The period is given by

Po =

Eliminating p& between this equation and (47-2) gives

2n

tan a

(47-3)

(47-4)
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Evidently we may eliminate He and obtain

pa = *'*/***. *. (47-5>

P'Q V Z

Unfortunately in practice the value of is usually too small for

accurate measurement if d is made so large that the length of M is

negligible. In fact, the ratio of these quantities is rarely as great as

ten. Hence we require a more accurate expression for Hm Referring

again to article 40, we see that if we do not neglect /
2
/4 in comparison

with d2
,

ml \ 1
__ _ 2 w

'* -
4-/ L* (^~ 4-

where / is the distance between the poles of M
,
a quantity in general

slightly less than the geometrical length of the magnet. Equation

(47-2) is now replaced by

As / cannot be measured exactly, it is eliminated by making
two sets of observations. Thus let a, correspond to dlt

and a2 to dz .

Then
d 3

= - !- tan a
1?

S( 1+i)- 2
>ta -PH/ iT%-

and, on eliminating /
2
,

/?H rf,
6 tan a

t
rfa

6 tan

This last equation is used with (47-3) to obtain H+

In order to avoid errors due to lack of magnetic and mechan-

ical symmetry, the auxiliary magnet is turned end for end and then

transferred from the west arm to the east arm and the process

repeated The mean of the four observations gives the value of a to

be used. Also, care must be taken that the magnetometer fibre is

really torsionless, or that the effect of any existing torsion is

removed by turning the upper end of the -fibre through the same

angle as the lower for each deflection. In the Kew method of

making the observations this result is obtained automatically by

rotating the entire instrument.

Similarly, in the oscillation observations various refinements and

corrections are necessary. For example, the period can be deter-

mined accurately only by observing the time for a large number of

vibrations. Because of the mechanical damping, the initial amplitude

must, then be too large strictly to satisfy the condition for simple

harmonic motion. If P is the average period determined for
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vibrations, say, and 0,, a are the amplitudes in radians at the
beginning and the end of the interval over which P is determined
then approximately

'

Po = P
) (47-8)

provided the difference between
t
and

2 is small compared with
either of theso quantities. Corrections for temperature effects
residual torsion in the fibre, and variation of pH due to H are of
somewhat less importance. For a description of these the reader is
referred to a more elaborate discussion of magnetometer measure-ment^ /SAA. fnr ^ Giazebrook : Dictionary of Applied

It is interesting to note that Gauss used the
demonstrate the validity of the inverse square law
ing the arrangement shown in Fig. 77, we obtain

PH
"

magnetometer to

(37-1). Consider.

(47-9)

as has been shown. Suppose now M is turned end for end and then
moved parallel to itself in the horizontal plane until its center lies in
the meridian at a distance a again from the center of M 9

Then - bv
(40-2),

j

and

J*n
He

Thus,

tan a

~ = d3 tan (47-10)

(47-11)tan a'

On the other hand, it

may be shown that if the
force between magnetic
poles varies as l/r

n we must
have

tan a __
tan a'

"~

As the ratio of the tangents
is found experimentally to
be 2, the inverse square law
is confirmed.

Another instrument of
use in the measurement of

.

'

FIG. 78 terrestrial magnetism is the

dip-circle (Fig. 78). It consists of a light magnetic needle arranged
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to rotate about a horizontal axis through its center, and a circular

scale over which the ends of the needle move. The axis of rotation

being set perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, the needle assumes
a position tangent to the lines of force of the earth's field. The angle
which the needle makes with the horizontal, that is, the angle of dip,

is determined from the position of the ends of the needle on the scale.

As in the case of the magnetometer, various precautions are necessary
to avoid errors due to lack of mechanical and magnetic symmetry in

the instrument. A detailed discussion of the dip-circle is given by
Glazebrook in the article to which reference has been made.



CHAPTER V

STEADY CURRENTS

48. Current and Electromotive Force. A free charge placed in
an electric field experiences a force and moves under the influence
of this force in accordance with the usual laws of mechanics. Let
us place a conductor in the field. As the conductor contains a great
number of free charges and as the field, initially at least, penetrates
into its interior, a flow of electricity takes place. If the conductor
is isolated, the charge soon distributes itself in such a way as to
make the field within the conductor everywhere zero, and motion
of charge then ceases. This static state is considered in earlier

chapters, and we are not concerned with it here. If, on the other

hand, the conductor is connected to reservoirs which supply or
absorb charge as required to maintain the original electric field,

charge passes continuously through the conductor. As there can be
no continual accumulation of charge at any point along the conduc-
tor, the amount of charge passing per second is the same for every
cross section which cuts all the lines of flow. Moreover, although
each free charge is continuously accelerated by the field, it progresses
through the conductor at a constant speed on the average because
of the mechanical retardation it experiences from frequent collisions

with the atoms of which the conductor is composed. The total

charge passing any cross section per second is the electric current in
the conductor. We will denote it by /. Suppose the conductor is

a wire of cross section A. Let dq be the charge passing through
this cross section in time dt. Then if there are n free charges per
unit volume, each with charge e and average speed of progression
v, dq=Anevdt. Consequently,

/SB
(i

JL--=-Anev. (48-1)

The current j per unit area of cross section, called the current

density, is given by

y'ss
~ = nev. (48-2)

The positive direction of the current is that of the electric field,
the direction in which positive charges tend to move. As the frefe

charges in a metal are electrons, with e~ 4.80(10)""
10

e,s.u., the
actual direction of flow in a metallic conductor is opposite to the
conventional direction of the current.

Evidently the magnitude of the current between two points
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depends on the nature of the conductor and on the forces which

urge the free charges through it. The effect of such forces is most

easily calculated in terras of the work performed per unit positive

charge. This quantity is called

the electromotive force, often

abbreviated e.in.f ',
and is denot-

ed by g Thus, suppose a unit

positive charge moves along some--
,. v

.

dl ^
path from P to Q (Fig 79) in a

FIG. 79 field of force. If E is the magnitude
of the force per unit positive charge, and a is the angle which the
force makes with an element dl of Hie path, we see taut

-f
3

J*
E cos adl, {48-3>

p
for this is the work done by the field on the unit charge.

The total force per unit charge may be due to any one or to

any combination of several types of force. If E represents an
electrostatic field Eq ,

with which wo are already familiar, the integral

of (48-3) is identical with the potential drop from P to Q as defined

in article 7 and is therefore independent of the path. With other

types of force, which we shall study later, there is in general no-

definite potential difference between the two points, that is, the

integral is not independent of the path Therefore, l<> include all

cases, we must define the e m.f. from P to Q along a given path as-

the work done on the unit charge when it moves Inan P to Q by
that path.

We are usually interested in the elect re -motive f< u o around a

complete circuit. Let aq be the angle* -\\hich an e!c< I s< static field

Eq makes \\ii\\ dl.
'

Since the integral of E
ff
cos n

f/
dl along any path

is the potential difference VpVq of the end points, its value ia

zero when these points are brought together to form a circuit. In

this case, then,

gae <
E^ cos a qdl - 0, (48-4)

where the symbol f indicates integration around a closed path.
It is, therefore, clear that no static distribution of charge can produce
an e.mj. around a circuit, a fact important in circuit theory. In

general, however, the electronic tive force

E cos adl (48-5)<*

around a circuit does not vanish but depends on the path followed.

We have previously defined the electrostatic unit of charge and
*the practical unit or coulomb. Each of these gves rise to a unit of

current, The practical unit, 'that is, a coulomb per second, is called

the ampere. It is evident from the relation between the units of

.charge given in article 25 that the ampere is 3(10) e.s.u.*

*Morc accurately 2*998(10)
9
e a,u.
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As we shall see later, a current gives rise to a magnetic field.

Because of this field, a coil of wire carrying a current exerts a torque

on a magnet and vice versa. If one is fixed and the other suspended
so that it may rotate, we have a means of detecting and measuring

current. Current indicators of this type are called galvanometers.

A complete description of such instruments is deferred until a study
of electromagnetism is made. Some important applications of the

ga^inometer are given, however, in connection with various electrical

measurements described in this chapter.

49. Metallic Conduction and Ohm's Law. Let us now examine

the mechanism of conduction in solids, that is, in metals, as all good
conductors are metals. We picture the interior of a conductor as

a three-dimensional lattice of atoms with free electrons moving about

between the atoms and colliding frequently with them. As the

effective radius of an atom is of the order of (10)~
8 cm, while that

of an electron is of the order of (10)-
13 cm, we may neglect the

collisions between electrons and atoms. The atoms vibrate about

their equilibrium positions, and the electrons move, with a mean

energy determined by the absolute temperature. Tn fact, the atoms

have the usual thermal agitation of any solid, while the electrons

collectively behave like a #as at the temperature of the conductor.

As long as no external field is applied to the conductor, the

.average field in the interior is zero, since there is as much positive

charge as negative in any small volume. Therefore, there is on the

whole no motion of free charges through the conductor. Tf now we

apply a field of intensity j each charge experiences an acceleration

of magnitude eEjm. where m is the mass of the charge. This super-

poses 011 the random thermal motions of the charges a general drift,

which constitutes the current. The drift
velocity

is small compared
with the thermal velocities, so that the two motions may be treated

as independent. The mean free lime tf between successive collisions

of a free charge with some atom is thus determined by the structure

of the conductor and the temperature, but not by .

We may now calculate the mean drift velocity ami hence the

current. Between collisions the drift velocity is increased on

the average by the amount (eEjm)tt. The effect of each collision,

however, is to restore the random thermal distribution of velocities,

that is, to reduce the drift velocity to zero. Therefore, the mean
drift velocity v is given by

o + (
c V

_ ^m

and, from (48-2),

I _ (#*!\ E (49.1)J
\ 2m J

Defining the electrical conductivity a as the current density produced

.by a field of unit strength, we have
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2m (49-2)

Under all ordinary conditions the conductivity is a characteristic

of the conducting substance independent ofj or E. It does, however,
vary with the temperature. According to the kinetic theory of gases
tj is inversely proportional to the square root of the absolute

temperature. Experimentally it is found, however, that o- is more

nearly proportional to the inverse first power of the absolute

temperature.

The most satisfactory check on the general validity of the
electron theory of conduction is obtained by considering thermal
conduction as well as electrical. The mean energy of both the

electrons and the atoms in a body depends on the temperature,
so that when a temperature gradient exists there is also an energy
gradient. Energy is transferred from a region of higher temperature
to one of lower by diffusion of the electrons. We may ascribe

heat conduction almost entirely to this cause, since in dielectrics,

where there are 110 free charges, there is very small conduction of

heat. By an analysis similar to that used for electrical conductivity
it may be shown* that the thermal conductivity <TA is given by

/3fl* afA T MOON"* =
( 2m )

T> (49 '3)

where A: is a universal constant having the value 1.3K(10p
16

org per
degree, and T is the absolute temperature.

Taking the ratio of (49-3) to (49-2) we find

a relation known as the law of Wiedemann and Franz. It is found to

be in good agreement with experiment, at least in the case of the

best conductors, such as gold, silver and copper.

Returning now to (49-2), the resistivity P is defined as the reci-

procal of the conductivity, so that, using (48-2),

E=Pj = j*/.
(49-6)

Let us apply the last equation to a wire of length /, the com-

position and cross section being uniform throughout its length.
Since E is then constant and directed along the wire, El is the

electromotive force and we may write

g=^/. (49-6)

The quantity pl/A depends only on the absolute temperature under

ordinary conditions, being in fact approximately proportional to it.

If we denote pljA by R, we have

g - IK, (49-7)
*
Page L., Introduction to Theoretical Physics, 2nd Fd., D. Van Nostrand

Co. Inc., 1935, p. 455.
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which is Ohm's law. R is called the resistance of the conductor
and its reciprocal the conductance. In the practical system of units,
where g is measured in volts and / in amperes, R is measured in
ohms. Very large resistances are sometimes measured in megohms,
a megohm being a million ohms. The ohm is equal to ^(lOf*

11
e.s.u. of

resistance.

Ohm's law may be stated in general terms as follows : The
ratio of the electromotive force between two points on a conductor to
the current flowing between these points is a constant, at any given
temperature, known as the resistance.

The passage of current through a conductor evidently is attended
by an evolution of heat, since the moving charges lose their energy
to the atoms at each collision. The heat generated per second in
a conductor is easily calculated. Using the notation of article 48,
the force on the moving charge contained in a length dl is (Anedl)E.
Therefore, the work done 011 the charge in the length dl of the conduc-
tor in a time dt is

(Anedl)Evdt = (Edl)idt

by (48-1). The work for the entire conductor is

(SEdl)idt = g idt,

so that the work done per second, called the power ,
is g i. This

energy all appears in heat, as there is no storage of energy in the
interior of the conductor. Denoting power by Cp, and using (49-7),

<p = g / = /2. (49_8)

In e.s.u. power is measured in ergs per second. In the practical
system the unit is the joule per second or watt. As the joule is

(10)
7

ergs, the watt is (10)
7
ergs per second. The number of calories

developed per second is obtained by multiplying the power in watts
ov

A table of resistivities is appended for reference. The metals are

arranged in order of increasing resistivity, the values being given in

n d/deg)

40(10)-*
43(10)-*
40(10)~*
38(10)-*
51(10)-*
45(10)-*
38(10)-*
62(10)-*
43(10)-*
9(10)-*

10(10)-*
0(ior*
2(10)-*

ohm meters for a temperature of 0C. Note
equal in magnitude to the resistance of j

that the resistivity is

b unit cube of the given
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material. The total resistance of a conductor of any length and
cross section is calculated by means of the relation R ptjA. The
resistivity at a temperature not greatly different from 0C is given
by the forinula P =P (1 + at) where PQ is the resistivity at 0C, t is

the centigrade temperature, and a is the temperature coefficient.

50. Conversion of Units. Although electrostatic formulas have
been stated in e.s.u., and magnetic formulas in e m.u , most labora-

tory measurements are made in practical units. Transformations are

simply effected when it is remembered that the magnitude of any
quantity in a formula represents the measure of a definite physical
entity in terms of a given unit. Thus, suppose we observe a certain

current. Let its measure in c.g.s. electrostatic units be i and in

m.k.s. practical units, ip . Now the ampere is 3(10)" times as great*
as the e.s.u. of current, so that the proper substitution equation is

i = 3(10)%. This and several other common conversion relations

are included in the table below, where a symbol without subscript
indicates the measure of a quantity in c g.s. units electrostatic in

the case of electric quantities, including current and resistance, and

electromagnetic in the case of magnetic quantities and a symbol
with the subscript p the measure of the quantity in m.k.s. practical
units. A complete conversion table is to be found at the beginning
of the book.

To illustrate the use of the table let us transform

g = CV. Making the indicated substitutions,

3(10)a, = 9(]0)"C , Qr,
= C, V,.

Hence this equation takes exactly the same form in both systems of

units. The same thing is true of Ohm's law and a fe\\ other reJations,

but in general numerical factors appear. For example, (18-5),

C = icabf (b a), transforms to

__ 1 icab
p

"""

9(10)" b - a

Also D = icE becomes Dp
= #/c p, where /c has the magni-

tude oc (10)~
9
,
and B = pH takes the form Bp = /*/i 7/p , where

ouir

*The factor 3 in jelations between units appearing here and below is

more accurately 2.998.
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ft has the magnitude 4ir 10)"
7

. The quantities KQ and /* represent
the permittivity and the permeability, respectively, of empty space
in practical units.

A further discussion of units appears in Chapter XII.

51. The Voltaic Cell. Fn order to maintain a steady flow of
current a constant electromotive force is necessary. This is readily
obtained by chemical means, for if two dissimilar conductors are

dipped in a conducting liquid which reacts with them there is in

general a potential difference between them, which is maintained
even when current flows steadily from one to the other through some
external resistance. Such a device is called a voltaic cell. The two
conductors are the poles, the positively charged one being the

positive pole, and the other the negative pole.

Let us consider, for example, copper oxide anil zinc dipped in an

.aqueous Rotation of potassium hydroxide (Fig 80). This is an
Edison cell. Within the cell ehemical
forces exist which tend to transfer charge
from one pole to the other. These forces

are capable of doing a definite amount of
work g per unit charge. They build up a

positive charge on one pole, the CuO, and
a negative charge on tin* other, the Zn,

giving rise to electrostatic forces which, in

the interior of the cell, ui-t in opposition to

the chemical forces Let E be the force

per unit charge in the cell due to chemical

causes, and E
tf

the force per unit charge
due to static distribution of charge. Then
the total electromotive force around a

circuit consisting of any path from the FIG. 80
positive pole to the negative outside the
cell and any path from the negative t. the positive inside regard-
less of whether current is flowing or not is

I Ev COS aQ(!l + I (Eq cos aq + E cos a)dl

= Eq cos aydl +
I

E cos adl. (15-1)

Here aq is the angle between Eq and til and a that between E and
dl. Tiio subscripts o and / indicate integration along the outside

path and the inside path respectively, and $ Eq cos a^dl is the line

integral of the electrostatic force around the complete circuit. By
(48-4) this line integral is zero, and, as the last integral in (51-1) is g ,

we sec that the total e.m.f. around the circuit equals the chemical

e.m.f of the cell. Anyem.f., such as this chemical e.m.f., which
is the primary agent in the production of a current, is called an

applied e.m.f.

First suppose that the poles are not connected externally. Then
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no current flows, and the condition of equilibrium in the cell require*

jj t
that Eq cos aq + E cos a = everywhere
inside. Hence using (51-1),

I

Eq cosaqdl= g. (51-2)

vL
Ttie integral represents the potential
difference of the poles. Therefore, the

open circuit potential difference equals the

chemical e.m.f. of the cell.
x

Next let us connect the poles by a
c conductor of resistance R. A current i

FIG. 8' flows, the circuit being shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 81. We know that the total work done on a unit

charge as it passes around the circuit is g . While this work is

generated chemically in the cell, it can be performed only in over-

coming resistance. Referring to the integrals in (51-1), Ohm's law

requires that

I Eq cos a qdl = Ri
JO

when a current is flowing. Also we may write

(Eq cos aq + E cos a)dl ss n\

where r is called the internal resistance of the cell. Thus (51-1)
becomes

= (R + r)/, i = *
.

(51-3)K -j- r

The quantity r is not strictly an ohmic resistance, being depend-
ent to some extent on the current and on the past history of the
cell. In the type of cell described above, it is usually negligibly

small, but in some cells, particularly dry cells in which the liquid IB

replaced by a paste, the internal resistance may be appreciable.
Observe that the potential difference of the poles, which is given by
Ri = g ri, is now less than its open circuit value by an amount rL

It is interesting to note that, although the charge on the poles
does not contribute to the e.m.f. of the circuit, it provides the me-
chanism by which work generated internally is performed externally.
In fact, if the cell has no internal resistance, the chemical forces are

just balanced by the internal electrostatic forces, so that all the work
is done outside the cell. If r is not entirely negligible, there is, of

course, a small amount of work ri per unit charge done inside the cell.

Referring to (51-3), it is evident that we may state Ohm's law
for a complete circuit in which a steady or direct current is flowing
in the form : The current equals the applied e.m.f. divided by the total

resistance of the circuit.
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(b)

Fir, 82

The e.m.f. of all commonly used cells

lies between one and two volts. When a

higher e.m f. is desired, it can be obtained

by connecting several cells in series, that

is, by connecting the positive pole of one
to the negative pole of the next (Fig. 820).
As the work done on a unit charge as it

moves around a circuit passing through all

the cells is the sum of the g 's, the resultant

e.m.f. is the sum of the separate e m.f's.

Obviously a parallel connection (Fig. 82fe) of

identical cells does not change the e.m.f ,
but

it does; decrease the effective internal

resistance. Any combination of cells is caAled

a battery.

Problem 51a. Show that if n identical cells of e.m.f. and resistance r

are connected in series they will produce a current through an external resis-

tance R equal to n g f(R + nr), whereas it they are connected in parallel the

current is n g l(nR -t- r).

Problem 51b. Using the results of the preceding problem find the relation

between R and r when (a) the series connection produces a greater current

than the parallel, (b) the parallel produces greater than the series, (c) both

produce the. same Ans. (a) R > r, (b) R < r, (c) R = r.

52. Combinations of Resistances and Kirchhoff's Laws. In the

construction of circuits it is often necessary to connect several resis-

tances together in series (Fig. 830), or in parallel (Fig. 836), or in

more complicated ways to form networks.

In the series case the total e.m.f. g through the combination ia

clearly the sum of the e.mf.'s through the individual resistance

elements. Hence if a total current / is flowing, we have

Now the equivalent or total

resistance R of the series "combina-

tion is given by g = Ri. Com-

paring this with (52-1), we see that

R - 5 Rj. (
52-2)

j

In the parallel case the e.m.f.

is the same for all the resistance

elements, whereas the currents il9

; 2 ,
... 1'* are, in general, different.

Applying Ohm's law7 to each resis-

tance,
~

"''si. ..%/*, (52-3>

and also

0>) s - Ri, (
52

:*>

pia 33 where R atvl i denote total resie-
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tance and total current, as before. As i

with the aid of (52 3) and (52 4),

wo have

g
R S

l

i R.

or

R
~ i *t\ \ J\j

(52-5)

In either of the eases considered above, the calculation of R
is but a means to an end, of course. In most circuit problems we
are interested in the currents in the various element.* of the circuit,

together with the corresponding e.m.f/s. Occasionally, only certain

ratios of these quantities are required.

Let us now investigate resistance networks in general. Although
it sometimes happens that a network may be analyzed into series

and parallel groups, more often in fact \vlunevr a junction
in the circuit is connected to moe than two oilier junctions

-- no
such sunpii- treatment is

possible. The first case

is illustrat'd in Fig 84.

The rcj-". l niicc from A
to Baud that From B to

C are obtained by use of

(52-5) Th'-se are com-
bined by ~2-2) to obtain
the resistance of the path
ABC. Similarly the resis-

tance of DLF is calculat-

ed and combined with
that ol ABC by (52-5) to

obtain the total resistance

of the ein nil. An example
of the h(ond and more

complex case is shown in Fig. 85. To analyze this circuit we must

evidently return to fundamentals, where two Facts al once present
themselves. First, since there < an be no continual accumulation of

charge at any point, the sum oi the currents flowing to a junction
must equal the sum of the currents flowing from it S aitid, iFa unit

positive charge movcs around any closed path in

total electrical work done on the charge as it

resistance elements must equal die Lotal applied t-.

path, just as in the case ot UK I

t.-rnpie ein.ait discus

Having arbitrarily chosen po.stive direction.-*, a*

Fi.G.84-

figme, wc. may put the sao

form, known as kiichhoJJ's laws.

IJAW J. The (ilpehraic sum (

4s zero.

statements in n

all the currents

network, the
..-.-s through the

. . in the given
I in article 51.

,<lieatcd in the

more analytical

at a junction
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LAW]!. Th<> alge-

braic sum of the Ri
terms around am* closed

path equals ihe algebraic
sum of the applied
e m f.'s in the given

path.
Let US Iin\v find

the six unknou n branch

currents of Fi;/, 85, in

terms of thr /\'s and

g 's, as an iliii;*! ration

of the application of
Kirchhoff's |ji\\> to a
circuit problem We
require six ind< ?< ndcnt

equations, thai is, six

equations no oiio of

which can b^ derived

from a combination of

the others. From the first law we may write the junction equations

/ /,
-

/.,
.-= o,

(i

-
(? 2

'
*

'

(Dl
(2) Y (52-6).

(3)J
'

and from the second law the equations

equation i a l /

by adding tlm

+ R /2
^

X/1 ~ /?'!/!
= g', (5) ^ (52-7)

/?./,
~

/?!/!
=-" g. (6)j

There are '-\rral other equations directly obtainable, but they
are not independent of the six eho^en. For example, t-he junction

/ == (), applying to the point D, may be obtained

first three equations above, and the loop equation

by adding the fourth equation to the sixth. Actual-

ly, with any number of Nj of junctions, there are always Nj - 1

independent junction, equations, since, U* charge does not accumulate

atJVj 1 junetions, the rate at which charge leaves the remaining
junction must equal the rate at whieh it arrives. Hence there can

be only N/$ (Nj ' D -" ^n NJ + 1 independent loop equa-

tions, where NH is the number of branches, Evidently the group of
"

equations to be solved is to some extent arbitrary.

The algebraic solution of the equations (52-6) and (52-7),

which is most easily effected by means of determinants, is left to the-

reader. If we set

we find for the solution
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. _ Rs(R2 + RJ S +X*(X* + R*)$
'

1
l
~ ~"

A
" "~~~'

i

_ R4(R, + R.) g - *,(*, + #4 ) g
'

i

ls ,

_
,

/M*2 + *4)S -JUi -*-)'"A '

. R2(R, + jy g +/W + *,)'
^ (52"

8)
-- - -

_"" A J

Observe that under certain conditions some of the currents may be

negative. A negative current is, of course, one which flows in a
direction opposite to that arbitrarily chosen as positive.

There are several points of interest in connection with (52-8).
In the first place each e.rn.f. makes its contribution to the various
currents independently of the other e.m.f. This is a general property
of networks and, often, a useful one ; a complicated network contain-

ing a number of e.m f.'s may be solved for each separately, and the

complete solution obtained by addition. Again, we see that, when
g

' = 0, /" has the same form as / when g = 0. This illustrates
another important general property of networks : namely, if an e.m.f.

g in the y'th branch of a network produces a current / in the A:th

branch, then e.m.f. g in the A:th branch will produce the same current
i in thejth branch. The foregoing statement is sometimes called the

reciprocity theorem. Finally, note that if R^R3
= R4R^ g makes no

contribution to /', and g
'

makes none to /. Any two branches of a
network with this mutual property are said to be conjugate.

Problem 52a. Resistances of 3, 5 and 7 ohms respectively are connected
in parallel, the entire group being placed in series with a resistance of 1 , ohm.
What is the total resistance 1 Ans. 2.48 ohm.

Problem 52b. The combination of resistances described in the preceding
problem is connected to a battery of two identical cells in series. Each cell
has an e.m.f. of 1.5 volts and an internal resistance of 0.1 ohm. Find the total
current which passes through the battery, and also the partial currents in the
3, 5 and 7 ohm resistances. Ans. 1.12 amp ; 0.55, 0.33, U.24 amp.

Problem 52c. Eight equal resistances R are arranged to form a square
with diagonals connected at the midpoint Find the total resistance between
adjacent corners of the square ; between opposite corners.

Ans.
*^R,

*R.

Problem 52d. Twelve equal resistances!? are arranged to form a hexagon
with diagonals connected at the midpoint. Find the total resistance between
adjacent vertices : between opposite vertices.

Ans-^R. IK.
Problem 52e. Let n identical cells of c.m f. S and internal resistance r

be connected in p rows each of which contains 5 cells in series. The p rows
are connected in parallel with an external resistance JR. Find the curi eht
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through R and show that it is greatest when the cells are so grouped that the
total resistance of the cells is as nearly equal as possible to R.

Ans.
r>R + sr

Problem 52f. Two batteries of electromotive forces 6 and 10 volts and
resistances 0'5 and 1 ohm respectively are connected in parallel with a resis-
tance of 12 ohms. Find the current through each branch of the circuit and
the potential difference between the two junctions. Ans. -2.27 amp, 2.86
amp, 0*59 amp : 7.14 volt.

Problem 52g. Show that if a resistance R' is placed in series with g
'

{Fig 85) the current through it is given by

1 -f
R'

A

R

where to' is the current through g
' when R' = and A has the same signi-

ficance as in (52-8).

53. The Wheatstone Bridge. In laboratory practice rapid and
accurate measurement
of resistance is essen-

tial. Numerous me-
thods have been

devised, almost all of
which depend upon
a special type of

resistance network
known as a Wheat-
stone bridge (Fig. 86).
This differs from the
network of Fig. 85

only in that g' is

replaced by a galvano-
meter or other current
indicator (/, of resis-

tance Ra . There is

now a potential drop
from B to C equal to

gig, where ig SB f , instead of an applied e.m.f.

FiG.j86

. _ Hence ig may be
obtained from the last equation of (52-8) by substituting

- R
ff
i' for

g ', and solving for i" (ss /a). This gives

i - (RA ~~ ^4^1)& /KO i\
9
"~

"A +R, (Ri~+**) (**+X.)
' ( '

and we see that ig
= when R2R3

= R4jR,. As a matter of fact the
condition for i

ff
= may be found without solving the network

equations. For when ig
~ there is rio difference of potential

between B and C, which requires that the potential drop from A to B
equals that from A to C. That is,

R& = iyB . (53-2)

Similarly we must have

(53-3)
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Since with ig
= we have /, i a and /,

= /4 , wo may divide (53-2)

hy (63-3) and obtain

- % , (63-4>
/Cj| A4

which is the same relation as found from (53-1).

Now let us suppose that one of the resistances, say R, 9 is un-

known, and that R2 , R*, R4 are known, at loast one ofthem being vari-

able. The variable resistance is adjusted until (7 indicates that ig 0.

Then the relation (53-4) is established between the resistances, and

R^ becomes known in terms of R , R^ and R4 . Tim adjustment of
the bridge to the condition of no current in the galvanometer arm is

called balancing and is the essential feature ol'rcsistance measure-
ments by the bridge method. Calibration of G is not required, since

it is used only as a null indicator.

Although the existence of the balance depends upon only (.53-4),

the accuracy with which the balance can be established experimentally
depends on the magnitudes of the individual resistances, as well as
on the applied e.m f. and on the galvanometer dellcction S f per unit

current. In order to discover the best arrangement of the bridge,
let us suppose, for example, balance is obtained by adjustment of R2 .

Then, since the precision of adjustment is greater, the larger the

galvanometer deilection for a given fractional change of Rz at the

point of balance, the bridge sensitivity is given by

SmS,R, 1'

1'

, ,
- *f

'
. (53-5)02 "Z

Using (53-1), we find

J |

tin ^
( '

Evidently S has exactly the same form if adjustment is made by
means of 7Z3 or R^ and therefore for a given set of resistances the

bridge is equally sensitive to a variation of any arm. If all the known
resistances are variable, as is often the case, adjustment to balance
should be made; by means of that resistance which can be varied by
the smallest fraction, of itself.

We first invrstigate the condition for a maximum value of S9

with a given buttery and galvanometer. That is g and K
ff
are

constant, but 7^,, R* and /i, may be varied, subject to the relation

-fiifi=i?4'?i. In addition to this mathematical restriction there
are certain physical limitations which must be observed, for each
resistance element has a definite current capacity or maximum safe-
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current, the magnitude of which depends on the construction of

the element. Therefore, with the given e.m.f. there is a minimum
permissible value for Rl + R2 and also for jR3 + R*. The minimum
value may be different in the two cases, of course. In fact, the

current capacity of a given type of resistance element or of a

variable resistance is usually greater for low resistance than for high.
We may avoid any restriction on JR2 by supposing that g is small

enough so that the current through .Rx can never be excessive

regardless of the value of R2 . We cannot, however, escape the

condition

#3 + /*4
:= R + s, 8 > 0, (53-7)

where R is the minimum safe value of Rz + J?4 . Since (53-6) reduces

to the simple form
'

Sx SJA
, (53-8)

/ D i D I "D t P \ I P / **! ifi>l "? }

(fCi -T /i2 -T **3 "T" -"-4J "T -H-fl ( n~~r ^ "t" L> j\ ^52 XTj /

the desired maximum corresponds to a minimum of the denominator

n /P i P iJ?il?\iP r l J- 9 J- 2
i ^^ Q^X/ ass (/Ij + /l -f- /I* -j- 7l.) + Xlj, I -j}~ + / -f- p J, V^-y >)

\ /*2 **! ^

subject to the conditions

I> i D P i

'

* \ A I (5w - l^)
/i8 +K4 = jK-rc>> Os^v. J

Minimum D evidently requires 8 = 0, and in addition ^ ~= ^. That

is,

which leads to

1 - Rg \ +Rff ^
- - 0,

or S*\/P-:LB' (53
"
ll)

V KI + Mg

From (53-10) and (53-11) with 8 = we find

* 1

A/ViSrV ^ + *
,

JZa ^ (53-12)

1 +

1 +
7
~

1 +
*

i p i'!+-* J

Inspection of these results showisi that if Rg is large compared with

JB,, the best arrangement of the bridge is K
l
-=

fi, and R9 Jfit4
=

#/2.
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^
Now kt us consider the effect of varying R,. When there is a

choice between several galvanometers with different values of R
ff,

differences in Sg also must be taken into account, niaximum S for
each galvanometer being calculated with the aid of (53-8). If, how-
ever, a galvanometer is designed especially for a given bridge, Rff

being adjusted to any desired value by proper choice of wire size in
the winding, we have, approximately at least, S

ff
- cjRg]

where c is

a constant. That this is so may be seen by considering two galvano-
meter coils of the some dimensions, one coil having half as many turns
of twice as large wire as the other. The deflections per unit current
will be in the ratio of one to two, while the resistances will be in
the ratio of one to four. Substituting S9

=
cjf^ in (53-8) and setting

--- equal to zero to find the maximum, gives

4 Rt )

Thus the resistance of the galvanometer should equal the parallel
resistance of the bridge. This is a perfectly general result, quite
independent of other conditions or restrictions.

It only remains to solve (53-11) to (53-13) inclusive for Rt ,
R3 ,

jR4 and Rff
in terms of R and R. In practice we usually find that R

is small compared with R^ Then approximately Ra = R.RJR =
R4R^R and the solution is

ft: IS
1

ft: ft , I
^

This optimum arrangement of the bridge can rarely be attained in
the laboratory because of limitations of one sort or another in

equipment. However, the equations (53-14) may serve as a guide,
at least, to the best arrangement under the existing experimental
limitations. Evidently for a given set of resistances the galvano-
meter should be connected between the junction of the two larger
resistances and the junction of the two smaller resistances. Also,
the galvanometer resistance should correspond to the resistance to be
measured. That is, while the standard galvanometer resistance of
about 100 ohms is quite satisfactory for ordinary measurements, a
bridge designed to measure a few ohms should be supplied with a low
resistance galvanometer, and a bridge for high resistance measure-
ments should have a high resistance galvanometer. The application of
these principles is made clear in the following articles.

Problem 53a. Deduce (53-1) by direct application of Kirchhoff's laws.

54. Resistance Boxes and Resistance Standards. A variable
resistance is usually enclosed hi a box, with some external device
for adjusting its magnitude, the entire assembly being called a
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resistance box. The most common types are the plug box (Fig. 87)
and the dial box (Fig. 88). The plug box consists of a number <$
resistance elements of different magnitudes connected in series.

Each junction between elements is connected to a metal Wock ;

Fia. 87 (a)

so that if a metal plug is inserted between adjacent blocks the

corresponding resistance is short-circuited, that is, removed from
the circuit (Fig. 87b). The total resistance of the box is thus the sum

, of the resistances whose plugs
have been removed. The
resistance elements are spools
of some resistance wire with a
small temperature coefficient,
such as manganin wire (see
T&^ P- 119)< The lower
resistance elements are usually
wound with larger wire than
the higher resistances, so that

their current capacity is greater, as mentioned in article 53.

The dial box also consists of a number of resistance elements
in series, the junctions in this case being connected to a set of

metal buttons over which a contact arm A moves. This dial ^switch

allows any number of the elements to be included in the circuit.

Usually the elements are arranged in groups of ten of equal magni-
tu4e, successive groups however differing in magnitude by a factor

often (I?ig. 88b). With this scheme the position of the switch
arms indicates the total resistance directly, a convenience not offered

by the plug box. The latter has some advantages, however, as it

is lesfc bulky than the other and less subject to prrors arising from

contact resistance, the plugs being more positive in action thw $10

sliding contact ara.
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For the most accurate resistance determinations fixed standards
are used. In the Bureau of Standards type (Fig, 89) the resistance

eoH is sealed into an oil-filled container. A thermometer well in the

centetr allows the temperature to be determined. The terminals are

heavy lugs of such shape that they may .be Dipped to mercury
cups to avoid contact resistance.

; ^ s

A special form of known resistance called a shunt is of great
utility hi reducing the effective sensitivity of a current indicator in

order to increase its range or to prevent excessive deflections. By
fibe effective sensitivity we mean the deflection per unit current to be
meomired. A small risistance connected m parallel witli the instru-

ment achieves the desired result by shunting or by-passing all but
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a small fraction of the total current. Suppose an instrument of resis-

tance R
ff

is shunted by a resistance aR#. If the total current through
the combination is i and that

through the instrument only is fa
we have .

1

1 ,1

FIG.

or

If, for instance, a .'m 1/9, the current

through the instrument is 1/1Q
of the total and the effective sensi-

tivity is reduced .to a .tenth of its

full value. Similarly if a 1/99
the sensitivity factor is a hund-

redth. A calibrated or direct-

reading current meter is usually

equipped with a set of shunts to

allow it to be used for different

ranges of measurement.

In the adjustment of a bridge it

is desirable to start with the galvano-
meter in a relatively insensitive

condition and to increase its sensitivity

as the condition of balance is

approached. A convenient adjustable
shunt in the form of a dial box is

shown in Fig. 90. The terminals

marked G are connected to the

galvanometer, those niarked B to the

bridge. If the total resistance of the

shunt is R 8 and the resistance between
the zero button and any other is

pR89 the galvanometer current for

the 1-position of the contact arm is

FIG. 90

and for the j8-position it is

R.

where ris the total current in eithej case, and jR^ i

nometer resistance. The effective sensitivity for the second

relative to tha^ for the first is ig% *=*>& The factor is
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taken as a tenth, a hundredth, and so on for successive positions, as

shown in the figure. Since the relative sensitivity in independent
of R

ff
this type of shunt is described as universal. In practice R,

should be large compared with R
ff
so that the effective sensitivity in

the 1-position is practically the full sensitivity of the unshunted

galvanometer.
55. Resistance Bridge Measurements. - The most important

applications of the bridge principle to resistance measurements are

described below.

The Post Office Sox. This is a plug box with the resistance

elements arranged as indicated in Fig. 91. Two keys (K) and four

binding posts (P) are mounted on the box. Internal connections are

shown by broken lines and external connections by full lines. The
resistance to be measured is Rv Comparing Fig. 91 with Fig. 86 we
see that the circuit is a simple Wheatstone bridge. The keys are

included to prevent continuous flow of current with the attendant

heating. This is a necessary precaution in all bridge measurements,
for steady heating even at a low rate will in time raise the tempe-
rature of the coils enough to change their resistances appreciably.
In making an observation the battery key is closed first to permit a

steady flow of currents to be established, then the galvanometer key
is tapped. If there is a deflection, the battery key is released and a

readjustment of the bridge is made. This process is repeated until

the galvanometer shbws no deflection when its key is opened and

closed. '

-Rr
1000 100 10 10 100 1000

<> JEJ 1

4000 3000 2000 1000 400 300 200 100

R*
3 4 10 20 30 40

Q J

AAA/Wv*
FIG. 91

Returning to Fig. 91, the bridge arms indicated by R9 and R4

are known as the ratio arms, since they may be set in certain definite

ratios, 100 : 1, 10 : 1, and so on down to 1 : 100. The remaining
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resistances R^ constitute the adjustable arm. For any given R2
there are usually several possible arrangements of the bridge. The
primary consideration is to set the ratio arms so that R2 is as large
as possible, for the smaller the fraction of itself by which it can be
varied the greater the accuracy of the balance. Any further choice
in arrangement should be made in accordance with the principles
for best sensitivity developed in article 53. The position of the

galvanometer and the battery may be interchanged if necessary.
For example, if R1 is of the order of a thousand ohms we take
R9

= 10, jR4
= 100, or jR8

=- 100, #4
= 1000. In this case it makes

little difference which pair of values we choose except that the latter

pair allows the use of a larger battery. The galvanometer is as shown
in the figure.

On the other hand if the resistance to be measured is of the
order of ten ohms we set the ratio arms at 10 and 1000, and inter-

change the galvanometer and battery, so that the former is con-
nected from the junction of the larger resistances to the junction of
the smaller.

This Slide Wire Bridge. This is a more accurate device than
the post office box. The resistances Rz and R^ are replaced by a

single straight resistance wire. The junction with the galvanometer
arm is made through a sliding contact, which also serves as a tap
key. Assuming that the resistance w per unit length of the wire is

constant,

3^4 vW2
~~

/2

'

where 7X and /2 are the lengths into which the slider divides the wire.
Therefore

lt
RI = RZ i 9 (55-1)

and we require only one known resistance to determine Rl9 the length
/! and /2 being obtained by direct measurement after the bridge is

balanced. The construction of the slide wire unit is shown schema-

tically in Fig. 92,

together with the
external connec-

tions. The wire
EF is connected to

a heavy copper
strip with four

gaps. Into two of

them, B and C,
the unknown and
the standard resis-

tance are connect-
ed. The other c
gaps, A and D,

IMG - 92

may be short-circuited with metal straps, or may contain two auxi-

liary resistances P and Q whose purpose is explained below. The
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wire actually lies on a scale by means of which the ratio /^ is deter-
mined. In making an observation the battery key K is closed first,
then the key incorporated in the slider S.

The slide wire bridge may be balanced very accurately, so it is

worth while to eliminate any possible errors associated with the wire
itself. In the first place the ends of the wire may not coincide with the
ends of the scale, or there may be a small resistance where the wire is

connected to the copper strip. Let us suppose that the extra resis-

tance at the zero end of the scale is equal to that of a section of the
wire a units long. Similarly let j8 be the equivalent end correction at
the other end of the scale. Then, short-circuiting P and Q and using
known resistances for R and jR2 ,

*2

L=
/7Tf'

(55
"
2)

when the bridge is balanced. Next, interchanging ^ and J?a and
rebalancing,

R* ^ + a
/KK Q\

R, -'/,' + f (55
"
3)

From (55-2) and (55-3) a and may be obtained by solution, since
all other quantities are known. The ratio RJRz should be large,
10 : 1 or 20 : 1, in order to include as much of the wire as possible
and thereby obtain the end corrections in terms of the mean resis-

tance w per unit length ; for the bridge wire is seldom absolutely
uniform throughout its entire length. This is, in fact,' the second
source of error, to eliminate which we must calibrate the wire.

The best method of calibration is due to Carey-Poster. Let P
and Q be two nearly equal resistances, their difference being some
small fraction, a tenth or a twentieth, perhaps, of the resistance of
the whole wire. For instance we may make P the effectively zero
resistance of the metal strap, and Q a small resistance consisting of
a short length of resistance wire soldered to two connecting lugs.
RI and /Z2 must be adjustable, but not necessarily known. Let us
balance the bridge for any value of R^R2 ; then interchange P and Q
and rebalance. If the first balance point corresponds to a scale read-

ing /! and the second to //, it is evident that the resistance of the

portion of the wire in the interval /j
-

// equals Q P, since there
has been an exchange of equal amounts of resistance between the R3

arm and the R+ arm of the bridge. By manipulating Rt and R2 we
may cause the interval /a // to fall anywhere along the wire, thus

dividing it into a number of -sections of equal resistance. The lengths
of the sections differ slightly due to lack of uniformity of the wire,

By adding the lengths and dividing by the number of sections, the
mean length of a section is found. If now we subtract the length of
each section from the mean length and divide by the length of the

section, we obtain the correction per unit length which we must
apply over the section to obtain the .corresponding length of an ideal
uniform wire whose resistance per unit length is w. This enabbes us
to construct a calibration curve, plotting total correction against scale
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reading By starting with a correction a for zero on the scale, the
end correction is included with the other, and the total, length Ax o
the ideal uniform wire equivalent to Rz is obtained by adding to ^ the

corresponding correction as shown on the graph. If / is the scale

length, the total equivalent length of #3 4- K4 is given by
7\ = / + a + jS,

and the equivalent length 7\2 foi J*4 is then 7\
-

AI Therefore, for
an accurate determination of an unknown resistance, (55-1) is replac-
ed by R, = ^2(VA 2 ).

When the bridge is used to make a direct measurement of resis-
tance as described above, it is often called a meter bridge, because the
slide wire is usually a meter long. Obviously, however, the bridge
may be used to measure the difference between twro nearly equal
resistances by inverting the process used for the calibration of the
wire. When thus used, the bridge is called a Carey-Foster bridge. An
important application is trie determination of the temperature co-
efficient of resistance (art. 49). The method consists of measuring the
difference between two approximately equal resistances, the tempera-
ture of one being kept constant and that of the other varied. From
a series of observations the change of resistance per degree is obtain-
ed, and hence the temperature coefficient. As the resistances must
not be removed from the temperature baths or other thermostats in
which they are placed, the
transfer from one arm of the

bridge to the other is accom-

plished by a mercury-cup
switching device of negligible
resistance.

"
*

The Callendar and
Griffiths. Bridge. This is a

variety of slide wire bridge
specially adapted to resistan-

ce thermometry, that is, the
determination of tempera-
ture by measurement of the
resistance of a coil at the

given temperature. Pure
platinum wire is used for

the coil, which is enclosed in

a long tube of porcelain or

refractory metal capable of

withstanding temperatares
as high as 1200 C. By
means of flexible leads the

resistance element T is

connected into one arm of
the bridge ( Eig. 93 ) A
pair of identical dummy
or compensating leads ie

FJG 93

coimeoUil hilo the opposite arm to
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eliminate temperature and contact effects associated with the leads.

In the same arm is a set of resistances arranged in the manner of

a plug box. The resistances, R }
and Rz > of the other arms are equal.

The slide wire and all other resistances, except T, are assembled as a

unit in one case, the only external connections being galvanometer,

battery and flexible leads.

It is customary in using this particular bridge to measure positions
on the wire with reference to its electrical center C, a point that may
be found by balancing the bridge with both sets of leads short-

circuited and all adjustable resistance removed from /?3 . If in making
u measurement of T the balance point is a distance / to the left of C,

T + r + \W - wl = S + r + \W + w/,

where S is the amount of adjustable resistance included in R3 ,
r is

the resistance of either .set of leads, W is the total resistance of the

wire, and w is its resistance per unit length. The above equation
reduces to

T =: 5 + w(2l) (55-4)

As usually constructed the smallest resistance element in S has a

resistance exactly equal to 20 cm of the wire. It is, therefore,

equivalent to a 10-cm displacement of the slider and is so marked.

Similarly, the second coil has a resistance equal to 40 cm of the wire

and is equivalent to a 20-cm displacement. If /' is the total equiva-

lent displacement corresponding to S, (55-4) becomes simply
T = 2w(l + /'). When not otherwise known, the value of w may be

found by some such method as that of Carey-Foster.

The actual calculation of the temperature may be performed
in two ways. Callendar has shown that the resistance of a platinum
coil at t C is accurately represented by

T = T (l + a
{
t + a2(

2
), (55-5)

where T$ is the resistance at 0C, and a
x and a2 are constants. These

may be determined by measuring T at two known temperatures. The
formula then gives implicitly at least the temperature corresponding
to any measured value of the resistance. A simpler method is to

define a platinum temperature tp by
T = T (l + apt,),

or more explicitly,

fr -100 /~-~f-, (55-6)
1 100 ^o

the two scales being made to agree at and 100. To obtain the

tnie temperature t, an empirical formula is used, namely,

7 -
I ( 100 )

~
('"100") )

'

It is usually convenient to plot the curve represented Dy this equation
and find the correction for tv graphically. The quantity 8 depends
on the degree of purity of the platinum ; for extremely pure samples
it is very close to 1.5.
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Galvanometer Resistance.' An ingenious application of the
Wheatstone network is Kelvin's method of measuring galvanometer
resistance (Fig. 94). The galvanometer is placed in one of the
resistance arms, Rl say, and serves as its own 'balance indicator. In
the regular galvanometer arm there is only a short-circuiting key. As
opening or closing this key does not affect the bridge in any way
when the latter is

balanced, R2 , /?3 and /?4

are adjusted until the

galvanometer deflection is

the same with the key
open as it is with it closed.

Under this condition

With a sensitive in-

strument a large resis-

tance RB must be placed
in series with the battery
to prevent excessive

deflections.

The Kelvin Double Bridge. Although the Wheatstone bridge has
a wide range of utility, it is not well adapted to the measurement of

very small resistances, that is, resistances of the order of one
hundredth of an ohm or less. This is due in part to the fact that with
the equipment usually available it is impossible to make a sensitive

arrangement, but more particularly to the difficulty of avoiding
contact and junction resistances of the same order of magnitude as the

The double bridge (Fig. 95) devised by
Kelvin does not suffer

from either of these

defects. Rl
is the un-

known resistance, and
R2 is a continously vari-

able resistance such as

a slide wire. The con-

nection between these,
which has some small

unknown resistance r,

is shunted by a pair of

resistances /?5 and K6 .

It is this* shunting of

the junction resistance

that distinguishes the

double bridge from the

simple Wheatstone

bridge.

resistance to be measured

C

R P
R,
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To find the conditions for balance, we observe that, when there
is no current through the galvanometer, F and H are at the same
potential . Therefore

,

/Vi + ^>'5 - *3'3> R
and

'i^'ji ii^ii*

where ^ is the current through R
19
and so on. Also, considering the

parallel paths BCD and BFD

'-, + *+"*> '- Trans'* (55-9)

Combining (55-7) and (55-9) gives

Dividing one by the other leads with the aid of (55-8) to

R
t (r + J?s + *) + rR, _ R3

R2(r + R5 + Rt) + rRt

~
Rt

'

or

(R t
Rt-R,R3 ) (r+Rt+RJ -f (R.R6-R,Rt)r=

which is satisfied if

This set of conditions represents the only balance independent of the

junctio n resistance r, an essential point.

The double bridge appears in several standard forms. A con-

venient one is shown schematically in Fig. 96. In order to avoid

the double adjustment of ratios indicated by (55-10 , the resistances

jR3 , J?,, 7?5 and RR each consist of a set of coils with plugs, so arranged
that the ratio R^R^=R5 IRn may be set at definite values 100:1, 10:1

and so on down to 1:100, as desired. The unknown resistance

I?,, shown as a rod, is clamped in pairs of jaws, J
l
and /2 . The

adjustable resistance R2 consists of the portion of the slide wire

included between two sliding contacts, S 1 and 52 . The end

portions of the wire do not enter into the balance as they come into,

the junction resistance r and into the battery arm respectively.

Calibration of the wire is accomplished by dividing it into a

number of sections of equal resistance, with the aid of a known
resistance in place of R l9 in the manner described for the Carey-
Foster bridge. A curve is plotted showing resistance per unit length,
or total resistance from one end, along the wire, whereby the

Resistance in any interval SjSg is readily determined. In making
measurements of the unknown resistance, R2 is taken as the mean
of several observations in which 5

A
52 is allowed to fall on different
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parts of the wire. ^ is then obtained on multiplying by the

appropriate ratio factor.

K

FIG. 96

An analysis of sensitivity similar to that carried out for the

Wheatstone bridge shows that for best sensitivity a low resistance

galvanometer should be used.

56. The Potentiometer. Equally important as the measure-
ment of resistance is the measurement of electromotive force, or

RB

VWNA

FIG, 97

potential difference. For when g and R are known, the current

i is determined, and the electrical condition of a circuit is

therefore completely specified. For accurate measurements it is

essential that no current whatever be taken by the measuring

apparatus, otherwise the e, m, f measured may differ appreciably
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from the true value, which exists in the absence of the

measuring equipment. This stringent requirement is met by a

resistance network device called a potentiometer, whose main features

are indicated in Fig. 97. A battery g B causes a current / to flow

through a resistance Rp. The magnitude of the current may be

varied by means of an auxiliary adjustable resistance RB in series

with -Rp. Across a certain portion rl
of Rp is bridged a source of

e.m.f. S i and a galvanometer in series: By KirchhofFs second law

/jfi'-f /0)+Rgig Siy Rg being the galvanometer resistance. Let us

suppose that /^ is chosen so that ig
= 0. Then evidently rj = g i

Balancing the potentiometer consists therefore in adjusting r, until

the galvanometer shows no deflection. Note that this cannot be done

unless S l
is connected with the proper polarity. If, now, g i

is

replaced by another e.m.f. g 2 an(i a new t>alance obtained with ra , /

being unchanged, we see that

. {-'-:,
N

(56-1)
& a r2

that is, the potentiometer compares e.m.f. 's in terms of resistances.

Supposing that g i is due to a standard cell S s t
an(l that g 2 refers to

any unknown e.m.f. g, (56-1)- becomes

g - Ss / (M-2)
rs

The construction of standari cells of known c m f. is described in

Chapter VI. The Weston standard cell, with an e.m.f. of 1.0186

volts at 20 C, is the most common.

If the current through RP is always kept the same, we may
mark the elements of which Rp is composed to read directly

in volts. Consequently, in several standard types of potentiometer the

standard cell is applied to a fixed portion of Rp only, and the bal-

ance effected by adjuatmsnt of RB .
This establishes a definite

current in Rp and a definite potential drop across each resistance

element, so that when the unknown g is balanced by varying

r the desired magnitude is indicated directly.

The Leeds and Northrup potentiometer employs the above

principle. The wiring diagram of this instrument is given in Fig. 98,

the binding posts for external connections being indicated by P.

The resistances in Dial 1, Dial 2, and the slide wire represent Rp.

A double-pole double-throw switch is used to nhange from the standar-

dizing position to the measuring. Thus wlien the switch is up in the

figure, g s an(l G are across ten coils in Dial 2 and a certain number
in Dial 1, depending on the value of g s .

The balance is obtained by

varying RB. The switch is now thrown down, placing g and G
across part of Dial 2 and part of the slide wire, and balance is obtained

by adjusting both of these. Thes lide wire is actually a long wire wound
on a drum with a revolving contact and scale. The resistances S and

S' are so arranged that with a plug in the normal position, marked
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Fie. 98

1, the current througii RP is 0.02 amp and the figures on Dial 2
indicate tenths of a volt. Under these conditions the slide wire may
be read directly to 0.00005 volt. When the plug is in the 0.1 position,
the current through RP is reduced to 0.002 amp, and consequently
the voltage indications are reduced to a tenth of their normal value.
The high resistances J?1 and R> in series with G serve to protect the
latter from excessive deflections and g s from excessive current drain
while adjustments for balance are being made. 4

A potentiometer which is not direct-reading is somewhat more
flexible than the direct-reading type and is therefore sometimes used.
The Wolff potentiometer (Fig. 99) is a good example. Dial 1 has
nine 1000-ohm resistances and Dial 2 nine 100-ohm resistances. The
blocks A and B represent two identical plug box arrangements
totaling 100 ohms each, with only one set of plugs. Plugs are moved
only from one to the corresponding position in the other ; so that the
total included resistance of A plus B is always 100 ohms. The
resistance of the entire potentiometer is always 10,000 ohms, and
consequently the current is constant. Balancing consists of adjusting
the dials and transferring plugs between A and B until G shows no
deflection. The total bridged resistance, rs or r as the case may be,
is the sum of that shown on the dials and in B. Then is calculated
by (56-2).
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FTC. 99

As suggested at the beginning of the carticle, one of the most
important uses of the potentiometer is the determination of current
and the calibration of current indicators, the method being simply to
introduce a known resistance into the given current circuit and to
measure the e.m.f across it. There are also several other useful

applications of the potentiometer which are described at appropriate
places in later chapters.



CHAPTER VI

CHEMICAL AND THERMAL EFFECTS

57. Electrolysis. Liquids, like solids, may be either insulators
or conductors. Aqueous solutions of inorganic salts, acids and bases
are the most common examples of conducting liquids. These are
called electrolytes. As the mechanism of electrolytic conduction is

quite different from that of metallic conduction, we must investi-

gate it in detail.

Consider an electrolytic cell consisting of a solution of silver
nitrate (A^NOJ with two rods or plates of silver, called electrodes,

partly immersed in it. Current is caused to pass through the

electrolyte from one electrode to the other The electrode by which
the current enters the solution is designated as the anode, and the
one by which it leaves as the cathode. We observe that, as the
current flows, silver is deposited on the cathode, and incidentally an
equal amount is removed from the anode, the electrolyte remaining
unchanged Furthermore, measurement shows that the mass of
silver deposited is exactly proportional to the product of the current

by the time for which it flows, that is, to the quantity of electricity
passing through the electrolyte. The phenomenon just described is

termed electrolysis. If, now, we repeat the experiment using a
solution of copper sulphate (Cu SO,) and copper electrodes, we find
that copper is deposited 011 the cathode ami removed from the anode,
the mass involved being as before proportional to the quantity of

electricity which passes. However, the constants of proportionality,
namely, the masses deposited per unit charge, are not the same in
the two cases. They are, in fact, in the same ratio as the chemical

equivalents of silver and copper. The chemical equivalent of a
substance is the atomic weight, or in the case of a compound sub-
stance the group weight, divided by the valence.

Faraday, who was the first to make a systematic study of

electrolysis, discovered that the simple relations described above
represent general laws. Thus, we may write :

(I) The mass of a substance liberated at an electrode fs propor-
tional to the total charge passing.

(II) The mass of a substance liberated at an electrode by a unit

charge is proportional to the chemical equivalent of that substance.

These laws may be expressed analytically in simple form. LetM be the mass of substance liberated, i the current, and t the time
of flow. Then for the first law,

M = Z/f, (57-1)

where Z is a constant called the electrochemical equivalent of the

given substance. Z is usually expressed in grams per' coulomb.
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For the second law let w be the atomic, or group, weight of the

substance involved, and v its valence. Then

Z~~(-
l

ff \ (57-2)

The quantity 1/jF evidently is the mass per coulomb for a substance

of unit molecular weight and valence. As the atomic weight of

hydrogen is 1.008 and its valence is unity, F, called Faraday's cons-

tant, is the number of coulombs required to liberate 1.008 grams of

hydrogen Its numerical value is 96,490. Observe that a charge of

96,490 coulombs liberates at an electrode a mass in grams of any
substance numerically equal to its chemical equivalent. This amount
of a substance is called a gram-equivalent. Thus jP is measured in

coulombs per gram-equivalent. Similarly, we may refer to the total

amount of substance liberated at both electrodes when a charge of

96,490 coulombs passes through the electrolytic cell as a gram-equiva-
lent of solute.

An explanation of the underlying principles of electrolysis has

been given by Arrhenius and elaborated by later investigators.

According to their theory of electrolytic dissociation, a certain fraction

8 of the molecules of the dissolved substance is separated into two
or more parts, each of which bears a charge. These charged carriers

are called ions. Under the influence of an applied e.m.f they move
to the electrodes, the positively charged cations to the cathode and
the negatively charged anions to the anode. At the electrodes th^

ions give up their charge and the substance of which they are com-

posed is liberated The continuous arrival of positive charge at one

electrode and negative charge at the other is equivalent to a transfer

of charge from one to the other, and constitutes the current passing

through the electrolyte. Material liberated may actually appear on

an electrode, or it may be involved in some secondary chemical

reaction. For example, the ions in the silver nitrate solution are

Ag* and KO3~. The Ag* is deposited as metallic silver on the

cathode, thereby increasing the latter's mass. The NO3
~

is liberated

at the anode, but it cannot exist a^one in the neutral state ;
so it

combines with the silver of which the anode is composed. The silver

nitrate thus formed remains in the solution and the net result is loss

of silver by the anode. Simultaneously the concentration of silver

nitrate increases in the vicinity of the anode and diminishes in the

vicinity of the cathode With currents of ordinary magnitude the

change is slow, since even in a dilute solution the amount of ionic

charge present is relatively great. Eventually the rate of change of

concentration is balanced by diffusion and a steady state is reached.

The working of Faraday's laws of electrolysis is often confused by
secondary reactions of the sort just described, particularly in cases

where the material of the electrodes is different from that of the ions.

Thus if current passes through a solution of sulphuric acid (HUSO4 )

in water, the electrodes being of platinum, hydrogen is deposited on
the cathode and appears directly in small bubbles. The anion SO4

is liberated at the anode, but cannot exist alone in the neutral state,
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nor can it combine with the platinum. It therefore removes H2 from
a water molecule to form sulphuric acid again, releasing oxygen
which appears on the anode in bubbles. This is an interesting case
because the water is continually decomposed, the concentration of
the solution becoming therefore steadily greater. We shall return to
this case later.

The question now arises as to the magnitude of the charge
Carrie 1 by the individual ions. We know that a gram-equivalent of

any substance carries 96,490 coulombs. Moreover, the number of
atoms or molecules in a gram-equivalent depends only on the valence.

For a monovalent substance the number is 6.02 lO)*
3

, the number of
atoms in 1.008 grams of hydrogen. For a bivalent substance the

number is one half of this, and so on. These facts indicate that

every monovalent ion carries the same basic charge, positive or

negative as the case may be. A bivalent ion carries two of these

charges, a trivalent ion three. We suspect at once, of course, that

the magnitude of this basic charge is equal to that of the electron

and the proton, 1. 60( 10r19 coulomb. Dividing 96,490 by 6.02JO)83

does indeed give that exact value, which we may regard as a confir-

mation not only of the theory of electrolysis but also to some extent

of the entire electron theory of matter.

Prcblem 57a. Given that the valence of silver is one and that the valence
of copper is two. calculate the chemical equivalents of these metals and also

of the acid radicals NO3 and SO 4 . Ans. 107.88, 31.79 ; 62.01, 48.03.

ProHem 57b. Calculate the electrochemical equivalents of Ag and Cu.
Ans. 0011180 gm/coulomb, 0003294 gm/coulomb.

Problem 57c Determine for how long 1 amp must flow through a dilute

solution of sulphuric acid to liberate 1 gm of oxygen. How much hydrogen is

produced at the same time ? Ans. 3 hr 21 mm, 0.126 gm,

58. Conductivity of Electrolytes. The electrical conductivity
a of an electrolyte is equal to the sum of the partial conductivities

due to the various types of ion present. Evidently each partial

conductivity depends on the amount of ionic charge per unit volume
and on the ionic mobility, that is, the transport velocity of the ions

per unit applied electric field. For simplicity, consider an electrolyte
in which there are equal numbers of positive and negative ions, of

mobilities u+ and u^, respectively. Then

a = F5c(t/+ + ML). (58-1)

where F and 5 have the same significance as in the preceding art ;cle

and c is the concentration, expressed in gram-equivalents of solute

per unit volume of solution. In electrolysis it is customary to use

the equivalent conductivity i\ given by

A a -- - FS(w+ + uj, (58-2)

since this quantity does not contain the concentration explicitly.

Actually 7\ increases to a limiting value ?\ ft
as c converges to zero.

When the solute is a salt or a '

'strong" acid or base, the dissociation

is essentially complete (8
= 1), but the mobilities change with con-
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centration because of change in the electrostatic forces between the

ions. This change is relatively small, so that the conductivity ratio

>/7\ does not differ greatly from unity. On the other hand, if the

solute is a "weak" acid or base, the mobilities are practically

constant, but ^ increases rapidly from a small value as c approaches
zero and there is a corresponding rapid increase in 7\/7v If S = 1

when c * 0, as is usually assumed, 8 = 7\/A for any finite concen-

tration, which allows the degree of dissociation to be determined

experimentally.

The measurement of the conductivity of an electrolyte is quite

simple if the passage of current does not cause any change in the

surface of the electrodes, since, with the small currents employed,

any change in composition of the electrolyte is so slow that its

homogeneity is not appreciably disturbed in the period of time

required for the measurement. In such a case any ordinary direct-

current method may be used. Usually, however, the measurement
of conductivity is complicated by a phenomenon known as polariza-
tion. Consider, for example, platinum electrodes in a solution of

sulphuric acid in water. As we have seen (art. 57), hydrogen is

liberated at the cathode and oxygen at the anode. A layer of gas
collects on each electrode, so that in effect the electrodes are con-

verted from platinum to hydrogen and to oxygen respectively. But
dissimilar electrodes in a solution with which they can react consti-

tute a voltaic cell (art. 51), so there is an internal e.m f. of magnitude
& $, which opposes the external or applied e m.f. Unless the external

e.m.f. is greater than g /0 current cannot be made to pass through the

cell. As the work performed in the decomposition of a given amount
of water must be equal to the energy obtained on recombination,

2.873(10)
5

joules per gram-molecule, we can easily calculate & p .

Suppose a gram-molecule of water is decomposed. A gram-molecule
of substance has a mass in grams numerically equal to its molecular

weight. Since oxygen is bivalent, a gram-molecule of water is two

gram-equivalents. Decomposition of this amount requires the passage
of (2x 96,490) coulombs through the cell, and corresponds to electrical

work of amount (2 x 96,490) <g p . This latter quantity is not equal to

the energy of formation, however, for experiment shows that the

cell absorbs heat as the decomposition taxes place at the rate of

0.797(1 0)
r>

joules per gram-molecule at 20 C. Thus if no energy is

dissipated,

(2x96,490) & p + 0.797(10)
5 = 2.873(10)

5
,

which gives & p
= J.08 volt. Actually it takes about 1.7 volts to

produce steady decomposition of water in the given cell. The
polarization voltage is therefore greater than is necessary to supply
energy for the decomposition. The excess voltage, called the over-

voltage of the cell, is ascribed to a dissipation of energy attendant on
the formation and release of bubbles of gas at the electrodes.

When polarization is present, measurement of conductivity i&
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Usually made by .a method due to Kohlrausch. The electrodes are

contained in two flasks which are connected by a straight glass tube

(Fig. 100). The area of the electrodes is made large in order to increase

the time necessary for g p to build up. The entire unit is inserted in

one arm of a slide wire

bridge, whose applied
e.m.f. is not steady but

alternating ; that is, it

reverses direction per-

iodically. The Current

through the electroly-
tic cell also reverses

direction, and if the FIG. 100

frequency of reversal is great enough several hundred alternations

per second polarization is unable to develop to any appreciable
extent. The measured resistance is then the true resistance of the

electrolytic cell. Of course, a special alternating-current galvanometer
or a telephone receiver must be used in balancing the bridge, instead

of the ordinary direct-current instrument described in Chapter V.
In order to eliminate the unknown resistance of the electrodes and
the electrolyte in the flasks, measurement is first made with a long
tube between the flasks, then M ith a short tube of the same cross

section. The difference between the two resistance values obtained

is the resistance of a column of liquid of length equal to the difference

of the tubes. Knowing the cross section of the tubes the conductivity
of the electrolyte may be calculated at once.

Electrolytic conductivity like metallic conductivity is independent
of e.m.f. and current, that is, electrolytes obey Ohm's law. The

dependence on temperature, however, is different in the two oases ;

metallic conductivity decreases slowly as the temperature rises,

whereas electrolytic conductivity increases quite rapidly, as much
as 2 or 3 per cent per degree centigrade at room temperature.

In order to apply Ohm's law to a cell which is subject to polariza-
tion* we must write

where g is the applied e.m.f. and r is the true ohmic resistance. If,

now, we define the apparent resistance r by the equation i = g /r,

we see that

. (58-3)

As g p depends in a complex manner not only on the current but also

on the length of time it has flowed and on the previous condition

of the electrodes, r is in general variable and to some extent indeter-

minate. This result evidently applies to a voltaic cell, itself causing
the flow of current, as well as to a simple electrolytic cell with an
external applied e.m.f, which explains the statement made about r

in article 51.
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59. The Voltameter. Electrolytic cells are frequently used

for the absolute measurement of current. It is only necessary to

determine the mass M of substance liberated at an electrode in a

time t. Then by the first law of electrolysis the current is

where Z is the electrochemical equivalent of the substance liberated,

We usually choose a cell in which a metal is deposited directly on the

cathode without any secondary chemical reaction. A cell used for

current measurements is called a voltameter.

For ordinary laboratory use a copper voltameter is convenient and

sufficiently accurate. The electrolyte is a solution of copper sulphate
made by dissolving copper sulphate crystals in about four times their

weight of water. The electrodes are copper plates, usually arranged
as shown in Fig. 101 in order to utilize both sides of the cathode.

It is necessary to determine the increase in mass of the cathode rather

than the decrease in mass of the anode, as the latter may contain

impurities which dissolve out during electrolysis.

The cathode, having been cleaned and weighed, is placed in the

cell and current is allowed t6 pass for a known time. In order to

obtain a liard smooth deposit, the current density at the cathode

should not exceed 20 milliamperes per square centimeter. The

Cathode

FIG. 101 Fjo. 102

cathode is now removed, washed in distilled water and weighed again.

As the electrochemical equivalent of copper is 0.0003294 gm/

coulomb we have all the necessary data for the calculation of i by

(59-1).

For the most accurate absolute determinations of current a silver

voltameter is invariably used. The electrolyte is a solution of silver

nitrate, about 15 or 20 parts by weight of silver nitrate to 100 parts

of water The anode is, of course, silver. The cathode, however,

is usually a platinum cup which serves as a container for the elec-

trolyte (Fig. 102). In order to prevent impurities from reaching the

cathode a small porcelain cup P porous to the electrolyte

surrounds the anode. The voltameter shown schematically in Fig.
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is the Richards' type. There are several other types which differ

considerabJy in details.

To obtain tli3 highest accuracy, a few parts in 100,000, great
care in the preparation and assembly of the apparatus is essential.*
Because of the high accuracy obtainable under proper conditions, the
silver voltameter is used to establish the standard current at the
Bureau of Standards and at other standardizing laboratories. That
is, the ampere is specified in terms of the amount of silver deposited
in it per second. This quantity, the electrochemical equivalent of
silver, is 0.0011180 gm coulomb.

60. Theory of the Voltaic Cell The physical characteristics of
voltaic cells have been described in article 51. As these cells are

simply electrolytic cells in which the electrodes react with the electro-

lyte in such a way as to produce an internal e.m.f., their electroche-
mical behavior is governed by Faraday's laws of electrolysis. It

remains, however, to investigate the mechanism by which the internal
e.m.f. is produced. An explanation of this mechanism has been given
by Nernst.

In order to understand Nernst's theory it is necessary first to
familiarize ourselves with the phenomenon of osmosis. Suppose we
have a U-tube (Fig. 103) with water in one arm and an aqueous solu-
tion of some sort in the other. The
liquids are separated by a semiper-
meable membrane or plug M which {^Solution
permits free passage of water but
not of the dissolved substance in the
solution. It is found that the height

Water
of the liquid is not the same in the
two arms of the tube, being greater
for the solution than for the pure
water. The pressure p8 just to the

right ofM is therefore greater than FIG. 103

the pressure pw to the left. Now ps *Ls made up of two partial pres-
sures, due to the water and to the dissolved substance respectively*
Moreover, as water passes through M freely, its partial pressure on
the right ofM must be equal to the total pressure pw on the left ; so
that p8 = pw -f /?, where p is due to the dissolved substance. The
quantity p, which is thin the difference of pressure across Af, is

called the osmotic pressure. A few measurements of/? under different

conditions suffice to show that in a sufficiently dilute solution at
least it is proportional to the absolute temperature and to the
number of dissolved molecules or ions per unit volume of solution.

In other words, the dissolved particles behave as if they constituted
an ideal gas, quite independent of the solvenK With this fact we may
return to Nernst's theory.

When a metal electrode is dipped into an electrolyte, there is a

tendency for positively charged metallic ions to go into solution.

*A detailed discussion of the technique of voltameter measurements is

given fcv Glasebrook, Dictionary of Applied Physics, Vol. II, p. 247 ff.
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According to Nernst, we can measure this tendency in terms of a

pressure P called the electrolytic solution pressure. If some of the
metallic ions are present in the solution before the electrode is intro-

duced, we are able to distinguish three cases. Thus if P is greater
than /?, the osmotic pressure of the ions in the solution, ions must
pass into solution from the electrode, leaving the latter negatively
charged. If P is equal to p nothing occurs, whereas, if it is less, ions
are deposited on the electrode, charging it positively. If the electro-

lyte does not contain ions of the same susbtance as the electrode, p
is zero, of course. In any event, equilibrium occurs when the
electric forces between the electrode and the ions are just sufficient

to balance the difference between P and p. For example, a silver
electrode dipped in a solution of silver nitrate becomes positive rela-
tive to the solution, for the electrolytic solution pressure of silver is

very small. The difference of potential between an electrode and a
solution can be measured by suitable means and serves to confirm
Nernst's theory.

We are now in a position to understand the difference between
a simple electrolytic cell, without resultant e.m f

, and a voltaic cell,

which has an e m f. If two identical electrodes are placed in an
electrolyte, each in general differs in potential from the electrolyte,
but by the same amount, so there is no difference of potential between
the electrodes. On the other hand, electrodes of different materials
differ in potential from the solution by different amounts, and there-
fore differ in potential from each other, this potential difference being
the e.m.f. of the cell. Basically, therefore, the electrolytic cell is a

special case of the voltaic cell rather than the other way, as we have
heretofore considered it.

Incidentally, it appears from the solution pressure theory that
we can produce an e m.f without chemical reactions. The potential
difference between an electrode and an electrolyte containing the
same substance depends on the osmotic pressure of the metallic ion,
which in turn depends on the concentration. If, then, a cell with
identical electrodes is arranged so that the concentration of the solu-
tion differs as we pass from one electrode to the other an e.m f. is

produced and we have a concentration cell. The e.m f. of a concen-
tration cell is usually quite small. Thus a silver nitrate cell with
silver electrodes has an e.m.f. of about 0.05 volt at ordinary tempera-
tures if the concentration at one electrode is ten times as great as it

is at the other.

There are several ways in which cells may be classified. For
theoretical purposes it is usually best to classify them as reversible and
irreversible. A reversible cell is one which may be restored to its

original condition after discharge by passing a reverse current through
it, the energy required for charging being exactly equal to that ob-
tained from the cell during discharge. An irreversible cell does not
have this property, either because energy is dissipated or because
there are secondary chemical actions which cannot be reversed. For
practical purposes it is convenient to classify cells as primary and
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secondary. A primary cell is used for discharge only. It is usually,
but not necessarily, irreversible. A secondary cell, often called a

storage cell, is alternately charged and discharged and is necessarily
reversible, therefore. Various cells will be described under this classi-

fication in the following articles.

There is an important theorem relative to reversible cells, origi-

nally deduced by Gibbs and by Helmholtz independently Let us

suppose that a given reversible cell at an absolute temperature T
generates Q units of electricity. If H is the heat of formation of the
chemical compounds which appear in the cell during the process, that

is, the energy released during the formation of the compounds, and
H' is the external heat absorbed, the electromotive force g is deter-

mined by the equation,

-//+//', (60-1)

This follows immediately from the law of conservation of energy.

Let us now apply a cyclic process to the cell in order to estab-
lish a relation between heat absorbed and work performed. Thus

suppose the cell first generates Q units of charge at temperature T
absorbing external heat //'. This is represented graphically by ab in

Fig. 104. Now insulate the cell thermally and pass a reverse current

through it. If heat was absorbed before, it must now be evolved. It

cannot escape because of the thermal insulation, so the temperature
of the cell rises. We limit this step in the cycle, represented by be.

to infinitesimal changes. Thus the temperature rises to T + dT and
the e m.f changes to g + Jg . The insulation is now removed and
the reverse current continued until we reach the point d, H' + dH 1

units of heat being given up at the temperature T + dT. The point
d is chosen in such a e m f
way that, if we replace
the thermal insulation

and allow the cell to

generate charge, the
cell is restored exactly
to its original condition

H'+dH'

~
>(T)

when the temperature
reaches the value T.

Since we have a com- _________
plete cycle, the energy

1

charge
dH' given up by the
cell in the form of heat Fia 104

must be equal to the energy received electrically. To calculate this

electrical energy, we observe that the total charge produced by the
cell during the cycle equals the total charge absorbed by it and
therefore, as be and da are infinitesimals, ab equals cd. Thus the
electrical energy received is g( g +rf g ) (>g= Qd& and we have

dH' = Qdg . (60-2)

The cycle is reversible since we are dealing with a reversible cell, so
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we may give the cell dH' units of heat and receive Qd$ units of
electrical work if we choose.

This reversibility leads us to a very interesting fact. Suppose
we have two reversible cells working in cycles with the same tempera-
ture Lmits. We may arrange the cells so that, in effect, one cell

runs the other backwards, that is, the external work Q^d j supplied
by one is exactly equal to the amount Q2d& 2 absorbed by the other.
Thus dHi ~ dH2

'

Also /// = H% ;
otherwise we can run the

combination of cells in a direction such that heat is removed from
bodies at a temperature T and is delivered to other bodies at a

temperature T -f dT without expenditure of energy, a procedure
central y to the second law of thermodynamics. Hence dH^\H^ =
dH, '/// 2 ', and as we are dealing with any two reversible cells it is

evident that the ratio dti'\H' is the same for all reversible cells, for

all reversible mechanism of any sort, in fact, working between the

temperatures T and T -t- dT. As dH'\H' is independent of material

properties, it offers an ideal means of establishing an absolute tempera-
ture scale, and, as it happens, the thermodynamic or Kelvin scale to
which ^e are accustomed is obtained by making T proportional to H' .

That is,

~~~*. (60-3>

Combining this with (60-2) gives

H' = QT~fr > (60~4 >

and finally, using (60-1;,

<gg = H + QT Jf, ,

Of
^JT

(60-5)

where h mm H/Q is the heat of formation per unit charge.

The Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (60-5) shows us that the electrical

energy developed by a cell at constant temperature is equal in amount
to the Energy supplied by the internal chemical processes only if

,y,
= 0. Otherwise, the cell absorbs heat as it generates charge, or

evolves it, depending on whether .nr is positive or negative.

61. Primary Cells. Several different types of primary cell

have been devised to meet various practical requirements. The most
important feature in any of them is the depolarizing mechanism, for

the primary chemical process almost always involves polarization
effects which must be neutralized by secondary reactions of some sort.

A cell that polarizes appreciably is of little practical value.
,
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noxzr

FIG. 105

The Daniell Cell. In its simplest form this cell has a zinc

electrode in a solution of sulphuric acid and a copper electrode in a
solution of copper sulphate, the two liquids being separated by a

porous cup (Fig. 105). The zinc is amalgamated to eliminate the

effect of impurities which cause a local

electrolytic action that wears away the elec-

trode. When the cell is in action, S04

ions combine vdth zinc at the electrode to

form ZnSO4 while the H* ions move out

through the walls of the cup. On reaching
the copper sulphate they displace copper
ions and form H SO, with the remaining
SO4 , the copper being deposited on the

copper electrode. The copper sulphate solu-

tion is thus the depolarizer, for it prevents

hydrogen, the most common source of polari-

zation, from appearing at the electrode.

Use of the porous cup may be avoided

by placing the zinc electrode above the

copper, and relying on the different densities

of the solutions to keep them from mixing. A Daniell cell so arranged
is often called a gravity cell. In any form of Daniell cell mixture will

take place by diffusion if the cell is allowed to stand idle. This cell

is therefore adapted only to a service where there is a continuous flow

of current. The internal resistance of the cell is rather large, of the

order of an ohm.

Ideally, at least, the Daniell cell is reversible, so we may
calculate its e.m f. by means of the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation.

As J*,- is very close to zero (60-5) reduces to g = h. The resultant

action in the cell is the formation of zinc sulphate and the decomposi-
tion of copper sulphate, so h is the heat of formation of ZnSOi minus

that of CuS0 4
. The first of these heats in joules per coulomb is 0.82

and the second 0.27, so that g = 1.00 volt. This is the observed

value, subject to slight variation with different concentrations.

The Leclanche Cell. In its basic form this cell has zinc and

carbon electrodes in a solution of ammonium chloride (NH 4C1). The
carbon electrode is in a porous cup packed with manganese peroxide

(Mn02 ) which is the depolarizer (Fig 106). When current flows,

Cl"~ ions move to the zinc electrode where they form zinc chloride.

The NH^ ions move to the carbon where they separate into ammonia

(NH3 ) and hydrogen. The latter reacts with 'the MnO, forming Mn,O3

and water. As the depolarizing action is rather slow, the cell becomes

somewhat polarized if used continually, but recovers on being allowed

to stand idle for a time. It is, therefore, particularly suited to

intermittent service. Its e.m f is 1.5 volts.

3?he common dry cell is a special form of Leclanche cell. In this

case both the depolarizer and the electrolyte are .made ini^o a paste.
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'The cell is contained in a zinc can which serves as one electrode, the
whole being sealed to prevent the paste from drying out. The internal
resistance of a new dry cell is one-tenth of an ohm or less, so fairly
large currents may be drawn momentarily before polarization
develops.

j^r
n

- -
01

-

CdS04

crystals

Paste

^K Am

CdSO,
crystals

Cd
Amalgam

FIG. 106
FIG. 107

Weston Standard Cell When carefully prepared and cared

for, this cell provides a highly accurate standard of electromotive
force. The somewhat complicated construction of the cell is indicated
in Fig. 107. The cell is contained in a closed glass tube of H-form.
Platinum wires sealed into the glass make contact with the electrodes,
which are mercury and cadmium amalgam respectively. Above the

mercury is a paste composed of mixed cadmium sulphate and
mercurous sulphate, which is the depolarizer. The electrolyte is a
solution of cadmium sulphate, crystals being included to insure
saturation. The e.m.f. at 20 C is 1.0186 volts with a negative tern- .

perature coefficient of 4 parts in 100,000.

Extensive research has been devoted to the preparation of the
Weston cell.* In use, care should be taken to maintain the entire
cell at a uniform temperature, and to protect it from agitation.
Measurements are always made by a potentiometer method (art. 56)
to a^bid appreciable flow of current.

62. Secondary Cells. There are two types of secondary cell of

practical value.

The Lead Cell. Of the two types this is distinctly the more
important. It was devised by Plante in 1859 and has been highly
developed commercially since that time. When the cell is fully

charged, the electrodes are lead oxide (PbOJ and lead in a spongy
form, respectively. The electrolyte is a solution of sulphuric acid
with a specific gravity of 1.20 to 1.28. Usually, in order to obtain a
large capacity, each electrode consists of a number ofplates connected

*A full discussion of the Weston cell may be found in Glazebrook,
Applied Phyiics. Vol. II, p. 260 iL
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together (Fig. 108). Insulating separators prevent plates of opposite
polarity from coming into contact.

As the cell discharges, S04

" "
ions move to the negative (lead)

plate with which they combine to form PbSO4 . The action at the

positive plate is more complex. The H+ ions reduce the PbO2 to
PbO, forming water in the process. Then the PbO combines with
the sulphuric acid forming PbS04 again, and more water. As lead

sulphate appears on both plates according to the foregoing explana-
tion of the chemical reactions, this explanation is called the double

sulphate theory. Some objections have been raised against it since
the interme.diate reaction at the positive plate cannot actually be
observed. However, the theory is in agreement with the known facts.
The reactions in charging are, of course, the exact reverse of those
described above.

Since acid is removed from the electrolyte during discharge, the

specific gravity of the solution falls. This provides a convenient
indication of the state of charge, as the

specific gravity is easily measured with
a hydrometer. When this quantity has
fallen to about 1.15 the cell should be
considered fully discharged, for at lower-

values the lead sulphate tends to change
from the normal form in which it is

deposited to an insoluble form which is

not decomposed on charging. This not

only destroys part of the active material

but, by covering the plates, causes a
serious increase in the internal resistance
of the cell. A cell which has suffered
in this way is said to be sulphated.
Prolonged idleness also causes sulphation
unless the cell is fully charged.

The e.m.f. at full charge is 2.05 volts or -slightly more. The
value when discharged is about 1.80 volts. The internal resistance ig

0.01 ohm or less if the cell is not sulphated, and there is no appreci-
able polarization, so very large currents may be obtained. The
capacity of a cell is usually expressed in terms of the quantity of

electricity it can generate, the unit being the ampere-hour. That is,
a 100 ampere-hour cell will provide 10 amperes for 10 hours, or 5
amperes for 20 hours, and so on. The ordinary cell varies in capacity
from 50 to 200 ampere-hours. For such a cell a current which charges
or discharges it in 8 or 9 hours is considered to have a good working
value. As has been pointed out, a cell should not be discharged
beyond a certain point, but it may be overcharged without any
particular harm except the decomposition of water in the electrolyte.
This loss may be repaired by adding the proper amount of distilled
water.

The construction of the plates is a matter of some interest.

Originally Plante /owed the plates electrolytically by placing pure

FIG. 108
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lead in dilute sulphuric acid and passing current first in one direction

and then in the other. This process is slow and expensive, so that

other methods have been devised. The simplest method consists of

casting skeleton plates, or grids, of lead and filling these with a paste
which is easily converted by electrolysis to the desired form. For
the positive plates the paste may be made of Pb30,i and for the

negative plates of PbO. Pasted negatives are quite satisfactory and
are widely used. Pasted positives, although frequently used, are some-

what less desirable as they have a tendency to crack or buckle.

For both commercial and laboratory upe several cells usually
three are connected in series and assembled in one case, the

resulting unit being called a storage battery, or an accumulator.

The Iron-Nickel Cell This cell has electrodes of iron and of

nickel oxide. The electrolyte is a solution of potassium hydroxide.
It is not described in detail as it is not extensively used. It has

however certain valuable characteristics. For a given energy content

it is lighter than a lead cell. Moreover it is capable of withstanding
considerable abuse both electrically and mechanically. When charged,
the cell has an e.m.f of about 1.4 volts.

Problem 62a. The temperature coefficient of the lead storage cell is

0'0004 volt per degree centigrade. How much heat at 200C does the cell

absorb per ampere-hour of discharge ? Ans, 100 cal.

63. Thermo-Electricity. It is possible to produce an e.m.f. by
thermal means without resort to chemical reactions. S3ebeck in

1826 discovered that a current flows in a circuit composed of two
metallic conductors of different materials if the temperatures of the

two junctions are different. There is therefore an e.m.f. in such a

circuit, dependent on thermal conditions, called a thermal electro-

motive force. The combination of conductors in which this e.m.f. is

generated is known as a thermocouple. The energy expended as the

current flows is supplied by the absorption of heat from external

sources, assuming the temperature at every point in the circuit is

maintained unchanged, for there is no other possible means of supply.
The first experimental observation of this phenomenon was nuds by
Peltier, who discovered that, when current flows across a junction

between two metallic conductors at constant temperature, heat is

absorbed or evolved, depending on the direction of the current.

The quantity of the Peltier heat is proportional to the quantity of

charge which crosses the junction. It depends also on the tem-

perature of the junction and the materials of the two conductors.

Thus when current flows in a thermocouple circuit because of a

temperature difference of the junctions, heat is absorbed at the high

temperature junction and evolved, in a smaller amount, at the low

temperature junction. The difference between the two quantities is

converted into electrical energy by the thermocouple. The Peltier

heat is perfectly reversible. If a reverse current is forced through
the thermocouple by means of an external e.m.f., heat is absorbed

at the low temperature junction and evolved at the high. Care

must be taken to distinguish between tho reversible Peltier heat
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and the irreversible Joule heat due to resistance. We need hot in-

clude the latter in the thermodynamical discussion, as we can make
it negligibly small by using small currents and conductors of large
cross section. This follows from the fact that the Joule heat is

generated at a rate equal to /?/
2
, R being the resistance of the

circuit and / the current, while the Peltier heat is developed at a rate

proportional to i alone.

The existence of the Peltier heat at the junction of two con-

ductors indicates the presence there of an e.m.f. Suppose a charge
Q passes across the junction in the positive direction, that is, the

direction in which the e.m.f. tends to produce current flow. If II

is the e m.f., the electrical work generated is QH 9 and this must be

equal to the heat Hp absorbed. Thus II equals the Peltier heat per
unit charge. We can understand the production of the e.m.f. at the

junction, in a general way at least, from our knowledge of the

structure of conductors (art. 49). In the interior of a metal there

are free electrons which, taken collectively, behave like a gas. When
two metals are placed in contact, the electron gas in each diffuses into

the other, but the densities differ in general, so the rates of diffusion

Are different, and the metals become oppositely charged. As the

charges are built up, an opposing electric field develops and, equi-
librium is soon established The differential diffusion thus creates

an e.m.f., which is measured internally from the negative metal to

the positive, as that is the direction in which it tends to produce
current in a closed circuit.

The discussion of the junction e.m.f. contains a valuable

suggestion. If the temperature is different at two points in a con-

ductor, the density of the electron gas must differ. We may there-

fore expect an e.m.f in a conductor whenever there is a tempera-
ture gradient. This effect, which is easily found experimentally, was
first predicted by Thomson (Lord Kelvin) and is called the Thomson

effect. As the electron density is greater at lower temperatures, the

Thomson e.m.f should be from cold to hot. In some metals, how-

ever, it is in the other direction, an anomaly for which no simple

explanation has been given. When current flows,

there is a reversible absorption or evolution of

heat just as in the case of the junction e.m.f.

The Thomson e.m f. between two points on a

conductor which differ in temperature by dT may
be expressed in the form adT, where <r, called

the specific heat of electricity, is some function of

the temperature.

We are now able to express the e.m f. of a

thermocouple analytically and to deduce some

important theorems Denoting the conductors of

which the thermocouple is composed by a and b, the total e.m.f. is

g fl ft,
measured around the circuit in such a direction that a positive

current flows from a to b at the warm junction. If the upper junction

an Fig. 109 is the warm one, the positive direction of e.m.f. and
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current is indicated by the arrow. Let the temperature of the worm
junction be T and that of the cool junction be T2 . Then

<*a- b)dT. (63-1)

The first important property of & ab is apparent if we choose some

temperature T intermediate between 7\ and T2 and calculate the

e.m.f 's ab and g ai>" for the temperature intervals 1\ T and
T T2 , respectively. We have

//' = ;ii6! + f ("a
-

*ft)</7\
7'2 J 7'2

Adding these,

Sab + &>" =| Haft;
' + f

'* (^ ~ *b)dT = & &. (63-2)
Ti J 7'2

We may evidently divide 7\
- 7"2 into any number of intervals with

the same result. Hence, the e.m.f. of a thermocouple for any tem-

perature interval 7\
- T. t is the sum of the e.m.f.

f

s corresponding to

any intervals into which 7\ T2 may be subdivided.

Next let us introduce a third metal c, and compare the

thermocouples ac, be and ab. For the temperature interval 7\ !T2

S. ae = I II.. f 1 + \
Tl

(a.
- oc)dT,

T* JT2

g br
=

j
Ilffc |

+ I

l

(&b Vc)dT,

and by subtraction,

C* C* i TT I TT I
^ _L I ^ / ft n \/JT fAQ ^IV

as IIac = Hca .

Now consider a closed circuit abc composed of the three metals,
all parts of which are kept at the same temperature. There can be
no resultant e.m.f. in this circuit ; otherwise current would flow and
heat energy would be converted directly into electrical or mechanical

work without any temperature difference available, which is contrary
to the laws of thermodynamics. As there are no temperature
gradients, the Thomson e.m.f. 's are all zero and we must have

TT i TT r TT A /Q A \

\\ab + A-Ue + AAfa === "
(w-4:)

Combining this with (63-3) gives

= Sab. (63-5)
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Therefore, // we know the thermal e.m.f. for each of two metals in

combination with a third, we may obtain the e.m.f. for the combination

of the two metals by subtraction. This allows us to measure and
tabulate the e.m.f. for each metal against some
one chosen as a standard. The e.m.f. for any
pair of metals is then given by the difference of
the corresponding tabular values. Evidently the
same thing is true of the rate of change of e.m.f.

with temperature, a fact which we shall find useful

later. Lead is usually chosen for the reference rn>

metal because its Thomson coefficient is found to 2

be zero.

Lastly, let us include a third metal c in the

thermocouple circuit ab (Fig. 110), keeping the

junctions be and ca at the same temperature T2 ,
however. The

e.m.f. is

Tt

*edT

*, + T 1 K -
JT2

Using (63-4), we obtain
T

(63-6)

This result evidently may be extended to include any number of
added metals. Thus, any number of intermediate metals may be
included in a thermocouple circuit without affecting its e.m.f., provided
each such conductor has thesame temperature at both ends. This is the

most important property of thermocouple circuits from a practical

standpoint ;
for it permits the introduction of instruments, copper

connecting wires and other accessories which must be included in the

circuit for measurement purposes, without any disturbing effect.

It remains to determine the form of Sab as a function of the

temperature. Suppose the thermocouple works between the absolute

temperatures T and T + dT. As the Peltier and Thomson heats are

both reversible, we have a device whose thermodynamical properties
are identical with those of the reversible voltaic cell. Therefore the

fraction of the heat passing through the thermocouple which is

converted into electrical energy must be equal to dT}T9
as explained

in article 60. This means

qdT dT-
T >

or

df
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which may be expressed in the convenient form

dT(
I
f-^'T

b - ' (63-7)

This equation establishes a general relation between the Peltier

and Thomson coefficients. Now experiment shows that & is very
nearly proportional to T for most substances. Let us set

**b = kafrT,
(63-8)

where kab
E ka

- This enables us to integrate (63-7) obtaining

Hfl6
= kabT(Tab - T). (63-9)

The quantity Ta t which is equal to the constant of integrat
:on

divided by ka f>, is called the neutral temperature.

Finally, using (63-1), (63-8) and (63-9), we have for the total

e.m.f.

\kai>T(Tafi
- T)

1

f

l

JT2

- T2 )
-

T2 )].

Since in practice we always keep one junction at a fixed temperature,
we may set T2

Tf ,
a constant reference temperature, and 7\ = 7,

a variable quantity. Then

-
} (7 + Tr)]. (63-10)

it appears that S ab is a parabolic function of the temperature
(Fig. Ill), being zero when T=Tr) of course, and again when
T=2Taf) Tr, that is, when the average temperature of the junctions

\ (T+Tr ) equals Tab- Curves are shown in the figure for various
values of TV Evidently S ab has a maximum for any value of Tf

when T~Tab'

As (63-10) depends on (63-8), it is sometimes not sufficiently
accurate when the tem-

perature varies over a

wide range. In such a

case the thermocouple
must be calibrated.

On the other hand,
when only small tem-

perature differences are

involved, as is often

the case, (63-10) serves

very well. We are

then interested in the

rate of change of g a t>- FIG. Ill
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This quantity, called the thermo-electric power, is given bj
d

fj
b=kab(Tab -T). (63-11)

Since Tr does not appear, the fixed temperature is of 110 con-

sequence. This is indicated graphically in Fig. Ill by the parallel

tangents, 'whose slope is the thermo-electric power. In order that

~~
*ar&e >

^ necessary that T be kept well away frorii

Tab. Equation (63-11), being linear, offers a more convenient means
of recording data on thermocouples, either graphically or in tabular

form, than (63-10). The thermo-electric; power for each metal in

combination with lead is determined experimentally. Then the value
for any pair of metals is obtained by subtraction, as explained in

connection with equation (63-5) above. Thus, for example,

d&ab dgat d&M
<IT

=
dT'~ df' (63'

12)

where / indicates lead. If we write this in the form

and note that Av,&=A'fl / Av>/. we see that

knbTah= kaiTal - kMTu, (63-13)

indicating that the various constants are not independent. For
tabulation it is convenient to use the centigrade scale. Denoting
centigrade temperature by /, r=r+273 and (63-11) may be written

^"L^kriVri-Hma+pt, (63-14)

where m indicates any metal. Thermal e.m.f.'s are usually very
small, of the order of a few microvolts. Values of a and 8 for some
metals and a few alloys are given in the adjoining table, which is based
on the very complete work of Bridgman.* The values of the con-

stants vary considerably with the condition ofthe substances, and must
be regarded as approximate only. To find the basic constants in

terms of a and ft we have kmi=p and 7
"

m t =rrOT / + 273 =( a/B)+
273. Note that we have taken the e.m.f. to be positive when it causes
current to flow from m to / at the warm junction. Practice varies

in this regard.

The thermal electromotive force for any metal in combination
with lead expressed in terms of a and ft is obtained by integrating
(63-14). This gives

'A (63-15)

where tr is the fixed reference temperature of one junction.

*
Bridgman, P. W. Amer. A cad. of Arts and Sci., 53. 269 (1918),
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Problem 63a. Show that

IT
fc T **>

Haft- T-
t

w "
dT2 '

are general relations applying to all thermocouples. Verify tEese relations
for the special case in which g ab has the form given by (63-10).

Problem 63b. Referring to the table of thermo-electric powers, calculate
Ilab and aa-ab for a bismuth-cadmium thermocouple at 0C.
Ans. 0.0236 joule/coulomb, 79.7(10)"* volt/degree.

Problem 63c. Express the thermal e.m.f. of a copper-corn tantan couple
in terms of centigrade temperatures, the cool junction being at 0C.
Ans - & ab

- 37.54(10)-** 0.0445(10)-e* (in volts).

64. Thermocouple Measurements and Instruments. Thermo-

couples are of great value for the measurement of temperatures and

temperature intervals of any magnitude up to 16()0C. The type
of thermocouple is determined by the use for which it is intended.

Up to 300C, copper and constantan a copper-nickel alloy are

satisfactory. Iron and constantan will serve up to 800C. For
the higher temperatures platinum and some platinum alloy must be
used. Temperature measurements in commercial practice usually
consist in obtaining the thermal e.m.f., either directly by means of
a potentiometer or from the deflection of a high-resistance galvano-
meter, and referring the result to a calibration curve. In the labora-

tory it is often necessary to deter-
mine small changes in temperature
accurately. In this case a potentiometer
is always used to measure e.m.f.'s to
avoid a possible error due to Peltier

heat developed at the junctions of the

thermocouple. One junction is kept at

any convenient fixed temperature while
the other varies. The change in e.m.f.

divided by the thermoelectric power
gives the corresponding temperature
change.

Hot Cold

Fie. 112
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Thermocouples are used, indirectly, to measure several physical
quantities -in addition to temperature. For example, if radiant

energy in the form of heat or light falls on one junction, it produces
.a rise of temperature and consequently an e.m.f., which may be
used to measure the intensity of the radiation. Great sensitivity may
be obtained if a number of thermocouples are connected in series

(Fig. 112), alternate junctions being exposed to the heating influence

so that the e.m.f.'s add. A device of this sort is called a thermopile.

In alternating-current electrical measurements thermocouples
play an important role, especially for high frequencies where the
coil type of measuring instrument is not effective. A thermocouple
meter consists of a sensitive direct-current meter

element, a thermocouple and a small resistance

unit, all included in a single case. The external

current to be measured is passed through the

resistance or heater unit. This is so arranged
that the heat generated warms one junction of

the thermocouple. The resulting thermal e.m.f.

produces a direct current through the meter
element. In most direct-current indicators

the deflection is proportional to the current,
which in this case is proportional to the thermal
e.m.f. This latter quantity, in turn, is proportional to the average
rate at which heat is generated, that is, to the mean value of the square
of the alternating current. Thus the scale of a thermocouple meter
is not uniform but is more extended at the upper end than at the

Jower. A convenient arrangement for a thermocouple meter is

shown in Fig. 113. The meter element is designated by M. The

thermocouple and heater are formed jointly by crossing two dissimilar

conductors, ac and bd, such as iron and constantan for example, and

welding or soldering them at the point of contact o. The external

current flows along aob< which serves as the heater. The thermo-

couple proper is cod.

65. Contact Potential Difference. Although we have studied

various phenomena dependent on the existence of free electrons in

the interior of a con-

ductor, we have as yet
made no mention of
the restraining forces

which must exist at

the surface of the con-

ductor to oppose the

escape of these elec-

FIG. 113

B

b a

FIG. 114

trons. There are several effects which depend on these surface forces.

In the first place, experiment shows that a definite amount of

work
cf>
must be done against electrical forces in carrying an electron

from the interior of a conductor out through the surface. This

quantity, called the work function, depends primarily on the substance
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of which the conductor is composed. It varies slightly with the

temperature.

Now suppose that we place two conductors a and b (Fig. 114)
in contact. If we carry a unit positive charge around a closed path
such as that indicated in the figure, the total electrical work perform-
ed is zero since the forces are of an electrostatic nature (art. 18) Let
VAB he the potential drop, if any, from a point A just outside thfc

surface of conductor a to a point B just outside the surface of con-

ductor b. The work equation is

t"
" n "

~ t ~ VAK = -

or

where the Peltier coefficient !!/> appears with the negative sign since

the electric field to which it refers is in the direction opposite to the

Peltier e.m.f. and where e is the charge of the electron (a negative

quantity). VAB is known as the contact potential difference of the

two conductors. Its existence is readily confirmed by experiment,

although accurate measurement is very difficult. Its magnitude i&

of the order of a few tenths of a volt, so II^ is entirely negligible
and we may write

K->J--*. (65-1)

Care must be taken to distinguish between the potential differ-

ence just 4
described and that existing between an electrode and an

electrolyte, to which the same name is sometimes applied.

66. Thermionic Emission. The work function (p, described

in the preceding article, is the controlling factor in an effect of great

practical importance called thermionic emission. When a conductor

is heated, electrons are emitted, the number increasing with great

rapidity as the temperature rises. This phenomenon is utilized by
many devices which involve electron currents such as X-ray tubes,

radio vacuum tubes, alternating-current rectifiers, and electron relays.

The mechanism of the emission is easily understood when we consider

the properties of the electron gas in the interior of the conductor.

The free electrons move aboTit with a random distribution of velo-

cities, their mean kinetic energy, however, being always proportional
to the absolute temperature. Whenever an electron with kinetic

energy greater than happens to move toward the surface from a

point just inside, it is able to escape, losing an amount of kinetic

energy in the process. The higher the temperature, the greater is

the number of electrons with the necessary energy for escape, so the

emission increases as the temperature rises.

From the kinetic theory of gases, and from thermodynamics,
it is possible to calculate the rate at which electrons are emitted as

a function of the temperature. This calculation was first made by
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Richardson, who showed that if is a constant the emission current

per unit area must have the form
b

j A'T"*<r* '

(66-1)

where TMs the absolute temperature and A', b' are constants for any
substance, b' being proportional to 0. If variation of with

temperature is taken into account the emission current equation is

(66-2)

It is difficult to distinguish between tne two equations experiment ally
with the range of temperatures available in the laboratory. However,
(66-2) is superior theoretically and is therefore to be preferred.

Electron emission usuall takes place in a vacuum, the emittingly
, filbody being in the .form of a, filament F (Fig. 115) heated by a current

"V,

-V,

FIG. 116

from an external battery g p f
Included in the vacuum space is

another conductor P, usually called the plate. When this is main-
tained at a positive potential V relative to F by a plate battery & Pt
the emitted electrons are drawn away from the -filament as they
appear and a steady emission current exists. Evidently if the plate
is at a negative potential, no current can pass In order to obtain
the full emission current predicted by (66-2), it is necessary that V
be great enough to remove the electrons from the vicinity of F very
rapidly, otherwise a space charge (art. 81) accumulates between P and
F and limits the current to the plate. This effect is shown in Fig. 116
where the full line curve, representing (66-2), gives the current ip to
the plate when V is very large. The broken curves show the currents

actually obtained for smaller values of V. Evidently the higher the

temperature, the greater must be the value of F to obtain the full

emission current.
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The magnitude of the emission from any substance is greatly
affected by the condition of the surface. For example, the presence
of a minute amount of thorium on the surface of tungsten increases

the emission many thousand times. Use is made of this fact in

constructing filaments. Platinum filaments coated with various
barium and strontium salts also have very high emission. Values of
A and b for few substances are given in the table.

Problem 66a. For pure tungsten filaments the normal working tempera-
ture is about 2400* K (absolute). Calculate the emission current at this
temperature. Ans 1.05(10)

3
amp/meter

2
.

Problem 66b. The normal temperature for thoriated tungsten tilamcnts
is about 1900 K. Calculate the emission current. Compare it with the
emission current for pure tungsten at the same temperature.

Ans. 1L56(10)
8
amp/meter

1
, 5630 times as great.



CHAPTER VII

MAGNETIC FIELD OF A CURRENT

So far our use of vectors

Z

FIG.

67. Scalar and Vector Products.-

been confined to the addition and
subtraction of directed quantities. In
the study of the magnetic fields due
to currents and of induced electro-

motive forces certain products of vec-

tors play such an important part that
the treatment of the subject becomes

very clumsy if we limit ourselves to

the scalar methods employed for the

most part in the preceding chapters.
In order to represent a vector in

terms of its rectangular components
we employ unit vectors j, j,

direct-

ed along the X, Y, Z axes respective-

ly. If, then, the magnitudes of the

rectangular components of a vector

P^are designated by Px ,
P

?/ ,
Pz we have

as is evident at once from Fig. 117.

Writing a second vector Q in the same form,

Q = iQx + jQy + kQ*>
and the sum of the two vectors is given by

P + Q = i(Px + Qx) + j(Pv + Qy) + k(P* + Q*\ (67-3)

since each component of the sum is equal to the sum of the corres-

ponding components of the two vectors.

Two products of vectors are important in physics, the scalar

product and the vector product.

Scalar Product. The scalar product of two vectors P and Q is

defined as the product of the magnitude of P by that of Q by the

cosine of the angle between them. It is a scalar quantity and is

designated by P Q, the dot representing the cosine of the angle
between the positive directions of the two vectors. It is equal to the

component of either vector in the direction of the other multiplied

by the magnitude of the other.

Many examples of the scalar product occur in physics. If a

body on which a force y is acting suffers a displacement dl in a direc-

tion making an angle a with the force, the work done is

* y cos adl = y dl. (67-4)

(67-1)

(67-2)
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A plane surface may be represented as a vector directed

its positive normal and having a magnitude equal to its area. There-

fore the electric flux through an element of surface ds (the element

ds may always be considered plane even if the surface of which it

forms a part is curved) is

dN = E ds,

and Gauss' law (8-5) may be written

f E ds 47r
J

Pdr. (67-6)

Next consider a current, whether it be due to a flow of electri-

city or of a material fluid The current density

j is a vector having the direction of the current

and a magnitude equal to the current per unit

cross section. In terms of j the current di

through an element of surface ds is j
*
ds. For

the current through ds (Fig. 118) is that

FIG. 118 through the cross section dA ds cos a.

Consequently,

dl = jdA = j cos ads = j ds.

Hence the total current through any surface s is given by the integral

i

ds. (67-6)

Vector Product. This product is of great importance in electro -

magnetism. The vector product of two vectors P and Q is a vector

normal to their plane in the sense of advance of a right-handed screw

rotated from the first to . _ B
the second of the two

j( y
vectors through the smaller / /

angle between them. Its Q/ /
magnitude is equal to the ^/ /

product of the magnitudes / /

of the two vectors by the / \ /

sine of the angle between /
g

\ __^/r\
their positive directions,

'

p
^ C

that is, equal to the

magnitude of either vector bl("

by the normal component of the other. This product is designated

by the symbol P x Q, the cross between the two vectors representing

the sine of the angle between them.

If, then, the two vectors P and Q are oriented as in Fig. 119, the

vector P x Q is directed out from the paper and has the magnitude

PQ sin a. On the other hand, Q x P is a vector of the same

magnitude directed into the paper. Hence

QxP=-PxQ. (67-7)

Whenever, then, we interchange two vectors appearing in a vector

product, we must change the sign of the product.
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Since the area of the parallelogram OABC is PQ sin a, the vector

product P x Q has a magnitude equal to the area of the parallelo-

gram of which the vectors P and Q are the sides. Moreover, as the
vector product of P and Q is directed along the normal to the

parallelogram, the vector representing the surface is P X Q or Q x P
according as the one or the other face of the parallelogram is chosen
as positive.

The torque exerted by a force JjF about a point O provides a

simple example of the vector product. For if r is the position vector
of the point of application of the force relative to O,

- r X ?, (67*8)

the vector product having the magnitude of the moment of the

force and the direction of the axis about which it tends to produce
rotation.

We shall find it very convenient to use the compact notation

which we have developed here. In so far as the major portion of the

text is concerned no more vector analysis will be used than that

which has been presented up to this point. All that the reader needs
to remember is that P * Q represents the scalar PQ cos a, where a is

the angle between the vectors P and Q, and that P x Q represents a
vector perpendicular to the plane of P and Q in the sense of advance
of a right-handed screw rotated from P to Q having a magnitude

equal to PQ sin a. To solve a few of the problems and to develop

part of the theory given in Chapter XVI, however, it is necessary to

express the scalar and vector products in terms of the components of

the vectors involved. Therefore, we shall now investigate the expan-
sion of the two products.

Expansion of the Scalar Product. "First we must note that the

distributive law of multiplication holds for the scalar product. This
law states that

(P + Q)
' R = P R + Q ' R. (67-9)

which is evidently true since it amounts to nothing more than the
statement that the component of P ^ Q in the direction of R is

equal to the sum of the component of P in the direction of R and the

component of Q in the direction of R.

Having shown that the distributive laA\ is valid for the scalar

product of the sum of two vectors by a third, it follows at once that

it holds for the sum of any number of vectors. For example,

(P + Q + R) S = { (P + Q) + R| S (P + Q) S + R ' S
= P-S + Q-S + R-S,

and similarly,

The scalar products of the unit vectors j , j, & arc

t i ~ j
*

j
- k

-

k i,
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sihce the angle involved in each is and

as the angle is Tr/2. Therefore, the scalar product of the vectors

P and Q given in (67-1) and (67-2) is

p Q(iP+jPl,+fePi) (iQz+JQy+kQ*)
=i *

if*xQ*+i
*

jPiQy+i
'

fe^Ga-fetc.

Thus the work done bv a force

the body on which it is acting undergoes a displacement

(67-11)

as illustrated

s

7 dl-=jtdx+
each term on the right representing the work done by one com-

ponent of the force.

Expansion of the Vector Product. The distributive law holds

Also for the vector product, that is,

(P+Q)xR=PxR+QxR.
To prove this, consider the vectors P, Q, P-+Q, R

in' Fig. I20a. Project the triangle formed by tho vectors P, Q,
P+Qonaplane perpendicular to R. The sides of the projected
triangle represent the components of the three vectors P, Q, P-fQ
normal to R. If, therefore, the projected triangle is rotated in its

plane through a right angle and the length of each side

increased in the ratio R : 1, the sides of the resulting triangle

(Fig. 120b) will represent in magnitude and direction the vectors

PxR, QxR, (P+Q)xR. These three vectors, then, form a closed

triangle, showing that the third is the sum of the first and second.

In developing the expansion of the vector product it is im-

portant that the axes employed should be right-handed, that is, that

the Z axis should have the direction of advance of a right-handed
screw rotated from X to Y through the right angle between them. If

this condition is satisfied, the vector products of the unit vectors

PXR

FJG. 120
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,
- Consequently,

Iv-PyQ*}. (67-12)
This expansion can be written very compactly in determinant notation
as

|

J k
PxQ= Px Pv Pt (67 .

13)

Q' Qy Qz
As an example, suppose we wish to write down the components

of the torque given by (67-8). As

the components of^ are

Problem 67a. A rigid body has an angular velocity oi about an axis
through the origin. Show that the linear velocity of a point whose position,
vector is r is v= <o x r.

Problem 67b. Show that the scalar (P X Q)
* R represents the volume of

the parallelepiped of which P, Q, R are the edges. Show, therefore, that
(PxQ).R=P (QxR), that is, the dot and the cross are interchangeable.

68. Ampere's Law. As was pointed out in article 48 an electric

current along a conducting wire is attributed to a drift of electrons
in the direction opposite to that of the impressed electric force.
If a point charge q is at rest in the observer's inertial system, the

only field to which it gives rise is the electric field directed along the
radius vector,

E =
rf

r. (68-1)

In 1819, however, the Danish physicist Oersted discovered that a
current exerts a torque on a magnet held near it, which tends to
turn the magnet until its axis is at right angles to the wire. In the

following year Ampere showed that currents also exert forces on one
another and succeeded in formulating analytically the force or torque
exerted by one current circuit on another. Although Oersted's
and Ampere's experiments were confined to conduction currents in

wires, Rowland showed in 1876 that the convection current due to a

moving electrified body produces the same effect on a magnet as a
conduction current.

We conclude, then, that a charge moving relative to the-

observer's inertial system produces a magnetic field as well as an
electric field. The magnitude of the magnetic field is proportional
to the speed of the charge relative to the observer, provided the-
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speed is small compared with the velocity of light. An observer

travelling with a moving charge, for instance, detects no magnetic
field. In other words, a moving charge exerts no force or torque on
a magnet which is moving along with it, but only on a magnet
which does not partake of its motion.

Provided the velocity v of a moving point charge q is small

compared with that of light, the magnetic intensity at a point P
(Fig. 121) at a distance r from the charge is found to be

H= qv xr
cr*

(68-2)

We shall continue to measure magnetic intensity in the c.g.s.

electromagnetic units defined in article 38 and the -charge in the

c.g.s. electrostatic units defined in article 6. Since the c.g s. unit of

//is 1 gm'^cnT^sec"
1 and that of q is I gm1

'
2cm3 /

2sec'"
1

, it follows

from (68-2) that the constant c has the dimensions,of a velocity with

the unit 1 cm sec" 1
. The magnitude of c must be determined by

experiment. It would be very difficult to obtain it directly from

(68-2) as \ve should have to measure, by some such method as that

described in article 47, the instantaneous magnetic field produced at

-a specified distance r from a known charge q moving with a known

velocity v. In article 74

we shall describe a more

practicable method of

determining this import-
tant constant. The best

value of c is 2.99790(10)
l

cm sec""
1 obtained from

the measurements of Rosa
and Dorsey, as corrected

by Curtis.
"

We shall use

the approximate value

3(10)
l cm seer1 in this

FIG. 121 text or when more

accuracy is required, the closer value 2.998 (10)
10 cm sec^1 . It will

be shown later that c is identical with the velocity of light in empty

space.

The magnetic field specified by (68-2) is perpendicular to the

plane of v and r in the direction of advance of a right-handed screw

rotated from the first to the second of these vectors. At the point

P, therefore, H is directed toward the reader. Its magnitude is

given by

u qv sin 6
j-^

-

where is the angle between v and r.

If we take instead of P other points on the circumference of a

circle passing through P and lying in a plane perpendicular to with
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its center on the X axis, we note that the magnitude of H remains
unaltered. Its direction, however,

changes so as to be everywhere ,-'**

tangent to the circle. The magnetic
lines of force, therefore, are circles in

planes perpendicular to the velocity
with their centers on a line through
the charge in the direction of the

velocity. Moreover, the sense in

which these lines of force are described
is that of the rotation of a right-hand-
ed screw advancing in the direction of
the velocity. Finally, if we consider pic p2
different points on the surface of a

sphere with center at q, we note that H vanishes at the poles 6 =
and ~

IT and is a maximum along the equator = w/2.

Consider, now, a small tube of a conducting medium (Fig. 122)
of cross section A carrying a current i. We shall confine ourselves to
the case where the moving charges responsible for the current are of
one sign only. If n is the number of free charges per unit volume,
e the charge of each, and v their mean drift velocity,

i == Anev.
*

(68-3)

When the conducting medium is a metallic wire, in which the moving
charges are electrons, i has the direction opposite to v since e is

negative.
The total moving charge in a length dl of the tube is

q = Anedl. (68-4)

Substituting this in (68-2), the field at P due to a length dl of a
current is found to be

(68-5)

by virtue of (68-3). As d\ may be considered to be a vector in the
direction of the current this may be written equally well

i/H./^L*-1 . (6H-6)

This is Ampere's law for the magnetic field due to a current
element id\. Although we have formulated it for a conduction current,
it is equally valid for a convection current produced by the motion
of charged particles in empty space. In the case of a conduction
current in a wire, the electric field due to the moving electrons is

annulled by the opposite electric field produced by the stationary
atomic nuclei, so that the only electric field inside the wire is the

impressed field along its length which is responsible for the current.

Since the law of action and reaction holds for the magnetic forces

between a current element and a magnetic pole, it is possible to
deduce from equation (68-5) the force exerted on a current element
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by an external magnetic field. To do so, consider a pole m placed at
the point P in Fig. 122. The force exerted on the pole by the current
element is

= ix (68-7)

by (68-5). According to the law of action and reaction the force

exerted by m on the current element is equal and opposite to this.

If, now, we use H to represent the magnetic intensity at the current

Cement due to the pole, wo have

H = ml
<

since here the vector r is directed toward the pole instead of away from'

it. Consequently the force dff on the current element is

(68-8)

As this expression contains no reference to the pole m, it repre-
sents the force due to an external field H, no matter what the origin
of the field may be. Dividing by dL the force per unit length of the-

circuit is

i X Wdl.
c

31
- i x H.

Again, if we replace i by \A in (68-8).

dj = l

j x UAdl

and the force per unit volume of the current is .

3F T
*

j x H.

(68-9).

(68-10).

To find the force on a moving charge due to a magnetic field

through which it may be passing, replace i in (68-8) by the right-hand
member of (68-3) and then use (68-4). This gives

V = *

qy x H. (68-11)

We must consider next what modifications, if any, are required
in the formulas of this article when the circuits under consideration

are surrounded by a magnetic medium.
First, consider Ampere's law for the

field produced by a current element. As
the lines of force in the neighborhood of

the current are closed curves surround-

ing the circuit, the magnetization in the

medium has no component normal to the

surface of the cavity in which the circuit

lies. Therefore, the field due to the
current is not altered by the induction of

magnetic poles on the surface of the

medium adjacent to the circuit, and

equations (68-5) and (68-6) are valid

whether the current is surrounded by a.FIG. 123
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magnetic medium or not. The same statement applies to the
expression (68-2) for the magnetic intensity produced by a moving
charge.

When we come to consider the force (68-8) on a current element
due to an external magnetic field, we must distinguish several cases.
The case most often encountered in practice is that of a non-magnetic
wire CD (Pig. 123) carrying a current i which is free to move in a
slot in a solid magnetized medium, 'such as iron. If we understand
by H the magnetic intensity in the slot, (68-8) remains unaltered.
But it is often more convenient to express the force in terms of the
field in the iron. At first, let us limit ourselves to the case where B
in the iron lies in the, plane of the wire and the normal n to the face
of the slot. Since the force on the current is determined solely by the

component Hn of the field in the slot at right angles to the circuit, the
force on a length dl of the current is

dj
]

IHndl

into the paper. But, as the normal component of the magnetic
induction is continuous across the surface of the slot, Hn = B sin a,
where a is the angle between i and B, and we may write

dj = - IB sin at//,
c

or, in vector notation,

dj = -1
i x Edl. (68-12)

If, now, the field has a component at right angles to the plane of
the figure, this component of the magnetic intensity, being tangent to
the face of the slot, has the same value in the iron as in the slot. So
far as the force due to it is concerned, we must replace B by H in

(68-12). But the force on the current due to the component of the
field under consideration is along the normal n. If, then, we are
concerned only with the component of the force parallel to the face of
the slot, formula (68-12) will always yield the correct result, B
representing the total magnetic induction in the iron.

Next we have the case of a current in a non-magnetic wire which
is immersed in a paramagnetic fluid. The detailed treatment of this

case is beyond the scope of this bookf It may be shown, however,
that formula (68-12) holds, B representing the magnetic induction in

the medium before the wire is placed in it.

Finally we have the case of a current passing through a medium
which is at the same time conducting and magnetic, such as a
current flowing through a magnet. This case will be treated in

full in article 75, where it will be shown that (68-12) is the correct

expression for the force.

Problem 68a. A current clement idl is located at the origin, the current
having the direction of the Z axis. What are the components of H at a point

, \ n A iy x -
P(x 9 y, *) ? Ans. -

-^, ,
-
fV , 0.
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Problem 68b. A current of density j lies in a magnetic field H parallel
to the X axis. If the direction cosines of the current are /, m, n, find the

components of the force on it per unit volume. Ans. 0, njH, - mjH.
c c

Problem 68c. A current element i2dl, is at a distance r from a current
element i\dli. Find the force exerted by each current element on the other.
Discuss the result from the point of view of the law of action and reaction,
when the two current elements are (a) parallel, (b) not parallel.

A iiizdlt X (dli x r) t'i<tti X (cH, X r)Ans.
cif

-

8 ,
-- -^3

Problem 6Sd. Express (68-6) and (68-8) in m.k.s. practical units, substi-

tuting for c the numerical value 3(10)
10

.

Ans. dHp dyp = 4T(10)-
7
ij,* x Hp dip .

-

4 * r p

69. Magnetic Fields of Simple Circuits. The magnetic field at

g the center O (Fig. 124) of a circular circuit of

radius a consisting of a single turn of wire is

A easily found. The magnetic intensity due to

the current element AB of length dl evidently
is perpendicular to the plane of the circle

toward the reader. From (68-5) its magnitude
is

dH

Fie. 124

at is

Cfl
2 '

since the angle between AB and AO is 7r/2.

Now dl = ada, and consequently the total field

27T/

ca
' (69-1)

directed out from the paper. The lines of force in the field of a

circular current are illustrated in Fig. 125. If the circuit consists

of n turns of wire lying close together, each turn gives rise to a field

of this magnitude and we have altogether

(69-2)

Next we shall find the

field due to a circular

circuit of one turn at a

point P (Fig. 126) on the

axis of the circle at a dis-

tance x from the center O.

First consider the field dH
due to the current element

AB. It is directed at

right angles to i and the

radius vector AP, and as

the angle between these

is 7T/2 its magnitude is
FIG. 125
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dH iada

a*
'

Two diametrically opposite current elements give rise to fields whose
components normal to OX annul each other. Therefore the resultant
field is along the X axis and equal to

, "I Znia*
da cos V = -

,
J cr3

3,2 (69-3)
\ i

" /

Note that H is in the direction of advance of a right-handed screw
rotated in the same sense as the current.

We are ready now to compute the magnetic intensity on the
axis of a straight solenoid or coil of circular cross-section such as is

shown in longitudinal section in Fig. 127. If m is the number of
turns per unit length, the number of turns in a length dx is ttidx, and
the field at O due to an element dx of a solenoid of radius a is

FIG. 126

from (69-3). The magnetic intensity is directed along the axis OX of
the solenoid in the sense of advance of a right-handed screw rotated

in the same sense as the current.

Now
x = a cot 0, dx = a

OO OOOOOO^UOO OOOOOOOOOOOOO

FIG. 127

.and hence

= I 8111
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/ o o \

(cos S2 cos PJ). "(69-4)

Near the center of a solenoid of length very great compared with

its radius, cos
jS,
= 1, cos /?2

= 1 and

H
At the end of the solenoid cos & = 0, cos

j8a
= 1 and

*

# =

(69-5>

(60-8)

Therefore, half the lines of force passing through the central section

of a long solenoid pass out through the sides before reaching the endr

FIG. 128

Comparing with the results of problem 43b, we see that the H field

inside a long solenoid is identical with the B field inside a long uni-

formly magnetized bar magnet. Fig. 128 shows the distribution of
the lines of force.

R C
Fie. 129

j --X
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Next we shall calculate the field at a point O (Fig. 129) due to
41 straight current AB parallel to the Taxis. As sin 6 = cos ft the
magnetic intensity at O due to the current element idy is

= ftfy 008 ft

cr*

directed out from the paper. If R is the perpendicular distance OC
of the current from O,

R tan 0,

R sec2 ftdft
= r sec ftdft.

Therefore, dy cos ft
=

Integrating,

H - Z

'^ (sin S -

y

dy

/ and

idft

cr

(80-7)
If the straight current is infini-

tely long, sin ft =
and

1, sin ft =1

(69-8)

an expression known as the law of
Blot and Savart. Evidently the
lines of force are circles in planes
perpendicular to the current with
centers on the latter. They are

depicted in Fig. 130, the current

H

FIG. 131

Fie. 130

being directed toward the
reader. The sense in which

they are described is that
of rotation of a right-
handed screw which advan-
ces in the direction of the
current. We can use (69-7)
to compute the field at

any point due to a circuit

in the shape ot a polygon,
whether plane or not.

, Finally ue shall evalu-
ate the field due to a
small plane circuit of

any shape (Fig. 131) at
a point P whose distance
from the circuit is large

compared with the linear

dimensions of the latter.

Take an origin at some
point O inside the circuit
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and orient the axes so that the Z axis is along the positive normal to

the plane of the circuit and OP lies in the XZ plane. If R se jR

(i sin + k cos 6 ) is the distance of P from O and P SB i x + j y
is the position vector of the current element QS relative to O, the
vector distance QP is

r = R - p.

The square of the distance QP is

r2 = (R - P) (R - p)
= R* - 2R P + P 2

,

where p
2 = x2 + }>

2
. Now R *

p = Rx sin ,
so that

r2 = jR2 2Rx sin -f p
2

.

As x and y are small compared with R we can neglect terms

involving the squares of these coordinates throughout our analysis.
Hence

1 A /I J_ Q '

-i...... -- _--
2

_,
^

I i -f- 3 sm
^3

(
1 2

z>
sin '

\ /v >

by the binomial theorem. Therefore Ampere's law (68-6) gives
us for the field due to the current element QS

dH = L/ 1 + 3 ^sin) (d\ X R - d\ x P)

X R - rfl X P + 3
*

sin 0</l X
R).

Integrating around the circuit, we have for the total magnetic inten-

sity at P

H~
cR* (fdl) X R "

Now $ d\ = as the circuit is a closed curve. The vector

representative of the triangle OQS is |p X d\ since the area of

this triangle is half that of the parallelogram of which p and d\

are the sides. Therefore, j^T
P X d\ is twice the vector area A of the

circuit, along the Z axis. Finally, as d\ = idx + jdy, where i and

j
are unit vectors along the X and Y axes respectively,

<xd\ = ifxdx + jxdy = i
|- x

+ JA = jA,

for the first integral vanishes since the upper and lower limits are

the same and the second integral is the familiar expression for the

area under a curve. Therefore,

Taking components along R and at right angles thereto in the

direction of increasing ,
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HR = - 3̂
COS 8 ,

iA . _

Comparing these expressions with (40-2), we see that the field

at a distance from a current circuit large compared with its linear
dimensions is identical with that produced by a small magnet of
moment equal to the product of the current by the area of
the circuit divided by c, the magnetic axis of the equivalent magnet
being normal to the plane of the circuit in the sense of advance of
a right-handed screw rotated in the ssnse in which the current is

flowing. For this reason the quantity iA/c is known as the magnetic
moment of the circuit.

As a small current circuit produces the same field as a small

magnet of moment iA jc we can use the law of action and reaction to

prove that it must experience the same force or torque as the magnet
when placed in an external magnetostatic field.

Problem 6$a. A circuit carrying a current i is in the form of a square of

side 1. Find the magnetic intensity at its center. Ans -~ *

Problem 69b. A circuit has the form of a regular polygon of n sides
inscribed in a circle of radius a. Find the field at the center and show that
the result goes over into (69-1) as n is indefinitely increased.

A 2m r.

Ans. tan
ca n

Problem 69c. Find the field due to the circuit of problem 69a at a point
on the axis of the square at a distance d from its center.

Ans. -

Problem 6$d. Two long parallel wires a distance 2d apart carry equal
but oppositely directed currents Find the field at a point in the plane of
the wires distant R from a line half-way between the two.

A 4:d__Ans '
~22 '

Problem 6$e The length of a solenoid is ten times its radius. What
is the percentage error in using (69-5) to calculate the field at the center ?
Ans, 2%

Problem 6$f. The windings of an actual solenoid are in the form of
a helix rather than a succession of circles such as was assumed in the previous
article. Show, however, that (69-4) for the axial field is valid also for helical
windings.

Problem 69- A solenoid is 2 cm in diameter and 20 cm long. Plot
the axial field against the distance from the center of the solenoid.

Problem 69/1. A solenoid of nl turns per unit length carrying a current*
is wound in a number of layers extending from a distance a from the axis
to a distance b. Find the axial field at a point in the interior distant li and J

from the two ends*

AnS. . li log ^rrr-^__ -f- 2 lo - - - -

c(b-a) |_ V/, + a' + a V/,'~+^ +
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Problem 69i. A circular coil of n turns is wound in a rectangular channel
of width 2d and depth 2A. If a is the mean radius of the coil, find the field at
its center.

Ans.
c

1 +

Problem 69 7. A unit positive pole is carried along the axis of a circular
current i from infinity on the positive side of the circuit to infinity on the
negative side. Show that the work done is 4772/0.

Problem 6$k. Express (69-5) and (69-8; in m k.s. practical units, substitut-
ing for c the numerical value 3(10)

10
.

Ans. Hv =

Current Circuit. We shall

show now that the magne-
tic field produced by a
current circuit is identical

with that produced by a

magnetic shell of constant

strength equal to the

current divided by c,

whose periphery coincides

with the circuit. This
statement is limited, however, to the region outside the equivalent
shell, for at points inside the shell the field of the latter differs both in

magnitude and direction from that of the circuit.

We shall start by considering a magnetic shell of constant

strength $ in the shape of the plane figure ABCD (Fig. 132) of infini-

tesimal width extending from AB an infinite distance to the left. Let
the sides CB and DA make the angle da at P and take the front face
of the shell as positive. We shall calculate the magnetic intensity
at P due to the shell. The magnetic moment of the section of the
shell included between the arcs of radii p and p -f dp described about
P is Qpdadp directed outward from the paper, and from (40-2) the
field at P due to this element of the shell is

d*H - ^ dp

directed inwards, as n\- in the formula. Integrating with

respect to p from r to oo the field at P due to the entire shell is found
to be

dH $ da

Now r-da is twice the area of the triangle ABP. But if r is the

vector distance AP and d\ the vector AB then d\ x r is a vector
directed into the paper having a magnitude equal to the area of the

parallelogram of which AP aril AB are the sides, that is, equal to

twice the area of the triangle ABP. Therefore, the magnetic in-

tensity at the point P is given in magnitude and direction by the
vector expression
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(70-1)

Comparing with Ampere's law (68-6) we see that this expression
is identical with that for the field due to a current element id\ alongAB provided i/c is equal to the strength $ of the shell. Hence we
conclude that the field at any point P due to a current element is

equal to that of a long narrow magnetic shell of constant strength
equal to the current divided by c, extending, between two straight
lines drawn from P through the extremities of the current element,
from the current element to infinity.

Now consider the circuit ABCD (Fig. 133). To find the mag-
netic intensity at P due to the current / we may replace the circuit

by a conical magnetic shell of strength equal to /,/c, having the pointP as vertex and extending from the curve ABCD to infinity. As here
described the shell is open at infinity. We may, however", close the
farther end by means of a shell of the same strength in the form of a
spherical cap without affecting the field at P. For the magnetic
intensity at P due to an element of such a cap which subtends a solid

angle dSl at P is

in the radial direction by (40-2). As r approaches infinity dH
approaches zero, and the field of an infinitely distant spherical cap
vanishes.

We have found now that the field at P due to the current is

identical with that of a magnetic shell of constant strength equal to
//c, which is closed

everywhere except ^ -""^

over the curve
" '

ABCD. But . we
proved in article

41 that- all shells of

the same strength
and the same peri-

phery produce the

same field at all

outside points.

Consequently we
may replace the
shell under con- FIG. 133

sideration by any other shell of the same strength whose periphery
coincides with the circuit. Such an equivalent shell produces at all

outside points a field identical with that of the current circuit. The

positive face of the shell is related to the sense in which the current

is flowing by the rule of article 8, that is a right-handed screw,

rotated in the sense of the current, advances from the negative toward

the positive face of the equivalent shell.

The same conclusion may be reached by the following some/-
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what different line of reasoning. Let ABCD (Fig. 134) be the circuit
under consideration. Divide this circuit into a number of elementary
circuits sush as abed by means of the network shown in the figure
and suppose that the same current / is flowing in each of these in the
sense ABCD. Any one of the interior branches of the network, such
as ab, is a part of two adjacent circuits and carries two equal and
opposite currents the magnetic fields of which annul each other. Only
those currents flowing in the peripheral branches are uncompensated.

Therefore the resultant field is identical
with that produced by a current i in ABCD.

Now it was shown in article 69 that an
elementary current circuit produces the same
magnetic field as a magnetic dipole parallel
to the axis of the circuit of moment equal
to the product of the current by the area of
the circuit divided by c. The equivalent mag-
netic moment per unit area of the circuit is

therefore equal to the current divided by c.

Consequently the field produced by the net-

work at exterior points is identical with that
of a shell of strength //c

periphery as the network,
being uppermost.

having the same
its positive face

As an illustration of the method which has just been developed
for finding the-field produced by a current circuit by substituting an
equivalent magnetic shell, let us deduce //near the center of a long
solenoid of n\ turns per unit length. Each turn of wire may be

replaced by a plane shell of strength fjc. By making the thickness of
each shell equal to 1//7; the solenoid is replaced by a uniformly mag-
netized bar of the same outside dimensions having magnetization
/ = mi\c. At all outside points the field due to this equivalent
magnet is identical with that of the solenoid. The equivalence,
however, applies only to points outside the magnet. Therefore, in

order to calculate the field inside the solenoid, we must leave a narrow
transverse slit between the magnetic shells corresponding to the turns
of wire on either side of the point P at which we wish to obtain the
field strength. The poles on the ends of the bar being too far -away
to produce an appreciable effect at P, the field is due entirely to the

magnetic poles on the surfaces of the slit. Consequently, if we make
use of the result of problem 42b,

H = 4nl

in accord with (69-5). This method of treatment reveals one fact,

however, which was not evident from the solution of article 69,

namely, that the field is uniform through the entire cross section of
the solenoid provided the region under consideration is far away
from the ends. Now the force on a unit positive pole placed inside

a tr ansverse slit in a magnetic medium is not H
, but B, as was shown
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in problem 43a. Therefore the H field of a solenoid is identical with
the B field of the equivalent magnet.

As pointed out in article 68, the magnetic intensity due to &
current is unaltered when it is immersed in a permeable medium.
The same is true of an infinitely thin magnetic shell, for as the
thickness of the shell approaches zero, the surface density of

magnetic charge on the shell increases without limit, while the
induced magnetization on the adjacent surface of the medium
remains finite. Hence the contribution of the medium to the field

vanishes with the thickness of the shell. We conclude, therefore,
that the equivalent shell has a strength equal to the current divided

by c even in a magnetic medium.
Problem 70a. Equal currents arc flowing in opposite senses in two-

circuits not lying in the same plane. Show that the resultant magnetic field
due to the two currents is the same as that due to a single tubular magnetic
shell extending from the one circuit to the other.

Problem 70b A sphere ot radius a carrying a uniform surface charge o per
unit area rotates about a diameter with constant angular velocity &>.

Show that the magnetic field outs:de the c phcre is the same as that of a

stationary uniformly magnetized sphere of the same radius with magnetiza-
tion / = otta)/c

Problem 70c. Show that the magnetic field inside the charged rotating
sphere of 70b is a uniform field parallel to the axis of strength (87r/3c)a3a>.
Compare with (44-3)

71. Circuital Form of Ampere's Law. The results of the last
article enable us to express Ampere's law in another form, which is

often more useful than (68-5) or (68-6). Suppose the current circuit
whose field we wish to investigate to be replaced by a very thin

magnetic shell whose periphery coincides with the circuit and whose
strength < is equal to the current / divided by c. It was shown in
article 41 that the work done by the field of a shell of constant

strength when a unit positive pole moves from a point on the positive
side around the edge of the shell to an opposite poinjb on the

negative side is 4?r $ . Such a path encircles the current in the

equivalent circuit in the sense of rotation of a right-handed screw
which is advancing in the direction in which the current is flowing.
Therefore the work done by the magnetic field produced by a current

whqn a unit positive pole follows a path of any shape encircling the
current in the sense of rotation of a right-handed screw advancing in
the direction of the current is

w- 4

;
;

'

. (71-D

In deducing this expression we have neglected the portion of
the path of the pole lying inside the equivalent magnetic shell. In the
field of a shell the work done on a pole in passing through the shell is

equal and opposite to that done along the part of the path lying
outside the shell, so that the net work done around a closed path is-

zero. The field in the interior of the equivalent shell, however, is.

not the same as that due to the circuit. In the case of the latter the
field is continuous all the way around. So, as the equivalent shell is
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extremely thin, the work done on a pole as it passes from a point on
one side around to an opposite point on the other does not differ

appreciably from the work done on it in completely encircling the
current circuit.

If a is the angle between the magnetic intensity H produced by
a current circuit and an element d\ of a closed curve surrounding
the current, the work done by the field when a unit positive pole
describes a closed path airound the current is

s< H cos adl (fitt-dl. (71-2)

This integral is known as a magnetomotive force, abbreviated m.m.f.
It is quite analogous to the electromotive force (48-5), namely,

g
(p

E cos <u//=

The c g.s. unit of magnetomotive force, that is, the erg per unit pole,
is named the gilbert.

Comparison of (71-1) and (71-2) enables us to put Ampere's law
in the circuital form

H-</l=
4

J'
. (71-3)

The closed path around Mhich the integral is taken may be any closed

curve arbitrarily chosen, / being the current passing through the
curve in the direction of advance of a right-handed screw rotated in

the sense in which the closed path is described. If the closed curve
surrounds no current, the right-hand side of (71-3) is zero; if it

encircles n wires each of which carries a current / the right-hand
member becomes 4ir/7//c. Since the field produced by a current

circuit is unaltered when the circuit is immersed in a magnetic
medium4 (71-3) holds no matter whether the circuit is located in

empty space or is surrounded by a magnetic
fluid or solid.

The circuital form of Ampere's law is

especially useful in calculating the magnetic
intensity when symmetry shows that it has

the same magnitude at all points on a
closed line of force which we choose for the

path involved in (71-3). Consider, for

instance, a straight wire AB (Fig. 135) of

radius a along which a current / is flowing.
We will provide a return circuit in the form
of a cylindrical shell of radius b coaxial with

the wire, the two being connected at their

extremities by conducting disks in planes

perpendicular to the \iiro. It is clear from

symmetry that the lines of force are circles

in planes perpendicular to the wire with

their centers on its axis. Applying Am-Fio.
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pere's law (71-3) to the circular line of force PQ of radius R Ivinc
between the wire and the cylindrical shell,

(71-4)

or

H 2/

cR
in agreement with the formula (69-8) for an infinitely long straight
current.

If, however, R is less than a the path PQ lies inside the wire and
encircles only a part of the current. If the current is steady and
therefore distributed uniformly through the cross section of the wire,
the current surrounded is iR*ja

2 and (71-4) becomes

leading to
ca*

at a point inside the wire.

On the other hand, if R is greater than b the path PQ encircles
the return circuit as
well as the current in

the wire. Therefore,
the net current passing
through the closed

curve along which we
are integrating is zero

and H vanishes.

Similarly there is no
field beyond the closed

ends. Consequently
the field is confined entirely to the enclosed region inside the outer

cylinder.

Plotting H against the distance R from the axis of the wire we
obtain the graph shown in Fig. 136. By making b large enough we
approach as closely as we choose to the ideal case of an infinitely

long straight current.

Next we shall investigate the ring or toroidal solenoid (Fig. 137)

wound uniformly with n turns, each of which carries a current /.

Evidently the lines of force are circles in planes parallel to the paper
with centers on the axis through 0. If H is the magnetic intensity

along the path / lying inside the solenoid which encircles all n turns

of wire, we have

from (71-3). Therefore,
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H 47T

c
(71-7)

inside the coil. If the radius a of the solenoid is small compared
with the radius R of its circular axis, all paths such as / lying in its

interior have nearly the same length
and the field is nearly uniform. In
this case (71-7) goes over into the

formula (69-5) for the field at a point
on the axis of a straight solenoid far

from its ends.
A path such as /x lying outside the

solenoid surrounds no current and
therefore H vanishes. On the other

hand, a path such as /2 encircles as many
currents directed out from the paper as

into the paper and hence H is zero here

too. Consequently the field is confined

entirely to the inside of the coil. Evidently these conclusions, as

well as formula (71-7), apply no matter whether the cross section of

the ring* is circular or not.

The straight solenoid

previously discussed may be
considered to be the limiting
case of a ring solenoid when R
becomes infinitely great, at

least in so far as the field far

from the ends is concerned. FIG.

However, we can show very simply that the field inside a straight
solenoid near the middle must be uniform throughout its cross section

by applying (71-3j to the path ABCD (Fig. 138). As the lines of
force are parallel to the axis inside the solenoid and the field outside

is negligibly small, the magnetomotive force reduces to the integral

along AB. If the length of this line is / and ?^ is the number of turns

per unit length,

47T7?///

or

HI

H

anywhere inside the solenoid far from the ends.

Problem 71a. A current flowing along a surface is known as a current
sheet Two parallel plane current sheets of infinite extent carry currents k

per unit width in opposite senses. Find the magnetic intensity (1) between
the sheets, (2) outside the sheets. Ans. (1) ^Trkjc at right angles to the current

(2) 0.

Problem 7lb. Show that, if the lines of force of a magnetic field arc

straight and parallel in a region containing no current or magnetic poles, the

magnetic intensity must remain constant in magnitude as we move in a direc-

tion at right angles to the field.
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Problem 71c. Show that the field inside a ring solenoid is the
that due to a straight current n\ flowing along the axis of symmetry of the ring,
n being the number of turns on the ring and i the current per turn.

Problem 71d. Show that a many-valued potential of the form

same as

exists in the case of the field of a current circuit, where SI is the solid angle
subtended by the circuit and p is an integer which increases by unity everytime the circuit is linked.

Problem 71e. Although the components of the magnetic intensity pro-duced by a current circuit cannot be expressed as derivatives of a single-valued scalar potential, they may be obtained from the single-valued vector
potential

cr

integrated around the circuit. Show by differentiation under the sign of
integration that the magnetic field due to a circuit, obtained from (68-6), is
g'.ven py

fJx = ^
- ^

v-
,

dx

dax

3*

72. Field of a Circular Current. By the use of Ampere's law
for the magnetic intensity due to a current element we have been
able to calculate the field strength (69-3) on the axis of a circular
current. Excepting such special cases, however, the field produced
by a current circuit can be more readily computed by replacing the
circuit by a magnetic shell which has the same periphery and a
strength equal to the current divided by c

, and then calculating the
magnetic intensity
due to the equiva-
lent shell. As was
noted in article 45
the magnetic pote-
ntial in a magneto-
btatic field must

satisfy Laplace's
equation. Therefore,
the magnetic po-
tential must be

expressible as a
solution or as the
sum ofa number of
solutions of La-

place's equation so

chosen as to satisfy
the assigned

boundary condi-

B

FIG.
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tions. Once the potential has been found, the components of the
magnetic intensity are obtained at once from (38-7) or (38-8).

We shall apply this method of solution to the calculation of
the magnetic field produced by a circular current AB (Fig. 139)
of radius a lying in a plane through the origin O at right angles
to the Z axis. Suppose that the current / enters the plane of the

paper at A and emerges at B. Then the magnetic potential V at

any point Q on the Z axis may be calculated by replacing the circuit

by a magnetic shell ACB of strength i\c in the shape of a spherical
cap with Q as center, the cjncave face of the shell being positive.

If the angle which any radius vector drawn from Q to a point
on the cap makes with the tine QO is denoted by 0, the area of the

cap is

/Jo
1 sin

(f>ci(p
= 2nh*(l cos a),

and the solid angle subtended at Q by the cap is

* 2
L \/a2 + -2

Therefore, the potential at Q is

K --'?_?[,-
*

]
,.,>

from (41-1), since the point 2 here is on the positive side of the shell.

The field strength (69-3) at any point on the Z axis is obtained at
once from (72-1) by taking the negative of the derivative with respect
to z.

We wish to obtain the field at a point P off the Z axis. It is

evident from symmetry that the potential at such a point can be a
function of the coordinates r and only. Therefore, it must consist

of a series of zonal harmonics so chosen as to reduce to (72-1) at

points on the Z axis. The form of the potential function depends on
whether the distance r of the point P is less than or greater than the

radius a of the current. Let us consider the case where r is less than
a. Then we can expand the radical in (72-1) in powers of zja by the

binomial theorem, getting

(72-2)

This equation expresses the boundary condition which must be

satisfied by the potential function. Remembering that r becomes z

and cos unity along the axis, we see by consulting Table I, page
85, that the desired series for the potential is

V = 27r/
f 1 - r

cos 6 +4- 4 (5 c<>s3 - 3 cos 6) + ...1- (72-3)
c L a 4t a* J

Differentiating, we find for the components of magnetic in-
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tensity at P in the directions of increasing r and respectively,

IT dV 2ir/T 3 r2 ,

//r = _,. __ cos g (5 cos3 3 cos 04-.
d'* cci L 4 ^

^(72^4)

These expressions ar6 useful in finding the field at a distance from the
center of the circular current small compared with its radius. If, for

instance, r is not greater than one quarter of a, the first two terms in
the series specify the field with an error less than one per cent.

The solution for the case where r is greater than a is found by a
procedure similar to that employed above.

Often it is desirable to obtain a field more uniform than that

given by a circular current without having recourse to a long solenoid.
This may be effected by the use
of two parallel circular currents
of the same radius a placed a
distance 2b apart as illustrated

in Fig. 140. By a suitable

separation of the circuits the
field at a point O half-way
between the two may be made
more uniform than the field at Fie. 140

any point due to either circuit

alone. To find the optimum value of 26, we have from (69-3) for the
field at a point P a distance x from O

__ 27T/02 ( ____1 _ ____ 1__ I"-
c 1 [a

2 + (b + JC)
2
]"
3 /2 +

[a
2 + (b~- x)*]*'* J

'
( '

Expanding by means of ther binomial theorem jn powers of x,

If 2b = a, the coefficient of x2 vanishes and the field is very uniform
for some distance to either side of the mid-point O. Therefore, the
coils should be placed a distance apart equal to their radius. The
magnetic intensity at O is then

32W 2.86WH
~~(W'*w~' ca

' (72-7*

Problem 72a, Find the field off the axis of a circular current at a dis-

tance r from the center of the circle greater than the radius a.

Ans. Hr = ^^ cos -
\

(5 cos Q
- 3 cos 5) + ...

J
,

* - 2

cr 12 $ sin * - *$ (s c si - j) si

Problem 72b. Show from the result of the previous problem that the field

at a distance from a small circular current large compared with the radius of
the circuit is the same as that due to a magnetic dipole of moment equal to
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the product of the current by the area of the circuit divided by c, in accord
with (69-9).

Problem 12c. From the result of problem lib, show that the uniformity
of the field in the vicinity of O (Fig. 140) holds off the axis, as well as on the
axis*

73. Galvanometers. An instrument devised to measure the

strength of a current is known as a galvanometer. We shall describe

in this articl e some of the instruments used to measure currents which
are based on the interaction between a current and a magnet. In
some the circuit is fixed and the magnet, in the form of a compass
needle, suffers a deflection when a current passes through the circuit ;

in others the magnet, shaped so as to bring the poles close together
with their faces parallel, is fixed, and the circuit, placed between the

poles of the magnet, is deflected by the magnetic field of the Jatter.

In either case the moving part must be subject to a control torque of
restitution. Galvanometers may be described as absolute or sensitive.

The current passing through an instrument of the first type may be
calculated in terms of its dimensions, the strength of the field and the
observed deflection. Instruments of the second type are designed to

secure great sensitivity and generally are not absolute. Such instru-

ments must be calibrated by comparison with an absolute

galvanometer.

Tangent Galvanometer. This instrument consists of a vertical

circular coil of n turns of radius a (Fig. 141) at the center of which
is suspended a compass needle free to turn in a horizontal plane
about its center of mass. The length / of the needle must be small

compared with a. The
coil is oriented so that its

plane is parallel to the
earth's field, which supp-

--zfa*2̂ H~>North
lies the control torque.
When a current / passes

through the coil, the field

at its center is

ca

~
f along the axis of the coil,

FlG ' 141

?

from (69-2). If He is the

horizontal component of the earth's field, the compass needle assumes
the direction of the resultant of the two perpendicular fields H and
He. Consequently, if a is its deflection from the plane of the coil,

H Airni

~'He
=

caHt
'

or

. caHt
1 -

2

tan a

tan a

tan a, (73-1)
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where Ki as caHe/Zirn is known as the galvanometer constant. We
have seen how to determine Hff in absolute units in article 47.

Therefore, i may be measured in absolute units by means of this
instrument.

If the needle is not so short that the distance / between its poles
is negligible compared with the radius a of the coil, the field at the
poles differs slightly from the field at the center of the coil and we
must make use of (72-4). The torque due to the current in the
direction of decreasing is

i

[
1 - *

(

since the deflection a of the needle from the plane of the coil is the
complement of the angle of Fig. 139. The opposite torque due to
the earth's field is puHf sin a. Equating the two torques and solving
for the current,

'*
=

2nn
tau a

[
] +

it a*
(f> shl2 a "

J
(73 '2

>

Since the poles of the needle are not always located at its ends, it

is difficult to deteimine the value of / needed for the correction term.
The latter, however, may be made negligibly small by using the
instrument so that the deflection is in the neighborhood* of arc sin

26.6.

Helmholtz has improved this type of galvanometer by locating
the needle half-way between two parallel coils placed a distance

apart equal to their common radius. As was shown in the last article,
the field is very uniform in the neighborhood of this point. There-
fore, no correction term is needed, the current being given by" '

from (72-7), where // is the number of turns in each coil.

The current sensitivity of the tangent galvanometer is

da 27TA7 9 1

di
-

caHf

cos a =
*,

cos a

from (73-1). To make this great, a large number of turns, small
radius and small control field H are needed, and the deflections

should be small. Increasing the sensitivity by increasing n and
decreasing a increases the magnitude of the necessary corrections.

On the other hand, if the control field is made small, the disturbing
effect of stray fields,-such as those due to neighboring power circuits,
is magnified.

A modification of the tangent galvanometer which secures in-

creased sensitivity by decreasing the magnitude of the control torque
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consists of two fixed coils A and B (Fig. 142) in the same vertical

plane wound so that the current traverses them in opposite senses.

The needles (ns) at the centers of the coils are rigidly connected and
free to rotate as a pair about a vertical axis. As they are of equal
moments and oppositely oriented the earth's field exerts no torque on

the movable part. Instead the control

torque is supplied by the torsion fibre F.

By using a fine fibre the torque of restitu-

tion can be made very small, thereby
making the sensitivity very great. As the

current traverses the two coils in opposite
senses, the torque exerted by it on each
needle is in the same sense. Thereforer

the torque on the suspension due to the

current is as great as in a single coil

having a number of turns equal to the sum
of those of the two coils. A mirror M is

rigidly attached to the suspended system
so that the deflection may be read with a

telescope and scale in a manner to be
described later. The whole apparatus is

placed inside a cylindrical shell, or several

coaxial shells, of soft iron so as to shield

it from oiitside magnetic fields in accord with the theory of article

45. The type of instrument under discussion is known as an astatic

galvanometer. As usually constructed it is not absolute.

If the needles are short compared with the radius a of each coil,

the torque on the suspended system due to the current is

FIG.

cos a (73-5)

for a deflection a, where pa is the magnetic moment of either of the

needles and n the sum of the number of turns in the two coils.

Equating this to the torque of restitution ka of the twisted fibre,

_~~
cos a (73-6)

If the deflection is small cos a remains sensibly unity, and

cak

(73-7)

where Ki*cak\27mpR is the galvanometer constant for this type of
instrument.

D'Arsonval Galvanometer. The moving
*

needle type of gal-
vanometer is easily disturbed by stray fields unless carefully shield-

ed. This difficulty is obviated in the moving coil instrument

depicted in plan in the upper pail of Fig. 143 and in vertical section
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B

in the lower part of the figure. The flat rectangular coil BCDE of
n turns surrounding a fixed

cylinder of soft iron, is suspend-
ed by the torsion fibre F
between the poles N, S of a

strong magnet so as to lie in a

plane parallel to the lines of
force when no current is flowing.
The current i enters the coil

through the upper suspension
and leaves below.

If /is the length DE=BC<
the force on DE due to the field

H of the magnet is iHljc in the

backward direction from (68-9).
^

^

A

An equal forward force is ex- \

perienced by BC. If h is the
width EB= CD, the torque due FMG 143

to this couple is iHlhjc. This is the total torque on one turn, as the
horizontal arms are subject to no turning moment. Multiplying by
the number of turns the torque 011 the entire coil is seen to be
niHA jc, where A is the area Ih of the rectangle.

The soft iron core which the ooil surrounds concentrates the
lines of induction in its interior as illustrated in Fig. 143. There-

fore, the field is nearly radial for small deflections of the coil and
the torque which it exerts on the current remains proportional to

the current alone. For large deflections, however, the vertical arma^
of the coil come into a portion of the field which is more nearly
transverse and the lever arm of the couple is therefore approximately
.h cos a, where a is the deflection, instead of h. Consequently, the

torque becomes niHA cos a/c.

The torque of restitution exerted by the torsion fibre is pro-

portional to the deflection and may be written A:a, where A: is a
constant. Equating this

to the torque on the coil,

we have for small deflec-

tions

. ck
1= A rranAH
=A:ta, (73-8)

where Ki&sckjnAH is the

galvanometer constant,
and for large deflections,

/= A r?
k- a. (73-9)nAH cos a v '

15 60*30 45 ou In Fig . 144 the
FIG. 144 current is plotted against

the deflection, the lower broken line corresponding to (73-8) and the

tipper one to (73-9). The actual curve observed, shown by the full
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line, lies between these, following the straight line very closely near
the origin.

The current sensitivity of the d'Arsonval galvanometer for

small deflections is

da nAH 1

To obtain high sensitivity the coil should have many turns of fine

wire, the field H should be large, and the stiffness of the suspension
small. For this reason the .coil is suspended by a fine wire, usually
of phosphor-bronze. The sensitivity may be made great enough to

measure currents of (10)"
11
ampere. As the field of the fixed magnet

is large, stray fields produce relatively unimportant disturbances.

The instrument, as generally
constructed, is not absolute and
must be calibrated by compari-
son with an absolute galvano-
meter.

Sensitive galvanometers of

this type are usually provided
with a mirror M (Fig 143),

which turns with the coil. A
telescope T and scale S (Fig. 145)
are placed in front of the mirror.

A deflection a of the mijror brings
on the cross-hair of the telescope
a point P on the scale at an

angular distance 2a from O. We
LIT

Fie. 145

generally ex-

press KI in

amperes per
scale division

to avoid
calculating a.

The amme-
ters and volt-

meters used for

direct - current

measureme n t s

are merely
d' A r s on val
galvanomet e r s

provided with

a pointer
instead of

mirror and

telescope, the

to r q u e of

restitution, being FIG. 146.
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supplied by a fine spiral spring instead of a torsion fibre. Such an
instrument is shown with ths case remove! in Fig. 146.

Problem 73a. Show that if the coil of the tangent galvanometer is rotated
about a vertical axis so as to lie in the same vertical plane as the needle
when the deflection is read,

Compare the sensitivity of this sine galvanometer with that of the tangent
instrument.

Problem 73b. Find the galvanometer constant in m.k s. practical units for

(1) the tangent galvanometer, (2) the d'Arsonval galvanometer.

Ans. (1)

74. Experimental Determination of the Constant c. The tangent
galvanometer doscr. xcd in the preceding article provides us with a

simple, although no' the mo-it accurate, method of m?asuring the

constant- r. There we assumed c to h? known and determined the

current in terms of the magnetic field He . If, however, we devise an

independent method of measuring the current in absolute units, we
can use (73-1) to determine c,which is given by

C = TTaHe

^cot a. (74-1)

This can be done by means of the circuit of Fig. 147, containing
a battery of known electromotive force g ,

the tangent galvanometer
G, and a condenser of known capacitance C.

* The prong T of the

tuning fork inserted in the circuit makes contact alternately with A
and with 5, charging up the condenser from the battery through the

galvanometer when in contact with A , and discharging it when in

contact with B. If v is the number of vibrations per second of the

tuning fork, the current measured

by the galvanometer is

/ =vC. (74-2)

75. Ampere's Theory of Mag-
netism --We have seen that a small
current circuit produces a magnetic
field which is indistinguishable, at

distances hirge compared with the

dimensions of the circuit, from that
of a magnetic dipole In fact, it

has been shown that the field out-

side a magnetic shell of constant

strength $ is identical with that of a current /, which satifies the
relation //c

= $, flowing around a circuit coinciding with the peri-

phery of the shell. These considerations led Ampere to suggest that
the magnetic moments exhibited by the molecules of paramagnetic
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ferromagnetic substances are due not to the presence of magnetic
dipoles but to the existence of intra-molecular currents. As the

magnetic properties of such Amperian circuits are permanent, the
currents involved must be supposed to flow without resistance.

Ampere's theory, which is universally accepted today, makes unneces-

sary the supposition of the existence of a magnetic entity, all mag-
netic phenomena being attributed to moving electric charges. Our

present knowledge of the structure of atoms leads us to believe that

the Amperian circuits existing in the molecules of magnetic media
consist of rings of electrons revolving about the nuclei of the atoms, or

possibly of electrons spinning, like the earth, about a diameter as axis.

While it is a matter of indifference in describing the field outside

a magnet whether we attribute magnetic properties to actual dipoles
or to mtra-molecular currents, the two points of view lead to different

conclusions regarding the field in the interior of the substance.

Therefore, we must investigate the field inside a magnetic medium
from the point of view of Ampere's theory. As it is only the smooth
field (art. 42) which we can detect experimentally our problem is to

discover how the smooth field inside a medium whose molecules
*. contain Amperiaii circuits differs from that

" inside a medium whose molecules contain

equivalent magnetic shells.

Consider a single atom (Fig 148) con-

taining a plane Amperian circuit shown in

cross section by BC, the current / entering
the plane of the paper at B and emerging at

C. If we replace the current by an equiva-
FIG. 148

*

lent magnetic shell whose periphery coincides
with the circuit, the field is altered only in the interior of the shell.

Let the thickness of the shell be /. Then, as the strength of the shell

is i/c, the pole-strength per unit area of its surface (art. 41) is

=
ifcl.

As the shell is the magnetic analog of a parallel plate condenser,
it gives rise to a field in its interior equal to 4770- in the direction

opposite to the normal ON. So, if A is the area of the shell and
TO the volume of the atom, the contribution of the field inside the

shell to the mean field averaged over the volume of the atom is

TT 1
I A \ / A1\ 4-7TL4HQ

= -
(477(7) (Al) = - -

TO CT

in the direction opposite to that of the positive normal ON. As

iA/c fa the magnetic moment pg of the shell and Tn the reciprocal of

the number n of atoms per unit volume, this field becomes knnpji
in vector form, the minus sign indicating that it has the direction

opposite to fa.

So far we have averaged over a single atom only. If now we

average over a volume T containing a large number of atoms, the

field under consideration is

H =
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the bar indicating the mean value of the quantity over which it

appears. But wp/f is just the magnetic moment per unit volume,
that is, the magnetization I of the medium. So the contribution to
the magnetic intensity due to the fields in the interiors of the mag-
netic shells by which we have replaced the Amperian circuits actually

existing inside the atoms is

H - 4771. (75-1)

We wish to compare (75-1) with the contribution to the total

field provided by the portion of the field of the Amperian circuits

which occupies the apace previously filled by the equivalent shells.

As the field due to a circuit is continuous all the way around we can,

however, make the latter contribution vanishingly small by taking /

small enough. Therefore, we conclude that the magnetic intensity
inside a medium composed of Amperian circuits exceeds that inside

an exactly similar medium composed of equivalent magnetic shells by
47rl. If Hi is the magnetic intensity in the first and Hm that in the

second,

Hi = Hm + 4irl. (75-2)

Now, as Hm is the quantity which we have denoted by H in the
discussion of magnetic media in Chapter IV, H^ + 4?rl is the mag-
netic induction B. Therefore we conclude that on Ampere's theory
of magnetism the true magnetic intensity inside a magnetic medium
is the quantity B, while the quantity H is not the magnetic intensity

.actually existing at all, but the fictitious field which would exist if

each Amperian circuit were replaced by an equivalent magnetic shell.

Outside a magnetic medium B and H are the same and either repre-
sents the true magnetic intensity.

The conclusions reached in this article enable us to .generalize the

expressions found in article 68 for the force exerted on a current

element by an external magnetic field so as to apply to currents flow-

ing through magnetic media. Since the magnetic intensity inside

such a medium is B, equation (68-8) becomes

dff =
*

i x Be//, . (75-3)

and the expression (68-10) for the force per unit volume,

?t =
} X B (75-4)



CHAPTER VIII

MOTION OF IONS IN ELECTRIC AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS

76. Equation of Motion. We shall use the term ion in this

chapter to designate any free charged particle. It may be an atom,
molecule or aggregation of atoms or molecules which has acquired a
positive charge through the loss of one or more electrons or a
negative charge through the attachment of extra electrons, or it may
be a free electron, such as a ft ray emitted by a radioactive atom,
or a free proton. Unless otherwise stated, we shall limit our dis-
cussion to ions which have velocities relative to the observer small
compared with the velocity of light, and for the present we shall

suppose that the ions under consideration are so far apart and moving
through a region where the gas pressure is so low that we can neglect
both the collisions of ions with other ions or with neutral molecules
and the forces exerted by the ions on one another.

The electric force of an ion of charge e moving through an electric
field where the electric intensity is E is eE. The magnetic force on
a moving charge is given by (63-11). For an ion" of charge e this

force is ev X H, where v represents the velocity of the ion

relative to the observer. Adding the electric and magnetic forces

together, the total force on an ion with -charge e moving with
velocity v is

E +
J-v

x H
)

.

'

(76-1)

The force due the magnetic field exists only when the ion is moving
relative to the observer. It is directed at right angles to both v and
H in the direction of advance of a right-handed screw rotated from
the first to the second of these vectors. Being at right angles to

v, the force due to the magnetic field does no work on the moving
ion. Since the force due to the magnetic field is proportional to the
sine of the angle between v and H, it is maximum when the motion
is at nght angles .to the magnetic lines of force and zero when the
motion is along the lines of force. If the ion should be moving in
a magnetic medium, as in the case of a current passing through a

magnet, H must be replaced by B as noted in article 75, giving for

the force on the ion,

y - e (E +
l

c
v X B \ (76-2)

If, then, we can treat each ion as an isolated particle not subject
to collisions with neighboring ions or neutral particles, the equation
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of motion of-an ion-of mass m moving through an electric field E and
a magnetic field B is

mi - e E + v x B
, (76-3)

the vector f representing the acceleration of the ion.

77. Uniform Fields. We shall consider three cases under this

heading : (a) a uniform electric field alone, (b) a uniform magnetic
field alone, (c) combined uniform electric and magnetic fields.

Uniform Electric Field. The equation of motion of an ion in a
uniform electric field E is

f = - E. (77-1)m v '

The ion has a constant acceleration in the direction of the lines
of force. If it starts from rest, it acquires a speed ft in a time t

and traverses a distance $ft*. If it is projected with an initial

velocity which is not parallel to the lines of force, it describes a
parabola of the same type as that of a projectile moving without
resistance through the earth's gravitational field.

Uniform Magnetic field. The equation of motion of an ion

moving through a uniform magnetic field H in the absence of an
electric field is

f = e
- v x H. (77-2)me v '

Since the acceleration is always perpendicular to the Velocity, the

speed of the particle remains constant throughout its motion.
Moreover, as the acceleration is perpendicular to H

,
the component

of the velocity along the lines of force does not change with the time.

Therefore, it is only the motion at right angles \ o the field which
requires Consideration, and we can limit our dis-

cussion for the moment to the special ease where
v is perpendicular to H. Then the magnitude of
v X H is vH and, aw f is constant in magnitude and
at right angles to v, the ion describes a circle (Fig.
149). If p is the radius of this, circle, the normal
acceleration / has the value va/P. Since it is desir-
able to treat v and H as positive, the sign of P

depends upon that of e. Examination of the figure
shows that if e is positive the rotation is in such a FIG.

sense as to cause a right-handed screw to advance
in the direction opposite to H. According to the usual convention
this is u negative rotation. Hence we write the equation of motion
in the scalar form.

Jl _ S vH
P me '

positive p corresponding to positive rotation and vice versa.
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The radius of the circular path is

P- - v-
, (77-3)

6 H
me

proportional to the linear velocity of the ion. The magnitude of

the angular velocity with which the circular path is described is then

v e T ,
o> =-- = //,

P me
independent of the linear velocity. Considered as a vector, the

angular velocity is directed along the axis of rotation in the sense of

advance of a right-handed screw. Since o> is opposite to H when e
is positive, the last equation assumes the vector form

o> = - e
H. (77-4)me ^ '

If, now, the initial velocity of the ion is not perpendicular to the

lines of force, equation (77-3) holds if we replace v by the normal

component of the velocity. In addition to motion about the lines of
force with angular velocity o> specified by (77-4) in a circle of radius

P given by (77-3), the ion has a uniform translation parallel to the

lines of force with a speed equal to the component of the initial

velocity parallel to the field. Therefore, the path is a helix with its

axis in the direction of H.

By allowing a stream of ions to pass through a uniform magnetic
field the velocities of the

individual particles can be
calculated by (77-3) from the
observed deflections, This
method is used in obtaining
the magnetic spectrum of j8

rayg (electing) from radio-

active sources. The rays,

P . r
(

v proceeding from the source

S (Fig. 150), pass through
the slit L into a magnetic field at right angles to the plane of the

paper and, after completing a semicircle, impinge on the photographic
plate PQ. On account of the finite angular width of the beam,
different electrons describe different circular paths, but all those of
the same velocity cross at approximately the same point after

completing a half revolution. This focussing action results in a single
line at P corresponding to a group of electrons of a definite initial

velocity, another group of greater velocity coming to a focus at Q
and so on.

Combined Electric and Magnetic Fields. We shall consider now
the motion of an ion in a region where it is acted on by both a uni-

form electric field and a uniform magnetic field As no force is exerted

by the magnetic field in the direction of the lines of force, the motion

parallel to H is uniformly accelerated motion produced by the com-

ponent of E parallel to the magnetic lines of force. The only part of
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the motion which requires examination, then, is that in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic intensity. Consequently, we may
confine our attention to the special case where the two fields are

perpendicular and the initial velocity is at right angles to H.
Let us orient the right-handed axes XYZ fixed in the observer's

inertial system so that Y is parallel to E and Z to H. Consider, now,
a second set of parallel axes X'Y'Z' which are moving relative to the
observer's system in the X direction with a constant velocity

E
" = C H>

that is, in vector notation,
E x H __ c .

u =* c ^ (77-5)-

Denoting by v the velocity of the ion relative to XYZ and by v''

its velocity relative to the moving axes X'Y'Z',

v = u + v'.
'

(77-6)>

Now the equation of motion of the ion relative to the observer is

J-K E+ ' vxH > (77
-
7)

From (77-6) we have for the acceleration

Substituting (77-6) and (77-8) in (77-7), we find for the equation of
motion relative to the moving axes

Now

]
u X H = <

-

X
S
XH --^-- E,

as is clear from Fig. 151. Therefore, (77-9) becomes

-^y=
e

v' x H. (77-10)
dt me v '

By passing to a set of axes moving
relative to the observer with the

velocity u at right angles to the two
fields we have eliminated E. An
observer moving with these axes
would detect 110 electric field. He would
assert that the ion under consideration
was moving under the influence of a

magnetic field alone. This example

ExH

(ExH)XH
illustrates the statement made in article

6 that the description of an electromagne-
**

tic field depends as much upon the state FIG. 151

of motion of the observer as upon the
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distribution of charges, poles and currents.

Since equation (77-10) for the motion of the ion is identical witli

equation (77-2), for the case of zero electric field, we know at once

that the ion under consideration describes a circle of radius

p _ _J!L (77-11)
-e-H
me

in the X'Y' plane with angular velocity

<w *- H (77-12)
me

relativeto the moving axes X'Y'Z', the speed v' with respect to the

moving axes remaining constant during the motion. Relative to the

Axes XYZ fixed in the observer's inertial system the center of this

circle moves in the X direction with a uniform velocity of translation

M. Therefore, the path of the ion is the cycloid described by a point

at a distance P from the center of a circle rolling on the X axis. As tho

velocity of the center of the rolling circle is u its radius is

a =- = - E
, (77-13)^ ^

A/2

me*

independent of the velocity of the ion. The ratio of P to a is

= V>
- (77-14)

a u

According as v' is greater than, equal to, or less than w, the generat-

ing point lies outside,

on the circumference

of, or inside the rolling

circle, and the cycloid
is curtate, common, or

prolate. Typical paths
are shown in Fig. 152

for the case of a

positive ion, H being
directed toward the

reader. The rolling
FIG. 1 52 circle is indicated by a

broken line, (a) representing a curtate, (b) a common, and (c) a prolate

cycloid. The drift u resembles the precession of a rotating top in that

it is at right angles to the impressed fields E and H.

Since u depends only on E and H, it is in the same sense for a

negative ion as for a positive ion and is independent of the magnitude
of charge or mass. The paths for negative ions are obtained by
rotating those in Fig. 152 through the angle IT about the horizontal

.axis.

If the initial velocity V of an ion relative to the observer's inertial

system has the components v * and voy,
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v'* = (v * - w)
2 + v /. (77-15)

We can classify all possible paths in terms of the initial velocity
:as follows :

J

(l
\

v/
. T ;.

This case i'ec
l
uires v * w and v

01,
'= 0. The path

is a straight line at right angles to E and H, the force due to the
electric field being exactly balanced by the opposite force due to the
magnetic field.

(2) v' ^ 0. We have three subcases, namely :

(a) v = 0. Then v' === u and the path is a common cycloid,
the ion starting at the cusp.

fy r.^
V ^ ~w * Jt isn^ce sary to calculate the value of

v/u from (77-15) in order to determine the type of cycloid
described.

(c) 2w < v . Then v' > u and the path is a curtate cycloid.
In the preceding discussion ue have supposed the electric and

magnetic fields to be at right angles and the initial velocity to lie in
the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. If these conditions are
not satisfied, we must replace E in our formulas by 1>he component of
the electric intensity at right angles to H and the various velocities
involved by the component velocities in the plane perpendicular to H
Then, in addition to the motion depicted in Fig. 152, the ion has ^
uniform acceleration at, right angles to the plane of the figure due to
the component of the electric intensity parallel to the magnetic field.

The deflection of a .stream of ions in crossed electric and magnetic
fields at right angles

t __ i*
to the initial velocity
of the stream may be

employed to measure *-

both the velocity and
,

the ratio of charge to -f A
mass of the ions. The FIG - 153 -

electric field may be produced by the parallel plate condenser AB
(Fig. 153) between the plates of which the stream of ions CD passes,
the magnetic field (indicated by dots) at right angles to the plane of
the figure being produced by a solenoid.

First the potential difference of the condenser is adjusted,until
the stream suffers no deflection. Under these conditions the upward
force due to the electric field is just balanced by the downward force
due to the magnetic field, and the velocity v of the ions is equal to the
drift velocity w, that is,

v=*u = c H -

If, now, the electric field is suppressed, ther ions describe the
circular arc CF of radius *
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me

The radius p is obtained at once from the observed deflection, and

as v is known, e\m can be calculated by means of the formula

in- (77
' 16)

obtauicd from the preceding equation.

The deflection may be observed by placing at F a metal cylinder

with a narrow- opening, known as a Faraday cylinder, which is connec-

ted to an electrometer. The strength of the magnetic field is varied

until the electrometer shows a maximum rate of deflection, indicating

that all ions in the stream are entering the chamber. Another method

of meastiring the deflection is by means of a photographic plate

placed at D at right angles to the stream.

By employing this method J.J. Thomson was able to determine,

in 1897, the "ratio e/m of electrons coming from the cathode of an

evacuated tube through which a discharge is passing. The most

recent value of the ratio of charge to mass of the electron obtained

by the deflection is

-

e = -
5.274(10)

17 e s.u./gm. (77-17)

In Thomson's experiments the velocity of the electrons was of the

order of one-tenth the velocity of light.

Sometimes, as in the positive ray spectrograph, it is convenient

to have the electric and magnetic fields parallel. Suppose both

fields have the direction of the Y axis (Fig. 154), the ions entering

the field at C along the X axis. Assuming both deflections to be

small, the deflection due to the electric field at the end of the

time t is

y_ leE
fy

2 m'
and that due to the acceleration (77-2) caused by the magnetic
field is

_ _
2 me 2 me '

where s = vt is the length of the path through the fields. Eliminating

t, we get the parabola
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E H

- x

All ions having the same value of e/m strike a photographic plate

lying in the YZ plane somewhere along the arc OP of this parabola,
whatever their velo-

cities may be. Ions

with a greater
value of elm give
rise to another

parabolic arc, such
as OQ. If the

particles under con-

sideration are sin- ^
gly ionized, the ^
charge e 'is the

same for all. We
have here, then, a

method of differ- FJG. 154

entiating the masses of ions which does not require a knowledge of
their velocities.

By passing charged atoms first through an electric field and
then through a magnetic field at right angles in an instrument known
as the mass spectrograph, Aston has shown that many of the elements
are mixtures of atoms of two or more species, each of which has a
characteristic atomic weight. Such species are known as isotopes,
since they occupy the same place in the periodic table. Thus chlorine

consists of two isotopes, one with atomic weight 35 and the other

with atomic weight 37. On account of the greater prevalence of

the former chemical methods of determining the atomic weight give
35.46.

Problem ?7a. If a is the angle which the velocity v of an ion projected in
a uniform magnetic field makes with the lines of force, show that the pitch of

the helix described is - 2ir

H

Problem 77b. Under the influence of ultra-violet light electrons are
emitted normally with negligible velocities from one plate of a parallel plate
condenser placed in a magnetic field H parallel to the plates- Find the rela-

tion between the potential drop V across the condenser, the separation d of
the plates, and the field H so that the electrons may just get across.

Problem 77c. What is the drift velocity of ions moving in crossed

gravitational (g) and magnetic (H) fields ? Do ions of both signs progress in
the same or opposite senses.

we g x H ~
Ans. u = - TT 2 . Opposite senses.

(3 ft

Problem 77d. Find the integrated equations of motion of an ion mov-
ing in crossed electric and magnetic fields E being parallel to the Y axis and
H to the Z axis. The ion has an initial velocity v ,

A - eH \
, (v*x E \ . eH

Ans.
H

~\~
<
J
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78. Charge and Mass of the Electron. In the last article we
have seen how the ratio of the charge to the mass of the electron may
be measured by means of the deflection of a stream of cathode rays
in crossed electric and magnetic fields. We shall now describe the
method used by Millikan for measuring the charge alone. Prom
this measurement and that of the ratio of charge to mass we can
calculate the mass of the electron, as well as certain other important)
physical constants.

Suppose oil drops of radii between (10)~
5 and (10)""

4 cm to be

sprayed into the space between the horizontal plates (Fig. 155) of a

parallel plate condenser. If the air between the plates is ionized by
a flash of X-rays or by other means, occasionally one or more ions

will attach themselves to an oil drop, the motion of which can be

observed through a microscope provided with cross-hairs. By
charging the condenser to a potential V, the oil drop may be subjected~

to an upward electrical force eE, where e is

^
e*J the charge on the drop and E = V\d is the
e electric intensity.

For simplicity we shall suppose that only
FIO. 155 a single electron is attached to the drop.

Then e is the charge of the electron. It is a simplt matter to

differentiate experimentally the cases where two or three electrons

have become fastened to the drop from the case where only a single
electron is involved.

The forces acting cm the drop are the downward force of gravity,
the upward force due to the buoyancy of the air, and the upward
force due to the electric field. Let a be the radius of the drop which
must assume a spherical form on account of surface tension, er the

density of the oil of which it is composed, and P the density of the air.

Then the three forces just enumerated are *7rd*<rg, 7rcPpg 9 and eE
respectively. So, if the potential is adjusted until the drop is m
equilibrium,

S7ra
8
(o- p)g = eE. (78-1)

Although a, p and is are easily measured, we cannot calculate e

until we determine the radius a of the drop. To do this we remove
the electric field and observe the speed v with which the drop falls.

A deduction from hydrodynamics, known as Stokes' law, shows that.

v is related to a and the viscosity ^ of the uir through which the drop
is falling by the equation

9 v *. (78-2)
2<r-pg

Eliminating a from (78-1) by means of this relation and' denoting the
value of e so obtained by e^9
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Tf the charge of the electron is computed from this formula, it is

found that the value obtained depends upon the pressure of the air
and the radius of the drop. The trouble is that the drops are so
close to molecular dimensions that the hydrodynamical assumption
underlying Stokes' law that the fluid through which the drop is fall-

ing has a continuous structure is 110 longer altogether valid. Con-

sequently, (78-3) can be considered as correct only in the limiting
case of large drops or high pressures of the gas. As the pressure of
a gas is inversely proportional to the mean free path / of the mole-
cules composing it, our
formula may be expected
to hold accurately only for

small values of the ratio

//0. Now (78-3) shows
that v is proportional to

tfj

8
/
3

. As it is the expres-
sion for v given by Stokes'
law which requires correc- a

tion, we can investigate
* IG * *^6

the nature of the correction empirically by plotting the values of e^
IB

obtained from (78-3) for drops of different sizes at different gas pres-
vsures against Ija. Doing so, the straight line indicated in Fig. 156 is

obtained. Extending this line to the axis of ordinates 2 / 3 is found.

Tn this way Millikan finds for the charge of the electron

e = -
4.803(10)-

10 e.s.u. (78-4)

Combining this with (77-17), we compute the mass of the electron
to be

m - 9.n(l()r
2
gm. (78-5)

The deflection method of the. previous article shows that th3 ratio
of charge to mass is 1837 times as great for a hydrogen nucleus or

proton as for an electron. Therefore, the mass of the proton (or
hydrogen atom) is

m = 1.673(U))-
21
gm. (78-6)

As noted in article 57 Faraday's constant F respresenting the
carried in electrolysis by one

gram-cquivalcjit is 96,490
coulombs or 2 892(10)

u e.s.u. Therefore, Avogadros number, that is,

the number of atoms per gram-atom or of molecules per gram-mole-
cule is

i 02(1 0)
M

molecule/gm-molecule. (78-7)

Since one gram-molecule of an ideal gas is found to occupy
2.24(10)

4 cm3 at 0C and one atmosphere pressure, the number Jf
molecules per cubic centimeter under standard conditions (Loschmidt's

number) is

L =
ioj-4--

- 2.687(10)" muleeulc/oni*.
'

(78-8)

The equation of state of an ideal gas composed of N molecules is
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pV = kNT,
where the Boltzmann constant k is one that appears in many impor-
tant physical relations. As (78-8) gives us

L = ^ = 2.687(10)
lfl

molecule/cm
3

,

for the temperature T = 273,2 K and the pressure p = 1 atmo r

= 1.0132(10)
6
dyne/cm

2
, we can calculate k, getting

_ 1.0132(10)'~~
2 :

687(10)
1 X 273.2 1.380(10)-

16
erg/deg. (78-9)

IfM represents the number of gram-molecules of an ideal gas
in a volume V, it follows from Avogadro's law that the gas constant

R in the equation pV = RMT is a universal constant. Its value is

R = kA = 8.31(10)
7
erg/deg gm-molecule. (78-10)

79. The Cyclotron. An important application of the motion

of ions in combined fields is the cyclotron, first constructed by E.G.
Lawrence in 1932. This device generates a beam of highspeed ions

whose energies arc great enough to produce atomic transmutations

and disintegrations when they collide with atomic nuclei. A metal

pill-box (Fig. 157) is cut into two semicircular parts, Dl and D$,
called dees. These are placed within an evacuated container C
between the poles N, S of a magnet. The latter is composed of a

large soft iron core wound with a heavy copper conductor so that a

strong magnetizing current may be used. The magnetic intensity H
between the poles is then very large and uniform over the region

occupied by the dees. Simultaneously
an electric field which alternates direc-

tion with a high frequency V is establish-

ed in the gap between D and D2 by
means of an electric oscillator. Consider

positive ions introduced at a point P
near the center of the gap when the

electric field is from D^ to Dz . They are

accelerated toward D2 and enter the

interior of the pill-box with a velocity
v. Here they are shielded from the

electric field but not from the magnetic
field. Hence they describe the circular

path shown in the figure with an angular

velocity of magnitude eH\mc indepen-
dent of v, as demonstrated in article 77 r

Suppose now, that the frequency of the

electric field is made equal to the fre-

quency of revolution of the ions, that is,

V = eH 277-wc. Then by the time the

ions have passed out of /)2 into the gap,
the electric field has reversed and the ions are again accelerated. This

process continues, the ions receiving an impulse twice in each com-
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plete revolution. The maximum velocity attainable is limited
by the radius R of the dees. For, in accord with (77-3), the ions
spiral outwards as their velocity increases, the maximum velocity
attainable being

v* - me
HR '

(79-D
When this has been reached, the ions are deflected out through a
window W by means of the high-potential deflecting electrode E.

The ions most commonly used in a cyclotron are the deuterons
from heavy hydrogen. As each is a combination of a proton and a
neutron, e = 4.80(10)-

10
e.s u. and m =

3.34(10)-
24

gm. UsingH = 16,000 oersteds and R = 75 cm as typical values for a cyclo-
tron of medium size, we find v =

12.2(10)
6

cycle sec'1 and VR =
5.75(lp;

9 cmsec^. The most important characteristic of the emer-
gent ion beam is the energy imvR * of the ions. In practice it is

customary to express beam energies in units of a million electron volts,
abbreviated Mev. An electron volt is the amount of energy acquired
by an electron as it passes through a potential difference of one volt,
that is, 1.60(10)~

12
ergs. The beam energy for the case under con-

sideration is found to be 34.5 Mev. In order to make the spacingbetween successive paths inside the flees large enough to produce a
satisfactory beam, it is necessary to use a large electric field. With
50,000 volts, an appropriate value for the cyclotron under discussion,
the ions make 690 revolutions before emerging.

Heretofore, we have treated the mass m of a particle as a con-
stant independent of its velocity v. Actually, as predicted by the
relativity theory of Einstein, the mass increases with increasing
velocity in accord with the formula

-f
where the constant m represents the rest mass, that is, the mass for
velocities so small that

t;*/c
2

is negligible compared with unity Con-
sequently, the angular velocity (77-12) of an ion in a uniform
magnetic field is no longer independent of the linear velocitv at speeds
comparable with the speed c of lidit.

Newton's second law of motion retains the form

3= ^(wv) (79-3)

at all velocities. So, if we designate components parallel and transverse
to the path by the subscripts / and t respectively, we have

di
I

Y

j
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The kinetic energy acquired when the velocity increases from O 1

to v is

J
J , vclt = m

f

'

x

V

^3N 3;i
= m c* f

--1
-.
- 1 1 (79-5)

since/; = , . For v2 ^ c- this reduces to the Newtonian expression

Jitt v2
, as it should. Since we measure only differences of energy, it

is permissible to discard the constant term
kinetic energy

U

v-

/M ca and write for the

(79-6)

Then the kinetic energy for zero velocity relative to the observer's
inertial system is m c 2

, a large quantity, instead of zero. In the
table we give, for the electron, proton and deuteron, the ratio of the

mass to the rest mass and the ratio of the velocity to that of light,
for various values of the energy.

7 m c
2

(Mev)

1

10
20
30
50

100

Electron Proton

m, vie

Deuteron

v\c

2.95

20.5

40.0
59.5

98.5

196

0.941
0.999
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.03
0.10

0.15
0.18
0.23

0.31

It is seen that the mass of an electron with an energy of 1 Mev is

already three times its rest mass, and its velocity is 94 percent of the

velocity of light. Consequently, an ordinary cyclotron cannot be
used to obtain electron beams of high energy. On the contrary, the

mass of a proton or deuteroii does not differ appreciably from unity
until an energy of from 30 to 50 Mev has been reached.

Substituting (79-6) in (77-12), we have for the angular velocity

(79-7)
= - C UU

Hence the angular velocity of an ion wrhich is being accelerated in a

cyclotron decreases in magnitude as the energy increases. This

destroys the necessary phase relation between the times at which the
ion crosses the gap and the accelerating electric field. If the fre-

quency of the oscillator remains unchanged, the ion acquires a

greater and greater lag with respect to the field, until it may cross-

the gap during the part of the cycle in which the electric field is

decelerating. This results in a decrease in energy, and a consequent
increase in angular velocity, and soon the ion is again crossing the

gap during the part of the cycle in which the electric field is accele-
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rating. Evidently the energy of the ion oscillates about a value U
determined by the ratio of the frequency v of the oscillator to the.

magnetic field H in accord with the equation

U = ^ , (79-8)

and after a few revolutions the ion will settle down in an orbit of
this energy, in such a phase as to cross the gap between the dees
when the electric field is zero. If, now, either the frequency of the
oscillator is slightly decreased or the magnetic field is slightly increas-

ed, the ion will pass to an equilibrium orbit of slightly greater energy.
The Synchro-Cyclotron. This device makes use of the first of

the two methods cited above for increasing the energy of an ion be-

yond the value at which the variation of mass with velocity becomes
appreciable. The frequency of the oscillator is decreased very slowly,
of course, as compared with the rate of revolution of the ion
inside the dees. The synchrocyclotron is generally used for high
energy protons and deuterons.

The 5rnchrotron. The synchrotron increases the energy of an
ion by slowly increasing the magnetic field, keeping the frequency
of the oscillator constant. When used for electrons, for which it

is particularly suited, the ions are given an initial energy high
enough so that they enter the device with a velocity nearly equal
to that of light.. Consequently, there is very little increase in the
size of the orbit as further increments of energy are added. There-
fore, the solid magnet of the ordinary cyclotron may be replaced
by a magnet in the form of u hollow cylinder, saving weight and
expense.

80. The Hall Effect. If the terminals of a galvanometer G
(Fig. 158) are attached to two opposite points A and B of a thin metal

strip MN carrying a current /, the

galvanometer will remain undeflect-

ed, showing that the equipotential
line AB is perpendicular to the
current. If, however, the strip is

placed in a magnetic field H at right

angles to its plane, a deflection is

observed which does not vanish
until the lead at B is displaced to a

point C beyond B. The equipoten-
tial lines, therefore, are rotated from
the direction of AB to that of AC by
the magnetic field. This effect was
discovered by E.H. Hall in 1879.

Since the free paths of the elec-

trons responsible for metallic conduc-
tion are probably short., these
electrons describe only small portions
of the cycloidal arcs depicted in Fig.
152 when subject to crossed electric FIG. 158
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and magnetic fields. Suppose that E is directed along the Y axis and
H along the Z axis as in article 77. The component velocities of an
ion due to the circular motion about the lines of magnetic force

relative to the moving axes X'Y'Z' are

v* = v' sin (o>f + 0')
== v' sin

X >

Vy = V' COS (CD* + 0')
= v' COS

eH

,
\~ e
)'

from (77-12), where 6' (Fig. 159) is the angle which v' makes with
the Y' axis when t = 0. Therefore, the components of velocity
relative to the axes XYZ fixed in the observer's inertial system are

Vjp
= u + v* = u + v' cos 0' sin

eH
t-v' sin 0' cos *^f,me me

v' cos 0' cos f + v' sin 9' sin t.

> (80-1)

If v is the initial velocity of the ion
?

it-

follows from (77-6) that

v' sin 0' = v s w, v
;

cos 0' = v
oZ/

.

Subsituting these in (80-1) and putting

eH . eH
f

me '

,sm t
me

FIG 159no. ijy

eH
^

. 1 feH\*cos -
t = I -

[
r
2

,we 2 Vwc /

1 fe
2EH

f --
since t is small, we get

feH\A

First we find the mean velocity of an ion between successive

collisions. If // is the time taken to describe a mean free path, the

X and Y components of the mean velocity are respectively

H: -- -*

Next we average with respect to the initial velocities. As the

electrons may be assumed to start out indiscriminately in all direc-

tions after collision with the fixed atoms in the conductor, the

average values of VGX and voy are zero. Therefore, the average com-

ponents of velocity are

1 /e*EH\
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1 /eJ5v
V" - 2 (m >'

Consequently, if is the number of free electrons per unit

volume, the current densities in the X and Y directions are

I ne>EH\
J* - , a

-

(80-2)
ne*E\

The resultant current, therefore, makes an angle a with the electric

field given by

Consequently, the resultant electric intensity, represented by E in

Fig. 158, is not parallel to the axis of the strip. The transverse" com-

ponent of the electric field is due to charges on the edges of the strip
caused by electrons which have been deflected by the magnetic field.

If Et is the transverse component of the electric intensity,

Et = E sin a = E tan a,

since a is small. Hence

me

(8 4)

as we need not distinguish here between jy and the total current j.

This equation is usually written
Et
= TTHJH. (80-5)

the constant 7r# being known as the Hall coefficient. According
to the simple electron theory outlined above, this coefficient has the
value

""-aL (80fi)

and, as the charge on the electron is negative, the Hall coefficient

should always be negative. This would mean that the angle a should

be laid off in the opposite sense to that, illustrated in Fig. 158.

Experiment shows, however, that the Hall coefficient is positive in

nearly as many cases as it is negative. Although a more rigorous

development of the electron theory of the Hall effect leads to a

slightly different numerical coefficient than that of (80-6), the sign
remains unchanged. No satisfactory explanation of the positive Hall

coefficient has been proposed.

In terms of the Hall coefficient the deflection of the equipotential
lines is given by

tan a =
|'
= 7rfl(^ )

H = 7rH a//, (80-7)

where o- is the electrical conductivity.
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Values of the Hall coefficient for some common metals at 18 C
are given in the table. The coefficient varies considerably with

temperature and even reverses sign in certain cases. The reader will

find a detailed account of this effect and other related effects in L. L.

Campbell's Galvanomagnetic and Thermomagnetic Effects.

TTH

- 0.99 (10)-
24 i

Metal

Au
1 Cu :

- 0.59 (10)-
a*

Al I -0.43(10)-24

Zn
i

1.1 (10)-
a *

Fe , 1.1 (lO)-
24

Ni '

-3.1(10)-2
I

^ . _

Problem 80a. The resistivity of golJ in c.g.s, units is 2.69(10)~
18

. Find
the deflection of the potential lines in a gold strip through which a current
is passing when a normal magnetic field of 10,000 oersteds is applied. Ans.

81. Space Charge. In our previous treatment of the motion of

ions in external electric and magnetic fields we have neglected the

forces exerted by the ions on one another. This procedure is justi-

fiable if ions of both signs are present in equal numbers so that

attractions and repulsions balance, or, in the case of ions of one sign,

if the ions are few enough and far enough apart so that the forces

they exert on one another are negligibly small. In some cases,

however, such as that of the hot filament vacuum tube (art. 66), we
have to deal with a dense current of ions of one sign without the

presence of compensating ions of the opposite sign. Then wre must
take into account the electric field due to the charged ions themselves

in the evacuated space through which a current of ions is passing.
We shall assume that the external field is entirely electric.

Let p be the charge per unit volume of the ions and V the electric

potential in the region through which they are passing. The Poisson's

equation (26-1) must be satisfied. As K = 1 in the empty space
under consideration,

Next we have from the definition of the current density /",

j = Pv, (81 -2)

where v is the velocity of the ions, and finally the law of conservation

of energy requires that

\mv* + eV = C (constant). (81-3)

If we eliminate p and v from these equations, we are left with a
relation between the current density / and the potential for the caso

of a current consisting of ions of one sign only.
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We shall consider two typical cases ; first a current of ions

passing from one of two parallel plates to the other, and second a

current passing from the inner of two coaxial cylinders to the outer.

In both cases we shall assume that the ions have negligible velocity

at the initial electrode and that they accumulate there in very great

numbers so as to produce a finite current in accord * g
with (81-2).

I

d-

V

Parallel Plates. Let us take the potential

at the plate A (Fig. 160) to be zero and denote

the potential at the plate B by Vj. Tako the X
axis at right angles to the plates with the origin

at plate A. As the potential is a function of .v

only, (81-1) becomes
dZ = -^ <8l-*>

o v v,
Since E equals the space rate of decrease of K,

**

this equation tells us that the electric intensity Kic. 160

must change rapidly ^\ith A' in a region in which the charge density P

is large.

As V = when v = 0, the constant C in (81-3) is zero, and we
have

V -

Eliminating P and v from (81-2), (8H4) and (81-5),

^"'V-^o'
Multiplying by

ami integrating,

2 , clx = -2dV
dx

Note that j always has the same sign as e. Furthermore
is always positive, since if e is positive V must be negative to produce
a current, whereas if e is negative, as in the case of electrons, V must
be positive.

The large number of ions in the neighborhood of the plate
A zjeutralizes the fi>ld E at the plate, so that

..

\V have then

dv m -e
'2e T'

4

J
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dV
-where we have taken the minus sign before the radical since -,-

- is

opposite in sign to e. Integrating again and solving for the current

density,

r_(
2/yT /2

.
_1

/ m '\L__> m / J
*

97r\ 2e ) jc
2

If we make x equal to the distance d between tlr* plates, V
becomes V&. Hence

r^^y.T"
1

/'
m ^L \m / a

_J__ (81-7)
7" 9A 2e J d*

Generolly the ions giving rise to space charge are thermionic

electrons (art. 66) and consequently e is negative and V& is positive.

In this case we can write (81-7) in the form

If we substitute the value ofi/m given in (77-17), the current

density jp in amperes per square meter is

(81-9)

where Vdp is tlie excess of the potential of B over A expressed in

volts and dp is the distance between- the plates in meters. The

negative sign indicates that the current flows from plate B to

plate A.

The right-hand side of equation (81-8) represents the maximum
current density that can be obtained for a given V& and d. Until

this maximum is reached, the current increases with increasing rate

of production of ions at A. After the maximum current has been

obtained, however, no further increase in the rate of production of

ions has any eifect on the current so long as V& remains unchanged,
the current being limited by the space charge due to the ions

between the two plates. The maximum current does not obey
Ohm's law, since it is proportional to the three-halves power of the

potential difference rather than to the first power.

Coaxial Cylinders. This* is the case of a heated filament emitt-

ing ions which move radially through an evacuated space to a cylin-
drical receiving electrode called the plate. Let a be the radius of

the filament and b that of the plate. Using polar coordinates in a

plane perpendicular to the common axis of the cylinders, it is clear

that the potential V is a function of the radius vector r alone.

Remembering that the left-hand side of Poisson's equation is the same
as that of Laplace's equation, we have from (27-7)

1 d ( r dV\ A ,Q1 im
r dTV dr)- -**>> (81

'
10)
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provided we restore the factor 1/r
2 which was lost by division. As

the current is radial, we shall use jt to represent the current per unit

length of the cylinders. Then

jt
= 27rrpv. (81-11).

Finally, taking the potential of the filament to be zero, we have
from (81-3), as before,

Eliminating P and v from these three equations,

d t dV^ 1 2/,

dr )- r

1
*-(

r dr \

On integration this gives

13/2
I f }V

'= ~
(Jl 9 V 2e

where the quantity ^ satisfies the equation

2 r

3 log a'

The form of the solution of this non-linear differential equation-'

depends upon the magnitude of s. For the specified boundary con-

ditions we find*

=
( *s)

2
/
3
[l
- 0.400s + 0.098s2 0.015s3

+ 0.002s4 - ...], s < 1 ;

$ = 1 e~ [0.652 cos 7] e~2*
[0.116 cos 2y + 0.055 sin 27]

- e~3
*[0.035 cos 37 + 0.029 sin 37 + 0.008 cos y

+ 0.032 shi7] ..., s> 1 ;

where y = 40.5Js + 22.83.

To express the maximum current in terms of the plate potential'

Vb set r = b, and designate the corresponding value of ^ by ^.
Then

-13/2

Dividing by the circumference 2-rrb of the plate, the current per unit

area is

. _ 1 fjn\LJ *~
97T \2eJ

'

62
06

3

The variation of ^&
3 with tya is shown in Fig. 161. Note that if

*
Page and Adams, Phys. Rev. 76, 381 (1949).
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is greater than 10, as is usually the case in practice, ^&
8 does not

differ appreciably from unity.

If a anil b are both large, the difference between them being
small,

b -
a\~|

2
r/> - <n

ft )J4. 6 J
f

to a sufficiently close approximation, and therefore

._
7
~~

2e>

ill agreement with (81-7).

Actually the ions are electrons here and we huve

as in the case of (SI -8). The current pe*r unit length in amperes is

given in terms of the potential difference Vv in volts by

//
= - 14.65(10)1-6

_ (S1-15)

Problem 81a. If a^ 1 mm, b = 10 mm, what is the maximum current that

can be obtained from the filament of a cylindrical vacuum tube undet a

potential of 12 volts ? Ans. 0.062 ampere /meter.

82. The Discharge Tube.- -The study of the passage of electric

currents through gases at low pressure lias revealed many of the

properties of gaseous ions and lias led to the discovery of the electron.

The gas is usually contained in a glass tube provided with metal

electrodes through which the current enters and leaves the tube.

In a gas at atmospheric pressure there are normally present
several ions per cubic centimeter. This number may be greatly

augmented by Ionizing the gas through the agency of X-rays or rays
from a radio-active substance, which eject electrons from neutral

molecules, forming pairs of oppositely charged ions. While many of

the ejected electrons remain free at very low pressures, they generally
become attached to neutral molecules at higher pressures, forming
negative ions of molecular dimensions. The ions of opposite sign
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FIG. 162

attract one another and tend to recombine into neutral molecules. If
no impressed field is present a state of equilibrium is speedily reached,
in which recombination goes on at the same rate as the production of
new ions by the ionizing agent.

Consider a gas at a pressure oi aHFew millimeters of mercury in a

discharge tube, the gas being subject to a constant ionizing agent. If
a potential drop V exists between the electrodes, positive ions are
driven by the field toward the cathode and negative ions toward the

anode, and those which do not recombine on the way ultimately reach
the electrodes, giving rise to a current / through the tube. As the
field is increased, the ions are swept more rapidly toward the
electrodes and there fore have less opportunity to recombine before

reaching them. Consequently, the current increases until the field

becomes so great that all the ions produced reach the electrodes,
when a condition of saturation, represented by s on the current curve
of Fig. 162, is attained. Further
increase of V gives rise to no addi-
tional current until the point c is

reached, when a very rapid gT'ov\tli

of current takes place. This increase

is due to the fact that the field has
become so great that an ion acquires
sufficient energy between successive

collisions to eject an electron from
the next neutral molecule uhich it strikes. This process, known as
ionization by collision, gives rise to a greatly increased number of ions
in the gas, and consequently the current grows very rapidly, the dis-

charge assuming the nature of a spark.
When a gas is not subject to an applied ionizing agent, the only

current at low potentials is that, due to the few ions normally present-
Not until the field has been increased sufficiently to produce ioniza-
tion by collision is there an appreciable current.

*

The field necessary
to propuce a discharge, ho\\ever, varies greatly with the pressure, as
indicated in Fig. 163 for air. At pressures of several millimeters of
mercury the discharge is easily produced, but as the pressure is

decreased below a millimeter or thereabout the potential required
increases very rapidly. In

V
highly evacuated tubes,

therefore, it is necessary
to furnish a supply of ions

in order to cause a current
to pass. This is generally
done by using a heated
filament for cathode, as in

the vacuum tube of article

81, the electrons emitted

by the filament carrying
negative charge from

1 4

FIG.

5

163

p (mm Kg)

cathode to

to cathode.
anode, and therefore giving rise to a current from anode
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We shall now describe in more detail the nature of the discharge*

between cold electrodes. The spark observed at atmospheric pressure,
which requires a potential
of some hundreds or

thousands of volts,

becomes broadened out
FIG. 164 as the pressure is reduced,

until, at pressures of a few millimeters of mercury, a steady discharge
is obtained of a quite different character from that at atmospheric

pressure. The luminosity, which is observed on the surface

of the cathode at higher pressures, stretches out in the tube,

separating into the negative glow n (Fig. 164) and the cathode glow c,

the two being separated by a dark region C known as the

Crookes dark space. Similarly the glow on the anode extends

out into the tube, becoming striated under suitable conditions. Tins

region of luminosity, p, is known as the positive column and is

separated from the negative glow by the Faraday dark space F.

If the length of the tube is increased, the pressure of the gas remain-

ing constant, the positive column extends so as to fill the additional

space, the other region^ remaining unchanged in dimeasions. As the

current through the tube is increased, the cathode glow extends

further over the surface of the cathode, the potential difference

between the electrodes remaining nearly constant until the entire

surface of the cathode is covered. Investigation of the field in the

tube by means of exploring electrodes indicates that most of the

drop in potential takes place near the surface of the cathode, the

electric intensity varying from point to point somewhat as shown in

Fig. 165.

The current is initiated by the collision of ions already present

with neutral molecules, the negative ions produced by collision at low

pressures being largely
free electrons and the

positive ions charged
molecules. The negative

ions, on account of their

smaller mass, have a much
Pos. Column {

greater mobility than the A
L

;

:
: ' -^

positive ions. Consider Anode Cathode

first the positive ions. FlG - 16$

Moving toward the cathode, they acquire greater kinetic energy
between successive collisions close to the cathode than elsewhere in

the tube, as the field is most intense there. Consequently, most of

the ionization produced by impact of the positive ions takes place at

the surface of the cathode. The negative ions formed there are swept

away more quickly than the positive ions on account of their greater

mobility. This action results in the formation of a positive space

charge in the region close to the cathode, which explains the rapid

fall in potential and large electric field.

The negative ions formed near the cathode acquire sufficient
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kinetic energy in passing through the Crookes dark space to ionize

by collision in the negative glow, thus producing the luminosity found
there. The striations existing in the positive column are probably
separated by distances just sufficient for the ions to acquire an energy
that will enable them to excite if not to ionize the neutral molecules
with which they collide. In this way the periodic luminosity in the

positive column is explained.

At very low pressures many of the electrons liberated from the
cathode by impact of positive ions travel the whole length of the
tube without colliding with gaseous molecules. These streams of
electrons are the cathode rays (art. 77) which J. J. Thomson deflected

by perpendicular electric and magnetic fields in his determination
of the ratio of charge to mass. When these electrons strike the
walls of the tube, or a metallic anticathode placed in their path, their

sudden stoppage gives rise to the electromagnetic waves known
as X-rays.

83. The Magnetron. In article 81 we discussed the ion current

passing through an evacuated region from one electrode to another
under the action of an applied electric field. We shall now investi-

gate the characteristics of such au ion current when a uniform magne-
1ic field at right angles to th" electric field is added. We shall

consider two types of magnetron : first, one in which the electrodes

are parallel plates and, second, one in which the electrodes are

coaxial cylinders. In both cases we shall assume that the ions have

negligibly small initial velocities at the electrode from which they are

emitted and that they are present at its surface in sufficiently great
numbers to neutralize the electric field.

Parallel Plates. We shall take the X axis perpendicular to the

plates as in Fig. 160 and the Z axis parallel to the magnetic field H.
Then equation (81-1) becomes

d*V& - ~ 47TP. (83-1)

Although the total current is not parallel to the x axis at all points
between the plates, we are concerned only with the X component of

the current. So (81-2) takes the form

j - Pi. (88-8)

where we use the dot over a letter to indicate the derivative with

respect to the time. Finally, if the potential at the emitting
electrode is taken to be zero, (81-3) becomes

im(x
2 + 3>) + eV - 0. (83-)

In addition we have for the deflecting acceleration due to the

magnetic field

from (77-2). This gives on integration
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y = - ~xH, (83-4)

since the initial velocity is negligible.

Eliminating y between (83-3) and (83-4), we get

/2 \ tr / Cfl \ n /CO K\
x8 = -

( }V [ Yx*. (oo-oj\m / \ me J

As noted in article 81 the quantity (2e/m) V is always positive,
no matter whether e is positive or negative. Hence this relation tells

us that the greatest distance xm which the ions can proceed from the

emitting plate is given by putting x = 0, that is,

xm = A/ _ Lym , (83-6)

where Vm is the potential at xm . If the separation d of the plates
is greater than this, no current flows, the ions curving back under
the influence of the magnetic field and returning to the neighbor-
hood of the plate from which they were Emitted. Suppose we start

with a fixed potential K,/ across the plates and zero magnetic field.

If we increase the magnetic field gradually, the current will continue

to flow until H reaches the value Hc given by the relation

when the current will suddenly cease. This equation, then, expresses
the condition for cut-off, which can be attained as well by decreasing
the potential difference of the plates as by increasing the magnetic
field.

While the condition for cut-off is independent of space charge,
the magnitude of the current density j as a function of the potential
difference V& between the plates and the magnetic intensity H can

be determined only by solving the space charge equation as in.

article 81. So we eliminate P between (83-1) ami (83-2), and then

get rid of x by means of (83-H). If we put

eH T 4
e .

0> S -

,
/ == 4?r~- 7,me m j

V - to
2*2

,m
we obtain the differential equation

//aw or
j 7 + 2w* - C83 '8)

,

<***

The first integral* of (83-8) is

dx

*Page and Adams, Phys. Rev. 69, 492 (1946).
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since the
electric

field 'must vanish at the emitting plate. To obtain
the second integral, put

4/2 j
Wsag-^sin4 X, JC as . ,

CD* (fc)

taking X positive when o> is positive. Then the first integral above
becomes

rf| = 4 sin2 X rf X ,

and the second integral is

= 2 X - sin 2 X , (83-9)

since' and X must vanish together. Evidently the zeros of W
corresponding to the emitting plate and to the plane of cut-off come
at X =0 and at X =

ir, respectively, when o> is positive, as with
electrons. At cut-off, then, | = 2ir.

Let / be the current density which would exist with the speci-
fied potential V<\ at x = d in the absence of a magnetic field, as

given by (81-7), and Hc the magnetic intensity necessary for cut-
off at xd, as specified by (83-7). From the defining equations
for sin X and it follows that

/

H 1

sin4 X /
2

~

Calculating corresponding values of X and 5 from (83-9) we can plot
j UQ against H\HC . The curve is shown in Fig. 166. Tt should be
noted that the current decreases only slightly with increasing magnetic
field until cut-off is reached, when it falls precipitously to zero.
An investigation of the charge density shows that it becomes
infinite at the plane of cut-off as well as at the emitting electrode.

J o

1.0

0.5

H
0.6

FIG. 166

1.0

Coaxial Cylinders. In this case ions in the form of electrons

are emitted by the hot filament AB (Fig. 167) with negligible initial

velocities. We shall neglect the magnetic field produced by the
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heating current in the filament, taking into -account only . the

external magnetic field parallel to the axis of the tube and the

radial electric* field due to the difference in potential between the

filament and the surrounding cylindrical electrode. It will be

convenient to use cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z, the last being
measured parallel to the axis of the tube. Let a denote the radius

of the filament and & that of the outer electrode. Then, we have
in place of (83-3)

lm(r* 4. r202)+ cv= 0. (83- 10)

The torque about the axis is due to the magnetic field alone

and is equal to errH. Equating this to the rate of increase of

angular momentum,
d

2
- 1

p

and integrating

rfi = I Hrdr
mcr] a

= e
Af, (83-11)

where N is the magnetic flux through the cross-sectional area between
the filament and the coaxial circle of radius r.

Fie.

If, now, we use (83-11) to eliminate rQ* from (83-10),

3
*

<
83~12)

Making r =0 we find that the greatest distance from the axis which
the ions can reach is

__
/ I AT a"

(83-13)

Indicating the values of V and Af corresponding to r = b by the

subscript 6, the condition for cut-off at the outer electrode is then

" <83' 14'
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If a good vacuum is maintained in the tube, the cut-off is even
sharper than that illustrated in Fig. 166 for the plane magnetron,
as is shown by the solution of the space charge equation obtained

by Page and Adams.* As in the case of the plane magnetron, the
condition (83-14) is independent of space charge.

The magnetron provides a means of cutting off a current by
means of a magnetic field. It may also be used to measure the

strength of a uniform magnetic field by placing it with its axis

parallel to the lines of force and adjusting the potential V until cut-
off occurs. Finally the tube may be used to obtain the value of elm
for the electron by adjusting known electric and magnet fields so as
to secure the condition of cut-off.

A modification of the magnetron described here is one of the

rnpst satisfactory sources of very high frequency electric oscillations.

Problem 83a. A magnetron consists of a filament of 2 mm radius
surrounded by a cylindrical electrode of 3 cm radius. It is observed that when
the tube is placed with its axis parallel to the lines of force of a uniform
magnetic field, cut-off takes place when the potential on the tube is 8.85 volts.
Find the magnetic intensity. Ans, 6.67 oersted.

84. Dlamagnetism and the Zeeman Effect. As pointed out in
article 75 the Amperian circuits responsible for the magnetic
properties of matter may be rings of electrons revolving about the
nuclei of the atoms. Consider one such circular ring ; suppose it to
consist of N electrons of charge e revolving in a circle of radius a
with angular velocity o> under a force $ directed toward the center
of the circle. As a charge Ne passes each point of the circumference
in a time 2xr/<k>, the current is

/QIIVl==
2. * (84

-
])

and the magnetic moment of the ring (art. 69) is

^

In general an atom or molecule contains several such rings, the
resultant magnetic moment being the vector sum of the magnetic
moments of the individual rings. If the resultant <

magnetic moment
is not zero, the atom or molecule has the properties of a small magnet
and the medium of which it is a constituent is paramagnetic or

ferromagnetic. In a great many oases, however, the resultant

magnetic moment vanishes, and then the atom or molecule is subject
to no torque when placed in an external magnetic
field. In all cases, however, the application of an
external field changes the magnetic moments of
the rings of electrons, diminishing the moments of

those whose axes lie in the direction of the field

and increasing the moments of those whose axes
are opposite to the field. This effect, known as

diamagnetism, produces a resultant magnetic
moment opposite to the applied field. It probably p
exists in all substances, although in paramagnetic

G *

*Ibid., 494.
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and ferromagnetic media it is marked by the much greater opposite
effect due to the orientation of the magnetic atoms or molecules.

To investigate the effect of an external magnetic field on the

magnetic moment of a ring of electrons, consider the motion of a

single electron (Fig. 168). In the absence of a magnetic field the

only force on the electron is the central force J?, and its angular
velocity o> is given by the equation of motion

mco^a = J. (84-3)

If, now, a uniform magnetic field Hl is applied at right angles
to the plane of the figure, the lines of force being directed toward
the reader, a magnetic force

evH
} [c
=

directed away from O is brought into being. Consequently, the

equation of motion is now

. (84-4)

Eliminating y by means of (84-3),

0)2 __ QJ 2 __ __
eti

* ^
me

If we put A <o for the increase CD co in the angular velocity,

A o> = l

o> 4- <u me

= -
f/^ (H4-5)

to a sufficient degree of approximation, since o> differs very little

from <w even in the strongest fields available in the laboratory.

From (84-2) and (84-5) we find for the change in the' magnetic
moment of the ring

Nea2 A G) A <o=
. PuO f* * ** /w

(84-6)

Therefore, the magnetic moment of a ring of electrons wh jse axis

lies in the direction of the field, us in the case under discussion, is

decreased by the field. If the magnetic axis had been directed

opposite to JF/j, the effect of the field would have been to increase

the moment by an equal amount. Consider an atom which contains

two rings of electrons of equal moments oppositely oriented, so that

in the absence of a magnetic field it has zero resultant moment.
The effect of a field, parallel to the axis of the first ring, is to decrease

the moment of this ring and increase that of the oppositely oriented

ring. Therefore, a resultant magnetic moment opposite to the field

is imparted to the atom.
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If the plane of the ring is not at right angles to the field, it is

evident that only the component of HI parallel to ps is effective in

altering the angular velocity and the magnetic moment of the ring.

If, then, the angle between pa and H^ is denoted by 0,

and the component of the added magnetic moment in the direction

of the field is

To find the magnetization 7 in a diamagnetic medium, we must
sum up over all the n rings in a unit volume. Assuming that the

axes of the rings are directed at random, the number making angles
between and Q -\-dfl with H

l
is

, 2 T sm Qd0 .

(in = - n = In sm
4?r

and

The field Hl in (84-8) is not the total field in the medium but
rather the field external to the atom under consideration. It corres-

ponds to the
,
of article 17. In fact, it may be shown that

//j = H 4- (47T/3)/, an expression analogous to (17-3).

As nN is just the total number of electrons per unit volume,

(84-8) can be used to calculate a mean radius of the atom from
measured values of the susceptibility of diamagnetic substances,

or, if a is taken as known, the number of electrons revolving in

rings can be computed, The results are in fair accord with expecta-
tions.

The phenomenon of diamagnetism constitutes the strongest kind
of evidence for Ampere's theory of magnetism. For if magnetic

properties were due to the presence of actual magnetic dipoles in the

atom instead of Amperian circuits it is difficult to see how a medium
could be diamagnetic. Tn the electrostatic analog, for instance,

where true dipoles are responsible for the properties of the medium,
we never find a value of the permittivity less than unity.

As light consists of electromagnetic waves (Chapter XVI), the

change in angular velocity given by (84-5) is responsible for a change
in the frequency v of light emitted by an electron revolving about the

nucleus of an atom placed in an external magnetic field H. If the

revolution is in a plane perpendicular to the lines of force,

(84-9)v
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where H is to be taken as positive when in the same direction as o>.

This influence of a magnetic field on the frequency of light is known
as the Zeeman effect.

Now in order to account for the monochromatic character of the

light emitted* from a radiating gaseous atom, we must suppose that

the emitting electron is bound to the atom by a simple harmonic
force of restitution. Its motion, even if it is describing a circular

orbit, may be treated as the resultant of linear simple harmonic
vibrations. For simplicity let us confine our attention to one such

linear simple harmonic motion. To analyze the effect of an impressed

magnetic field, we shall resolve this vibration into two linear simple
harmonic vibrations, one in the direction of the field and the other

in a plane perpendicular to the field. Since linear simple harmonic

motion may be represented as the projection on a diameter of uniform

motion in a circle, the latter may be resolved into two circular

motions in opposite senses in the plane perpendicular to H. Along
one diameter the displacements combine to give rise to a simple
harmonic oscillation of amplitude double the common radius of the

two circular motions, whereas along a diameter at right angles the

displacements due to the circular motions annul each other,

Altogether, then, we have replaced the original linear oscillation by
three component oscillations : (1) a linear vibration along the lines

of force, (2) a circular motion about the lines of force in the positive
sense and (3) a circular motion about the lines of force in the negative
sense. Let us denote by v the frequency in the absence of the field

and by vlf V2 and v3 the frequencies of the three component motions

when the field is applied. As a magnetic field exerts no force on a

charge moving parallel to the lines of force, the frequency of the

linear vibration (1) is unaffected by the field. On the other hand,
that of (2) is decreased by eH/Trmc and that of (3) is increased by
an equal amount. Therefore, we have the three frequencies

eff
,

CH IQA imV V V. = V V^ = Vrt
-L- fXd-IlM

2
~

4nmc' * ' 3

when the field is applied, in place of the single frequency V . Actually,
since e is negative, vs is the smallest and v2 the largest of these

frequencies.

There are two principal ways of forming the spectrum of a source

placed in a field, If the slit of the spectroscope is placed at a point
on a line drawn from the source in -the direction of the lines of force,

we have longitudinal observation, whereas if it is placed at a point on
a line drawn from the source at right angles to the lines of force, we
have transverse observation. It will be shown in article 139 that the

radiation from an oscillating charge is greatest in directions at right

angles to the oscillation and zero in the line of the oscillation.

Furthermore the electric vector, the direction of which determines the

polarization of the emitted light, lies in the plane determined by the

oscillation. Therefore, in longitudinal observation V2 and vs appear

circularly polarized and no light of frequency vl is present. On the

other hand, all three frequencies appear as plane polarized light in
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transverse observation, V2 and v3 with the electric vector perpendi-
cular to H (s polarization) and vl with the electric vector parallel to

H (p polarization). These three frequencies constitute the normal
Lorentz triplet. One of the earliest methods of calculating the ratio

elm of the electron was from measurements of the separation .found

in the Zeeman effect.

The analysis of the Zeeman effect given here fits the observations

in every respect for simple spectra. In the majority of cases, 'how-

ever, the resolution is more complex than that predicted by this

simple theory, and for an adequate explanation the concept of the

spinning electron and the quantum theory are necessary.

Problem 84a. On Ampere's theory of magnetism the true field inside a

magnetic medium is B, not H Show, nevertheless, that the field to which
an atom is subject is H 4- (47C/3)/ just as in the case of the electrostatic analog.
(Consult art. 17 and art. 75).

Problem 84b. From (84-8) find the susceptibility -and the permeability of

a diamagnetic medium in terms of

Ans. ff =

Fic. 169

85. Unipolar Induction. Finally we shall consider an example
of the motion of ions in a magnetic medium. Let M (Fig. 169a)
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be a symmetrically magnetized steel cylinder arranged so that it can

rotate about its axis PQ ,and provided with a 'side arm ED the end D
of which dips into a coaxial trough of mercury. The trough and the

portion ACD of the circuit are held fixed. If a current passes from

the trough through the side arm into the magnet, emerging along the

axis at A, the magnet experiences a torque which causes it to rotate

in the positive sense about its axis. We have, here, a simple type of

motor.

To calculate the torque on the current passing through the side

arm and magnet, we have for the force per unit volume

7^ =
*'

j x B,

from (75-4).

If a (Fig. 170) is the angle between j and B and the azimuth

measured around the axis of the magnet, the force on a volume-

element rd$dldn at a distance r from the axis is

jB sin ard<pdldn

at right angles to the plane of the figure. We are measuring dl along
and dn at right angles to the lines of induction. The torque due to

this force is

Q r g d2 = jB sin ar*d<pdldii
c

in the positive sense about the axis.

Now the current dl passing through
the face rdtydl of the volume element

is

dl = j sin

and hence

d 2 = rB didn.

01

But if dN is the flux of induction through an annular ring of width

dn described about the axis of the magnet,

dN = 2-rBcln,

since the magnet is symmetrically magnetized and dn is perpendicular

to the lines of induction. Consequently,

d* - didN
oL/ si

InC

Summing up dl and d<j>-
is equivalent to summing up di without

change in N, giving

d - idN
"*-

277C

"Finally, summing up dN gives for the total torque
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whore N is the flux of induction through the circle of radius OD
(Fig. I69a) at right angles to the axis of the magnet. Evidently we
have made no error in treating j as if it lay in the plane through PQ
since the component of j at right angles to this plane contributes

nothing to the torque. As the lines of induction outside the magnet
have the opposite sense to those in its interior, the torque is greatest
when the side arm is shortest.

The* torque expressed by (85-1) is that produced by the magnetic
field on the portion of the current circuit lying in the movable part
of the system. Before we can conclude that this is the total torque,
we must show that there is no torque exerted by the current circuit

on the poles of the magnet.

The spreading of the current in the interior of the magnet may
be taken into account by replacing the current by a number of closed

current filaments which follow- the same path outside the magnet but

separate in its interior. Let the circuit ACDEFA (Fig. 169a) be one
such elementary circuit, the current flowing in it being designated by
dL Construct a surface of revolution (Fig. 169b) by rotating the
curve EFA about the axis of the magnet. This surface divides the

magnet into two parts : an upper and outer part bounded above by
the upper surface of the magnet and below by the conical surface

jj, and a lower and inner part bounded above by the surface S2
coincident with s

{
and below by the lower surface of the magnet. Let

us calculate first the torque on the upper and outer portion. It

contains the north magnetism spread over the upper surface of the

magnet and an equal amount of south magnetism .spread over the

surface s
7 . Consider an annular ring G of radius r lying in this

portion of the magnet, which may contain some of the magnetism on
the one or the other surface. Tf J\ is the magnetic pole-strength per
unit length of the ring, and //0 is the component of the magnetic

intensity in the direction of increasing 96 due to the current filament

dL the torque on the annular ring due to the current filament is

= r [
2n

Jo
.rd<p. (85 2>
9

As the magnet is symmetrically magnetized 7\ is >t a function of <p

and may be placed in front of the integral sign. Furthermore,

P
JO

(85-3>
O

by Ampere's law (71-3). Hence

</2 = *E*!*'

Now STTTA is the total pole strength dm in the annular ring under
consideration. So

</* - 2rf
'-

. (85-4>
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Summing up over the portion of the magnet under consideration, we
find that the torque vanishes since the total pole-strength on any
isolated body is zero.

Turning now to the inner and lower portion of the magnet, we
note that the right-hand member of (85-3) is zero since an annular

ring lying in this portion of the magnet does not encircle the current
filament under consideration. Therefore, the torque is zero.

We conclude, then, that (85-1) represents the total torque on the
movable part of the system. This formula is well verified by experi-
ment*, and substitution of a brass cylinder in the magnetic field of a
coaxial solenoid for the magnet verifies the theoretical deduction that
the poles of the magnet are in 'no way responsible for the torque.
The fact that the formula deduced on the basis of Ampere's theory of

magnetism accords with the experimental measure of the torque
shows the correctness of Ampere's conception of the nature of mag-
netism. For if the molecules of a magnetic medium owed their

magnetic properties to the presence of actual dipolos instead of

Amperian circuits, the flux N in (85-1) would be that of H instead of

B, and as H may be less than a hundredth of B in iron, the torque
would be only a small fraction of that actually observed.

The mechanism in Fig. 169 has been considered as a simple form
of electric motor. It may also be operated as a generator. To show
this, let g be the external electromotive force producing the current
/ and R the resistance of the circuit, and suppose that the magnet
rotates with constant angular velocity to against a frictional torque
equal to (85-1). Then the rate at which work is done by the external
electromotive force is

02 ,

w
g / = flf2 + Wj

JTT

or

Wo>[-]'-
As Ri* must equal the product of the total electromotive force

by the current, we see that the rotation of the magnet gives rise to

a reverse electromotive force

Tf, no\v, we remove S and rotate the magnet mechanically, the
electromotive force (85-5) will be generated.

Problem 85a A current of 0.05 amp passes through a magnet as indicated
in Fig. 169. The flux through the circle of radius OD is 1045 maxwells.
Compute the torque. Ans. 0.832 dyne cm.

Problem 85ft. Deduce the torque (85-1) by computing the torque about
PQ on the fixed portion ACD of the circuit of Fig. 169 and applying the law of
action and reaction.

*Zeleny and Page, Phvs. Rev. 24, 544 (1924).



CHAPTER IX

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION

86. Faraday's Law. Inasmuch as a current gives rise to a
magnetic field, it occurred to Faraday in 1831 that a magnet might
induce a current in a neighboring fixed circuit. Although he found
that the proximity of a stationary magnet gives rise to no current,
he noticed that a galvanometer in the circuit suffers a momentary
deflection while the magnet is approaching or receding. Further

investigation showed that the same effect is produced by moving a
second circuit in whicli a current is flowing toward or away from
the first, or by holding the second circuit fixed and varying the
current in it. The phenomenon of current induction had been
observed by Henry in America even earlier, but the discovery
is generally attributed to Faraday since, he was the ih;st to publish
his results.

Faraday's experiments indicate that a change in the flux of

magnetic induction through a fixed circuit gives rise to an electro-
motive force which lasts as long as the flux is changing, the magni-
tude of the induced e.m f. being proportional to the time rate of

change of flux. If the flux through the circuit is decreasing, the
sense of the induced electromotive force is found to be that of
rotation of a right-handed screw advancing in the direction of the
flux passing through the circuit, as illustrated in Fig/ 17 la, whereas
if the flux is increasing, the induced electromotive force is in the

opposite sense as in Fig. 17 Ib. Now suppose we take the upper
face of the circuit shown in the figure as positive so as to make the
flux through it positive. Then, according to the conventioix of article

8 relating the positive sense of describing the periphery of a surface to-

the positive direction of the normal, the periphery is traversed in the

positive sense when we pass from a to b to c. Consequently, the
induced electromotive force is positive in the case of decreasing flux^

and negative in the case of increasing flux. As a current in the
circuit would have to flow in the sense a to b to c to produce a flux in

the same direction as that of the external field, the induced e m.f.
acts in such a sense as to produce additional flux in the same
direction as the flux due to external sources if the latter is decreas-

ing, and in the sense to produce additional flux in the opposite
direction to the flux due to external sources if 1 he latter is increasing.
In each case the induced e.m.f. acts in the sense to oppose the change-
in flux which produces it.
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If B is the magnetic induction,

<a) Flux decreasing (b) Flux increasing

FIG. 171

A;= B cos yds^=

ds an element of area o

any surface s having
the circuit as its

periphery, and y the

angle between the

lines of induction and
the positive normal
to the surface ele-

ment, the flux of

induction through
the surface is

As noted earlier, the e.g. s, unit of flux is the' maxwell. The m.k.s.

practical unit, equal to (10)
8
maxwells, is called the \veber. *

Taking account of the relation between the positive face of the

circuit and the positive sense of describing the periphery, Faraday's
law states that the electromotive force g induced by changing the

Jlux of induction through a fixed circuit is proportional to the time

rate of decrease of flux Experiment shows that the constant of

proportionality in Faraday's law is the same as that in Ampere's law.

Therefore, we have

-j.
Since the c.g.s. unjt of S is 1 gm1 ' 8 cm1 '* sec" 1 and that of N is

1 gra
1 ' 2 cm*'* sec" 1

, we see that (86-1) is correct dimensionally.

In terms of the magnetic induction, (36-1) takes the form

d
S = -

(B cos y)ds, (8(5-2)

n

where we have to differentiate cos 7 as well as

B since the direction as well as the magnitude
of the induction may change with the time.

Now let B, (Fig 172) be the magnetic in-

duction at the time / and B2 that at the time

/+Af, the angle which Bx makes with the

normal n to the surface 4 element ds being
denoted by y l

and that which B$ makes with
n by y a . The increase in the vector B during
the time A t is

A 8=82-8!
in the direction PQ, and the time rate of increase of Bat the time
/ is the vector

FIG. 172

dt
lim -

ABL
A;
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in the limiting direction assumed by the line PQ as A t approached
sero.

If we represent the magnitude of the vector AB by |
AB

| ,

|
AB

|
cos a=#2 cos 7 8 #! cos Vx

from the figure, or

AB
cos a=

cos

letting A t approach zero

i ^H n
I cos a = - (B cos y), (86-3)

the angle a between PQ and the normal now having its limiting alue.

Therefore, Faraday's law becomes

--
'!.!

*--
JJ.?-*- (SM>

In differentiating B with respect to the time we have used the
notation for partial rather than for total differentiation for the reason
that B is generally a function of the coordinates as well as of the
time. In (86-4) we are dealing with a fixed circuit and arc concerned

solely with the time rate of change of B at each point.

The reader must remember that
a

the magnitude of the

time rate of increase of the vector B, is not at all the same thing
fiB

-as -
> the time rate of increase of the magnitude of B. For

instance, in the case of a rotating vector of constant magnitude, the
latter derivative vanishes while the former does not.

As the electromotive force in this case is the line integral (48-5)
of the electric intensity E around the circuit, we can write (86-4) in

the form

g*
<fe. (86-5)

It is important to note that Faraday's law applies to any closed

curve whether or not a conducting wire coincides with it, although

only when a conducting circuit is present does the electromotive force

give rise to a current. In all cases Faraday's law tells us that the line

integral of the electric intensity around any fixed closed curve is equal
to the time rate of decrease offlux of magnetic induction through the

curve divided by c. Equation (86-5) should be compared with the

oircuital form (71-3) of Ampere's law, to which it is quite ahalogous,

particularly if the latter is writcen in the form

3i ss < H d\ = 4?r
f j <fe, (86-6)
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obtained by expressing / in terms of the,, current .density j ,qver any
surface s whose periphery coincides with the path along which the line

integral of H.is taken.

Faraday's law implies thai the lines of electric force due to

changing magnetic induction form closed curves much as do the lines

of magnetic force produced by a current in a wire. Consider, for

instance, a magnet (Fig. 173) held above the plane of the figure with

its axis on the perpendicular through 0, the north pole being the

nearer to 0. If,' now, the magnet is moved toward the figure, the

lines of electric force in the plane of the

figure are, on account of symmetry, circles

with O as center, the sense of the electric

intensity being that of the arrowheads.

Reversal of the direction of motion of the

magnet merely reverses the sense of E. If

a wire coincides with the line ABC, the elec-

tric field exerts a force on the free elec-

trons in a direction everywhere tangent to

the wire, and consequently a current is pro-
duced. Evidently no scalar potential exist*

in an electric field of this type, for such

a potential would have to decrease as we

pass in the direction of the electric intensity from A to B to C to A,
so that after passing completely .

around the circuit we would come
back to the starting point with a 'different

value of the potential from that with
which we had begun.

In the case under consideration no

part of the wire ABC is charged electrical-

ly. If, however, we cut the wire at A and
insert a parallel plate condenser as in

Fig. 174, the situation is altered. Now the

electric field E due to the changing induc-

tion causes positive charge to accumulate
at a and negative charge at b until the

difference of potential Va Vb between the

two plates of the condenser due to these

charges is equal to the electromotive force

i represented by the line integral of the

B

FIG. 173

E

Fio. 174

electric intensity E along the wire from b to c to a, that is,

-n-f
Jbca

For only when this condition is satisfied is the .total work performed
in carrying an electron from b to a through the wire equal to zero and

only then can the flow of electrons stop. If the distance d between
the plates of the condenser is small compared with the distance /

around the circuit, g l
=

(1 d\l) g . Hence,
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for equilibrium.
The electric intensity in the region between the plates is not

(Va Vb)\d, but rather (Va Vb)\d + E = g/d. Nevertheless the
charge on the condenser, at least in the case where the permittivity
of the dielectric between the plates is unity, is determined by
(Va Vi)\d alone, for the lines of force of the field E do not termi-
nate on the plates and therefore do not lead to any additional
charge.

In this connection it must be remembered that a field due to
static charges can never give rise to an electromotive force around a
closed circuit. For every electrostatic field possesses a potential,
and therefore the line integral of the electric intensity around any
closed curve vanishes, as shown in article 48. Consequently, the
electromotive force around a closed curve due to changing magnetic
flux is unaffected by the presence of charges such as those on the
condenser plates of Fig. 174.

If a circuit is located in empty space, where B and H are the
same, the flux of magnetic induction through the circuit is equal to
the flux of magnetic intensity. However, if the
circuit embraces a magnetic core, as in Fig. 175,
we may determine the flux either by integrating
over a surface s

} lying entirely in empty space or

by integrating over a surface st cutting the core.
But B lines are continuous as we pass through the
surface of the core, whereas H lines are not. There-

fore, the flux of H = B through s
t
is equal to the

flux of B through sz . Hence we see that, when the
surface of integration passes through a permeable
medium, the induced electromotive force must
depend upon the rate of change of flux of B as p
expressed by (86-2) rather than upon the rate of

change of flux of H, for, if the latter were the case, we would obtain
different results according as we integrated over sl or s2 . The same
conclusion may be reached from Ampere's theory of magnetism (art.

75), which shows that the actual magnetic intensity inside a perme-
able medium is B.

Problem 86a A long solenoid of m turns per unit length and cross sectionA carries an alternating current i = in sin cot. The solenoid is wound on a
core of permeability [J-, Find the flux N of induction through a closed curve
which encircles the solenoid and calculate the e.m.f, g around the curve.

Ans. W= "' A sin t, g = - ^o> cos tot.
c c

Problem 86b. A current i
== t sin cot flows in a very long straight wire.

Calculate the flux N through and e.m.f. g around a rectangle of dimensions h
and d which lies in a plane through the wire, the sides of length h being
parallel to the wire and at distances R and R 4- d from it.

Ans. 2V = 2i

l
h
log (

1 + I) sin <ot,
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CO COS COt.~ c- > j\ /

Problem 86c. If the magnet of Fig. 173 has a moment pu, is at a distance
h from O, and is approaching O with a velocity v 9 find the flux N through a
circle of radius a about O and the electric intensity E in the plane of the

figure at a distance a from O.

Ans. N -
^Jj,, - E = -

Problem 86d. The plates of the condenser of Fig 174 are separated by a
dielecttic of permittivity k Show that the charge per unit area (neglecting
edge effect) on the plates is

87. The Betatron. A very illuminating application of Faraday's
law is found in the betatron. This device, developed by D. W.
Kerst in 1941, is used to produce electron beams of energies so great
that the mass m of each electron is many times its rest mass m
(art. 79). The instrument consists of a large electromagnet (Fig. 176)
between the pole pieces of which is placed an evacuated toroidal

chamber DD known as a doughnut, a top view of which is shown
in the upper part of the figure. The magnet is actuated by an

alternating current so as to produce a sinusoidally varying magnetic
field. The changing magnetic flux

gives rise to circular electric lines of

force, such as pictured in Fig. 173,

lying in planes perpendicular to the

axis of the magnet with their centers

on this axis. During the quarter cycle
in which the magnetic field increases

from zero to its maximum value, the

induced electric field accelerates, along
a circular path lying inside the dough-
nut, electrons which have been injected
at P. The electrons are kept in this

circular path by the deflecting force

e\ X H/c due to the magnetic field.

Let r be the constant radius of

the equilibrium circular orbit which
the electrons follow and let H* be the

varying magnetic field in the median

plane at this distance from the axis of

the magnet. The varying magnetic
field at any point in the median plane,

given as a function of the distance r

from the axis, we shall designate by
FIG. 176 H. Then the varying magnetic flux

through the area bounded by the equilibrium path is

JV .
J

f

m-vrdr (87-1)
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and the varying electric field l? along this path is given by

2r E = - i d
j (87-2)

from Faraday's law. Since the force exerted on an electron by this
field is eEQ , the equation governing the motion tangent to the circle is

from (79-4), where m is the variable mass (79-2). The minus sign
indicates that the motion would be in the negative sense relative to
the flux for a positive e while N is increasing, as indicated by the
arrow in the figure. Actually the motion is in the opposite sense,
as e is negative.

Since the transverse acceleration is ft .= v*/r , the motion at

right angles to the path toward the center of curvature is specified by
v2 1m = - evHQ . (87-4)
r c

Now the integral of (87-3), subject to the initial condition that
v s=s when NQ

= 0, is

mv = - /^ -, (87-5)
277T C '

whereas (87-4) gives

mv== <?,o//,
(876)

Consequently, the device will operate in the desired manner only if

the magnetic flux has the value

-JV = 27rr 2/f (87-7)

instead of the smaller value 7rr
2// which would result from a uni-

form field //o over the entire median plane. The equilibrium orbit

is that circle whose radius r satisfies this equation. Evidently
the magnetic field must be stronger at the axis of the magnet than
at the distance r

, as indicated by the lines of force in the figure.

This is accomplished in part by a proper shaping of the pole pieces
and in part by the insertion of the soft iron block B in the center of
the gap. The non-uniforrif character of the field is actually an

advantage in holding the beam to the proper path. First, the deflecting
force proportional to v X H is in such a direction as to bring back
to the median plane any electron which may have strayed from this

plane. Second, the required weakening of the magnetic field near
the periphery can be utilized to produce focusing in the median

plane. For this purpose the pole pieces are designed so that H falls

off less rapidly than 1/r in the neighborhood of the equilibrium path.

Then, as the centrifugal reaction is proportional to 1/r, the electron

is brought back to the equilibrium path if it deviates to either side of

it. Actually a more detailed analysis shows that in such circums-

tances the electron oscillates about the equilibrium path with rapidly
decreasing amplitude.
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The radius of the equilibrium circle in a typical betatron designed
to give electron energies of 20 Mev is 18.8 era arid the frequency of
the exciting current is 180 cycle sec"1

. In a quarter cycle the
electrons make approximately 250,000 revolutions, traveling a dis-

tance of over 200 miles. Larger betatrons have been built and
successfully operated to give energies as high as 100 Mev.

If the beam of electrons is to be used to produce hard X-rays
by impinging on a target, it must be swerved out of the equilibrium
path at the end of the accelerating quarter cycle, for in the next
quarter cycle the electric field is in such a direction as to decelerate
the electrons. This may be done by an additional coil, which is

excited near the end of the accelerating period.

Contrasting the betatron with the cyclotron, we notice that the

magnetic and electric fields in the former vary together at a relatively
low frequency, whereas in the latter the magnetic field is constant
and the electric field alternates at a very high frequency. Further-
more, the action of the electric field is continuous in the first case
and intetmittent in the second.

88. Motional Electromotive Force and Neumann's Law. In
article 86 we confined our attention to the electromotive force in a
circuit which is fixed relative to the observer. Now we shall deter-
mine the electromotive force along a conducting wire of length /

which is moving with velocity v relative to the observer across the
lines of force of a magnetic field. In this case we do not need to

appeal to experiment, for the electromotive force is deduoible at once
from the expression (76-2) for the force on each of the free electrons
in the moving wire. From this equation the force per unit charge
due to a magnetic field is seen to be

Ef ==
*
v x B,

where V represents the velocity of the wire. So, if d\ is a vector
element of length of the wire, the motional electromotive force is

(88-1)E tf d\ = M (v x B) rfl

in the sense of the component of v X B along the wire.
'

Consider the parallelepiped (Fig. 177) formed by
V, B and dl. The vector

v X B is equal in

magnitude to the area

of the baseband has the

direction of the altitude.

Consequently, the
scalar (v x BV I rfis

equal to the area of the

base multiplied by the

component of dl normal
to the base, that is,

equal to the volume of

the parallelepiped. If,

now, we chose the face FIG.

the vectors
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of the parallelepiped of which v and d\ are edges as base, the volume
of the parallelepiped is given by (d\ x v) B = B (dl X v). There-

fore,

(v x B) d\ = B (d\ x v),

and the electromotive force under consideration may be written

$ - *
I B (dl x v). (88-2)

Now dl X y is the area swept over per unit time by the length
dl of wire and B '

(d\ X v) is the flux of induction through this area.

Therefore, the motional electromotive force is equal to the flux of
induction cut by the wire per unit time divided by c. It acts in the

direction of the component ofvxB along the wire.

Consider, for instance, a straight wire PQ (Fig. 178) of length /

with a metal knob on either end moving with velocity v to the right

through a uniform field the lines of force of which are directed per-

pendicular to the plane of the figure away from the

reader. The electromotive force acts in the direction

of the vector v X B, that is, from P to Q. The flux

of induction cut by the wire per unit time is the flux

Bvl passing through the area PQRS.
Therefore,

+8

Bvl
1

FIG. 178

acting from P toward Q. This electromotive force urges

positive electricity toward Q and negative toward P
until the knobs acquire sufficient charges to produce
a difference of potential equal to the electromotive force.

Observe that the motional e.m.f. vanishes if either dl or

v is parallel to the field, for in either of these cases no
flux is cut.

Let us apply (88-2) to the case of a complete circuit which is

moving relative to the observer. The motion may be due to the fact

that the circuit has a movable arm
which slides back or forth relative

to the remainder of the circuit, or

the circuit, while rigid, may trans-

late or rotate relative to the

observer. Tn any case the periphery
or a part of it moves relative to the

observer, having the location of the

curve /! (Fig. 179) at the time t and

that of the curve /2 at the time

t + dt. Since we are describing the

circuit in the counter-clockwise

sense, we must take the front face

as positive. If, then, we denote by
dai the vector area which is added

to the circuit per unit length in theFIG. 179
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time dt, the area PQRS added to the length dl in the time dt is

d\ X vdt,

the negative sign being due to the fact that the positive sense of ds/ is

toward the reader, and (88-2) becomes

B dl, (88-3)

the angle 7 being that between B and the positive normal to the area

PQRS and the integral being taken all the way around the circuit.

The integral alone represents the amount of flux of B through the

area added to the circuit per unit time on account of the motion of

the periphery. Therefore, the motional electromotive force around a

closed circuit is equal to the rate of decrease of the flux of induction

through the circuit due to the motion of the periphery relative to the

observer, divided by c.

Finally let us compute the total electromotive force around a
closed circuit when B at every point is changing with the time and
also the circuit is moving relative to the observer. Referring again to

Fig. 179, if the circuit remains fixed in the position /j we have an
e.m.f. proportional to the rate of decrease of flux of induction through
the fixed curve /x as specified by Faraday's law. In addition, how-

ever, we have in the case of a moving circuit a motional e,m f. pro-

portional to the rate of decrease of flux due to the motion of the

periphery. Adding the two together, the total electromotive force $
is equal to the total rate of decrease of flux of induction through the

circuit, due in part to the change o/B with the time and in part to the

motion of the circuit relative to the observer, divided by c. In analytical

form,

g== -clf' (88
"
4)

where

N
j

B cos yds =
J

B ? da,

integrated over the entire area bounded by the circuit at the instant

considered. This law was formulated by F. E. Neumann in 1845.

It is equivalent to Faraday's law for the case of a fixed circuit, but is

more general in that it applies also to a moving circuit.

Two cautionary remarks are called for by the preceding discus-

sion. In the first place, although an e.m.f. acts around a fixed closed

curve through which the flux of induction is changing, whether a

conducting circuit coincides with the curve or not, we cannot suppose
a motional e.m.f. to exist in the absence of moving charges, such as

the electrons carried along by a moving conductor. Secondly, the
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statement often

made that the
motional e.m.f.

along a moving
wire is equal to

the number of
tabes of induction
cut per unit time
is correct only if

the tubes of in-

duction are con-

F
FIG. 180(a)

E

180(b)

thissidered to be stationary relative to the observer, for only in ths case

is the nmnber of tubes cut equal to the flux of induction through the

area swept over by the wire. The concept of moving tubes of

induction is one which should be avoided as it often leads to erroneous

conclusions.

A simple example of motional electromotive force is afforded by
the circuit of Fig. 180a. The arms AC, CD, DE are fixed, whereas

the wire FG slides to the right with velocity v through a magnetic
field directed perpendicular to the plane of the figure away from the

reader. The positive sense of describing the circuit is FDCG and the

e,m.f. is

where 7 is the width of the circuit. The negative sign indicates that

the e.m.f. acts in the sense GCDF. It is generated entirely in the

moving wire FG, and the present method of computing it leads to

the same result as that obtained in the case of the isolated wire of

Fig. 178
. Next consider the plane coil abc (Fig. 180b) of one turn rotating

about a line PQ lying in its plane. We shall suppose that the circuit

is in a uniform field B the lines of force of which are at right angles
to the axis PQ. If is the angle which the normal to the plane of

FIG. 181

the circuit makes with B 9
the flux of induction is

N = AB cos 0,

where A represents the area of the circuit, and the induced e m.f. is

1 dN AB . A do
'

c -- .. . otTi u /QQ d\
(O

"""^ "

J. *B5 Bill U J lOO*Of
c at c at l '
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If the coil consists of n turns, each of which embraces the same
flux, the e.m.f. is n times aa

great. Both the flux and the

induced e.m.f. reverse their

senses relative to the circuit

twice each revolution. If the
rotation is uniform, the one is

maximum when the other is

zero and vice versa, as illustrated

in Fig. 181. In this case = <*>
where u is the constant angular
velecity of the coil, and

The ends of the coil may be
connected to collector rings C, C

(Pig. 182), located on the axis of rotation PQ, from which the current
is carried by means of brushes through an external circuit R. We
have here the essentials of an alternating-current generator. The
magnetic field in which the armature coil rotates is supplied by the

field magnet whose poles are indicated by N and S.

If the lines of force are not perpendicular to the axis of rotation
of the coil, we must replace B in (88-6) by the component of the

magnetic induction at right angles to the axis, for the component
of the magnetic induction parallel to

the axis does not contribute to the
flux through the circuit at any time

during the course of a revolution.

A simple type of direct- current

generator making use of motional
electromotive force is the Faraday disk

machine. It consists of a copper disk

Z>(Fig. 183) of radius a rotated with

angular velocity o> between the poles
JV, S of a magnet, the external circuit

being brought into electrical contact

with the disk by btushes at the axis A FIG. 183

and at the rim P. If, for simplicity, we assume the magnetic field

to be uniform between A and P and perpendicular to the plane of the

disk, (88-2) gives for the induced e.m.f.

cjo *c (88
'
8)

directed from A to P. Machines of considerable power have been
constructed on this principle, being known as homo-polar generators.

A more commonly used direct-current generator is similar in

construction to the alternator illustrated in Fig. 182, the collector

rings being replaced by a commutator which reverses the sense in

which the external circuit is connected to the rotating coil every
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half-revolution. With a single coil, as shown in the figure, this

arrangement gives a unidirectional but fluctuating current. By using
a number of armature coils uniformly oriented about the axis PQ and,

connecting each to the external circuit only during that part of its

revolution when the e.m.f. is near its maximum, an effectively cons-

tant current may be produced.

Problem 88a. Twelve Faraday disks of radius 10 cm connected in
series rotate at 50 r.ps. in fields of 10,000 oersteds. Calculate the induced
e.m f. Ans. 18.8 volt.

Problem 88b A straight wire 100 cm long provided with a metal knob
on each end as in Fig. 178 is carried by an airplane traveling at a speed of
720 kilometers per hour The wire moves at right angles to the earth's

magnetic field, whose magnitude is 0.5 oersted What is the e.m.f. along the
wire as determined by an observer on the earth ? To what does the pilot of
the plane ascribe the charge appearing on the knobs ? Ans. O.OL volt.

89. Circuit with Self-Inductance and Resistance. A current gives
rise to a magnetic field and therefore contributes to the flux of
induction through the circuit in which it is flowing. If the current

changes, the flux is altered and an electromotive force is induced.
This phenomenon is known as self-induction. As the flux produced
by a current is positive relative to the sense in which it is flowing,
the induced electromotive force is in the direction of the current if

the latter is decreasing and in the opposite direction if the current is

increasing. Therefore, the e.m.f. of self-induction opposes any change
in the magnitude of the current.

According to Ampere's law (68-6) the magnetic field and, con-

sequently, the flux of induction in a paramagnetic or diamagnetie
medium are proportional to the current. Hence we may write for

the flux of induction through a circuit in which a current / is flowing

N = cLi. (89-1)

The positive coefficient L is known as the self-inductance of the

circuit. It represents the flux of induction through the circuit

due to a unit current, divided by c. Provided the permeability
of the surrounding medium is constant, L is a constant characteristic

of the circuit.

If the current / changes, an electromotive force

i-*- -4 <

is induced in a circuit of constant self-inductance. From this

tion we may define the self-inductance L more conveniently as the
e.m.f. induced per unit time rate of decrease of current. The

practical unit of inductance is called the henry. It is the self-

inductance of a circuit in which an e.m.f. of one volt is induced when,
the current decreases at the rate of one ampere per second. The

henry is equal to i(10)~
u

.e.s.u. of inductance.
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'

Although the self-inductance of a single turn of wire is small, that
of a coil of a number of closely wound turns may be quite large,
especially if the wire is wound on a core of high permeability. For
multiplying the turns by n multiplies the flux" through each turn
by n and the flux through the entire coil by w2

.

Consider a circuit (Pig. 184) consisting of an impressed electro-
motive force g , a coil of self-inductance L, and a resistance R

connected in series. The impressed
e.m.f., acting in the sense c to a,
builds up a positive charge at a
and a negative charge at c. If the
resistance between c and a is zero
the potential difference due to such

charges must at every instant be

equal to g , for the resultant electric

intensity must vanish in the interior

of a perfect conductor. So if we
potential between c and a due to thedenote by A the drop in

charges on the circuit,

& + = 0. (89-3)

If the current is varying, an electromotive force g t
-

(taken as

positive when acting from a to b) is induced in the coil L on account
of its self-inductance. The e.m.f. likewise gives rise to a separation
of charge until a potential drop g L is established between the ends
a and b of the coil such that

Si + &L = 0. (89-4)

Finally the charges on the wire give rise to a difference of poten-
tial between the ends b and c of the resistance. Denoting the drop
of potential in passing from b and c by g jj we have

SR = Ri (89-5)

from Ohm's law.

Adding equations (89-3), (89-4) and (89-5),

"

S + Si + (SA + SL + &x) = Ri. (89-6)

But the electromotive force taken all the way around the circuit due
to the static charges vanishes, that is,

SA 0-

Hence, replacing g i by the right-hand side of (89-2) and rearranging
terms,

? + */-. (89-7)

This relation is known as the equation of the circuit.

cither c.g.s. units or m.k.s. practical units.

It is valid in
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It should be observed that the effect of the charges on. the circuit
i to transfer the place at which work is done on the electrons consti-

tuting the current from the region of
the external electromotive force and
the coil L to the resistance. As the

external

work is

and the

account

resultant e.m.f. through the
source is zero by (89-3) no
done there on the current,
same is true of the coil L on
of (89-4). The entire work done on
the current is expended in the resist-

ance, being dissipated there in the
form of heat.

If a voltmeter V (Fig. 185) is
R

connected across the coil L of the FIG. 185

circuit under consideration in such a way that there is no varying
magnetic flux through the space between the leads, the voltmeter
measures the potential drop g L between the terminals a and b of
the coil. According to (89 4) this potential drop is

T
di**~ -S'-^-rf,--

The voltmeter reading, therefore, is equal to the negative of the
electromotive force due to self-induction in the coil. If, for instance,
the current is increasing, the e m.f. of self-induction is directed from
b to a whereas the voltmeter registers the equal potential drop
from a to b. We may refer to g ^ as the electromotive force
across the coil.

Heretofore we have supposed the resistance of the circuit to
lie entirely outside the impressed e. m. f. and the inductance.

Suppose now that a resistance Rt is associated with the external
e. m. f. and a resistance R2 with the coil L, the remaining resistance
of the circuit being denoted by / 3 . Then equations (89-3), (89-4)
and (89-5) become

& L =^2',

R = jR3/,

respectively, and adding we get

S + &i+(&A+&L + S R )
= (i*t.

If we put R for the total resistance R^+R2+ JR3 of the circuit and
remember that g A + g L -f g # is zero, we are led to (89-7) again.
Therefore, this equation is valid no matter how the resistance may be
distributed in the circuit.

Growth and Decay of Current. Suppose that the impressed
electromotive force g is a constant e.m.f. such as might be sup-

plied by a 'cell, and let the circuit be suddenly completed by closing
a key or switch. We wish to investigate the rate of growth of the

current. Separating the variables j and t in (89-7),
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di R ..

of which the integral is

If we determine the constant of integration A by taking /=0
when /s=0,

/ ^ { i_ e-<*W}. (89-8)

The current approaches asymptotically the value g/JR given by
Ohm's law (49-7) for the steady state. It reaches the fraction

(1 1/e) of its final value, that is, >632 g \R, in the time L/R. This

ratio,

Ass (89-9)

is called the f/m? constant of the circuit. The smaller A ,
the more

rapidly the current grows. In Fig. 186 the current is plotted against
the time for several

different values of the

time constant. As t

and A each represent a
time, the units em-

ployed on the diagram
are arbitrary.

Next let us

suppose that the im-

pressed e. m. f. is

suddenly removed
from the circuit while

circuit. We wish to

case g vanishes and

186

a current / is flowing, without breaking
find the law of decay of the current. In

(89-7) becomes

the

this

di -
?-*,

leading to the integral

/-/oe-w-w, (89-10)

if we count time from the instant at which the impressed e.m.f.

is removed . The current decays exponentially, falling to the-

fraction 1/e of its original value, that is, 368 / , in a time A. The.

decay curves for the values of ?\ appearing in Fig. 186 are obtained

by inverting the figure. The smaller A, the more rapidly the current

falls off.-

Simple Harmonic Electromotive force. If the impressed electro-

motive force g is a simple harmonic function of the time,

r - So snl <*>*>
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such as might be produced by a coil rotating with constant angular
velocity to in a uniform magnetic field, the equation of the circuit

'becomes

L
*
+ Rl = g sin <t. (89-11)

Evidently in the steady state the current alternates with the
same frequency as the impressed e.m.f. Therefore, we should expect
a solution of (89-11) of the form

/ = / sin (cor 0).

Substituting in (89-11) and arranging terms,

(L<o/ cos JR/o sin 0) cos o>r

4- (L<w/o sin + /?/ cos g ) si*1 **t = 0,

and the differential equation is satisfied for all values of t provided
the coefficients of cos <or and sin car vanish, that is,

, , Leo .

tan = n , in = 7 ; -.
-

. r> , .^ R Lo> sm + R cos

Consequently, if \ve put the values of sin and cos obtained from
the first, of these relations in the set-ond,

'

/ == ' g(5

y
sin (cor

-
0), tan aa

^" . (89-12)-

The current, therefore, is out of phase with the impressed e.m.f.,

lagging behind it by an angle 0, that is, by 0i27r of a period. The

tangent of the lag is proportional to the frequency <u/27r as well as to

the self-inductance, the lag increasing from for a steady e.m.f. to

Tji/2 for infinite frequency.

The quantity
==.

~ ~~

is known as the impedance of the circuit. The amplitude / of the

current is related to the amplitude g of the impressed e.m.f. by the

equation

/ * -

6
_ . (89-13)'

Therefore, impedance plays rmich the same part in this a-c (alter-

nating-current) circuit that resistance does in a d-c (direct-current)

circuit. It is to be noted that the impedance increases with the

frequency. The quantity L<o appearing in the expression for the

jmpedance is called the reactance. At low frequency the reactance

may be relatively unimportant as compared with the resistance,

whereas at high frequency the reactance may be so great as to make
the effect of the resistance quite negligible. The ohm is the practical
unit of impedance and of reactance as well as of resistance.

Equation (89-12) is a particular solution of the equatidn of the

circuit in that it contains no arbitrary constant. As (89-11) is a

differential equation of the first order, the complete solution must



contain one constant of integration. For the moment let us denote

the particular solution (89-12) by it and the solution of the equation
obtained by making the right-hand member of (89-11) equal to zero

by/i. Then

.

t - h + h
is a solution t>f (89-11). For, if we substitute in the differential

equation,

(L
- +

Jiu)
+ (L *f + xt,

- $ sin
>/)

- o,

'

which is satisfied identically since each of the two expressions within

parentheses vanishes. Now /t is the solution (89-10) already obtained.

So if we replace the coefficient / in (89-10) by A to indicate that it

represents an arbitrary constant of integration,

i A<T<RW + So
sin (wf- 96) .tan SB-^ , (89-14)

^ /? 2 + L2 o>2 *<

is the complete solution of the equation of the circuit. The constant

A is to be determined by the initial conditions, for instance by the

current at the time t = 0. The current represented by the first term

is known as a transient. On account of the negative sign in ,the

exponent the magnitude of this term decreases exponentially with .the

time, so that after a sufficiently long interval it becomes negligible as

compared with the second term, and the current becomes that of the

steady state represented by (89-12). The osciJlogram (art. 116) shown

Fro. 187

in Fig, 187, which represents the current from the instant of connect-

ing the circuit with a simple harmonic e.m.f., illustrates the decay of

the transient and the establishment of a sinusoidal current.

Problem 89a. A circuit consists of two concentric cylindrical shells of

radii a and b (b > a) and cgmraon length I connected by flat end plates, the

current flowing out along one shell and back along the other. The space
Between the shells contains a medium of permeability (^. Find the sclf-

inductance of the circuit.

A 2^ 1
&

Ans. a --log .

ca a

Problem 83b. Find the self-inductance of a toroidal solenoid of mean
radius b and cross-sectionaj radius a containing n turns of wire wound on a-

ting of permeability {*
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-Xftaff* f1 I i '"~W%"Ans. - r
t
-

(b - v & - aa
).

Problem S9c. A circuit contains a ring solenoid of radius 20 cm and cross
section 5 cma

consisting of 2000 turns. It is wound on an iron core of per-
meability 2000 and it has a resistance of 10 ohms. Find the inductance of the
solenoid and its time constant X. Ans 4 henry, 0.4 sec

Problem 89d. A circuit has a resistance of 2 ohms and a self-inductance
of 0.01 henry. At what frequency is the reactance equal to the resistance ?What is the lag of the current at this frequency ? Ans. 31.8 cycle/sec, 7t/4.

, ,1
Pr yem 8<?e - In the circuit of 89c, how long will it take a transient to

fall to 1% of its initial value ? Ans 1.8 sec.

Problem 89f. If a part Rz of the resistance of the circuit discussed in this
article is associated with the coil L, what will be the reading on a voltmeter
connected across the coil ? Ans. g L + Ri.

Problem 89g. A simple a-c generator such as illustrated in Fig 182 is
connected to an external resistance of 1 ohm The armature coil has a self-
inductance of 2 millihenrys and negligible resistance. It rotates 60 times a
second. It has an area of 100 cm 2 and contains ll turns. The magnetic field
in which it rotates in 1COO oersteds. Find the current Ans. 30.1 sin
(cot

-
0.65) amp.

Problem 89h. A circuit contains a constant external e.m.f. and an in-
ductance but no resistance. According to what law does the current grow ?

Ans. i =
^ t.

90. Circuit with Capacitance and Resistance. Consider a con-
denser of capacitance C (Fig. 188) in series with an impressed
electromotive force g and a resistance R, r
the self-inductance of the circuit being
so small as to be negligible. If g is a
constant e.m.f. acting from c to a, the plate
a of the condenser will acquire a positive
charge and the plate b an equal negative
charge of magnitude sufficient to produce a
difference of potential between the plates
equal to g , the current ceasing to flow as
soon as this state has been attained. On

a

R
IMG 188

the other hand, if g is an alternating e.m.f., current will flow back
and forth through the circuit from the one to the other plate of the
condenser, the charge on each plate reversing sign v/ith every alterna-
tion of the electromotive force.

Let us analyze the circuit. If the resistance associated with g
is negligible the charges present must give rise to a drop of potential
SA between c and a just sufficient to neutralize g , so that at every
instant

S+ SA = 0. (90-1)

Next there is a potential drop g c across the condenser due to
the charges q and - q on the plates given by

S C =
<?-. (90-2)

Finally the charges present on the circuit gives rise to a difference
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of potential $ & between the ends b and c of the resistance amount-

ing to

& R =Ri. (90-3)

Adding (90-1), (90-2) and (90-3),

& + (6 A +Sc + g*) c + RL

But the electromotive force (&A+&C+&R) arround the entire

circuit due to charges on the condenser plates and on the wire

vanishes. Hence, as / = -, ,

at

R
d
dt

+ c
- * (9

-
4)

is the equation of the circuit under consideration. This equation is

identical in form with the equation (89-7) of a circuit containing self-

inductance and resistance only, q taking the place of /, R that of L
and 1/Cthatof R.

Growth and Decay of Charge. Suppose that g is a constant
e.m.f. and that the circuit has just been completed by closing a key,
the condenser having previously been discharged. We wish to

investigate the rate at which charge accumulates on the condenser

plates. As the equation of the circuit is of the same form as (89-7),
we have at once from (89-8)

q = Cg {1
- e-<"*W}, (90-5)

by substituting 1/C for R and R for L. The charge increases ex-

ponentially to the final value C g . The time constant,
* ss RC, (90-6)

represents the time necessary for the charge to attain the fraction

(1 1/e) of its final value. The smaller A the more rapidly the

charge accumulates. If we interpret the ordinates in Fig. 186 as

charge on the condenser instead of current in the circuit, the curves
there drawn show the accumulation of charge for various values of the

time constant.

To get the current in the circuit, (90-5) must be differentiated

with respect to the time, giving

9
. (90-7)K

The current starts with the value g//?, gradually decreasing and

finally stopping when the condenser has attained its full charge C g .

Next consider a circuit consisting of the condenser with charge
<7o, key and resistance connected in series, no impressed e.m.f. being
present. We wish to find the way in which the condenser discharges

through the resistance after the key is closed. All we tyave to do is

to make the appropriate substitutions in (89-10), getting

q _ qtfr<ilRC f

'

(90-8)

We note that the condenser discharges exponentially, the rate of

discharge or the current being
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(90-9)

where the negative sign indicates that the current is in the sense to

decrease the charge on the condenser. The discharge is more rapid
the smaller the time constant.

Simple Harmonic Electromotive Force. Now we shall suppose
that the impressed electromotive force g in the circuit of Fig. 188 is

a simple harmonic function of the time of the form

g = 6 o sin o>r.

Then the equation of the circuit is

= shitt>r. (90-10)

As this equation is of the same form as (89-11 ) we obtain the

solution tor the steady state from (89-12) by means of the substitu-

tions previously employe'l. Thus.

go

and the current is

f - dq
-

6

V*

sin (tot

V*" + ol

sin (cor ^), tan >, (90-11

cos (o>r

sin cor - tan (90-12)

As in the case of a circuit containing self-inductance and resis-

tance the current is out of phase with the impressed e.m.f., but here

the current leads the e.m.f. instead of lagging behind it since <p is

negative. For high frequency the angle is very nearly zero,

decreasing to rr/2 for zero frequency.
'
Note that this is quite

different from the case of a circuit containing self-inductance.

The impedance of the circuit is

V**
the amplitude / of the current being related to that of the e.m.f. by
the equation
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(90-13)

V*8 + -<*?

Contrary to what was found in the case of self inductance, the impe-
dance of the circuit under consideration here decreases as the

frequency is increased, approaching the limiting value R for very high
frequencies. For zero frequency, that is a steady e.m.f., the

impedance is infinite and no current can flow. Obviously this must
be true, for the condenser constitutes a break in the circuit and no

steady current can flow under the action of a constant e.m.f.

The reactance of the circuit is l/Co>. It is important only at
low frequencies, becoming negligible at high enough frequencies.* In
fact the insertion of a capacitance in a circuit has no appreciable effect

upon either the amplitude or the phase of the current at sufficiently

high frequency.

So far we have omitted the transient. The complete solution of
the equation of the circuit may be obtained from (89-14) by means of
the substitutions already employed. It is

_. _ _
>

_

'+C.L.
(90-14)

the constant of integration A being determined from the initial value
of the current. The transient current, represented by the first term,
falls off with the time, leaving the second term alone after the steady
state has been attained.

Problem 90a. A condenser of 2 microfarads capacitance is ccnnected in
series with a high resistance and a quadrant electrometer. It is found that the
condenser loses half its charge in 120 sec. Find the resistance. Ans. 86.6
megohm.

Problem SOb. A leaky condenser of capacitance C and conductance G is
connected in series with a resistance R and an impressed e.m.f. g
sin ot. Find the impedance of the circuit.

Ans.

V'
91. Circuit with Self-Inductance, Capacitance and Resistance. A

more general type of circuit than those considered heretofore is one in
which a self-inductance L (Fig. 189), a condenser of capacitance C
and a resistance R are connected in series with an impressed electro-
motive force g . Denoting the potential drop from d to a clue to the
static charges on the circuit by g A , that from a to b by g L ,

that
between the plates b and c of the condenser by g c and that across
the resistance by g R ,

S + &A = 0,

Si + fi*=0,
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q
G C ^ >

where, as before,

&i ^~ LW (9M)

is the induced e.m f . due to the inductance of the coil L. Adding the

preceding equations,

<& H~~ <9 < + ( S A 4" & z/ + c ~f~ d> /z )
^ -R/ 4- x-,.

As the e.m.f. around the L
complete circuit due to the /OTK~>T>r>OOr>

\ i

static charges vanishes, the
f

U U U U ^-<

expression within parentheses is bl
zero. So, making use of (91-1) C_
and rearranging terms,

r di
'

, r*. . Q _ ,^ _ -A/vWW
-*"*

Jx i
+^ ~I~ y'"*

'

*S V*'-
1-"**/ "D

It should be noted that the left- PIG - 189

hand side of this equation is equal to the sum of the potential drops
across the three circuit elements L, R and C.

To obtain the differential equation for q we put -, for / getting

L
C
-*y 4- 7?

^
JL.

3 F roi %\
dt* dt C

or, if we wish to use / as dependent variable, we differentiate (91-2)
with respect to the time, so as to have the equation of the circuit in

the form

j-_d*i ,

di 1 . d& .

^([nations (91-3) and (91-4) hold for either e g s. units or m.k.s.

practical units. As the reader can easily show, they are equally
valid when part of the resistance is associated \\ith the coil L and

part, with the electromotive force g . Furthermore, part of the self-

inductance may be associated with g , and there may be several

condensers in the circuit. In every case, lumever, R represents the
total resistance in the circuit, L the total self-inductance and C the

total capacitance.

Charging Condenser. It the e.m.f. in the circuit under con-

sideration is constant, we can find the rate at which charge accumu-
lates on the condenser plates after the circuit is completed by closing
a key. To do so we integrate (91-3), remembering that the right-
hand member is a constant. The equation is put in more convenient
form if we introduce a new dependent variable,
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Then (91-3) becomes

dt 2 ~*~
(It C

At this equation is linear and homogeneous in Q, the solution is

of the form

Q = AeV,

where A is an arbitrary constant. Substituting in (91-5),

Ly 2 + Ry + YT >

giving

y = - - ^ 4- A / R*

- - L
. (

9l ~6)

Eaeh value of 7 gives a solution. Jf we put

A/ R *
}

V 4L2 -IT'
R na^
2L

, ft

so that y = - a i ft, we have for the complete solution of (91-5)

q ='cg + e-*' {^^ + Af-P}, (91-7)

Avhere ^i and A 2 are constants to be determined by the initial con-

ditions. The current is obtained by differentiating (91-7) with

respect to the time :

If the condenser is uncharged when the key is closed, q = / =
when t = 0. Consequently,

A\ + A 2
= - C

from (91-7), and

(j3 a)^ 1
.-.

(^ + a
) A 2

=
from (91-8). Solving for A l and A 2 ,

and

>
C ?

?
= Cg

[
1 -

^e*-<
{(a + ]8;e?

-
(a -fle-P}

]
(91-9)

The constant ^8
is real if

4L ^ LC
that is, if the resistance is larger than twice the sciuarc root of the

ratio of self-inductance to capacitance. In this case f) < a by (91-6),

the term involving the exponentials decreases continuously \\ith the

time, and q approarches the limiting value Cg . The broken curve

in Fig. 190 shows how q increases with the time. Evidently the

charging of the condenser is aperiodic.
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If the resistance of the circuit is less than twice the square root

of the ratio of self- inductance to capacitance, ft becomes imaginary
and the solution (91-9) is not in convenient form. Jn this case

oscillations are set up in the circuit, and we may proceed by assum-

ing a solution of (91-5) of the form

Q = ^ Oc~< sin (ttV + ).

Substituting in the differential equation,

(91-10)

- a>
2
)L - aR

which is satisfied for

all values of t provid-
ed the coefficients of

the sine and cosine

vanish, that is,

R

Jsin
(a> f + e

)

+ {
- 2aa> L + a> K} cos (a> t +

1 R*

(91-11)

Consequently, the pIG> 190

complete solution of (91-5) is

q = C & + AtfT* sin (o> f + c )*
*

(91-12)

>^ and e being arbitrary constants to be determined by the initial

conditions. As is positive, the amplitude of the oscillations given
by the second term falls off with the time and q approaches the same
final value C & as in the previous case. The current

/ = ,4 e~oc'{tu cos (o> ? + -) a sin (<&Qt + 6 )}* (91-13)

is also oscillatory, becoming, however, of smaller and smaller ampli-
tude as time elapses.

Instead of solving the differential equation of the circuit anew
for tht oscillatory case, we may write

o> = A/
1 ~_*

in (91-7), where i ^^/ I, and obtain (91-12) immediately by
means of the identity

e=|-Koofs cos (UQ^i i sin Q) f.

For then the expression inside the braces in the second term of

(91-7) becomes

(^i+^a) cos <o f+ i (A 1 A 2) sin o> f,

which reduces to

AQ sin (a> 7+ e ),

if we put
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< 2 , tan e =si ,

a

Under the same initial conditions as considered previously
g=/=(M\hen f= in (91-12). Hence

AQ sin e = Cg,
CDO cos e a sin =0,

giving

Kn * - ^ ^ - C6tan -
a

, /I - -
sine

=

Therefore,

>o .

tan ess
to

; (91-14)a
and the current is

/== > Cge~a
'{a sin (a> (,f+ 6

)
a> cos (to Qt-\- )}o>

= Cge~a ' sin <o f,

which we may write

* . o>n
2
-4-a

2 ^
j=/ e-*' in aV, /Os3- eg. (91-15)

Cl)/i

The charge on the condenser in this case is shown by the solid
curve in Fig. 190. During the oscillations the charge may become
considerably greater than the final value e g , and consequently the

potential difference between the plates may exceed g ,
as at the point

a on the curve. This sometimes results in a breakdown of the
dielectric between the plates, entailing destruction of the condenser.

Therefore, care must be exercised in connecting a circuit

containing a condenser and a self-inductance in series to a source of

potential in order to avoid excessive oscillations. This may be
done by including in the circuit sufficient resistance. If the resistance
is great enough, the charge increases aperiodically in conformity
with the broken curve and never becomes greater than C g .

The factor e~a' in the equation (91-15) causes the amplitude
of the current oscillations to become smaller and smaller as time

goes on. This factor is known as a damping factor. The larger
a the more rapidly the current is damped out.

Discharging Condenser. If there is no impressed e.m.f. in
the circuit, g =0 in (91-3). This is the case of a charged condenser
connected in series with an inductance, resistance and key. The
solution of (91-3) now specifies the rate of discharge of the conden-
ser through the inductance and resistance after the key is closed.

If the resistance is large, the discharge is aperiodic, and the

charge q, obtained from (91-7) by making g zero, is
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-P}. (9M6)
The current is still given by (91-8). To determine A l and A2 we
have <?=# and /=() when f=0. Therefore,

giving

j
1==

2S" ?0> 2===
~~

Consequently, (91-16) becomes

~*'
P-(a-/3)e-P!

|. (91-17)
~~/~

When the resistance is so small as to make ft imaginary, we need
the periodic solution obtianed from (91-12) by making g zero. In
this case

q = A#r** sin (ov + e ), (91-18)
the current still being given by (91-13). Making use of the initial
conditions employed above,

A^ sin e =
</ ,

o) cos e a sin e = 0,
and

tan 6 = -
<u

A = ^o Vo^ -f- a2

Consequently,

<7
= v ^o H- a,

^Qe~a^ sm (^^ -f- e
), (91-19)

and the current is

co

" o^o a e
,

=
q<fi~~

at sin co /,

which we will write in the moro convenient form

/ = i^nt s jn a)()^ /Q gg __ ?<>:_+
a

(91-20)w o

The current is plotted against the time in Fig. 191, the broken
lines representing the enveloping curves

The naturalfrequency of the circuit is

v ===
"o^r

===
o-

the natural or free period P being the reciprocal of this. If R is small

compared with 2^ L/C, which is usually the case,
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<> 1

(91-22)

to a sufficient degree of approximation.

To find the time tm when the current has a stationary value, we
place the deriva-

tive of (91-19)
\\ith respect to

t equal to zero,

getting

tan to tm .

Evidently there

is a series of

s t a t i o n a ry
values (Y\g.

191), uhich'are
" ~~ alternate ly

minima and
maxima. If Tn

is the time
* lc" 191

elapsing he-

tween successive maxima,

or

27U

(91-23)

The maxima recur, then, at intervals equal to the free period of
oscillation. If /

'

and /
"
are t\vo successive maxima,

The quantity 8 defined by

8 = log -'-,,
= aPQ

"2LJ
(91-24)

~4L*

is known as logarithmic decrement of the circuit. If the resistance
of the circuit is small so that (91-22) holds,

A / ?~=/V L
(91-25)

The logarithmic decrement is a convenient index of the rate at which
the oscillations are damped out.

The oscillator used by Hertz to produce electromagnetic waves
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in his famous experiments of 1888 consisted essentially of a condenser

discharging thiough an inductance
and resistance. The apparatus
is shown in Fig. 192. The two
metal plates A and B form the

condenser, the self-inductance of

the circuit being that of the two
short wires connecting the plates to the spark gap G. As the first

discharge ionizes the air in the gap, the resistance becomes so small

that oscillations are set up. The potential difference existing between
A and B in the first place may be produced by connecting the two
sides of the gap to the secondary of an induction coil (art. 99). Each

time the primary current in

the coil is broken, an oscilla-

s~^ tory discharge passes across
' the gap, as illustrated in

Fig. 193 for two breaks of

the primai y. The impedance
FIG. 193

()f the secondary of the coil is

so great for the hih frequency discharge taking place across the gap
that no appreciable part of the current passes through the coil. As
will be shown in Chapter XVI an oscillatory discharge such as that

described hen 1 acts as a source of electromagnetic waves which travel

out from it through the surrounding ^pace.

Problem 92a A cucuit has an inductance of 10 millihenrys, capacitance
of 1 microfarad and resistance of 1000 ohms Is it periodic or not ? If there
is an impiessed e m f of (10)

3 volts in the circuit, what is the final charge on
the condcrscr ? Ans. OOl coulomb

Pwbltm92b. A condenser of cipacitancc 1 microfarad is connected in

scries with an inductince ot 10 millihenrys and a resistance of 10 ohms.

Initially the condenser "lias a chaigc ot 1 coulomb Find the natural fre-

quency of the circuit and the chaigc at the end of 10 oscillations. Ans. 1594

cycle/>ec, 0436 coulomb.

Problem 91c. An oscillatory circuit is connected with a constant e m.f.

Show that the greatest charge acquired by the condenser is

If, C L and R have the values given in 91b, find the ratio of </m to the final

charge Ans. 1 86.

Problem 92d. A circuit in which
RZ _ J_
4L 2

~
LC

is said to be critically damped, Show that in this case a condenser discharges

aperiodically according to the law,

q = 4o(l + <*0e~
a<

Problem 91e. Find the logarithmic decrement of a circuit containing an
inductance of 10 millihenrys, a capacitance of 1 microfarad and a resistance of
1 ohm. By what percent does the current diminish per oscillation on dis-

charge? Ans. 0.0314,3.09%
Problem 91f. Plot on a single diagram the aperiodic discharge curve given

by (91-17) and the periodic discharges given by (91-1Q).

Problem 91g. Find the current occurring during the discharge specified
by (91-17) and draw a graph showing how it varies with the time.
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92. Alternating Current. If the circuit discussed in the last

article is connected with a simple harmonic impressed electromotive
force

the equation (91-4) of the circuit becomes

L
-fiT+

&
ft
+ / = o<*> cos <o/. (92-1)

In the steady state the current must alternate with the fre-

quency of the impressed e.m.f. Therefore, we look for a solution of
the form

/ s=s / sin (o> (p).

Substituting in (92-1) and arranging terms,

( r * , n * 1 .)
< Lto* cos g5 + Ko> sm (p + ^ cos > ? sm o>f
( c

)

(/^ r . - ^ 1 N )+ i( Lto* sm 4- R<b eos ^ sin 1 / g O o> >cos <of = 0>

showing that to satisfy the differential equation \*e must have

R cos + (
Lo>

) sinY V C<oy

Putting in the expression for / the values of sin <p and cos

obtained from the expression for tan <p 9

C u>
sin (GD/ 0), tan 9 =s --

; (92-2)
J\

the relation between the amplitude of the current and that of the

impressed e.m.f. being

At low frequency the dominating term in the impedance,

z -

is the one involving capacitance, whereas at high frequency the term

containing inductance is the important one. The impedance is a
minimum and therefore the current greatest for the frequency vf

which makes the reactance Lo>- l/Co> vanish, that is, for

vr = ~ = -----
]

------ (92-5)V T
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By analogy with the simple harmonic oscillator this frequency
known as the fre- i n

quency of resonance.

In a circuit of negli-

gible resistance it is

equal to the natural

frequency (91-22). In

Fig. 194 the amplitude
of the current is plot-
ted against the

logarithm of the fre-

quency for constant

, the point a on the

curve corresponding to

the state of resonance.

10 100 1000 10,000 100,000

FIG. 194

If we denote the ratio o>/<D r by k, equation (92-4) becomes

V*'
' -

showing that the impedance is the same for the frequency k<u r as for

<t> f/Ar. Therefore, the curve of Fig. 194 is symmetrical about the

frequency of resonance.

For frequencies less than resonance is negative, indicating that

the current leads the impressed e.m f., the difference in phase, how-

ever, always being less than
re;

2. At resonance 0=0 and the current

is in phase with the electromotive force. For frequencies greater than

resonance is positive, the current lagging behind the e.m f. by an

angle between and rc/2. In terms of k ^ <*>/<*>/,

tan =
R

FIG. 195

impressed e.m.f. at any instant / is

C
J> = S i = So*

showing that has the

same absolute value

(although opposite sign)
for the frequency ktor

as for <*> r\k. Therefore,
if we plot against
the logarithm of o>,

we get the symmetrical
curve shown in Fig.
195.

The power delivered

to the circuit by the

sin a>t sin (cof-0). (92-6)
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Evidently the power fluctuates during the course of an oscillation,

and, as the current is not

x-\
x /

x-
N

in phase with the em.f. ,

it even becomes negative
for part of the time. Tf

we represent the elect ro-

/, ,\x >^ /,
^ motive force by a solid

D D^ ' D
curve (Fig. 196)' and the

current by a broken curve,
we can find the power at

any instant by taking the product of the ordinates of the two curves,

the potter being positive when the ordinates have the same sitrn and

negative when they have opposite signs. In this way we get the

dotted curve on the diagram. At a. tf,
' ' ' the jxrwer is positive, that

is, the circuit is drawing energy from the source of electromotive

force, whereas at b, b,
' the power is negative, the circuit returring

energy to .the external source. As is aluays less than ~/2 in

absolute value the mean power, averaged over a period, is always

positive. It is

~' WJ

(2^/0
\

si

Jo
sin <1) I sin <*>t cos Dtdt

i
^

~
Coi)

The net energy supplied is all converted into heat in the re^tam-o

element, since there is no dissipation of energy in the induct mce or

the capacitance.

The effective current i<, is the steady current which will develop
the same amount of heat in the resistance R as the alternating

current actually flowing. We have from (49-8) for the energy con-

verted into heat per unit time

Rie
2 = R

t--Jo ;

"

c-^Jo ;

= \Ri*. (92-8)

Consequently.

ie
= -
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A^ ie is the square root of the mean value of the square of /, it is also
known as the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value of the current.

We define the effective or root-mean-square (r.m s.) electromotive
force e in analogous manner by

ftt) f^
(-~Jo

S ijtssa s

= 3 o >

giving

Setss
V2 SQ '

Hence, from (92-3) and (92-4),

/V-
I'. (92-9)

and from (92-7),

if = S,/,cos 0.
t

(92-10)

Tin* quantity cos is known as the power factor. At resonance it i*

unity and the maximum of power is delivered to the circuit. At
fn qiieneies far from resonance the power factor becomes very small,
and nearly as much work is done against the impressed e.m.f. during
the course of an oscillation as by it. A coil of large self-inductance
and >mull resistance placed in an a-c circuit makes approach ~/2
and cuts down the current by increasing the impedance without

wasting power in the development of heat as a rheostat does in a
d-c circuit. Such a coil is called a choke coil.

The current given by (.*2-2) is that existing in the steady state.

In addition we may have transients. These, however, are rapidly
damped out if there is any appreciable resistance in the circuit.

Problem 92a. What value of the capacitance will make the circuit ot
this article equivalent to that of article 89 ? Justify your answer physically.

Problem 92b. A circuit has an alternating e m f . in volts of 100 cos cor,
a resistance of 2 ohms, a self-inductance of 0.001 henry and a capacitance of
1000 microfarads, all connected in series. Find the effective current for the
following values of co : 1 rad/sec, 10 rad/sec, 100 rad/sec, 1000 rad/sec
10.000 rad/sec, 100,00) rad/sec. 1,000,000 rad/sec. Also find the freunency of
resonance. Ans. 071 amp. 0.707 amp, 6.93 amp, 35 3 amp, 6.93 amp, 0.707
amp, 0.071 amp ; 159 cycle/sec.

Problem 92c. A 60-cycle a-c circuit has resistance of 2 ohms and induc-
tance of 10 milhhenrys What is the power factor ? What capacitance,
placed in the circuit, will make the power factor unity ? By how much does
the inscition of this capacitance increase the current

"

Ans. 047, 0704
railhiarad, 113%.

Problem 92d Show that the mean power expended by the external
c.m t. in the circuit under consideration in this article is equal to the rate at
which heat is developed in the resistance.



CHAPTER

INTERACTION OF CURRENTS AND FIELDS

93. Energy of an Isolated Circuit. The equation (91-3) of a
circuit containing self-inductance, capacitance and resistance has the
same form as that of a damped simple harmonic oscillator. Consider,
for instance, a mass m (Fig. 197) suspended from O by means of a

spring S. When displaced vertically a distance x from its equilibrium

position, it experiences a force of restitution kx because of the

spring, a damping force b ,

- on account of air resistance, and in

addition it may be subject to an external force $
'

. So its equation
of motion is

m d *x
+ b

dX + kx = 7

Comparing this equation with (91-3), we see that the self-

inductance of the circuit corresponds to the mass of the oscillator,

fl the resistance to the damping constant b and the reciprocal
of the capacitance to the stiffness k of the spring. We can

carry the analogy as far as we choose, likening, for instance,
/ to the velocity and Li to the momentum of the oscillator.

Thus, once the current is established, its momentum tends to

keep it flowing even in the absence of an impressed e.m.f.

This momentum, however, is dissipated in part in overcom-

ing resistance and the remainder is used up in charging the

condenser just as that of the oscillator is lost in extending
k or compressing the spring. After all the momentum has

been absorbed and the current has ceased to flow, the con-

~
.g-

denser starts to discharge, giving rise to a current in the

opposite sense, exactly as in the mechanical analog the

oscillating mass comes to rest after extending the spring and then

start to move in the opposite direction as the spring contracts.

The rate at which work W is done by the external e.m.f. in the

circuit under consideration is obtained by multiplying (91-3) by
. dq . .

1 =
dt

' gmng

dW _ dq _ di
,

. a ,

1 </<?
.

~dt
~~

dt
~~ *

dt
+ l + C q

dt
"

Integrating from time t^ to time t2 the total work done in the time

where i\ is the current in the circuit at the time t
l
and /a that at the

time ? 2 > #1 an(i #2 being the charges on the condenser at the same
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times. As the integrand in the term involving R is always positive,
this term becomes greater and greater the longer the interval of time.
It represents an irreversible dissipation of energy, which is trans-
formed into heat in the resistance. On the other hand, the remain-
ing terms specify an increase of energy of the circuit which is recon-
verted into mechanical work when the current and charge resume
their initial values. The quantity \q*\C has already (art. 21) been
shown to be the potential energy of the charged condenser. The
expression \Li* represents energy possessed by the circuit on account
of its se^f-inductance. As self-inductance is a consequence of the

magnetic fieM of the current, we can interpret this as magnetic energv.
By analogy with the oscillator we may describe it as kinetic rather
than potential in character. In fact it represents the kinetic energy
of the electrons constituting the current.

In the case of an alternating current the magnetic energy is

Uu = \Li-

from (92-2). Substituting the current from (92-2) in (91-2), we find
that the charge on the condenser is

So the electric energy is

1<?
2

2 C

from which we see that the one energy is maximum when the other is
minimum and vice versa. The energy of the circuit, therefore, passes
from the kinetic to the potential form and back njrain with a frequency
double that of the impressed e.m.f.. just as in the analogous case of
the mechanical oscillator. If we calculate the work done during a
complete period, we see from (1)3-1) that it is entirely accounted for
by the heat developed in the resistance.

Problem 93a. Under what conditions is the mean kinetic energy equal to
the mean potential energy in the circuit ticated in the latter part of this
article'? Ans. Resonance.

Problem 93b. Find the kinetic and potential energies of the freely
oscillating circuit discussed in article 91. Show that, if the resistance of the
circuit is negligible, the mean kinetic energy is equal to the mean potential
energy.

An,
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94. Energy of a System of Current Circuits. Tn the last article

we confined our attention to a- single circuit. Now we shall consider

the interactions of a number of circuits near one another and fixed

relative to the observer. Although the method to be developed is

applicable to any number of circuits, we shall confine the analysis to

the case of three circuits designated by the numbers (1), (2) and (3).

As we are interested only in the magnetic energy of the circuit, we
shall suppose that they contain no condensers.

The total flux of induction through (1 )
is made up of three parts,

the flux due to the current i\ in circuit (1) itself, the flux due to the

current /2 in circuit (2), and the flux due to the current /3 in circuit

(3). The first of these, as we have already seen, is cL
{
ily where Lv is the

self-inductance of (1). As the magnetic field due to th^ current in (2) is

proportional to / 2 , the flux through (1) occasioned by it may be written

cM^j2 . The coefficient Mn is a function of the coordinates specifying

the "relative positions of the two circuits but is independent of /,

provided the permeability of the medium surrounding the circuits is

constant. It is smaller in absolute magnitude the farther apart the

circuits are placed. We call M13 the mutual inductance of circuit (I)

with respect to circuit (2). It represents the flux through (1) due to a

unit current in (2). It is positive or negative according as the flux

passes through the two circuits in the same or in opposite senses.

Evidently mutual inductance is measured in the sumo units a solf-

inductance.

Finally we have the flux rM13 /3 through circuit (1) due to the

current /8 in (3), A/13 being the mutual inductance of (1) with respect
to (3). So the entire flux through circuit (1) is

N
l
= cLJi + cA/J2 /2 + cA/w/g, (94-1)

and, if the currents change, the circuits being held fixed in position,
an electromotive force

is induced in circuit (1), provided /z is constant. From this equation
we can define A/12 as the e.m.f. induced in (1) per unit time rate of

decrease of current in (2), and soon. Expressions similar to (94-2)

give the induced electromotive forces in circuits (2) and (3).

The magnetic energy of the system of circuits is equal to the work

done against the induced e ni.f.'s as in the case of the single circuit

discusser! in the last article. Therefore, we do not need to write down
the complete equations of the circuits in order to calculate the

magnetic energy of the system, but can obtain the desired result by

computing the work done against the induced electromotive forces

g i', gV 3' in the three circuits by the currents / , /2 ,
/8 flowing in

them. In a time dt this work is

dU= - Si'idt
- SaV - SsV'- <

94 " 3 )

By starting with zero current in each circuit and gradually

building the current up to its final value we can calculate the
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magnetic energy of the system of circuits. Denote by 119 72 ,
78 the

final values of the currents in the three circuits and suppose that the
currents increase in such a way that at any instant each current is

the same fraction a of its final value. Then i\
=

a/,, / 2 a/2 ,

z'8
= a/3 , where a increases from to 1 during the process of building

up the currents. Putting (94-2) and similar expressions for the
electromotive forces in the other circuits into (94-3), we find for the
total work done against the induced e.m.f.'s in establishing the
currents

U - {LJ* + Mu/A + M137,73

+MM + LJf + M^LJ,

+ MM + M327372 + I,V } f""
1

a^ A, .

J a v* o ai

giving
U = {LJf + A/,,/,/, +

+ i*V f- JV/03/0/3 ^ (94-4)

+ MM + MtolJ* + A,V} J
This expression represents the entire energy of the system of

circuits, since 110 condensers are present. However, it does not

represent all the work which has to be performed to establish the
currents, since energy tfas to be supplied to overcome the resistances

7?j, R>>, /?a f the circuits at the rate

Rjf 4- J^/2
1

-f J s/8
f

>

and this expenditure of energy continues after the currents have
attained their final steady values. The energy used in overcoming
resistance is all dissipated in heat and does not add to the energy
of the system of circuits.

If, now, we vary the current /j keeping the other currents con-

stant, the change in the magnetic energy of the circuits is

(94-5)
But when FL alone is changed,

f
' = - L ^ f

' = - M clfl F ' = M - 1
--

and the work done against the induced electromotive forces is

-
{ LA + M21/2 + M31/3 } dlv (99-6)

The expressions (94-5) and (94-6) are equal whatever values we
choose to give 7j, 72 and 78 . If, for instance, we make /i and /2 zero,
we find that Af12

= Af2i- Similarly we find that the other mutual
inductances are equal in pairs. In all we have

MJ2 J/S1 , M23
=

A/32 , Jlff,
= Jlftt . (94-7)

Hence we conclude that the flux through circuit (1) due to unit
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current in (2) is equal to the flux through (2) due to unit current in

(1) and so on. Instead of six independent mutual inductances we
have but three.

Since the expression (94-4) holds for any values of the currents,
it is no longer necessary to distinguish final values by special symbols.
Hence, if we make use of (94-7), we have finally

V = \(Ltf + L2/2
2 + Ls/3

2
) + M12ili2 + M28/y3 + Jlf8iVi.

(94-8)

In the case of two neighboring circuits (94-8) reduces to

U JLA1 + JV//y2 + JI^V, (94-9)

where M BE M12 , the middle term representing the mutual energy
of the pair. If we separate the circuits, keeping the currents

constant, the mutual energy becomes smaller and smaller in absolute

value, approaching zero for infinite separation.

Although the mutual energy term may be negative as well as

positive, U itself can never be negative. This enables us to establish

an important relation between the mutual and the self-inductances of
the two circuits. Putting x ^ /j//2 , we see that U > requires that

,,#* + 2Mx + L2 should be greater than or equal to zero for all

values of x. Evidently x = Af/L, gives this expression its

minimum value L
l M2Llt so that

M2 > LjL,,, (94-10)

no matter how the circuits are placed or oriented. Usually in

practice the maximum value of A/ 2 obtainable is considerably less

than LiLz, although in special cases this limiting value may be very
nearly reached.

Problem 94a. A current of 5 amp flows in the solenoid of problem 89c.
Find its energy. Ans. 50 joule,

95. Forces and Torques on Rigid Circuits. For simplicity we
shall confine ourselves to a pair of circuits and calculate the force or

torque on one due to the other. Each circuit will be supposed to be

rigid, the only motion considered being that of the one relative to the
other. If one circuit is fixed relative to the observer and the other
suffers a small displacement rf|, the work done by the magnetic force

exerted by the first circuit on the second is J^d^, where J^ is the

component of the force in the direction of the displacement.
As each circuit is rigid, the relative motion of two circuits

changes the mutual inductance M but not the self-inductances LL and

Z/2 of the two circuits. The change in mutual inductance means that
the flux through each circuit changes, resulting in an induced e.m.f.

and a change in current. The flux through the first circuit is

and the e.m.f. induced when both the currents and the mutual
inductance change as a result of the displacement is

p '__ r d*i _ M * _
1
~ LI

dt
M

~~dt
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If, then, Si is the external e.m.f. and jRx the resistance of circuit

(1), the equation of the circuit is

& 1+ & i Rtfi)

or

r dL
, , , dio . . dM n .

LI
dl
+ M

dt'
+ **

~~dt
RI(I= s ' ("- 1 )

Writing down a similar expression for circuit (2), the rate at
which work is done on the two circuits by the impressed electro-
motive forces & x and 2 is

dW _ c . e
~~fa

1*1+ 2*2

r . rf/i , r . du . %jr . dL di
t

-^'Iff + L*'*
~dt

+ Ml
> X + Ml

*~dt

+Mf + ^A1
. (95-2)

The rate of increase of magnetic energy obtained by differentiat-

ing (94-9) with respect to the time is

dU
T

. di\ T dL, dk di
t . dMW= Ll/1 *"

+ L^dt + M/1 dT+ M/3
dt
+ l

**"dt
'

where we have kept L l
and L2 constant since the circuits are rigid.

Now the work performed per unit time by the external sources of
d$

energy is equal to the sum of the rate 3% -* at which mechanical

work is done by the magnetic forces between the two circuits, the

rate ,- at which the magnetic energy of the pair of circuits increases,

and the rate RJ^+R^ at which energy is dissipated in heat.

Consequently,

dW ^ d dl, r . rf/ 2 di 2 . ... //

V. (95-3)

Equating (95-2) and (95-3),

d . . dM
ttar-vr-^ (95 -4>

from which

7\M
3$ *\h

-gg-
-

(95-5)

If we are concerned with a torque 'instead of a force, the rate

At which mechanical work is done when one of the circuits rotates
do

through an angle d0 is o ->.-, where is the torque about the
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axis of rotation. In this case we are led to- the relation

<p
de .. dM

^dt
- 1* IT*

or

-
/,/, -^ , (95-6)

for a pair of rigid circuits.

From these equations it is clear that the force or torque 011 the
movable circuit is in such a direction as to increase M. Therefore, a
circuit tends to move in such a way as to increase the flux of induc-
tion through it, the flux being taken as positive when in the direction

of advance of a right-handed screw rotated in the sense in which the
current is flowing. The position of stable equilibrium of the circuit is

that for which the flux is a maximum, subject to whatever mechanical
constraints may be imposed.

As the flux through the movable circuit (1) due to the other

(2) is

N =

we can write (95-5) and (95-6) in the forms

where the change in flux represented by the derivative is that due to
motion of the circuit alone and docs not include any change in flux

produced by time variation, of the field. In other words, the change
in flux involved is that which takes place when the current /2 in tlie

fixed circuit is kept constant.

Since the force or torque on the movable circuit may be con-

sidered as due to the magnetic field in its neighborhood, it makes no
difference whether the flux N is produced by a second circuit as we
have supposed or by a magnet. In fact it may be due to a number
of neighboring circuits' and magnets acting together. Therefore >

formulas (95-7) and (95-8) are quite general in their applicability. If,

for instance, a rectangular circuit ABCD (Fig. 198) in which a current
is flowing in the sense of the arrow-heads is free to rotate in the gap
between the poles of a magnet, the position of stable equilibrium is

that in which the positive face of the circuit is turned toward the
south pole and the negative face toward the north pole, as in the
illustration. Hence the positive face of the circuit acts like the north

pole of a magnet and the negative face like a south pole.

If the permeability of the medium in which the circuits are
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immersed is unity, B = H and N in these equations is equal to the
flux of magnetic intensity. Compar-
ing with (41-5) and (41-6), we see
that the force or torque on a current
circuit in empty space is the same as
that on a magnetic shell whose

periphery coincides with the circuit

and whose strength is equal to the
current. In article 71 it was shown
that such a magnetic shell produces
the same field as the current at all

outside points. Therefore, we have established the equivalence of a
magnetic shell and a current circuit both as regards the field produced
and the force or torque experienced under the action of an external
field.

On the other hand, if a surrounding medium of permeability
different from unity is present, N in (95-7) and (95-8) represents the
flux of B whereas N in (41-5) and (41-6) stands for the flux of //.

Nevertheless, the normal component of //in the disk-shaped cavity in
the medium occupied by the shell is equal to the normal component
of B in the medium just outside the shell, and therefore to the com-
ponent of B normal to the surface bounded by the circuit in the
absence of the equivalent shell. So in this case too we have an exact

equivalence both in the field produced and in the force or torque
experienced.

Finally let us return to the problem of the interaction of two
current circuits and consider the case where the electromotive forces

6 l and g 2 are chosen so as to keep the currents constant during the

displacement d% of circuit (1). Then

dU
df

. . dM
v. --,

and, comparing with (95-4), we conclude that the magnetic energy
of the circuits increases at the same rate as that at which work is done
by the mechanical force acting on the movable circuit. Hence, in
Addition to the work necessary to overcome resistance, the external
e.m.f.'s supply energy at double the rate at which mechanical work
is performed. This is known as Kelvin's law. The phenomenon is

quite analogous to that discussed in article 22 for the case of charged
conductors, where it was shown that if the potentials of a set of
conductors are kept constant during a displacement of one of them
the electrostatic energy of the system increases at the same rate as
that at which mechanical work is done, the sources of potential
furnishing a double amount of energy.

Problem 95a. The centre of a plane circular cunent of radius a consist-
ing of one turn lies on the X axis at a distance x frorh the ongin 4 the positive
normal to the circuit being in the X direction. Find the force exerted on it
by a radial field diverging from the origin of intensity H = m/r a

.

.

C(a
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Problem 95b. Find the torque on the circuit of Fig. 198 for any angle
between the noimal to the circuit and the lines cf force of the field. Assume
that the coil has n turns of area A.

Ans. 6 - - sin 0.

. Problem 95c. The center O of a circular current of radius a lies at a
distance R from the centre C of a thin bar magnet of pole-strength m and
length /, the line OC being parallel to the axis of the magnet and perpendicular
to the plane of the circuit. Find the force between them.

Ans _'

96. Calculation of Inductances. Both self and mutual inductance
are manifestations of the interaction of currents and fields. Precise
calculations of inductance in most practical cases are quite involved.
Numerous examples of such calculations are given in publications of
the Bureau of Standards, particularly in Scientific Papers No. 169
and in Circular No. 74. However, we may obtain approximate
values of the inductance without difficulty in a number of useful
cases.

Self-Inductance. We can deduce an approximate expression for

_Jd--*

190

the self-inductance of a

straight solenoid of radius a
and length / (Fig. 199) having

---- X HI turns per unit length if we

suppose that the field is

uniform across the cross sec-

tion Ofthe solenoid and has
the value given by (69-4) for a point on the axis. Then at a point
P at a distance x from the left end of the coil,

2nnii

c
\
*y

and the flux through the n\dx turns in a length dx is

dN = ^

xdx _ (l-x)dx 1

V(l ~x)*~+"d* j

Integrating from to /,

N =

Tfiis gives for the self-inductance of the solenoid
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-a}, (96-1)

an expression which is correct to within 2% if / is greater than 10a.
For solenoids which are shorter in proportion to their radii Nagaoka
has given the formula

L ==
^c** 1*' <96'2)

where K is a function of

a\l which decreases from
1 to as the argument
increases from to oo in

accord with the curve of

Fig. 200. A table of
values of K may be found
on page 283 of the Bureau
of Standards Circular No.
74. The reader should

compare (96-1) with the
result of problem 89b.

For the limiting case of a single circular turn of wire the induct-
ance is given by KirchhofFs formula

a

FIG. 200

Secondary

length, the field far from the ends is

(96-3)

where a is the radius of the turn
and w is the radius of the wire.

Mutual Inductance. Consider
two solenoids one of which is

wound outside the other as in

Fig. 201. Suppose that the inner

solenoid (primary) is very long
whereas the outer (secondary) con-

sists of a number of turns situated

near the center of the primary. If

/ is the current in the primary and
ni the number of turns per unit

H 47TW/Z

c

from (69-5), and if

primary is wound,

is the permeability of the core on which the

Consequently, if A is the cross section of the primary, the flux

through each turn of the secondary is
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and if the secondary has m turns the total flux linked is

N = mNc = - ---
.

c

Hence the mutual inductance of the two coils is

Af = (96-4)

This gives the flux through either coil due to unit current in the

other. Observe that M is independent of the cross section of the

secondary, for the field due to / is negligibly small outside the

primary, and the flux through the secondary due to the current in

the primary is not changed appreciably by making the cross section

of the secondary greater than that of the primary. While the mutual
inductance depends upon the number of turns per unit length of the

primary, it depends upon the total

number of turns of the secondaiy .

A pair of circuits for which the

approximate value of the mutual in-

ductance is easily calculated consists of
two parallel coaxial circles (Fig. 202) a

, distance x apart, one of which has a
* IG radius b small compared with the radius

a of the other. If a current / flows in the larger circuit, the field at

the center P of the smaller is

H=*
2

27r/

"V3 /2-

from (69-3). As a fair approximation we can take this to represent
the field over the entire cross section of the smaller circle. Therefore,
the flux of induction through it is

N
i -w.2\3/2 '

"c~a*~

and the mutual inductance

of the circuits is

_ 2irWb*M ~
"cV + x*? 12

'

(96-5)

If the coils contain more
than one turn, this

expression must be multi-

plied by the product of

the number of turns in the

two circuits.

In deducing (96-5)

the currents have been

supposed to flow in

the same sense. This

makes the mutual induc-

tance, and therefore the FIG. 203
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ilux through either circuit due to the other, positive in sign. Thus,
as the circuits tend to move in such a direction as to increase the

flux, the two currents attract each other. In general, parallel currents

flowing in the same direction attract, in opposite directions repel.

A general expression which is fundamental in the calculation of

inductances has been given by Neumann. To deduce this formula we
shall first compute the force exerted by one circuit on another. Let d\^
and d\2 (Fig. 203) be elements of two circuits carrying currents i

l and
/2 respectively. Let be the angle between J1

1
arid the position vector

r of dlf relative to dll9 and the angle between dl, and the plane of

d\i and r, which we shall take as the XY plane with the X axis in

the direction of d\. Further, let ^ be the angle which the projection
d!2 cos of t/lL on the XY plane makes wi.th r. Then the magnetic
field at P clue to the current element i^dl^ is

"-
cr 2

in the Z direction.

The force which this field exerts on the second current element
is

.

As d\2
= dl2 \i cos cos (0 ^) + j cos sin (0 tfO + k snl 0},

this expression becomes

jver iJvdLdl* cos 0, . . . , . x
. _ . .,>

d2y = ' 2 J

, *(i sm sin (0 ^)
-

J sm cos (0 ^)}
c /

/./gJ/^/2 COS
f .... M=

c2/2~
~ {- I COS COS (0

- ^)

j
sin cos (0 $) + i cos ^}.

Now the angle between the two current elements is given by
cos e = cos cos (0- iff) and the vector r is r = /' (i cos + jsin 0).

Also rf/2 cos cos ^ = dr. Hence

r \
, ^/Wr

r V + "c^"*' ( '

cos e

To obtain the total force on the circuit of which d\^ is an element
due to the one of which d\ is an element, we must integrate this

expression around both circuit s. When we integrate the second
term around circuit (2), however, we get

/I dr iV^//, 1

JP ,-2

=
c

t

-
r
~ u >

since the limits coincide. Hence we need consider further only the

portion d z
tf r along the radius vector of the force, as specified by the

first term in (96-6). It may be written
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Now let circuit (2) suffer a pure translation relative to circuit-

(1) so that every element d\2 of circuit (2) remains unaltered in

direction. The rate at which work is done is

dr 'Vi j?L/<*lr
-%=-&- dt (

~

r

since d\'d\2 is not a function of the time. Finally, if we integrate
first around one circuit and then around the other

Comparing with (95-4) we obtain Neumann's formula,

ll
'

d]t
' <96"8>

The symmetry of this expression shows at once that two circuits

have but a single mutual inductance, i.e. M12 Af21 . This formula

enables us to calculate not only the mutual inductance of two circuits

but also the self-inductance of a single circuit. For we can consider

a circuit to be made up of a bundle of current filaments, the self-

inductance being the mutual inductance of the filaments with respect
to one another.

By the use of Neumann's formula we may obtain a closer

approximation than (96-5) for the mutual inductance of two parallel
coaxial circles (Fig. 202) of radii a and /?, without limiting ourselves

to the case where b is small compared with a. From the figure we
have

d\i.d\z=dlidli cos e =dl}b cos e d
=irf/^2

cos2
*
-1

and the distance r between dl and dl.2 is given by
r2=xz+(a-b cos e

)

2
-f b2 sin2

Putting

we have

,.-*(,-
-

00,=

and expanding by the binomial theorem,

1 1 /.
,

ab 2 . A a*b2
. OA a3

Z>
3

7- h
1+2 cos ~ + 6 - cos

Therefore

4
cos- --+80^- cos-

-!-+...).
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Integrating term by term,

285

(H. (96-9)

(a) (b)

FIG. 204

If b is neglected as compared with a, the first term of (96-9) is

identical with (96-5).

Inductance of Straight Conductors. Fundamentally, inductance

is a property of a complete circuit. However, it is often convenient

to ascribe inductance to finite lengths of straight conductors in such

a way that the inductance of a complete rectangular circuit, for

instance, may be found by simple addition or subtraction of the

component inductances.

To accomplish this, we may take as the self-inductance L of a

straight conductor of length / and radius a (Fig. 204a) the flux per unit

current M hich passes tjirough a rectangular strip extending from

the surface of the conductor to infinity, divided by c . Let this strip
lie ia the YZ plane as shown in the figure. Expressing (69-7) in

terms of the rectangular coordinates used here, the magnetic field

normal to the YZ plane at the point P is

>->____ - ___

per unit current. Hence

IT f
^ja Jo -v)

dy dz

dz

2/

i*

/ + z* -/log 1

W / + V^+^
Z

+Ct
*""

(96-10)
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Strictly speaking, (96-10) is correct for a thin tube of radius a
rather than a solid conductor, since we have not included the flux

inside the conductor. Calculation shows that the mean value of

this internal flux is //2r
2 if the current is distributed uniformly over

the cross section of the conductor, so we have more exactly

. (96-11)

Similarly, we may take as the mutual inductance M of two thin

parallel conductors of length / and separation d (Fig. 204b) the flux

per unit current in one which passes through a strip of width /

extending from the other to infinity. To find the flux we need only
replace a by d in (96-10), obtaining

8=5

c* I
g

'd
t

'

/

As an application of (96-11) and (96-12) we shall calculate the
self-inductance of a square circuit whose sides are conductors of

length / and radius a ^ /. Since the currents in opposite sides of

the square are in opposite directions the mutual inductance of each
side must be subtracted from the self-inductance of the opposite side.

Setting d = / in (96-12), the total inductance of the square is

Ls = 4 (L -M) =
J(

log
7

+
a

- - 0.52
) (96-13)

to a sufficient degree of approximation.

Formulas (96-11) and (96-12) are useful also in estimating the

amount of inductance in a circuit due to connecting wires and instru-

ment leads, a matter of importance at high frequencies.
Problem 96a An air solenoid of radius 2 cm and length 50 cm has 400

turns. A secondary of 20 > turns, radius 2.5 cm and length 25 cm is wound
around it so that the centres of the two windings coincide. Find the seif-

inductance of each coil and the mutual inductance* of the pair. Ans. 0.48

millihenry, 37 millihenry, 25 millihenry.

Problem 96b. A ring of mean radius b and cross-sectional radius a is

surrounded by two windings: a primary of /t turns and a secondary of m
turns. Find the mutual inductance of the two circuits, using the result of

problem 83b. Ans. M = '

2 (b
- ^b 2

a'-).

Problem 96c. Two parallel coaxial circles of the same radius a are a
distance 7.75c apart. Compute their mutual inductance. ^ns. 0.0405/c 2

.

Problem 96d. Find the force between two circular coaxial currents ii and
t2 of radii a and b a distance x apart.

Ans. - 6-
2

^5

?1?2
*

|

1 + 5 ^ + 21.875

Problem 96e. Two square circuits constitute opposite faces of a cube each

of whose edges has the length /. Find the mutual inductance of the two

circuits. Ans. 1.012* ,2.

Problem $6f. Deduce Kirchhoff s formula (96-3) for the self-inductance
of a circular conductor of circular cross section, given that the mean value of
the internal tlux u ^alc 2

.
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Motion

(a)

Motion

97. Examples of Electromagnetic Reactions. Here we shall

discuss some specific examples of the theory developed in the pre-

ceding articles. First we shall deduce Lenz's law.

Lenz's Law. Consider a turn of wire placed in a magnetic field.

If we move it in such a way as to increase the flux through it as

illustrated in Fig.

205a, a current is

induced in such a
sense as to give rise

to an oppositely
directed flux. There-

fore, the lefthand face

of the ciivuit is posi-
tive relative to the

'

FIG.

sense in which the current is flowing and the force exerted on the-

circuit by the magnetic field is in the direction to produce a displace-

ment which will increase the flux from right to left or decrease the

flux from left to right. That is, the magnetic force is in the opposite
sense to the motion. The same is true it the circuit is moved so as to

decrease the flux as in Fig. 205b, and the reader can easily show
that similar conclusions are reached regarding the torque in the

case of rotation. In all cases the induced

current is in such a direction as to oppose
the motion which generates it. This is-

known as Lenz's law.

A striking application of Lenz's law

is afforded by the copper pendulum (Fig.

206). This consists of a copper plate C
suspended from O so that it can swing-
back and forth between the poles N,
S of a large electromagnet. The pendu-
lum is set swinging while the magnet is

unexcited. If, now, the switch controll-

ing the current in the magnet coils is

closed, induced currents known as eddy
currents are set up in the moving copper

plate in such directions as to oppose the motion of the pendulum.

Consequently the latter, which may be moving with considerable

speed at the instant the magnet is excited, is brought almost to a

standstill and slowly sinks to its equilibrium position.

The energy of the pendulum is converted into heat through
the agency of the eddy currents set up by its motion through the

magnetic field. These eddy currents have the further effect of giving

rise to a flux opposed to that of the magnet and thereby diminishing
the flux which passes through the surface of the copper plate. This

shielding effect is greater the less the resistance of the plate, a perfect

conductor constituting a complete shield against variations in the

magnetic field.

Electromagnetic Shielding. To illustrate more fully the pheno-
menon of electromagnetic shielding, consider a solenoid L (Fig. 207)

FIG. 206
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FIG. 207

through which an alternating
current / sin <ut is flowing and a

neighboring loop of wire A near to

which is placed a parallel metal

plate C. If we suppose the latter

to be a perfect conductor, the
e.m.f. around every closed curve

lying entirely inside it must vanish.

Therefore, the change of flux

through such a curve due to the

varying current in L must be com-

pensated by an equal and opposite change of flux produced by the

eddy currents in the plate. As the resultant variation of flux is zero

inside the plate, it is very small near the plate. So if A is placed
close to C it makes little difference whether it is on the one side or

the other there is very little variation of flux through A ajid there-

fore only a very small induced e.m.f.

If instead of a finite plate C a perfect conducting shell is construct-

ed so as to entirely surround L, the region outside is completely shield-

ed from the varying flux produced by the alternating current in the

solenoid. Actually the shielding is never complete since even the

best conductors have some resistance.

On account of the dissipation of energy in heat through the

production of eddy currents it is important to have no Jarge pieces
of metal in the neighborhood of electrical machines or instruments

which make use of e.m.f. 's induced by varying flux. To avoid elec-

tromagnetic shielding and reduce eddy currents to a minimum, the

iron cores used in transformers and in the armatures of a-c generators
and motors are laminated, that is, cut into disks or sheets insulated

from one another by shellac or paint. The particular type of lami-

nation employed in each ease is that which gives the

nity for the generation of eddy currrents. Thus
currents in the copper pendulum, we might laminate

narrow strips parallel to its longest edge.

Direct-Current Motor. In the

simplest type of d-c motor an
armature consisting of a number of

rectangular coils wound at different

orientations around a cylindrical
soft iron core rotates in the space
between the poles of a large magnet.
By means of a commutator the current

is allowed to pass through only the one
coil which is in a position to exert the

greatest torque at the instant considered,
that is, the one which has its face

parallel to the field. We need, there-

fore, to consider only one rectangular
<x>il CDEF (Fig. 208) rotating about an

least opportu-
to reduce eddy
the plate into

Q
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.axis PQ between the poles N, S of the field magnet. If it contains n
turns and has an area A, the flux through it due to the external field

when the normal to the plane of the coil makes an angle with the
lines of force is

N = nAB cos 0, (97-1)
.and the torque is

i dN niAB .
-

j
-- = sin

c d0 c

from (95-8), which is greatest when =
w/2, as stated above. The

steady torque on the armature, then, is

= - "^- <
97 -2

)

The minus sign indicates that the torque is in the opposite sense to
that in which is measured.

On account of its motion through the field, however, an e.m.f.

1 dN aABv .

, = sin
c dt c

is induced in the coil. Since the coil under consideration is connected
to the external circuit through the commutator only when 6 = w/2,
we have a steady e.m.f. generated of amount

(97-3)

As the coil rotates in the sense of the torque, o> = ~ is neg-
dj
dt

ative and the induced e.m.f. opposes the current, as might have been

predicated from Lenz's la.w. Since g jy is negative, it is more con-
venient to consider the positive e.m.f. g lY

' = g N acting in the

opposite sense to the current. This e.m.f. is colled the counter
electromotive force of the motor. If g is the impressed e.m.f. and R
the resistance of the circuit, we have

& - &N' = Ri (97-4)

from Ohm's law. If R is small, the current is large when the motor
is starting since o> and therefore S N' are then small. To avoid an
excessive current, a starting rheostat is placed in the circuit. By
this means an additional resistance is connected in the circuit until
the motor has come up to speed. If the motor
is carrying no load and the frictional resistance

to the motion of the armature is negligible, the

speed will increase until S N' becomes equal to '^

S and /vanishes.

at the
in the :

heat at the rate Ri 2
. To secure great efficiency,

the motor must be run at high speed so that i

may be small and the resistance of the circuit

must be as little as possible.

FIG. 209
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Electromagnetic Repulsion, Consider a circular ring C (Fig. 209)

of heavy copper wire placed above an electromagnet K which is-

connected to an alternating electromotive force 6 . Denoting the

current in K by
/2
= / cos tot

and the mutual inductance of the two circuits by M, the flux through
C due to the electromagnet is

N = cM/,.

The induced e.m.f. in the ring, then, is

g x
= -- = Mo)/ sin tot,

and according to (89-12) this gives rise to a current

i,
. M f

sin (o>r
- &), tan ft

*'*-
,

^LI
Jvi

in C, where Lj is the self-inductance, /?! the resistance and Zi the-

impedance of the ring. Making use of (95-5) the upward force on C i*

sin (cor
-

t )
cos cur (97-5)

As the distance y of the ring from the electromagnet increases,.

M decreases. Therefore - is negative and we may write
oy

yv
= A sin (o>t 0j) eos cuf,

where A is a positive quantity. Averaging over a period,

sin (tot 0jj eos u>/ = sin cor eos cor cos t cos2
cor sin X

= sin 0j.

Therefore the mean force is positive. If/?! is small raid o> large, it

may be of such a magnitude that the ring is thrown a meter or more

up into the air when the alternating current is turned into the magnet
coil. Decreasing R increases the force both by making the imped-
ance of the ring less and the lag t greater.

Problem 970. How should the armature core of the d-c motor described

in this article be laminated in order to minimize the production of eddy
currents ?

Problem 97b. Find the torque on the moving coil galvanometer of art.

73 by the method used in this article.

Problem 97c. Each coil in the armature of a d-c motor consists of 100

turns of 200 cm2 cross section. The field is 4000 oersteds and the external

e.m.f. 110 volts. Find the counter e.m.f. at 1200 r.p.m. If the resistance of the

circuit is 1 ohm what power is developed ? Ans. 100.5 volt, 955 watt.

Problem 97d. The ring C of Fig. 209 has a radius of 12 cm, self-inductance

of (10)~
7
henry and resistance of (10)~

4 ohm. The electromagnet has a core of

permeability 500 and cross section 10 cm2 wound with 10 turns per cm. The 60-

cycle alternating current passing through it has an amplitude of 10 amp. The ring

is placed 5 cm above the end of the magnet. Assuming that the magnet is so-

long that the effect of the distant pole can be neglected, that the magnetization
is uniform and equal to that calculated for its mid-point, and that the pole

adjacent to C can be treated as if concentrated on the axis, calculate the mean
force on the ring. Ans. 5.8 Ib wt.
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98. Galvanometer Damping. A single loop of heavy copper wire
is generally attached to the moving part of a d'Arsonval galvanometer
with its plane parallel to the coil. It is not connected electrically to
the coil but is provided for the purpose of damping the oscillations
of the moving part through the agency of the currents induced by its

rotation in the field of the fixed magnet. We shall discuss the motion
of the suspended part of the instrument when the galvanometer is on
open circuit so that there is no current in the coil.

If A is the area of the loop, H the field in which it swings, and a
the angle which the plane of the loop makes with the lines of force,
the flux through the loop is N = AH sin a. As the loop rotates an
induced e.m.f.

1 dN AH da
& = ---

;.
= COS a ,

c dt c dt

is set up in it. In calculating the induced current we can omit the
term in the equation of the circuit which involves the self-inductance
of the loop, for the time rate of change of current is so small for the
slow oscillations we are concerned with here that this term is inappre-
ciable as compared with the others. Henco the current is the quotient
of g by the resistance R of the loop, that is,

AH da
/ = -

n
- COS a -. .

cR dt

The torque due to the induced current is

n / dN AH \* I da
a

c da
~

* dt
>

'

the negative sign indicating that the torque opposes the motion which
produces it, in accord with Lenz's law.

In addition the moving coil is subject to a torque of restitution

ka due to the torsion of the suspension and a torque b ,

a
due to

air damping. So if $ is the moment of inertia of the moving part, the

equation of motion is

*
1 da

If the deflection is small or the field radial (art. 73) we can replace
cos8a by unity. Then,

'

-+*- (98-
2)

_

Since this equation is linear with constant coefficients the solu-

tion is of the form eft multiplied by an arbitrary constant. On sub-

stituting this in (98-2) we find that V is given by
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As ordinarily designed the constants of the instrument are such that

the expression under the radical is negative. Consequently, the

two values of y are complex, and, as shown in article 91, the solution

is

a=a e~" sin(a> f+ ),. (98-3)

where the damping constant / is

The moving part of the galvanometer, then, oscillates about

its position of equilibrium with rapidly decreasing amplitude. Since

air resistance is small, by far the greater part of the damping is due
to electromagnetic action in the loop. That this is so can easily be

observed by removing the loop from the instrument, when it is

found that the coil, upon being set into motion, takes much longer
to come to rest. If the coil, instead of being on open circuit, is

connected to a constant external e.m.f., the damping under considera-

tion brings it rapidly to rest in the position for reading. In this

case induced currents are set up in the coil as well as in the loop,
thus increasing the electromagnetic damping.

If the loop is removed and the instrument short-circuited

electromagnetic damping is produced by the currents induced in the

oscillating coil alone, if the coil has n turns of area A, (98-4)
becomes

/nAH

where R is the resistance of the coil and
coefficient (nAHjc)

2 of IfR is just (/r/JSft )

(73-8). Although the resistance

of the coil of a d'Arsonval *

galvanometer is generally about
100 ohms, the number of turns

is so great that the electro-

magnetic damping due to the ^
short-circuited coil alone is of

the same order of magnitude as 23
that due to the loop. By putt-

ing different external resistances

in series with the coil after the

the external circuit. The
in terms of the symbols of

Q

**

Fie. 210

loop has been removed and determining / experimentally, the straight
line of Fig. 210 is obtained, confirming the formula (98-5) for /.

Extending PQ to the axis of ordinates, the

damping due to air resistance alone is ob-

Jk
x B tained.

FIC* 211 So far we have confined our attention
to the moving coil galvanometer. Now we shall calculate the

damping of the moving needle type. The change in flux through the
fixed coil to be considered in this case is that due to the motion of
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the needle at its center. First we must compute the flux Ne through,
a circle AB (Fig. 211) of radius a due to a pole m lying near the axis

of the circle at a distance h from its plane. Provided h^a, we may

perform the calculation as if m lay exactly on the axis of the circle

without appreciable error. The field at P is

jj
m m" =
r*
=

x* ~+~h*
'

and, as we want the flux from be'ow to above,

N. = -

since cos =
/i/<v/;c

2
-f- h2

- Consequently

NC = -277^1 1- -.

h

I */& 4-

The south pole being an equal distance below AB, the flux

through the circle due to the two poles is 2NC . In addition to this
there is an upward flux 4^m in the interior of the needle. Hence
the total flux through the n turns in the coil is

N ~

and the induced e.m.f. is

_ IdN ^
c dt c(a* -t- /z*j

3 -~ dt

4:7rnm dh
"~~

ca di
'

since h is negligible compared with a. Xow if d is the length of the
needle and a the angle which it makes with the plane of the coil,

d . dh d da

and

2-nnpn da.

& = ' "
cos a ,

ca m
where pjj is the magnetic moment md of the needle. The current
induced by this e.m.f. in the tixed eoil is

,<*; *2iriip2i da'= ;-- caR
C Sa W

where 1^ is the resistance of the circuit.

This gives rise to a field

, daH SBS -,,,/! cos a -,
ca c'a*R dt

at the center of the coil, which exerts a damping torque
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' 1

8 - Hf9 cos a = -
(

2

"J* )'

1

R cos* a J (98-6>

on the needle.

As this equation takes the place of (98-1) in the case of the

moving coil instrument, (98-5) must be replaced by

The coefficient (Z-rrnpn/ca)* of }/R is the ratio (k/K,)* of the symbols

appearing in (73-7). Expressed in terms of the galvanometer constant,

then, equation (98-7) is identical with (98-5).

Although the form of the expression for / is the same as in the

case of the d'Arsonval galvanometer, the values of the quantities
involved are such that electromagnetic- damping is generally negligible

in this type of instrument.

Problem 98a, The coil of a d'Arsonval galvanometer has n turns of 5 cm"
area in a field of 500 oersteds. The needle of a tangent galvanometer has a

magnetic moment of 50 e.m.u., the fixed coil having n turns of radius 10cm.

Assuming the moment of inertia of the moving part and the resistance ot the

circuit to be the same in the two cases, calculate the ratio ot the electromag-
netic damping of the coil of the first instrument to that of the needle ot the

second. Ans. 6330.

99. Induction Coil. This instrument consists essentially of a

primary and a secondary, the latter wound outside the former on a

longitudinally laminated iron core. A' constant electromotive force

g x is suddenly inserted in the primary circuit and then suddenly
removed. By making the number of turns in the secondary much

greater than in the primary a momentary e.m.f. much greater
than g ! may be induced in the former. We have here a special case

of coupled circuits, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
XV.

The induction coil is illustrated schematically in Fig. 212. The

primary circuit contains the battery B and the condenser C which

is placed in parallel with a current interrupter. The condenser is

employed primarily to prevent
the formation of a spark when
the circuit is broken. However,
it also has the important function

of making the discharge current

oscillatory. The interrupter con-

sists of a soft iron armature A on
the end of the spiring S. When,

growing, the primary current

follows the path cbSa, but after

ft has reached a certain magni-
tude the soft iron core K. of the

coil becomes sufficiently magneti-
zed to draw A toward it and
break the circuit at S. The

primary current now is constrained to follow the path cfeC, charging

the condenser. In this way oscillations are set up which last until
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the current has decayed to the point where K loses enough of its

magnetization to release A and allow contact at S to be renewed.

Generally the growth of the primary current is not sufficiently

rapid to produce an e.m.f. in the secondary great enough to cause
a spark to jump the gap C. On the other hand the decay, because
of the action of the interrupter, is much more rapid, resulting in a

greater rate of change of current in the primary and therefore a

sufficiently great e.m.f. in the secondary to cause a spark.

In order to investigate the essential characteristics of the circuits

after the break of the primary current without becoming involved
in too lengthy an analysis, we shall neglect the small resistance of
the primary. The resistance of the secondary, on the other hand, is

large and must be taken into account. We have then for the

equation of the primary after the break

where M is the mutual inductance. This can be expressed in terras

of the currents alone if we differentiate with ro&pect to the time and

put il for . . Then we have for the two circuits

Lj
''

-!\ + M l

\ + /\
= 0, (99-2)

L2 ^
2 + M ^ + RJ2

= 0, (99-3)

since l in (89-1) is the constant e.m.f. of the battery B.

Diffeientiating (99-2) with respect to the t'me,

1
c/r

3 +
dt*

+ Q dt
""

'

and from (99-3),

M *i . _ I*' - JWtf
ar

-
ar

fc J

AfJ1 =-L2^2 - ^2J3
.

Using the last pair to eliminate /^ from the previous equation,

The solution is of the form emt multiplied by an arbitrary cons-

tant, where m is a root of the equation

am2 + bm* + cm + d = 0, (99-4)

the positive constants a, 6, c, d being
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Now the cubic (99-4) has one real negative root as the function

of m on the left changes sign between m = oo and m = 0. The

magnitudes of the constants involved in the problem under considera-

tion are such that the two remaining roots are conjugate complex
quantities, the real part of each being negative. So if we denote

the three roots by 7, a + ico
,

a io>
,

As was shown in article 91 this can be written

/2
= AeTY* + ./4 e~a* sin ( a> f + e ). (99-5)

If we count time from the instant of breaking the primary circuit,

if
= when t = 0. Therefore A + A sin e = 0. The current is

given by (99-5) as the sum of an exponentially decreasing term and a

damped harmonic oscillation. These two components are represented

by broken lines in

Fig. 213, their sum
being given by the

solid line. Actual

oscillograms of the

current in the

secondary of an
induction coil con-

^ ^fc
form quite closely

^"
to the theoretical

curve which we
have deduced,
when the secon-

dary terminals are

connected by su

constant high resis-

tance. When they are not so connected and a spark is produced,
the resistance of the gap decreases materially after the initial dis-

charge and the current curve is somewhat distorted although it

retains the essential features of the graph depicted in the figure.

Problem 99a. The gap G (Fig. 212) in the secondary of an induction coil
is so wide that no current passes. Find the potential drop across G when the
primary current is interrupted. Neglect the resistance in the primary but take-

account of the capacitance of the condenser C.

213

AAns .

Mi. -



CHAPTER XI

FLUX MEASUREMENTS
100. Ballistic Galvanomsters. Tt is often desirable to measure

the total quantity of electricity passing through a circuit due to a

momentary current. For instance, if a condenser of capacitance C
charged to a potential difference^ V is allowed to discharge, a quantity
of electricity Q = CV passes through the circuit connecting its plates.

By measuring Q we may determine C. if V is known.

A more important case occurs in measurements involving mag-
netic induction. Consider a coil through which the flux of induction
due to external sources changes suddenly from N

l
to JV2 . During the

short interval in which the flux is changing there is an induced

e.m.f. . and if the coil forms part of a circuit whose total self-

inductance is L and total resistance is R there is a momentary current
/ given by

di 1 dNL
dt

+ Rl " -
c di

-

Therefore, integrating over the time during which the current

flows, the charge passing through the circuit is

This reduces to

so that determination of flux may be made to depend on measurement
of charge.

A ballistic galvanometer is one designed to measure the quantity
of electricity passing through it in terms of the amplitude of the
mechanical oscillation produced by the momentary current. An
ordinary instrument of either the moving needle or the moving coil

type, such as were described in article 73, may be used ballistically

provided it has a period of oscillation long compared with the dura-
tion of the momentary current, and provided the damping of the

moving element is not too great. On account of the second require-
ment the damping loop (art. 98) of a d'Arsonval galvanometer must
be removed before it is used to measure charge. Also, if the galva-
nometer is used in a low resistance circuit, it may be necessary to
break the circuit immediately after the passage of the charge and
before the moving element has suffered an appreciable deflection.

Although ordinary galvanometers are usually satisfactory for the
measurement of charge as well as of current, special ballistic galvano-
meters with longer period are available for precise work.
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To investigate the ballistic behavior of a galvanometer, let be
the moment of inertia of the moving part and a its angular deflection.
Then its equation of motion is

where /(a) is the restoring torque, b' , is the total damping torque,

and g(a)i is the deflecting torque due to the current /, In the case
of the tangent galvanometer /"(a) is the torque pnHe sin a (art. 73)
exerted by the control field on the needle, whereas with the astatic
or the moving coil galvanometer /(a) is the torque ka due to the,

suspension. The quantity 6', which includes both mechanical and
electromagnetic damping, reduces to b (art. 98) when the latter effect

is absent.

We consider first the short interval T during which the momen-
tary current / passes through the instrument. During this time the

moving part acquires momentum from the impulse given to it by the
current, but on account of its long period, its deflection A a is only a
negligible fraction of that which it acquires after the current ceases
to flow. So, integrating (100 2),

- -
/(O)

T
* - b

1 Aa + g(Q) idt,

where we have replaced a by in the functions / and g since the
deflection during the short interval of time under consideration is

quite negligible. Now f(0) *s zero for all types of instrument.
Therefore the first term on the right vanishes. Next, the second term
is inappreciable on account of the smallness of A a. So, as the charge
passing through the instrument is

/..*"
we have for the angular velocity acquired

da rn r g(0)- /IMAO\
(100-3)

For the tangent galvanometer g(0) = ^nnp^ca ^.pgHejKi by
(73*1), K{ being the galvanometer constant, and

(ioo-4)

For the Astatic moving needle galvanometer, on the other hand,

g(0) = 27rnpH/ca SE k\Ki in accord with (73-7). Hence
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Finally, for the moving coil type, g(0) = nA&lc *s k\Ki by
(73-8), where n is the number of turns in the moving coil, A the area
of each and H the field of the fixed magnet. So the constant G is

given by (100-5) for this instrument as well.

Next we must consider the motion after the current has ceased

to flow. As / = 0, (100-2) becomes

subject to the initial conditions a = and . = GQ when t 0.

In discussing this part of the motion we must treat the different types
of galvanometer vseparately, since /(a) has different functional forms
in the different cases.

Tangent Galvanometer. In order to arrive at a simple solution

we shall suppose that damping is negligible. Then (100-6) becomes

ff
(-1 a

^^ jj.
r\ /1 00 *7\

Multiplying by .

2
dt and integrating we get

-> 3(
C

}

= PnH* cos a + A -

L \ ai /

"Determining the constant of integration A by the initial conditions

given in connection with (100-6),

(1-,osa)

=4

We observe the amplitude a of the oscillation, which is known

technically as the throw of the galvanometer. Since , =0 when

a = a
, the charge Q which has passed through the instrument is

given in terms of the throw by the equation

= ZKi A / $
sin

o
. (I00-8i.

V PnHe -

Now, for small oscillations of the needle (100-7) becomes
2

S + PaH** = 0,

since we may replace sin a by a itself. This is
, simple harmonic

motion with the period
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Therefore, we may write (100-8) in the form

,

which becomes

Q -
*

Ki sin
"

, (100-9)

K, = | , (100-10)

if the throw is small. This type of ballistic galvanometer is an
absolute instrument since KI and the period P may be determined

by direct measurement. It must be remembered that P is the period
for small oscillations ; if the amplitude is considerable, the period
observed is greater than PQ .

Astatic and Moving Coil Instruments. In either of these cases

(100-6) becomes

3 **- + b' ~a

r + ka = 0.
-

(100-11)

Dividing by and putting

21= | ,
- *,

it takes the simpler form

~dt*
"*" wl

dt
"*"

~
(100-12)

This second order differential equation is of precisely the same
form as (91-5). Since the damping is small in the present instance
we want the periodic solution (91-10),

a = a e~^ sin
( ti> Qt -f ^

), a> SE \/ 2
/* ;

the constants being determined by replacing L, R and C in (91-11)

by 1, 27, and I/ K
2
respectively.

To determine aa and 6
, we have a = when t = showing

that 6=0, and

da \ 2ir

<= o * o

since 2ir/ co is the period P . Hence

a=a e~^ sin 6> f, a =s g ; (100-13)

which is the equation of damped harmonic motion, shown in Fig. 214.

The curve representing the motion lies between the broken line

curves corresponding to a = a e~", being tangent to them when
sin co cf

= 1.
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When the damping is so small that /
2 may be neglected in

comparison with fc
2

, as is often the case. Q is easily expressed in

terms of measurable

quantities. For then
the period P reduces

and the time of the

first throw a! may be
taken as that of the

first tangency in the

figure, that is, P /4.

Replacing G by its

value kIKiS, (100-13)

gives

4) FIG. 214

and it remains only to evaluate the exponential factor.

Since the amplitudes of successive throws are

each is in the constant ratio e'p /a to the next. Denoting by 7\ the

logarithm of this quantity,

IP*
log

1
U2

log
* = .... (100-15)

This is one-half the logarithmic decrement as defined in article 91,

the half logarithmic decrement being more convenient here.

To obtain 7\ experimentally, it is only necessary to observe any
two successive throws. However, when the damping is small, the

ratio of successive throws is nearly unity, and a more accurate

value is obtained by observing throws separated by several half

periods. Evidently, if r is the number of half periods, we may
express ^ in the form

(100-16)A= Mog -^-,
' **Wf f

and the effect of experimental error is reduced by a factor 1/r.

Returning to (100-14),

as we are neglecting terms in /
2
, and hence

Q=Kg(l+ (100-17)

Since Ki is obtained by passing a steady current through the

instrument as explained in article 73, and P and A may be observed,

the ballistic galvanometer is an absolute device, that is, it does not

require calibration. However, it is often simpler to pass a known
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charge through ft, from a condenser, for example, and to observe the

first throw, thereby obtaining the constant Kq ^Kq (l+7\/2) at once.

When the damping is not small enough to permit the neglect
of terms in 7

2
, the analysis is slightly more involved. This case

occurs quite frequently in the measurement of the magnetic induction

B. 'Here a small closely wound flux coil of area A and n turns is

connected to the galvanometer and placed in the field at the point
at which B is to be measured, with its plane perpendicular to the
lines of induction. The coil is now suddenly moved to a place \\here

the field is zero, or the field at the coil is reduced to zero by remov-

ing its source. The charge passing through the galvanometer due to

change of flux through the coil is given by (100-1), where Nl
=nAB

and A^^O, so that

B C*
AQ. (100-18)

Now the electromagnetic damping (art. 98) varies inversely
with ./?, in this ease the combined resistance of galvanometer and
external coil. As R is relatively not very great, the damping, at

least fora moving coil instrument, is quite large. Et is, of course,

possible to open the circuit just as the galvanometer swing begins,
but this is often troublesome in practice. A moving needle instru-

ment does not suffer from excessive damping but is much less

convenient to use.

To obtain the exact relation between Q and a 1? we return to

(100-13). As before G = kjK^, but now

277 27T

so that

and

,
A 2

The times tm at which the throws a
l9

a
2 ,

a3 ,
... occur are obtained

by setting ,- equal to zero, which gives

tan o> r;n
= *?. (100-20)

As the period of this function is irf
<o

, it is evident that successive

throws are separated by a half period as before, and that the ratio

of any two successive throws is e/7Y^. Thus A is determined exactly
as in the previous case. However, the time T of the first throw a,

is not Po/4: but somewhat earlier, as indicated by (100-20).
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Since

we have for the initial throw

and hence

P *-. ^T
a,. ( 100-21 >

All quantities in the coefficient of 04 are known, for (100-20) may he

put in the form

/r= V arc tan
73

K A

to determine IT, but usually \\e write Q = K^a^ and determine the

constant by calibration.

The expression (100-21) is valid for any magnitude of damping,
provided the motion of the galvanometer element is oscillatory. If

the damping is made sufficiently great, the motion becomes non-

oscillatory, but even in this case it may be shown that the single
throw is proportional to the charge. Thus an equation of the form

Q =
Kq'ai holds for a ballistic galvanometer under all circumstances.

Problem lOOa. A tangent galvanometer having a period of 8 sec deflects

15 when a steady current of 0.1 amp passes through it. What charge will

produce a throw of 30 when the instrument is used balhstically, assuming
negligible damping ? Ans. 0'246 coulomb.

Problem 100&. A secondary of m turns is wound around the middle of a

long air core solenoid of nl turns per unit length and cross section A. The
secondary is connected to an astatic ballistic galvanometer, the resistance of
the circuit being R. Find th^ quantity of electricity parsing through the

galvanometer when the current i in the primary is reversed, expressing all

quantities (1) in c g s. units, (2) in m k.s. piactical units. If the throws are

aj =3 10 scale divisions, a2
= 9,5 scale divisions, etc , and ip = 10 amp, Rp =

500 ohm, m = 100 turn, niv = 1000 turn/meter, Av = 0.002 meter2
, find the

ballistic constant Kgp of the galvanometer in coulombs per scale division.

A mn 8"wn *A * /o^nAns. (1)Q ,(2)Q,

Kqp = 0'980(10)-
e
coulomb/scale div.

Problem lOQc. The coil of a moving coil ballistic galvanometer has a

period of 10 sec for free oscillation, and throws a t
= 12 scale divisions, otg

= 11

scale divisions, etc. A steady current of (10)~~
4 amp produces a deflection of

10 scale divisions. Find the capacitance of a condenser which, when charged
to 100 volts and then discharged through the galvanometer, produces an
initial throw of 8 scale divisions. Ans. 1.33 microfarad.
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101. The Grassot Fluxmeter. This instrument is essentially a

moving coil galvanometer in which both mechanical clamping and

restoring torque are made negligibly small, connected by flexible leads

to an external flux coil, sometimes called a search coil, similar to that

used with an ordinary ballistic galvanometer.

Let us suppose that the search coil is moved from a position
where the magnetic induction is B and the flux linkage, that is, the

total flux passing through the circuit of the coil, is N = nAB to a

position where the flux linkage is zero. It is immaterial whether or

not the motion is sudden. The induced e.m.f. gives rise to a current

and hence to a torque on the moving element of the fluxmeter. This

torque is of the form gi (art. 73) where g is the flux cut by the galva-
nometer coil per unit angular deflection, divided by c. The equation
of motion of the moving element is therefore

if <$ is its moment of inertia.

In order to express / in terms of the flux linkage TV, it is necess-

ary to write the electrical equation of the circuit composed of the
search coil and the moving element. Let L be the total inductance
of this circuit and R the total resistance. Then

the last term representing the e.m.f. induced in the galvanometer coil

as it turns in the field of the fixed magnet. Eliminating the term in /

between (101-1) and (101-2) gives

d*a g ( \dN da di
J diz

~
R I c dt

g
dt

L
dt

Let us integrate this equation over a period of time which
includes the entire action, that is, over a period at the beginning and

end of which both / and , are zero. Then,

)- 5 -^J>-E *-!>}.
or

= *

j-J
N - g(at -a,) -

j

'

(101-3)

As the moving element has no restoring torque and therefore no
zero position, the deflection interval a2 ax may fall anywhere on
the scale with which the instrument is provided. Putting
a HE a2 Q!, (101-3) gives

#o - cga (101-4)
and

B = K aQ , KB ss J*
. (101-6)
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The constant g must be obtained by calibration. In practice the
scale is usually arranged to give N directly rather than B, so that
different search coils may be used.

102. Magnetic Standards. -Several methods are employed for
the calibration of flux measuring apparatus. When calibration is to
be made directly in terms of the induction B, a standard field is

necessary. This is obtained by means of a long air-core solenoid, f
the

field at the center of which is very closely 47T/7///C according to (69-5),
where nt is the number of turns per unit length and / is the current!
By tapering the ends of the solenoid or by using auxiliary windings at
the ends the end effect can be much reduced and the field made
essentially uniform over a considerable region on either side of the
center.

Often it is only necessary to calibrate in terms of flux. In this
case a standard mutual inductance may be used. Such an inductance
usually consists of a standard solenoid of the sort described above
with a small closely wound secondary coil about its central portion.
If there are m turns in this coil and the cross section of the solenoid is

A, a current / in the latter evidently produces a total flux linkage
equal to ^irmniAijc. Therefore, a known change in current produces
a known change in flux. In calibrating a Grassot fluxmeter the search
coil may be replaced by the secondary of the mutual inductance as
the deflection does not depend in any way on the resistance in the
circuit. In the case of a ballistic galvanometer provided with a flux
coil, however, both the damping of the instrument and the charge
passing through it corresponding to a given change of flux depend on
the resistance. Hence the secondary coil of the mutual inductance
must be permanently included in the circuit of the galvanometer and
its external coil to assure the use of the galvanometer under the exact
conditions of calibration. An example of this 53 j?
procedure appears in the next article.

It is sometimes useful to have a standard
source of flux which does not depend on a
current. The Hibbert magnetic standard, shown
in section in Fig. 215, is of this type. A per-
manent magnet M is set in a cylindrical iron

yoke which provides a continuous path for the
magnetic flux with the exception of a narrow
circular gap GG. A thin brass cylinder, carry-
ing a winding W, is arranged to drop through
the gap, cutting the flux as it does so. The
total flux linkage is found by multiplying the
number of turns in the winding by the flux
across the gap, which is usually of the order of
20,000 maxwelJs. By using cylinders with FIG. 215
different windings different amounts of flux linkage are obtained.

The device just described is, of course, a secondary standard, as
the flux across the gap must be determined originally by comparison
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with an absolute standard such as the mutual inductance described

above. It is, however, compact and .very convenient, especially in

cases where a, calibration must be checked frequently.

103. Magnetic Properties of Materials. The behavior of almost

all electrical machinery and apparatus depends on the magnetic pro-

perties of some ferromagnetic material. It is therefore very important
to be able to determine these properties experimentally. There are

several types of measurement which may be made. The most signi-

ficant of these is the determination of the hysteresis loop, described

in article 36. As explained in that article the value of the magnetiza-
tion / in a ferromagnetic material depends not only on //but also on
the magnetic history of the given specimen. Unless this history has

a definite character

there is in general no
definite relation bet-

ween / and H. The
same is true of
B and H since

B = H + 4T7/. We
find it more con-

venient to deal with
B than with / since

B is usually the

quanti ty measured .

A repeated cyclic
variation of H bet-

ween limiting values

Hm and - Hm pro-
vides a definite

history and therefore

establishes a definite

relation the hys-
teresis loop bet-

ween the variables.

A family of loops for

sheet iron corres-

ponding to different

FIG. 216 values of Hm is

shown in Fig. 216.

Suppose now we calculate t}ie energy expended in a complete

cycle, that is, the work done in carrying a specimen of magnetic
material around a given hysteresis loop. As magnetizing fields are

usually produced electromagnetically it is interesting to make the

calculation from that point of view. For convenience let the specimen
be in the form of a long rod of unit cross section, wound with HI turns

of wire per unit length. Confining our attention to the central portion
of the rod, where the effect of the poles on its ends may be neglected,
the total magnetizing field is H = 4ir/i///c, due to the current i in the

winding. A cyclic variation of i between im = cHm\knni and im
causes the desired variation in //.

-16,000-
-
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Now the variation of current induces a back e.m.f. whose magnt-
//D

tude per unit length of winding is --

-y- by (86r l), since the cross

section of the rod is unity. The work done by the current against
this e.m.f, is evidently the magnetic work we are seeking to calculate.

Thus for a time dt the work per unit volume of material is

j ni dB ,j. nii Jn 1 rrjndw =
.;

- tdt = dB =
--j HdB9

c dt c 4ir
'

and for a complete cycle the work per unit volume is

1 f*
w = ____ HdB. (103-1')

47T 9S

Since B = H + ^TT/, we may also write

(103-2)

for the integral HdH around a closed path is zero.

Returning to (103-1) we observe that the loop integral represents
exactly the area ABB of the B H hysteresis loop, expressed in pro-
per <// units. Thus,

iv = -^ ABU. (103-S)

When a hysteresis loop is plotted from experimental data, its area is

ordinarily measured in square centimeters by a planimeter or some
such device. The value thus obtained must be multiplied by the

proper scale factors, that is, the number of B units per cm and the
number of //units per cm, to obtain ABU. Using c.g.s. units, w is

expressed in erg cm""3 per cycle.

As the energy represented by (103-3) is dissipated in the form of

heat, the hysteresis loop & of basic importance in the choice of
materials for electrical machinery of all sorts from an economic as well
as from a technical point of view. Care must be taken to distinguish
between energy losses due to hysteresis and those due to eddy
currents (art. 97), which may be reduced by lamination. A rough
idea of the magnitude of hysteresis losses may be obtained from an
empirical formula of Steinmetz,

w = 1BJ+, (103-4)
where Bm is the maximum induction reached in the loop and >], the
Steinmetz coefficient, is a constant varying from about 0.001 for "soft

iron to 0.050 or more for hard steel.

To illustrate the manner in which the magnetic characteristics
of materials are revealed by their hysteresis loops, several loops are
shown in Fig. 217. The first loop (a) is for soft iron and shows a
large saturation value without excessive hysteresis loss. The next

loop (b) applies to a specimen of cobalt steel. Because of the high
retentiveness and large coercive force this material is excellent for

permanent magnets but it is not at all suitable for cyclic use. Loop
(c) is for an iron-nickel alloy known as permalloy. Its chief charao-
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teristic is the high degree of magnetization produced by a very small

magnetizing force. Loop (d) for perminvar, an iron-nickel-cobalt alloy,

is of particular interest. For magnetizing fields not greater than

about three oerstecjs the loop is very nearly a straight line as indicat-

ed by the solid line in the figure, that is, the material behaves like a

paramagnetic substance with no hysteresis loss and constant perme-

ability. This characteristic is destroyed by greater fields, and the

loop takes the form indicated by the broken line. Actually special

alloys have been developed to meet almost every type of magnetic

requirement. In the case of large alternating-current devices, such

as power transformers (art. 118), where maximum reduction of

is essential, the core usually is made of silicon steel. This

B
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material has favorable magnetic and mechanical characteristics and,

in addition, low electrical conductivity so that the eddy-current loss

is small.

Besides the hysteresis loop, another curve of importance is the
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normal magnetization curve. This is the locus of loop tips, shown by
aa' a" c in Fig. 216. It is a fictitious curve since the niaterial cannot
be carried along it magnetically. However, it is very useful as it

shows the maximum induction obtainable with jany alternating

magnetic field, It should be remarked here that although the

general relation /z
= BjH, in which the permeability p is a constant,

oan hold accurately only for paramagnetic or diamagnetic substances

{art. 43), nevertheless the relation
/u.
= B/H may be applied to

ferromagnetic substances in cases like the above, where there is a
definite connection between B and H. Thus the normal permeability
of a ferromagnetic substance at any point on the normal magnetiza-
tion curve is defined as the ratio B\H at that point.

The initial magnetization curve, which is the actual curve

followed by the material when it starts from a state of complete
demagnetization, coincides with the normal curve except in tfye

vicinity of the origin, where it deviates slightly, as indicated by the

broken line in Fig. 216. Demagnetization is best obtained by placing
the specimen in an alternating field of continuously diminishing

amplitude. This produces a hysteresis loop that becomes smaller

until it finally vanishes, leaving the material demagnetized.
Demagnetization is also obtained by heating, ferromagnetic materials

becoming practically non-magnetic at sufficiently high temperatures.
However, heating may cause permanent changes in the magnetic
characteristics of a substance, especially in the case of an alloy.

The- incremental permeability yLi
is the effective permeability of a

material to a small alternating field superposed on a larger constant

one. This case occurs frequently in communication apparatus where
coils carry direct and alternating currents simultaneously. Thus, if a
small change A // in the magnetizing field causes a change B in the

A J?

induction, /*$ ss ^. In general m decreases continuously as the
A ti

magnetization of the material is increased from zero to saturation.

The limiting value of M,- corresponding to a vanishingly small alter-

nating field is called the reversible permeability, since in the limit

hysteresis effects disappear.

Problem 103a. The core of a generator armature is made of iron whose
"hysteresis loop under operating conditions has an area of 2(10) 5

c.g.s units.

The core is cylindrical, having a length of .40 cm. and diameter of 20 cm. If

it rotates at'1200 r p.m., find the rate at which heat is developed in it. Ans.
5.7 (10) 3cal/min.

Problem 103b. A solenoid 100 cm long and 5 cm in diameter has 500

turns of wire. The solenoid is filled with an iron core whose magnetic
characteristics are shown in Fig. 216. Starting with the core demagnetized,
a current of 0'5 amp is allowed to flow through the winding, a number of

reversals being made to establish a cyclic state. Then the current is increased

to 1.0 amp and the process repeated. Find the flux of induction in the core in

both cases, neglecting end eftects. Ans, 9.98(10)5 maxwell, 2 16(10) 6 maxwell.

Problem 103c. Express equation (10-31) in m.k s practical units. Ans.
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104. Measurement of Magnetic Properties. There are several

methods by which the magnetic properties discussed in the previous
article may be measured. Description of the more common follows.

Ring Method. A ring, usually of rectangular cross section, is cut
from the material whose characteristics are to be determined. Two
windings are placed on it, a magnetizing coil of i\i turns per unit

FIG. 218

length measured at the mean circumference, and a flux coil ofm
turns total. As the dimensions of the cross section A are made small
in comparison with the mean radius and there are no end effects, a
current i in the magnetizing coil produces a very nearly uniform field

of magnitude Annii/c throughout the ring. The corresponding flux of
induction is determined with the aid of the flux coil and an associated
ballistic galvanometer or fluxmeter. Division by mA gives the
induction B itself.

A typical experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 218.
Current for the magnetizing winding of the ring is supplied by a

battery g , the magnitude of the current, which is controlled by an
adjustable resistance Rl9 being indicated by an ammeter M. The
direction of the current is readily reversed by means of a double-pole
double-throw switch S connected as a reversing switch. A second
resistance R2 is included with the switch in such a way that it is in

series with Rl when the switch is in one position but not when it is

in the other. The flux coil on the ring, with the secondary of a
standard mutual inductance and an adjustable resistance R in series,
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is connected to a ballistic galvanometer G. The mutual inductance
is used to calibrate the galvanometer, while R serves to control the

sensitivity. Deflection of the galvanometer when not desired is

prevented by means of a short-circuiting key K.

The exact experimental procedure depends on the type of
measurement. To determine a hysteresis loop R2 is get at zero and
R

l
is adjusted until the magnetizing field H =?= 4nn

t i\c has the desired
maximum value Hm for the given loop. Then with the aid of S the
field is reversed a number of times, perhaps fifteen or twenty, to
establish a cyclic state. This is an important matter and it is well to
ascertain the number of reversals necessary by comparing flux
measurements made after different numbers. After the cyclic state
is established, further reversals are without effect. R is set to give
approximately a full scale throw of the galvanometer when the
maximum field is reversed, and finally G is calibrated. Calibration is

effected by observing the throw a,', corresponding to a reversal of the
current /' in the primary of the mutual inductance. Then if a throw

! corresponds to a change of induction from Bl to 52 in the ring,

cmA(Bv
-

B>) aj

A'i'

A'i'

or

the primed quantities referring to the calibrating apparatus.
When using this formula for calculation, it must be remembered
that all quantities, including current, are expressed in c.g.s. units.
The galvanometer should be .calibrated at several points along its

scale, in case the latter is not quite linear. Also, it must be recalibra-
ted if the sensitivity is increased as is usually necessary in measuring
the smaller values of B.

We are now ready to make the actual measurements. Denot-
ing the "up" position of S as plus and the "down" position as minus,
we start at plus and observe the

galvanometer throw caused by a
reversal with R = 0. This cor-

responds to a change of induction

equal to 2Bm ,
the value of which

is given by (104-1). As Hm= 4nntim lc
,
we are able to plot

the point a (Fig. 219) on the B ~
H diagram. To obtain the next

point, we return S to plus, bring-

ing the ring back to a on the loop,
and then increase R2 until the field

is reduced to seven or eight-tenths
of its foriner value, corresponding
to point b. A reversal of S now
gives the change of induction be- FIG. 219
tween b and/, from which the ordinate of b is obtained by substrac-.
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ting j?m . Other points on the portion ac of the loop are obtained
in the same way. Great care must be taken not to destroy the

cyclic state during the measurements. For instance, after the
reversal from b to/ just described, R must be reduced to zero before
S is returned to plus, and then set for the next point ; otherwise
the ring does not move along the ip&thfgab and subsequent observa-
tions are incorrect. If the cyclic state is accidentally disturbed,- it

ifuist be re-established by a number of complete reversals between
a and/. *

Points between c and / are most readily obtained by moving
the leads connected to Rl and M to the other end of S, without

changing the polarity. Then R$ is included in the circuit when S is>

in the minus position instead of the plus, and, starting at a with R2

correctly set, a reversal carries the ring from a to d. Subtracting
the observed change of induction from Bm , we obtain the orclinate

of d. For the next point we reduce R to zero, return S to plus and
then reset Rz , in order to preserve the cyclic state. As regards the
lower branch fga of the loop, it is exactly like the upper branch
inverted and may be plotted from the data already collected, provid-
ed the ring has no permanent magnetic set. As a precaution a few

points should be located experimentally for the lower branch even if

the ring was originally demagnetized.

Measurements for the normal magnetization curve are relatively

simple. R2 is not used as we require only the location of loop tips.

Having determined the
coordinates of a for a

loop in the manner just
described we readjust R

l

to give a different value
of Hm and establish a new
cyclic state by repeat-
ed reversals. The coordi-

nates of the new loop tip
FIG. 22Q are now obtained and

so on until enough points are located to delineate a curve from the

origin to the region of saturation.

The procedure in measuring incremental permeability is straight-
forward and will suggest itself to the reader.

Single Bar and Yoke. In order to avoid the necessity of prepar-

ing ring-shaped specimens, Hopkinson devised a heavy yoke of soft

iron (Fig. 220) in which a bar of the material to be tested may be

.placed. Magnetizing coils M, M' and a small fhix coil F, all wound
on brass bobbins, are slipped over the bar as shown in the figure.

The bar is cut at the center and arranged so that one end may be
withdrawn a short distance, allowing the flux coil which is attached

to a spring to fly out. All the flux in the bar is thereby cut by the

coil and B can be measured directly. The corresponding H is calcu-

lated from the magnetizing current and the mean turns per unit

length of bar. We use the mean turns, that is, the total number of
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turns divided by the -length of bar between the inside surfaces of the

yoke, rather than the actual turns per unit length on M and
' M' t

because of the small gap in which F lies.

This method is not highly accurate as there is some leakage of
flux where the bar passes through the yoke and at the cut in the
center. Moreover,
as the yoke does
not have infinite

permeability, i t

does not entirely
fulfil its purpose
of joining the ends
of the rod magne-
tically. Both
effects tend to

produce demagne-
tization, that is,

to make H less

than 47rw///c by a
few per cent. We
shall see how to

calculate a correc-

tion for the effect

of the yoke in the
next article.

The experi-
mental arrange- FIG. 2'2

ments (Eig. 221) and procedure are very similar to those used with
the ring. No auxiliary resistance R^ is required in this case and the

induction is given directly by the formula

!~ o
lf (104-2)

the symbols having the same significance as before. One additional

precaution must be taken, however. Since each time B is measured
the parts of the bar are separated and free poles are exposed, the

magnetic condition of the bar is disturbed, and must be restored

before another measurement. Thus for a hystersis loop suppose the

preliminary adjustments and galvanometer calibration have been
made and the coordinates of the point a (Fig.219) have been obtained.

To Jocate b the flux coil is returned to the measuring position, the
field set at Hm and a number of reversals made to re-establish the

cyclic state destroyed by the previous measurement. Then the field

is reduced to the desired value H by adjustment of Rlf and B
determined. This process must be repeated for each point, reversals

being made at Hm before the field is adjusted to the measuring
value. Points between c and f are most easily reached by adjusting
the field to a positive value of the same magnitude as the desired

negative value, and then throwing S from plus to minus. This fulfills
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the condition that the bar must always move from a to / on the

upper branch of the loop.

The procedure for the normal magnetization curve is exactly
the same with the yoke as with the ring, since it is necessary to

establish a cyclic state before each measurement in either case.

FIG. 222

Double Bar and Yoke. By modifying Hopkinson's method to

use two bars instead of one (Fig. 222), Evving succeeded in eliminat-

ing the errors due to demagnetizing effects. A bobbin with magnetiz-

ing and flux coils is slipped over each bar as shown in the figure. In

this case the flux coils are immovable, so all measurements are made
in the same manner as when a ring is used.

To understand how the errors are eliminated, suppose, for

example, a set of observations has been made to determine the

normal magnetization curve. The values of B are experimental and
the values ofH are given by

H=H'-h, (104-3)

where H'=4arn
t
i
f

lc and h is the demagnetizing field due to flux

leakage and so forth. Let us plot B against H' obtaining curve (1),

B
(1) (2)

H

Fig. 223. The true B -># curve

(unnumbered) evidently lies to the

left of (1) by the amount h, which
is a function of B. To find h

suppose we replace the two

magnetizing coils by another pair
each of which has the same number
of turns per cm as before, but is

one half as long. The yoke blocks

are of course moved up to the ends
of the coils, so the effective lengthFIG. 223

of the bars is reduced to one-half its former value.

Repeating the measurements for the B*>H curve, we have now

tf=#"-2A, (104-4)

where H" 4vji//"/c and 2h is the demagnetizing field. This field is
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twice as great as before because. the same sources of demagnetization
become twice as effective with half-length, bars, a fact demonstrated

analytically in the next article. Plotting B against H" gives curve

(2). Now from (104-3) and (104-4) it appears that curves (1) and (2)

are also separated by the amount /?. Therefore, the true J3< //

curve -is simply derived from the other curves by laying off ab~bc
for various values of B.

The double bar method is ratber laborious and is used in practice

only to standardize certain bars for reference purposes.

Magnetometer. When the quantity of material available for

testing is small, the specimen in the form of a fine wire or thin, film,

for example, a magnetometer must be used. An ordinary instrument
of the sort described in article 47, with the earth's field as a control,

will serve, but a double needle or astatic instrument, similar to the

astatic galvanometer (article 73), is preferable. The measurements

may be made in a number of ways. An excellent method employing
an astatic magnetometer is described by Bozorth.* Here two
identical solenoids (Fig. 224) are symmetrically placed on either

side of the magnetometer. The solenoids are connected in series

with their fields in the same sense and the whole system carefully

adjusted until the magnetometer deflection

is entirely independent of the solenoids.

The test specimen 5 is now placed in

one solenoid and a very small compensating
coil C of the same length as S is placed in

the other. Because of the field of the

solenoid, S becomes a small magnet and

produces a deflection of the magnetometer.
This deflection is reduced to zero by adjust-

ing the current i' through C until the latter

has an equivalent magnetic moment equal
to that of S. As this equivalent magnetic
moment can be calculated in terms of /'

and the dimensions of the coil, the magnetic
moment S becomes known and from this

the magnetization I can bo found H is

calculated in terms of the current / in the

FIG. 224

(69-4), taking
the specimen.

solenoid

account of the demagmnetizing effect of the ends of

Finally, using B=H-\-47rI9
we can plot B as a function of H.

For details of this and other magnetometer methods, which are

rather laborious, the reader should consult some treatise on magnetic
measurements.

Permeameters For commercial testing a number of complete
assemblies of magnetic measuring apparatus have been produced,

special care having been taken to insure flexibility, facility of opera-

tion,direct indication of B and H, and other convenient characteris-

tics. Such units are called permeameters. With one or two exceptions
their operation depends on the principle of the yoke.

*Bozorth, R. M. Riv. Ssi. Ins. 10, 591 (1925).
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One of the most widely used permeameters for general testing is

the Fahy simplex permeameter. It consists of a yoke with several

windings (Fig. 225), a control box containing ammeter, standard

inductance, resistances, together with keys and switches to facilitate

operation, and a ballistic galvanometer. The construction of the yoke
is of especial interest. Its form is shown in the figure. The magne-

tizing winding M is placed directly
on the yoke and does not surround
the test specimen S. The latter

is clamped in a pair of heavy
jaws which are a part of the yoke
an<l passes through a flux coil F,
so that B is measured ii\ the usual

manner. The determination of //,

however, is novel. The sides of
the yoke project a short distance

beyond F and an air-core flux coil

/ is placed between them. The
field Hf through this coil is not in

general equal to the field H in the

specimen, which we wish to

measure. In fact, Hf is variable

both in magnitude and direction,

sc:::::

FIG. 225

while H is essentially constant. However, the flux linking / is the
same as for a constant field equal to H and therefore H can be
measured with the aid of/in exactly the same way as B can be with
the aid of F.

To demonstrate the equality of flux linkage under the conditions

mentioned, we observe that the difference of magnetic potential
between the ends of fis practically the same as the difference between
the ends of the effective portion of 5, since the magnetic intensity
and hence the potential drop is very small in the projecting parts of
the yoke. Thus if / is the distance between the sides of the yoke,
and a is the angle which /// makes at any point with the axis of/,

[' tf/ coq ot/x -* J77,
Jo

where dx is an element of length parallel to the axis. Now
linking /is

(104-5)

the flux

[i [A
I m dx I

Jo Jo
cos a ds,

ni being the turns per cm and A the cross section of which ds is an
element. Since the order of integration is immaterial, we have, with
the aid of (104-5),

pi n
Nf = nt

\
ds

\ Hf cos a dx = mAHl, (104-6)
Jo Jo

which is exactly the flux linkage corresponding to a constant field

equal to H, as stated.

The general experimental procedure is the same as in other yoke
methods.
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105. The Magnetic Circuit. Having determined the magnetic
properties of materials in general, it remains to translate these pro-
perties into the production of flux in electromagnetic apparatus and
machinery, for all electromagnetic reactions depend in one way or
another on flux. We may attack the problem in the same way as in
articles 44 and 45, that is, by attempting to find a function specifying
the field which satisfies the assigned boundary conditions. This is

often difficult, however. Moreover, we are primarily interested in
the amount of flux rather than in its exact distribution. The fact
that the tubes of induction which comprise the flux are confined to a
definite circuital path, composed largely or entirely of ferromagnetic
materials, in almost all practical cases, suggests the point of view of
a magnetic circuit.

To establish the necessary ideas consider the magnetized ring
described in the previous article. If A is the cross section of the ring,
/ the mean distance around it, and n the total number of turns in the

magnetizing winding, the flux in the ring, that is, in the magnetic
circuit, is

or

(105-1)

The flux, being circuital, is the same through any cross section around
the ring. Note that the flux in the magnetic circuit is not the same
thing as the flux linking the electric circuit, the latter being n times
the former in this case.

Now by Ampere's law 4irw//c is the work done in carrying a unit

pole around the magnetic circuit, that is, the magnetomotive force "K
defined m article 71. Evidently l\\iA measures the resistance of the
circuit to the production of flux. If we call this magnetic resistance
the reluctance 91 and write (105-1) in the form

GTT

N *= ^
Ne 9C

we have an equation of exactly the same form as Ohm's law, namely,

The magnetic circuit is therefore analogous to an electric circuit, flux

corresponding to current, m.m.f. to e.m.f. and reluctance to resis-

tance. The analogy is even more close, for the resistance of a
conductor whose length is /, cross section A and conductivity <r, is

ll<rA, which compares exactly with //M. Thus p. corresponds to
o. The m.k.s. practical unit of magnetomotive force is the ampere-
turn. It is equal to 471(10)^ gilberts (art. 71).
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Equation (105-1) deduced from the uniform rijig evidently applies
with very little error to a ferromagnetic circuit of any shape in which

p. and A are constant, even if the magnetizing winding is not uniform-

ly distributed, for the flux is still almost entirely confined to the high
permeability material of which the circuit is composed. We may
easily generalize (105-1) to apply to a circuit of variable cross section

and permeability, including air gaps. Carrying a unit pole around
uch a circuit,

Hdl = - 1

(105-2)
c

by Ampere's law. Now H = J5//z
= NdpA, and, since Nc is constant

around the circuit except for slight leakage, (105-2) becomes

dl

so that

4irm

Ne ,.-

In practice a circuit usually consists of several distinct parts in

each of which ft and A are constant. Then

f 4 =
*/ /^

This indicates that the reluctance of a magnetic circuit is the sum of
the reluctances of its parts, just as the resistance of an electric circuit

is the sum of its component resistances. In fact, since the basic

equations of the two circuits are alike, all the properties which depend
on these equations, must be the same. Thus parallel reluctances
combine in the same way as parallel resistances (art. 52) and flux

divides between the former in the same way as current divides

between the latter.

Neglecting* leakage of flux through the air evidently introduces
an error of the same sort as neglecting leakage of current from an
electric circuit which is placed in a slightly conducting solution. This
error is not very great except perhaps at an air gap, where, unless

the gap is very small compared with the linear dimensions of the
circuit at that point, there is some spreading of flux. In any case

leakage factors are known for the common forms of magnetic circuit,
and may be used if necessary.

As an example of thq utility of magnetic circuit
'

analysis let us
find the effect of cutting a narrow gap of width a in the uniform ring
discussed above. Using the same symbols as before the reluctance
is now

Comparing this with the former value l\pA> we see that the gap
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reduces the original flux by a factor -, . For instance,.
/ + a

(jti l)
with ]"- 1 500, a gap as small as //500 reduces the flux by
one-half, which shows the great effect of even very small gaps in a
magnetic circuit.

Another useful application of (105-3) may be made to yokes-
used in magnetic measurements (art. 104). Denoting total length
of path, cross section and permeability by /, A and p, respectively,,
for the test material, and by /', A" and p for the yoke, we have

N. - T----- ---
a
-

, (!05-4>

TA +
n
7A 7

~+ ~A
where a is the total equivalent air gap in the circuit. Now, as we-
have seen, B is measured in the determination of magnetic charac-
teristics but H must be calculated. Since H = Nc\pA, equation.
(105-4) becomes

TJ

ni being the mean number of turns in the magnetizing winding per unit-

length of the test bar. As the last two terms in the denominator are
made as small as possible in practice, the equation may be written

c V VA' -
/ }'

(105-5
>'

In applying this to the single bar and yoke it is customary to neglect
the last term in the parentheses, as it is usually smaller than the
second term and somewhat indeterminate. The field correction

factor, due to the yoke, is then (1 -I'nAjlu'A'), which may differ
from unity by several per cent. In the case of the double bar and
yoke pa/l is not neglected, as both correction terms are eliminated 1

together. The demagnetizing field, resulting from the last two terms-
in (105-5), is seen to be inversely proportional to /, as was previously
assumed.

Problem 205a Let the core of a U-shaped electromagnet wound with n
turns of wire have a permeability JA, a length / and a square cross section of
area A The pole separation is d Using (43-12), show that the force with
which it holds a bar of the same cross section and material against its poles is

approximately

in c.g.s. units.

Problem 105b. On the basis of the preceding problem show how art

electromagnet can be made to serve as a permeameter.
Problem 105c. Show that the magnetomotive forces around a magnetic

circuit, expressed in m.k.s. practical units, is nip. What form does (105-1)

take in m.k.s. practical units ? Ans. Ncp=* ~? .

(0



CHAPTER XII

ABSOLUTE STANDARDS AND UNITS

106. Absolute Measurement of Current. Assuming that the
constant c has been determined by some method such as that

described in article 74,
an absolute measure-
ment of a current can be
made in terms of the
force between two con-

nected coils through
which the current passes.
Instruments designed
with this object in view
are known as electro-

dynamometers.FIG. 226

The Kelvin current balance (Fig. 226) is an electrodynamometer
consisting of coils A and B attached to the ends of a beam balance,
the first Jying between the parallel fixed coils C and G and the second

between D and H. The coils are connected in series so that the same
current / passes through each coil in the sense of the arrow. Conse-

quently, A is attracted by G and repelled by C and similarly B is

attracted by D and repelled by //. By sliding a ride along the

beam of the balance until the torque due to the forces on A and B
is compensated, the latter can be measured in terms of the weight of

the rider.

IfM is the mutual inductance

these two coils is

of A and C, the force between

dx

from (95-5), and as the total force J is four times as great,

(106-1)

In article 96 we have seen how to calculate the mutual inductance
of two parallel coaxial circles in terms of their dimensions and the

constant c. Therefore, all the quantities on the right are readily
determined.

Incidentally it may be noted that, as the force between the
coils of an electrodynamometer is proportional to the square of
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the current, this instrument may be used to measure alternating
as well as direct currents.

When so used, the effective or

root^mean-square current is

given by formula (106-1). An
ordinary galvanometer, on the

other hand, cannot be em-

ployed for this purpose, for

the alternations of the torque
on the

,
needle occur at such

short intervals of time com-

pared with its period of

B
D

FIG. 227

vibration that no deflection at all is observed.

An electrodynamometer designed by Ayrton and Jones for

absolute measurements is capable of even greater precision than
the Kelvin current balance. This instrument (Fig. 227), con-

sidered to be accurate to 1 part in 50,000, consists of two coils

A and B wound on marble cylinders suspended from the ends of a
beam balance. The suspended coils move inside the coaxial fixed

coils C and D. All four coils are connected in series in such a

way that the force on one of the suspended coils is downward
and that on the other upward. The torque due to the current
is balanced by a weight in much the same way as with the Kelvin
balance.

V

If, now, a silver voltameter (art. 59) is connected in series with
an elrctrodynamometer, the mass of silver deposited on the cathode

by a current of one ampere flowing for one second can be measured.
In this way the electrochemical equivalent of silver, 0.0011180

gm/coulomb, and the value of Faraday's constant, 96,490

coulomb/gm-equivalent, are determined in

absolute measure.

Once the electrochemical equivalent
of silver has been accurately determined,
a given current can be measured in
absolute units more simply by observing
the rate at which it deposits silver in a
voltameter, than by the use of an elec-

trodynamometer. Furthermore, the cali-

bration ourve of a current measuring
instrument which is not absolute may be
obtained by connecting it in series with a

passing steady currents of various magnitudes

A
FIG. 228

silver voltameter and

through the two, measuring the currents in each instance by!;he rate

at which silver is deposited on the cathode of the voltameter.

Problem 106a. Show that (106-1) has the same form in m.k.s. practical
units as in c.g.s. units.

107. Absolute Measurement of Resistance. The absolute

measurement of the resistance of a standard coil of wire is of prime
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importance, since, once a resistance has been so determined, the value
in absolute units of an electromotive force may be obtained from
Ohm's law in terms of resistance and current. Moreover, any other
resistance may be accurately measured in terms of the standard by
the use of a Wheatstone bridge.

One method of measuring the resistance of a coil AB of radius a
(Fig. 228) consists in rotating the coil about a diameter in a uniform
field H. If the coil has n closely wound turns, and we take the

positive normal to the circuit in the direction of the arrow perpendi-
cular to its plane, the induced e.m.f is

1 dN nna*v>H .=
,,
= sin oaf

c at c

when the coil is rotated about the Z axis with angular velocity o> ,

This e.m.f. induces a current

. ,= sm ( " "
' tan

in accord with (89-12). This current in turn gives rise to a magnetic
field

,H -
"a

at the center O of the rotating coil,

Now if a magnetic needle is suspended at 0, it will point in the
direction of the resultant mean field. The mean values of the com-

ponents of H' along X and Y are

, . .
--- -,. --- -

.Hx BB --.---==j3in ( co f - 0) cos co f= --________ -_sm

sin ( co/ sin
c + ^ 2

where

sin <p SB =r ^_=- _-=^-r. cos ss - =.=:
V -R2 + 2 <o 2

-V
7

-ft
2 -

Therefore, the deflection of the needle from the X axis due to the
rotation of the coil is given by .

Hy n^n^a co R
tan a = -jj~j-~u~(

// + ax

For the speeds of rotation ordinarily used the second term in the
denominator is negligible compared with the first. Consequently,

7T
2
tt
2

CO

which gives the resistance, in c.g.s. units, in terms of easily measur-
able quantities. A small correction is necessary, however, to take
account of the current induced in the coil by the magnetic field of
the needle.
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Other absolute methods of measuring resistance involve com-
parison of a resistance with a known inductance. A detailed account
of such methods may be found in Glazebrook's Dictionary of Applied
Physics.

Problem 107a. Express (107-1) in m.k.s, practical units.

A e r> *n*fl7>6>Ans. RP =
(10)7tana

.

108. Other Absolute Measurements. The absolute value of an
electromotive force cannot easily be obtained directly. Hence
recourse is had to Ohm's law, the value of an electromotive fore

being obtained from the value of the current it produces in a circuit
of known resistance.

The Weston cell (art. 61), when made according to prescribed
specifications, has very closely the c.m.f. 1.0180 volts at 20 C when
on open circuit, Other electromotive forces can be compared with
this by the potentiometer method of article 56.

We have seen that the capacitances of condensers of simple
form can be calculated from their dimensions. The capacitance! of

any other condenser can be compared with that of a standard by
the bridge method of article 23.

Finally both self and mutual inductances may be calculated
from their dimensions in many cases by the methods developed in
article 96. Once a standard of inductance has been obtained, any
other inductance may be measured in terms of it by the bridge
methods described in article 121.

109. Systems or Units. The c.g.s. system of units which we
have employed is known as the Gaussian system. It makes use of
the electrostatic units of all electric quantities, including current,
and the electromagnetic units of all magnetic quantities. Collecting
the fundamental equations as developed so far in these units, we
have

E = , (1) tf =
, (2)

.*, (3) /E'*- r |Jf
??.*, (4)

D = E + 47tP = K E, (5) B = H + 4*1 . /*H, (6)

grT== PE + -Ij x B. (7)C

Equations (1) and (2) are Coulomb's laws for electric charges
and for magnetic poles, respectively ; (3) is Ampere's law ; (4) is

Faraday's law ; and (5) and (6) are the constitutive relations between

displacement, electric intensity and polarization on the one hand,
and between induction, magnetic intensity and magnetization on the
other. Finally, (7) fc the force per unit volume on free charge of

density P in the electric field E and on current of density j in the

magnetic field B. The current density j is, of course, due to such

part of the charge density p as is in motion.
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To pass to any other system of c.g.s units, indicated by single

accents, we may put q = aq', m = pm', D = yD', B = &B', where

we agree to preserve the defining relations

y = qE = q'E', ~}

<5 = mH = m'H', I

q
, y (109-D

'-r-y-
j

Therefore, we have E = (l/a)F, // = (!/)#', / = a/', 7 =* a/'.

Furthermore, since polarization is electric moment per unit volume,
P = aP', and similarly / = /?/'. Hence the fundamental equations
become

' =
, (!') H'-p--, (2')

D/ - - E' + 4 p '

p
'E '

The constants k and /x, being pure ratios, are the same in all units.

The complete electromagnetic system, in which electric as well as

magnetic quantities are expressed in e.m.u,, is obtained by putting
a = Y=c, j8

= 8 = l. This system, although much used in the

past, is gradually giving way to the symmetrical Gaussian system
which has been employed in this text. As, however, many important
electric quantities are still tabulated in e m.u., the electromagnetic

system is included in the conversion table at the beginning of the

book. When quantities are measured in electromagnetic units, indi-

cated by the subscript m, the fundamental equations take the form

En = c , (1m) Hm = "
. (2m)

.-&, (3m) E* </l = - M
. (fe, (4m)

- E*. (5m)

B,, = Hm + 4WIW = MHOT( (6m)

+ jm X Bm . (7m)
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The most convenient c.g.s. system for theoretical investigation,
which has the advantage of eliminating the coefficient 4?r in the
more important equations, is the Heaviside-Lorentz system, the units
of which are designated by the abbreviation h.Lu. In this system

Indicating quantities measured in Heaviside-Lorentz units by
the subscript /, the fundamental equations in these units take the
form

dl = j, ds, (37) E, dl + -
. *, (40

= E/ + P? = A'E,, (50 B/ = H, +li =MH/, (6/)

l
\, X B,.

It is to be noticed that the force between t\vo charges measured
in h.l.u. is

y *= Lis - (109-2)
* i\i

Therefore, the Heavisicle-Loreutz unit of charge is that charge which

repels an equal like chai gc at a distance of 1 cm in vacuo with a
force of 1/47T dyne. .Similar remaiks apply to the unit of pole-

strength.

Gauss' law (14-4) takes the form

f D, rfs =
J

P/</T (109-3)

in h.l.u , so while we have introduced a factor l/4:r in Coulomb's
law we have rid ourselves of 4tr in Gauss' law. A system of units

which removes the factor 4Tc from Gauss' law and the constitutive

relations, as the Heaviside-Lorentz system does, is said to be
rationalized.

Since the practical units now used by the electrical engineer arc

based upon the meter, kilogram and second as fundamental units

instead of the centimeter, gram and second, the practical unit of
force is not the dyne but the newton, which is (10)

5
dynes. There-

fore, if we designate electric and magnetic quantities measured in

m.k.s. units by a double accent, the first two relations in (109-1)
must be replaced by

qE = (10)*
g
,

m m
Im

(109-4)

-
kg m
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the unaccented letters, as before, representing the same quantities
measured in c.g.s. Gaussian units. As, however, the units of many
electromagnetic quantities, when expressed in teims of the units

of mass, length and time, involve awkward fractional indices,
we shall confine our transformation relations to equations between
numerics, writing the relations above in the form

mH = (10)
5w"J7". J

Let us uow put q = (IQ)
9
i'aq", m = (10)

9
/
2
/3m", /)= (10)

B = (10)
1/a <$". As polarization has the dimensions of charge per

unit area, P = (10)
1/a aP" and similarly 7 = (10)

1
'
2

fil" . Also, as

i = (10)
9 '2

at", it follows that j = (10)
1

/
2

aj". Finally, if we
designate geometrical and dynamical quantities measured in m.k.s.

units by the subscript /?, r'*= (10)%, dl = (10)
2
<//,,, ds = (10)

4
ds>,

and c = (IQy'Cp. Then the fundamental equations (1) to (7) become

F' = a-*<-, (1") H" = P! , (2")
rp rp

*

D" = E" + 4. Q )
P" ;y E". (5")

H" + ^ (I) r
-
& H"'

yTj)
=-- />"E" + a8

j" x B". (1")
Cp

These are identical in form with (!') to (7') and reduce, like them,
to the equations in any c.g.s. system of units when the constants

> ft y, 8 are given the appropriate values, and the accents and
the subscript p are removed.

In any m.k.s. system the joule is the unit of energy and the watt
the unit of power. We wish to retain in our m.k s. system the six

remaining internationally recognized practical units : namely, the

coulomb, ampere, volt, ohm, farad and henry. All six of these

are included if we make a = 2 998 (10)
9 / 2 = J 29T98c^ for then the

joule is the unit of energy and the coulomb the unit of charge, and
all the others can be expressed in terms of these two and the time, the
unit of which remains the second. This leaves the three constants j8,Y,

8 arbitrary. If we made /3
= a and 8 = 7, the equations would retain

the symmetrical form of the Gaussian or the Heaviside-Lorentz

system, and one parameter, y, would still be arbitrary. However,
the International Electrotechnical Commission at a plenary session

in June 1935 decided to sacrifice the advantages of symmetry in fcxvor

of making the coefficients of the integrals in the right-hand members
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of the circuital equations (3") and (4") equal to unity, as advocated

by Giorgi. This fixes the values of ft and 8 as well as a, and, even

though y is still arbitrary, a symmetrical set of units is no longer
attainable. [Finally, y is selected so as to make the coefficient of P"
in (5") equal to unity, like that of /" in (6").

This gives the four constants at our disposal the magnitudes :

~:= 2.998 (10)
9
/
2

,

3.767 .(10)
11 '

2
, S =,

% i ~r\A \jtr

This system is the accepted practical system today, Indicatin

practical units throughout by the subscript/?"and putting

Ka
] _

t

1 = .!_ = ^_= 8.854 (10)-^,
1

ay . vcp 4*a y*
(109-7)

I

so that K oMo ==s
^/C7>

2
> the fundamental equations in these units

take the form

dip = JP . *p, (3^) E^ . rfl = -

Dp = /c E
z, -f Pp = tcK QEP == 8.854 (10)-"

12 /cEP , (5/>)

BP
=

r; HP + Ip
= ^Hp - 1.257 (10)^HFl

' V> - PPEP -H jp x Kp . (7/7)

The quantities /c and /x , appearing in the equations in practical
units, represent the permittivity and the permeability, respectively,
of empty space. Although the physical dimensions of both are fixed

by those assigned, arbitrarily, to a, l/^/c ^ must have the dimensions
of a velocity. For the dimensional relations

r M"*
-] r M'/ 2 n

L^i -
[ Lv*TKfi* J

f L J
""

L^1/2^ 1/2 J
'

follow from (I/?) and (2;?). Substituting them in (4/?) it is found
that

The most symmetrical assignment of dimensions consists in making
the dimensions of R, and ft the same. This requires that a8 be a
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velocity and justifies writing a in the form ^/29.98cp as we have done
above.

Since the fundamental equations (1") to (7") in m.k.s. practical
units reduce to those in Gaussian units when a, j8, 7, $ are made
unity, it is evident that any equation derived from them can be
written in terms of a, /?, y, g in such a manner that the equation in
c g.s. Gaussian units is obtained by making these constants unity,
and in m.k.s. practical units by giving them the values specified in

(109-6). Where none of the four constants appears, the equation is

the same in both sets of units. In order to avoid confusion, the

subscript p should be appended to all geometrical and dynamical
quantities as wrell as to all electric and magnetic

v

quantites appearing
in equations expressed in m.k.s. practical units. Also, the coefficients

associated with electric quantities should be given in terms of /c an(i
those associated with magnetic quantities in terms of /* . A list

of important derived equations expressed in terms of a, /?, V, 5
follows.

(6-1) gr^a2
, (49-8) if

(7-4) V = a* 2 q
r

, (68-6) rfH

(8-5) f
E . ds = 4W*f Pdr (69-5) H =

J S J TT

3
<69 - 8 ' H -

... (88-4) S=-

(21-1) I/ = J = 1- gF (91-3) L + Ri

,

~r *

(37-D 9 -?. (05-7) ys
.

c
f^

(38-4) V - ^ 2 , (96-4) M - 4*a'

(39-6)
1^
H '

tk = iwjS*
J^prfT,

(100-1) Q -
S ^ ~

' (100-18) ^--
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Evidently the derived equations above can also be expressed in

electromagnetic or in Heaviside-Lorentz units by inserting the
appropriate values of a, , y, $.

The procedure explained above is illustrated by the following
examples.

(1)

In practical units, a = ___!___
, C = K

-?
Ap

;

\/47r/c dp

Ine.m.u, _ ,, C.,

Inh.U., a -
V 477

In practical units, a = _^ = cp A /^O , Af =
V 47T/C Y 47T

In e.m.u., a = c, Afm =

Inh.l.u, a= , Jlfi-

= - NIP "-

-

In practical units, a5 = cp , QP =
p

In e.m.u., a* = c ^ = N>"
"^

;

^m

Inh.l.U ., aS = l, ft- ^~^".
Certain equations, which are really definitions of one of the

quantities involved, hold in all system of units, including practical
units. In addition to (100-L) the following are among these :

E rfl, fe = H
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Q N-

/ -
f j A,
J

J
B ds,

di

dt

Problem 109a. Show that /C has the dimensions of farad meter""1 and
Ho those of heniy meter"*1

, regardless of the assignment of dimensions in
terms of mass, length and time.

Problem IQQb. Obtain conversion relations between measures of

quantities in c.g.s. Gaussian and m.k.s. practical units, like these in the table
of article 50, for flux of induction, magnetomotive force, reluctrance .

Ans. N - (10)
8
Np, & = 4:r (1 )-' #,, & 4



CHAPTER XIII

ALTERNATING CURRENTS

110. Simple A-C Circuits. When a periodic or alternating
electromotive force is introduced into a circuit, an alternating current

results. The e.m.f. need not be sinusoidal in form, although it very

frequently is so in practice. We may restrict our analysis to the

sinusoidal case, however, for a non-sinusoidal periodic e.m.f. may be

expressed as an infinite series of sinusoidal terms whose frequencies
are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency of the e.m.f. The
current is then the sum of the currents corresponding to the separate
terms in the infinite series. An infinite series of the sort just des-

cribed is called a Fourier series.

We have already made a preliminary study of a simple series

circuit with resistance, inductance and capacitance in article 92.

Denoting these quantities by /?, L and C, respectively, an impressed
electromotive force sin <w/ gives rise to a current

i = / sin (
co t 0),

where

L - l
,'

These equations were deduced on the assumption that the circuit

elements consist of one unit each, but, as was pointed out in article

91, R, L and C may also represent resultant values if each element is

a combination of units. We have seen how to calculate these values

for series and parallel arrangements of resistances (art. 52) and of

capacitances (art. 18). When inductances are placed in series, the

total induced e m.f. is the sum of the separate e.m.f.'s. Thus, if i is

the current flowing through the inductances and L is the resultant or

equivalent inductance,
jf

di _ di
j

di , di _ (~v r.~j
di

L
dt
- r

7/ +Lj
dt
+"" L*

dt
~

|_t
J
J *'

and therefore

k

L - ;. (110-1)

i

With inductances in parallel the induced e.m.f. is the same for each

inductance, whereas the currents /1? /2 ,
... /& are in general different.

Then
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r di _ T
dii _ r

* _ r **L
"A

"" Ll W ~ La A
- L* A '

where / = /^ + '2 + 4 is the total current. Writing (110-2) in the
form

L d7 d/L L di __ diz L di __ rffc

Li A
"

A ' L2 rfr

~"
dt

?

'"
Lk dt

~
dt'

;

and adding, gives

(L _*L
L

\
di (lt\ ,

rf/2 .

J{t

\Lt
"r L2

"*" -
Li/A

""
rfr
+

rf? "*"""*

As the right-hand member of this equation is equal to -A we must

have

L
+
L

+ ...L _ ]

LI La Ljb

or, finally,

ir
-

L,

Thus self-inductances combine, when arranged in series or in parallel,
in the same way as resistances.

Let us now return to the original circuit (Fig. 229) and consider
the relation between current and c.m f. across each element, These
e.m.f 's are the potential drops g n t L and g c of article 91.

The e.m.f. across the resistance is

g R = Si = RiQ sin
( oa I

-
0), (110-4)

which is simply Ohm's law.

The e.m.f. across the inductance is, as shown in- article 89,

SL = L ,
=- Lo)/ cos (cuf 0). (110-5)

The amplitude of this e.m.f. is therefore obtained by multiplying the

^ T amplitude of the current by
C the magnitude of the induc-

tive reactance. This is an-

alogous to Ohm's law for the

resistance. In this case,
i 1 T however, there is a difference

in phase between e.m.f. and
current. In fact, since cos

(o>/ <p)
= sin (o> <p -t-

77/2), / lags 77/2 radians behind

FIG 229 L This means that the

current in the inductance

reaches its maximum value a quarter of a period after the e.m.f.

across the inductance.

.-
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The e.m.f. across the capacitance,

c = = -
Cce

/ cos (o>/
-

$), (110-6)

is found from (91-2) by substituting for g and i their sinusoidal
values. The amplitude of this e.m.f. is equa] to the amplitude of the
current multiplied by the magnitude of the capacitative reactance. As
regards phase, i is evidently rr/2 radians ahead of C'. The phase
relations in (110-5) and (110-6) are often expressed by saying that an
inductance draws a lagging current and a capacitance draws a leading
current.

Tor the whole circuit, the amplitude of the e.m.f. is

Z SB A/JI J

+( Lo> - (110-7)

from (92-3) and (92-4) ; and, denoting the reactance by X, the phase
difference is given by

tan = X
R , X SB Lo> - ^ . (110-8)

A positive value of indicates that the current lags behind the
e.m.f.

Evidently (110-7) and (110-8) include the previous results. For
let us reduce the circuit to only a resistance by setting L = 0,
C = oc . Then X&nd $ become zero, so that the amplitude of the
e.m.f. across R is RiQ and the phase difference is zero. Similarly with
R = 0, C = oo, the amplitude of the e.m.f. is La>/ and the lag is

7T/2, Avhile with R = 0, L = 0, the values are (l/Co>)/ and w/2.

We may also find the relation between current and e.m.f. for any
pair of circuit elements. For example, putting C = oo , we see that
the amplitude of the e.m.f. across a resistance and an inductance in

scries is \/ R~ + L*u> 2
/ and the angle of lag is arc tan (L^jR).

Problem 210a. Inductances of 2 milhhenrys and 5 millihenrys respec-
tively ate connected in parallel. The combination is placed in series with a
resistance oi 10 ohms and a iOOQ-cycle e.m.f. of 103 volts. Find the amplitude
and the angle of lag ot the current in the resistance and in each inductance.
Ans. 7.44 amp, 5.31 amp, 2.13 amp ; 0.731 radian.

Problem llOb. Find the amplitude and the phase angle (relative to the
impressed e.m.f.) ot the e.m f.'s across the resistance and the inductances in
the preceding problem. Ans. 74,4 volt,

- 0.731 radian ; 66.8 volt, 0.839
radian.

111. Divided Circuits. Often circuits are divided into several
branches. A simple illustration of a divided circuit is given in

Fig. 230. To find the total current i in this circuit, denote the
current through L by IL and that through C by ic - Also let the

charge on C be qc . Since the circuit is divided there are two
circuit equations, corresponding to (89-7) and (90-4), respectively.
That is,

L + Ri = g sin u>f
,
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Ri + Jsr = & o sin oj/.
C

Differentiating the second equation twice, multiplying through

by LC and adding to the first equation, we obtain

RLC j
2/

r + L
*
+ Ri = 5 (1

- LCW) sin o>r, (111-1)

since IL + i'c
= ' As in the case of (92-1) we know the solution of

(111-1) has the form,

i = / sin (tot
-

0).

Substituting in the differential equation and arranging terms, we have

{(-JRLCo>
2 cos + LOJ sin + .cos 0)/ 6 ol 1 -LCtt>

2
)} sin &t

+ {RLCao* sin + LCD cos <f>R sin 0}/ cos <w/ = 0,

T

i

I/.

FIG. 230

showing that to satisfy (111-1) we must have

,,
'

=

The values of sin and cos may be obtained from the ex-

pression for tan 0, and we find that

-- - 5

and hence

(ii-2)

(111
'
3)

Inspection (,f (111-3) shows that Z = oo for the frequency
^ r = 1/271^7 LC. Since tliis is the exact antithesis of the series

circuit case where the impedance has a minimum value for this

frequency, the circuit is said to be aiitiresonant Antiresonant circuits
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are often useful when it is necessary to eliminate certain definite

frequencies in a current supply.

Usually, divided circuits are more complicated than the one just

Rrc JLdiscussed. For example,
the resistance RL of an
inductance coil often

cannot be neglected.
Consider the circuit

shown in Fig. 231. This

may be solved by the
same method as before,

but, as the reader may
easily convince himself,
the analysis is quite
involved We. therefore,
defer the solution of this

and more elaborate

circuits and turn_ our
attention to the develop-
ment of a new and more powerful method of attacking
problems which depends on the use of complex quantities.

112. Complex Quantities. Although the square roots of

negative numbers have no existence in the domain of real quantities,
we often find it necessary to deal with them in analytical problems.
A quantity of this type, called an imaginary, may evidently be

expressed in the form ^i^ where i =s *J 1 and y is the square
root of the magnitude of the negative number. The combination of a
real quantity and an imaginary is called a Complex quantity. Thus
x + iy and its conjugate x iy are complex quantities. We shall,

use black face type, as in the case of vectors, to distinguish a complex
quantity. For example,

FIG. 231

circuit

z = x + iy.

obey all theComplex numbers obey all the ordinary laws

manipulation. Thus to add, and to subtract,

z -4- z
'

(x + iy) + (x
f + iy') = (x + x') + i(y + /), 1

z - z' - (x + iy)
-

(*' + iy')
= (x

-
x') + i(y

- /). j
To multiply, and to divide,

zz' - (x + iy) (x
f + iy')

~= (xx
1 -

yy') + i(xy
r + x'y), ^

/,'

**
x

f

"+ F ^
x'* +7* [

xx' 4- v/ ^ . ( xy' x f

y

(112-1)

of algebraic

(112-2)

(112-3)

__
.

f'

I,

It is important to observe that since the real and the imaginary
parts of a complex equation are entirely independent, such an equa-
tion represents two real equations. If we set

z + z' = zz',
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Imaginary

z+z'

for instance, we must have

x + x' ~ xx' yy
f

,

y + y' = xy' + x'y.

We may represent z graphically by a point in the XY plane,

taking the X axis as the real

axis and the Y axis as the

imaginary axis. In Fig. 232
are shown z, z' and z 4- z'.

Evidently, if we think of the
lines from the origin tos the

given points rather than of
the points themselves as re-

presenting the complex quan-
tities, the addition of complex
quantities is, graphically,

exactly like the addition of

vectors. That is, the directed

lines are placed head to tail

and a closing line drawn to

obtain the sum. Similarly,
subtraction is Effected graphi-

cally by reversing the direction

of the representative line and
then adding.

The vector properties of

complex quantities suggest
that it may be convenient to

express the latter in terms of

amplitude and direction as

terms of real and imaginary parts. In polar coordinates

Real
PIG. 232

z+z

FIG.

as n

r cos

and, conversely,

z =

z sin

tan =

(112.4)

(112-5)

These relations are illustrated in Fig. 233, which shows the same

quantities as Fig. 232, in terms of z and 0.

The polar form z = z (cos <p + i sin <p) leads us to an important
result, for

cos + i sin e 1

^, (112-6)

as may be seen by expanding all terms in infinite series, where e=
2.718 is the base of the Naperian logarithms, as usual.

Therefore
z = zei0. (112-7)

The exponential from of complex quantities is very convenient
for multiplication and division, just as the rectangular form is

especially adapted to addition and subtraction. Thus,
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zz' = (re'0) (z'e'0')
= zr'e0

+
0'>, -\

.,.
> (H2-8)

Graphically, multiplication or division by a complex number is

represented by a change of amplitude and a rot ation of the quantity
affected. For example, multiplying z' by z increases the amplitude
of the former by a factor z and rotates it through an angle 0.
A special case of- interest is multiplication by i. Since i = e' 7^2

,

this merely causes rotation through 7r/2 radians. Similarly division

by i causes a rotation of ?r/2 radians.

From (112-2) and (112-8) we may formulate the rules for com-
bining complex quantities :

(I) In addition (subtract/on) the components of the sum (difference)
are equal respectively to the sum (difference) of the components.

(II) In multiplication (division) the amplitude of the product
(quotient) is equal to the product (quotient) of the amplitudes, and
the angle of the product (quotient) is equal to the sum (difference) of
the angles.

In the course of complex analysis we express quantities in

rectangular or in exponential form according to convenience, passing
from one to the other by means of (112-4) and (112-5). Numerous
examples of this procedure will be found in following articles.

Problem 112a. Show that

*~+ iT -

Problem 112b. Prove that if n is an integer

=
0, 1, (n -

1).

Problem 112c. Show that

(cos -r i sin
(p)n

= cos n<p -f i sin n0*
Problem 112d. Find the value of i 1

. Ans. 0.208.

Problem 112e. Find the real part and also the amplitude of

Ans 5/2, ^"29/2.

113. Application of Complex Quantities to A-C Circuits. In
order to see how complex quantities may be used in solving a-e

circuit problems, consider again the differential equation of *a simple
series circuit (art. 92). This equation is

L dn + R di+ l
i = d&

**
dt*

+ K
~di
+ C

l

dt~'

Suppose we indicate the solution corresponding to & =
o cos w/

by ix and that corresponding to =* sin o>f by iv . Then
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r d*ix . n dij 1 . d
t _.L

dt*
^ R

dt
+ c {*~ dt^

L
d

dl"
+ R ~

d

dt
+ c

l"
=

dt

Multiplying the second of these equations by i and adding it to the
first gives

1

where i = ix + i/y . Thus, in solving the circuit problem, if we
replace the actual sinusoidal e. m. f. by a corresponding complex
e m.f., we obtain a complex current whose real part is the current

due to an applied cosine e.m.f and whose imaginary part is the
current due to an applied sine e.m.f. The utility of this procedure
lies in the fact that it is simpler to solve the differential equation in

the complex form than in the real form. This is not of great impor-
tance in the case of (113-1), but the method is applicable to all a-o

circuit problems and is of very great value in the more complicated
cases.

Let us now solve (113-1). The solution must be of the form
i eico

*, since current and e m.f. have the same irequency. Substitut-

ing in the differential equation,

so, in order that (113-1) may be satisfied, we must have

The denominator of the right-hand side of (113-2) is the complex
impedance Z of the circuit. Its amplitude

-V'
is the real impedance to which we are accustomed, and its angle $f

given by

L<*> ^ ,

, Co>
tan 9 = g-

is the angle of lag.

Expressing Z in exponential form,

i =A elw * ^ ^

The actual current corresponding to an applied e.m.f. So sin tot

is the imaginary part of (113-3), that is

/= Bin (art- 0),
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which is the value previously found in (92-2). Since actual values
are obtained so simply from the complex expressions, circuit problems
often reduce merely to a calculation of impedance.

From (113-3) the relation in complex form between the applied
e.m.f. and the current is seen to be

6 = Zi. (113-4)
The quantity Zi is equal to the sum of the e.m.f.'s across the circuit
elements R, L and C, since, in accord with (110-4), (110-5) and
(110-6), these e.m.f.'s are, respectively,

5 L = L , =iLcoi,

In each case the e.m.f. is equal to the impedance of the element
multiplied by the current. It should be borne in mind that g#,

L and <? are potential drops.

Evidently a relation of the form (113-4) holds not only for a
simple series circuit, but for any circuit. The value of Z depends,
of course, on the arrangement of circuit elements involved, but it is

always of the form
Z = R + i (113-5)

where j is the equivalent series resistance, and is the equivalent
reactance. Comparing (113-4) with Ohm's law in real form g = Ri,
it is evident that in an a-c circuit complex impedances behave exactly
as real resistances do in a d-c circuit. Thus, impedances in series
add directly, and impedances in parallel add by reciprocals. Since

the impedances of the elements R, L and C are R, LLtt> and i 7r- 9
Co)

respectively, we can easily calculate the impedance of any series and
parallel combination of them.

We are now able to deal with the circuit of Fig. 231. The
impedance of the upper branch of the divided circuit is R i+iLo> and

that of the lower
ig-

. Therefore, the impedance of the divided

portion of the circuit is

1

RL

Multiplying numerator and denominator by the conjugate of the latter

reduces the expression to the standard form

RL ,
. Lo)(l

- LCco*) -
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and Z is obtained by adding R. Setting

, ___ RL___ _~

the amplitude and angle of Z are given by

A divided circuit of the type under discussion is, by definition,

antiresonant when its equivalent reactance vanishes. Hence, putting

j
= 0, the antiresonant frequency is found to be

Evidently this does not differ appreciably from the series resonant

frequency vr = l/2Tc N/~2^ if jRx
2
/L

2 is small compared with 1/LC,

which it usually is in practice. In this case we may take va = vr ,

as for the ideal circuit of Fig. 230. At antiresonance the impedance of

the circuit is equal to R + L/CRz, which becomes infinite if RL is

reduced to zero.

In the foregoing discussion we have assumed that the frequency
can be adjusted to the value va > Of course, if v is fixed, antireso-

nance is obtained by varying L or C so as to make va = v.

Returning to (113-4), we observe that while this relation is of

convenient form when circuit elements or parts of circuits are in

series, an expression of the form

i = Y, (113-8)

is better suited for parallel combinations. We therefore define the

complex admittance Y as the reciprocal of Z. As the admittances of

the elements R, L and C are respectively =-, i T~ and iCo theK JLQ)

total admittance of R, L and C in parallel is

G-iB, (113-9)

where G is called the conductance and B the susceptance. In the

exponential form

Y -~ re-10, (113-10)

where
JO

Y = v^G^KB8"? tan =
^ .

The admittance for a more complicated combination of circuit

elements always has the general form

Y _ G - i5, (113-11)
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in which Q is the equivalent parallel conductance and g is the
equivalent susceptance. For example, the admittance corresponding

Y _ i _ u - ar _ i? . x
R -t- iX R2 + X*

~
Z

""
l
Z*

'

Hence, in this case,

G - &> B=z*' (113 "12>

The relation between current and e.m.f. in any circuit may be
determined by calculating either Z or Y, of course. One calcula-

tion is usually found to be simpler than the other, however.

There is one restriction on the use of complex quantities in

circuit analysis which must be mentioned. They cannot be used
to calculate power directly, because the real or imaginary part of Si
is not equal to the product of the real or imaginary parts of Q and i

respecitvely, To find the power at any instant, we must find the
actual e.m.f. and the actual current and multiply these real quantities

together.

Problem. 113a. Deduce (110-4) to (110-6), inclusive, by means of complex
quantities.

Problem 113b. Find the current in the circuit of Fig. 230, using complex
analysis.

Ans. i _ A _-_. sin (t -
<h) t

Problem 11 3c. Given a current i = f sin (t + e
) flowing through 2? and

L in parallel. Find the e.m.f.

RL<i . , .. .
R

Ans *

" ~~ sln (wt + 8 + tan s '

Problem 113d. In the circuit of Fig. 231 the resistance RL in series with
L is removed, and an equal resistance Re is placed in series with C. Find Z.

Also, show that, at antiresonance, Z has the same value for both circuits.

__
4- Ro*C><**

L<*>(l-LC<
2
)

A ^ 7 ,

Ans. Z = +

Problem 113e. In the circuit of Fig. 231 an additional resistance Re is

included, in series with C. Find Z if RL = Rd ~
tj L/C.

*Ans. Z R H-

c 2LCg<oa "1

c 2C2co2 J-

114. Graphical Representation of Electric Quantities. Electric

quantities in complex form may be represented graphically, according
to the method described in article 112. Graphical representations
are often of great value in understanding the behavior of complicated
circuits and graphical analysis is particularly useful to the engineer
in designing electrical machinery and other apparatus.
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. Figure 234 shows an impedance

and Fig. 235 an admittance

Y= '

A more complicated case, the impedance of the circuit of Fig
231, is shown in Fig. 236. . Line 1 is the impedance of the upper
branch of the divided circuit, and its reciprocal (line 2) is the corre-

sponding admittance. Adding iCco we obtain line 3, the admittance

of the divided part of the circuit. The reciprocal of this (line 4}
is the corresponding impedance, to which we add R and obtain Z.

The diagram as drawn indicates a frequency condition below antire-

sonance, since is positive. This follows from (113-6).

Often it is more instructive to show currents and e.m.f.'s directly
on the diagram, rather than impedances and admittances. In this

Imaginary
imag

iLo

nary

R Real

FIG. 234

Rear

FIG. 235

case we usually dispense with the axes as we are interested only in

the relative phases of the electric quantities. A graphical representa-
tion of currents and e.m.f. 's is called a vector diagram although the

quantities represented are not true vectors in the physical sense.

To illustrate such a diagram we may use again the divided circuit

to which Fig. 236 refers. Denoting the current through the upper
branch by IL and that through the lower branch by \c , the current

and e m.f. relations are represented by Fig. 237. Angles measured
counterclockwise indicate a lead in phase. The diagram shows that

the applied e.m.f. S is the sum of Ri and the e.m.f. across the

divided portion of the circuit. This last e.m.f. is, in turn, the sum
of RL*L and the e.m.f. across L. As regards the currents, the total

current i, which is in phase with Ri, is the sum of i/,, which is in

phase with R^IL, and io, which leads the condenser e.inX by ir/2

radians.
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FIG.

Note that if we are interested in the actual or instantaneous

values of the electric quantities, we may draw the real and the

imaginary axes and project Imaginary
the entire diagram on them.
As = goeico*> the Pro"

jection on the real axis at

.any instant gives tne in-

stantaneous values for an

applied cosine e.m.f., and the

projection on the imaginary
axis gives the corresponding
values for an applied sine

e m.f. Since the phase of

each of the electric quanti-
ties contains o>f, the angles
of the vectors increase uni-

formly with time, which is

equivalent to a rotation
of the vector diagram about
the origin. The variation

of the projections due to

the rotation represents the

actual sinusoidal variation

of the instantaneous values.

Problem 124a. Draw the
vector diagram of a divided
circuit with a resistance Re in
series with the capacitance FlG. 237
instead of RL in series with the inductance.

115. A-C Networks and KirchhofTs Laws. When an a-c circuit
is so arranged that it cannot be analyzed into series and parallel groups
of circuit elements, it constitutes an a-c network, analogous to the
d c network described in article 52. Evidently KirchhofTs laws may
be generalized to apply to a-c networks. As in the d-c case there can
be no continual accumulation of charge at a junction, so Law I of
article 52 remains unchanged. On the other hand, Law II assumes
-a more complicated form. Consider any closed path in the network,
made up of three or more network branches each of which may
contain an applied e.m.f. together with inductance, capacitance
and resistance. Now, just as for the simple circuit of article 91, we
have for each branch a relation of the form

Si

in the notation of that article. Here, however, the expression within

parentheses does not vanish. But if we sum around the closed path,
we have

( g .1 + SL + Sc + SR) =* since the summation

represents the e.m.f. due to static charges around a complete circuit.
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Hence, replacing 5 < by L -j , we obtain

for any closed path in the network, as the analytical form of Law IT,
In this form the law holds for any type of varying current, whether
sinusoidal or not. The left-hand side of the equation is the sum of
the e.m.f/s across the various circuit elements included in the closed

path and the right-hand side is the sum of the applied e.m .f.'s. In
the case of sinusoidal currents, if we express the a-c network equations
in terms of real currents and e.m.f.'s, they are awkward to solve,
except in the case of a pure resistive network, "because of the phase
differences involved. In terms of complex quantities, however, the
sum of the e.m.f.'s across the circuit elements is given simply by
2Zi, where the Z's are the branch impedances, as shown in article 113.
Thus we may state the generalized Kirchhoff 's laws in the complex
form :

Law I. The algebraic sum of all the complex currents wetting at
a junction is zero.

Law II. The algeb-
raic sum of the Zi terms
around any closed path
equals the algebraic sum
of the complex applied

e.m.f.'s in the given path.

Consider, for exam-

ple, a network of the

Wheatstone bridge type
(Fig. 238), in which each

branch, except the one
with the e.m.f., contains

an impedance of any
form. Since the equa-
tions arising from
KirchhofPs laws have

exactly the same form as

for the d-c bridge (art. 53), the solutions also have the same form.

Hence, referring to (53-1), we see that the complex current in the

galvanometer arm is

FIG. 238

(Z2Z3
- Z^
Z2 ) (Z, + Z4 )

' (115-1)

where

^Zj + Z2Z3Z4 + + Z4ZXZ2 .

The actual current ig is found by taking the real or the imaginary
part of (115-1), as usual.
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When the bridge is balanced ig
= 0, so that we must have

R.

-. (115-2)L* ***

This result may also be
obtained by observing
that, at balance,
Zxii=Z3i3 ,Z2i2

=Z4i4 .

Dividing the first equa-
tion by the second

gives (115-2), since

ii
= i2 , and i3 = i

4 .

A common variety
of this bridge, the

inductance bridge, is

shown in Fig. 239.

Usually Lx is an un-
known inductance of

resistance Rv while L3
Fro. 239

is a known adjustable inductance of resistance R3* The resistances

7?2 and R< are also known and adjustable. Equation (J15-2), the

condition for balance, reduces in this case to

Equating real parts and imaginary parts, we find

(115-3)

The double condition for balance is characteristic of a-c bridges.
The first relation corresponds to an ordinary d-c balance and is

established with the aid of a constant e.m f., and a d-c current

indicator', R^ or R l being adjusted. Then an alternating e.m.f. and
an a-c current indicator are put in place of the others and the

second relation in (115-3) is "established by adjusting L3 ,
care being

taken not to disturb the d-c balance. The unknown L is now
determined in terms of L3 , R% and R

4
.

Although the simultaneous solution of the junction and the loop
equations does not present any difficulty for a network such as shown
in Fig. 238, it is desirable to

write the circuit equations in a

more compact and symmetrical
form, especially when t'le

number of branches is large
Since the circuit equations are

linear, every branch current can

be expressed as the algebraic
sum of a number of loop cur-

rents each of which is continuous

around a closed path in the

network. The loop currents

satisfy Law I individually, so. FIG. 240

B
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that the junction equations are satisfied automatically and only the

loop equations in terms of the loop currents remain to be solved.

To illustrate the use of loop currents, let us suppose that loop
currents !, i$ and ic flow in the network of Fig. 238. the relation

between these currents and the branch currents being shown schema-

tically in Fig. 240.

Since

i* = If, ~\t, + ic ,
i* = I'k + i,, (115-4)

i - ir, ^ = fc, J
the loop equations

Zih + ZA ~~
Zji4 Z.A = 0, i

Zj\i -T~ Zffig Zgl3 = 0, ^ (llO-O)
Z3i3 4- ZA =

, J

become

iZJi,, 0, ~)

-Z,)i, = 0, J> (115-6)
i 'y \i o (

|-f-/j4 )le
= G). J

Solving these and using the simple relations contained in (115-4),

we obtain the branch currents, but with less labor than before.

When only one branch current, such as i^, is required, the labor is

reduced to a minimum by choosing the loop currents in such a way
that one of them, i& in this case, is identical with the required branch

current.

Let us examine the constants appearing in the loop equations
after \\riting them in the completely symmetrical form

Zft't - sll [ (115-7)
nr O I

jcC*C === &Cy J

where Zaa sis (Zj + Z2 + Z3 + Z
t )', Z a b *& (Z x 4- Z2 ), and

ga = & aas 0, c g. Evidently Z aa , Zbb ^nd Zcc are the self-

impedances of the three loops, that is, the total impedances through
whicji ia , ift and ic flow, respectively. The other Z's are mutual

impedances, each shared by two loops. For example, Zab = Z&a is

the total impedance traversed jointly by i a and i&, while Zao = Z1/a

is that common to \a and ic . It must be remembered that mutual

impedance terms are positive if the two loop currents have the same
direction through them, and negative if tney have opposite direc-

tions. Finally, a , and e represent the algebraic sums of the

applied e.m.f.'s contained in the three loops, respectively. Note that

if an applied e.m.f. is common to two loops it must be included in

the total e.m.f. of each.

. Evidently loop equations in the form (115-7), with the required
number of independent loop currents, apply t-j any network, and it is

unnecessary to write them down in the form coiresponding to (115-5),

since the self and mutual impedances are known as soon as the loop
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currents have been specified. It is particularly advantageous to use

equations (115-7) for the investigation of general properties of net-

works. Either the fundamental branch current method or the
derived loop current method may be used, as preferred, for the

solution of any particular network.

When a network contains several applied e.m.f.'s of the same

frequency, it is necessary that they all be given as cosines or all as

sines, with appropriate phase angles, before they are expressed in

complex form. Otherwise the actual solutions cannot be obtained

by taking real parts of the complex solutions throughout or imagi-

nary parts throughout. If some of the e.m.f.'s have different fre-

quencies, actual solutions for each frequency must be obtained

separately and added together to obtain the complete solution.

Problem 2I5a. Obtain (115-1) by the loop current method.

116. A-C Measuring Instruments. Alternating currents and
o.m.f.'s cannot be measured with an ordinary instrument of the

d'Arsonval type because even at low frequencies the inertia of the

moving element is too great to permit the latter to follow the alter-

nating torque, and the mean torque, to which any steady deflection

must be due, is zero. We may, however, use the dynamometer type
of instrument, in which both the fixed and the moving element
consist of coils. The torque at any instant on the moving part is

proportional to the product of the currents in the two elements from
(95-6). If these currents are drawn from the same source, the mean
torque is, in general, not zero, so that a steady deflection results.

When the elements are connected in series, so that the same
current / flows in each, the deflection is proportional to the mean
value of /

3
, which by definition (art. 92) is /*

2
. the square of the

effective current. Alternating-current ammeters and voltmeters are

often instruments of this sort. The ammeters are made with as low
resistance as possible, so they may be included in a circuit without

disturbing it appreciably. The voltmeters, on the other hand, are

made with high resistance, so they may be placed across any part of
a circuit with negligible effect. Both ammeters and voltmeters are

calibrated to indicate effective (r.m.s.) values. Because the scale is

of the "squared" type, small values are determined with less accuracy
than large, which is often a serious defect.

In addition to the measurement of current and e.m.f., it is

important to be able to determine the mean power supplied to a
circuit or to part of a circuit. This can be done by means of a

dynamometer instrument with one low resistance element and one

high resistance elempnt. The former is connected in 'scries with the

load, and the latter across it (Fig. 241). The instantaneous torque
on the moving element is therefore proportional to & /, where g is

the e.m.f. across the load and / is the current through it. The mean
torque and hence the deflection is proportional to the mean value

of /, which is the mean power. The instrument just described is
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FIG. 241

called a wattmeter. It is Accurate and can be constructed for almost

any power range desired, but, in common with alt dynamometer' type
instruments, its use is limited to

relatively low frequencies, not over
a few hundred cycles per second.

There are other types of a-c in-

struments beside the dynamometer.
One of the most widely used is the

moving iron type in which two parall-
el pieces of soft iron, one fixed and
one movable, are surrounded by a

single coil coaxia! with the moving element. Current in the coil

produces a magnetic field which magnetizes the two pieces of iron.

The resulting mutual repulsion causes the movable iron to be de-

flected. Moving iron instruments, like dynamometers, are restricted

to low frequencies. For high frequencies thermocouple instruments,

already described in article 64, are commonly employed.

For null measurements, such as are involved in balancing a-c

bridges, an instrument sensitive to small currents is required. In
the range of audio frequencies, that is, a few hundred to a few
thousand cycles, a telephone receiver serves very well. For low

frequencies the best instrument is the vibration galvanometer. This
is similar to a d'Arsonval galvanometer in that it contains a fixed

FIG. 242

magnet and a moving coil. The method of suspending the coil*
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however, is different. The coil, which is made very small, is held
between two metal strips whose length and tension may be varied
until the period of mechanical oscillation of the moving element is

exactly equal to the period of the current in the coil. In this condi-
tion of resonance the periodic force due to a very small current builds

up vibrations of considerable amplitude. A small mirror mounted
on the coil reflects a spot of light on a scale. During vibration the

spot of light is drawn out into a band whose length indicates the

amplitude. A vibration galvanometer with the case removed is shown
in Fig. 242.

Finally we shall describe an important instrument which is of an
entirely different nature from those discussed above. This is the

cathode-ray oscillograph, a device for examining the wave form of
an e.m.f. It consists of an evacuated cathode-iay tube (Fig. 243)
together with its external power and control circuits. Within the
tube an "electron gun" G produces a sharply defined beam of electrons
whose speed corresponds to an accelerating potential of several
thousand volts. The
beam, after passing
between a pair of
horizontal deflection platesH and a pair of vertical

Vdeflection plates K, im-

pinges on a screen SS of
fluorescent material placed
on the glass which forms
the end of the tube.

Impact of the electrons FIG. 243
on the screen produces a
luminous spot which moves
when the beam is deflected. In order that the spot may trace a
curve showing the e.m.f. as a function of the time, a periodic poten-
tial difference called the swep voltage is applied between the
horizontal plates. Because of the resulting field, the spot sweeps
across the screen in a horizontal direction at a uniform rate. When
it reaches the edge of the screen, it returns in a negligibly small
fraction of the sweep time to its starting point and begins the next

sweep. Simultaneously the e.m.f. whose wave form is required is

applied between the vertical plates Ordinarily the curve represent-
ing the wave form is traced in a small fraction of a second, too fast

for the eye to follow. However, if the wave form is repeated periodi-

cally and the sweep frequency is properly adjusted, the curve is

continually retraced. A steady picture of the wave form is then

obtained, as a result of a slight persistence of the fluorescence of the
screen. -A permanent print or photograph of the wave form, such as
that reproduced in Fig. 187, is called an oscillogram.

The cathode-ray oscillograph appears in a variety of forms

depending on the service for which it is designed. It is of great
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iralue in the adjustment of complicated vacuum tube circuits,

especially at high frequencies/

117. A-C Machinery, Alternating-current machinery may be
divided into two classes generators or alternators which convert

mechanical energy into electrical, and motors which convert electrical

energy into mechanical.

Generators. The simplest a-c generator consists of a coil of

wire rotating in a constant magnetic field, as described in article

8. In order to obtain sufficient induced e.m.f., several coils in

series, wound on an iron frame, and an equal nftmber of field

magnets are usually employed. The former comprise the armature
and the latter the field. Since the armature winding is more com-

plicated and requires better insulation than the field, it is usual

practice to keep it stationary and to rotate the field. In any case

the stationary part is called the stator, and the rotating part the

rotor.

A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 244. The armature
coils (A), each of which contains a number of turns, lie in slots

in the frame while the field windings are placed on salient pole

pieces attached to the rotating clement. The direct current neces-

sary to excite the field is supplied through brushes resting on slip

rings.

The machine just Illustrated is a single-phase generator. That

is, it produces a single e.m.f. of

the form g = g sino>f

between its terminals. For the

efficient operation of motors,

however, several e.m f.'s of uni-

form phase difference are desir-

able. A polyphase generator is

exactly like a single-phase
generator except that it has as

many independent sets of arma-
ture coils as there are phases,

uniformly spaced around the

armature frame. For example,
a three-phase generator, which

common, producesis the most
e.m f.'s

2

sn

sin

FIG. 244

To transmit power from a three-phase machine, four wires are

required, in general, one end of each phase being connected to neutral

(Fig. 245a). However, when the loads are balanced so that the
-currents in the three phases have the same amplitude and uniform
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phase difference, the neutral wire may be omitted. For the current
in the neutral wire -at any instant is the sum of the currents in the
three phases and, under the conditions specified, this sum is zero, as-

shown by the vector diagram in Fig, 245b. Although the neutral

wire is not used for transmission, it is usually brought out of the-

machine and connected to ground to stabilize the system.

Phase 3

Neutral

Phase 2

Phase 1

FIG. 245

Motors, The simplest type of a-c motor to understand is the

synchronous motor, which is, in effect, an alternator running back-
wards. Consider two identical machines connected electrically

phase to phase and running at the .same speed, one as a generator
and the other as a motor. In the generator the reaction of the
stator on the rotor is such as to oppose the' motion of the latter,

causing the machine to absorb energy mechanically. In the motor,
conditions are exactly reversed, for current is everywhere in the

opposite direction to that in the generator, so that, the reaction of
the stator on the rotor assists the motion and produces mechanical
work. Evidently this state of affairs exists only when the speed of
the motor is exactly that of the generator. If the load on the motor
is increased until the latter is pulled out of synchronous speed, the

torque falls to zero and the motor stops.

Although any alternator may be used as a synchronous motor,
and vice versa, there are usually^

slight differences in the details

of construction. For one thing,
since the motor has no starting

torque, it must be provided
with an auxiliary winding or

some other device by means of
FIG. 246

which it can be brought up to speed.

The most useful type of a-c motor is the induction motor. The
stator of an induction motor is similar to that of a synchronous-
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motor. The rotor,

however, is entirely
different, consisting

merely of a core with
some closed windings
on it, or in its

simplest form of a

squirrel cage (Fig.

"246) made by setting

copper bars into the

dges of two conduct-

ing disks. The rotor

is thus energized by
induction instead of

by an auxiliary excit-

ing current, a great

practical advantage.

To investigate
the means by which FIG. 247

rotation is produced, let us take a simple case such as a three-phase
machine with a single concentrated winding per phase (Fig. 247). We
wish first to calculate the resultant magnetic field H in the region
occupied by the rotor. This is due to three fields, // sin wf in the

-direction AO , F sin (>t in the direction BO and H sin

f <ut + -/ j
in the direction CO.

Taking XY axes as shown in the figure, the components of the
resultant field are

H9 = sn sn cos

{

smf a

r>

^ 4ir

jcos 3

3

2
sn

2ir

sn ) _3_ ff

}

~
2
a* cos

Evidently then the resultant field has the constant magnitude ?T .

Its direction is determined by tan = tan cof, that is, & = <o/,

which indicates a uniform rotation in a direction opposite to the

progression of phases.

Now consider the effect of a rotating field on a conductor or a
closed coil placed in it. Induced currents, and hence forces, are the
same as for a rotating conductor in a stationary field, and by Lena*
law (art. 97) motion of a conductor in a field is always opposed.
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Therefore, the motion of the field is opposed, which, of course, results
in a torque on the conductor or coil.

Thus, in the machine described, there is a torque on the rotor
in a direction opposite to the phase progression. The same
thing is true in any polyphase induction motor, although when the

windings for each phase are distributed around the stator the

analysis of the rotating field may be very complex. The magnitude
of this torque in any particular machine depends on the relative speed
of field and rotor. A typical speed-torque curve is shown in Fig.
248. The torque at first increases with rotor speed, reaching a
maximum at a little under synchronous speed. Thereafter the torque
falls rapidly to zero as synchronism is approached. The fact that

polyphase induction motors have a starting torque constitutes one of
their major advantages.

Single-phase induction motors
are more difficult to analyze as the Torque

Synchronous

[Speed

Rotor

stator field is not rotating, but

merely oscillatory. However, an

oscillatory field may be thought of

as consisting of two oppositely ro-

tating fields of the same magnitude.
There is then no resultant starting

torque as the torques due to the
two fields neutralize each other. If, Speed

however, the motor is started Ete- 248

in either direction by some auxiliary device, the torque in that
direction becomes greater as indicated in Fig. 248 and the motor
continues to run.

Problem 117a. Show by means of a vector diagram the relation between
voltage of phases to neutral and voltage between phases for a three-phase
alternator. If there are 220 volts between phases, what is the voltage to
neutral ? Ans. 127.0 volt.

Problem 217b. A single-phase six-pole synchronous motor (like the
alternator in Fig. 244) is driven by 60-cycle current. What is its speed of
rotation ? If the armature coils are reconnected for three-phase operation
with a two-pole rotor, at what speed will the motor run ? Ans. 1200 r p.m.,
3600 r.p.m*

Problem 117c. Given a simplified induction motor consisting of a single
flat coil of area A, resistance R and self-inductance L, free to revolve in a
rotating magnetic field of magnitude H. Prove that the mean torque on the

in the direction of rotation of the field is

where Q is the angular velocity of the field relative to the coil. Show that
this leads to a speed-torque curve like that in Fig. 248. *

118. Transformers. It is often desirable to change the relative

magnitudes of current and e.m.f. in a-c systems. For instance, the

generation of electrical power is most conveniently effected at a few
thousand volts with large currents, On the other hand, in the
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transmission of power, especially over long distances, high voltages
and small currents must be used to avoid excessive ohmic losses, for

the latter are of the form /?/* and so diminish rapidly as the current

is decreased. Finally, devices using power, such as motors, are

usually designed for a few hundred volts.

Transformations of current and e.m.f. of the sort indicated are

readily made by means of transformers, which consist essentially of
two coils wound on a laminated
iron core, so arranged that the

magnetic coupling between them is

as nearly perfect as possible. Power
is delivered to the primary winding
and withdrawn from the secondary,

being transferred from one to the
other by electromagnetic induction.

Fig. 249 illustrates a common type
of transformer construction in

Fie. 249 which the windings are superposed
and the core is made in the form of a frame so designed that there is

a doable path for the flux outside the coils.

Let us first investigate the properties of an ideal transformer,
in which there are no energy losses and no leakage of flux (that is,

all the flux links every turn of both primary and secondary), and in

which the numbers of turns are so large that the self-inductances of
both windings as well as the mutual inductance between them are

effectively infinite.

As all the flux links all the turns of both windings, an induced
e.m.f. in one is always accompanied by an induced e.m.f. in ther

other, and the amplitudes of these e.m.f.'s are in the same ratio as
the numbers of turns in the windings. Further, at any finite

frequency the induced e.m.f.'s can be finite only if the total flux in
the core is very small, since by hypothesis the numbers of turns in
the windings are very large. Hence a current in the primary must
always be accompanied by a current hi the secondary such that the

resulting fluxes are substantially equal and opposite. This requires
that the amplitudes of the currents be in the inverse ratio of the
numbers of turns in the windings. Thus, if g p and , are the
terminal voltages across the primary and secondary, respectively, and
ip and i8 are the currents, we have for the amplitudes

o

7,0

1
i

a

a,

(118-1).

where a is the ratio of the number of turns in the secondary to the
number in the primary.

Suppose we couple two circuits having the resistances and reac-

tances indicated in Fig. 250 by means of an ideal transformer. We
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shall assume positive coupling. That is, having, chosen positive direc-

tions for the currents in the circuits, we connect the transformer in

such a way that the flux in the core links the two windings in the

same sense (mutual inductance positive). Then the simultaneous

induced e.m.f.'s in the windings are in the same sense. However,

FIG. 250

g p has the sense opposite to the induced e.m.f. in the primary since

it is defined as the potential drop across the winding, whereas g 8 has

the same sense as the induced e.m f. in the secondary since it is

defined as the potential drop across the external part of the circuit.

Therefore, the terminal voltages have opposite senses. The currents

ip and ig also have opposite senses since they produce opposing fluxes.

Thus the transformer equations are

In order to express the voltages and currents in terms of the

impressed electromotive force g , consider the impedance of the

secondary circuit. The true impedance, exclusive of the

transformer, is given by Z8
=

to//fo- 9n tlie ot^er hand, the

equivalent impedance introduced into the primary through the trans-

former is Ze = SPO/'PO z
*l
a *> us

.

ing (I18-!)- Therefore, the

characteristics of the primary circuit are the same as if the trans-

former was entirely removed and a resistance R^cP and a reactance

Xsla? were put in its place. This arrangement is equivalent to a

simple series circuit with

Rp = RP + ~a>

for which calculations are easily made. Having determined g p and

IP, s and i8 are obtained at once by means of (118-2). The property

of a transformer of effectively changing an impedance is of great value

as it allows us to adapt apparatus and circuits to use with other

apparatus and circuits of entirely different impedances.
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A well-constructed transformer in practice approximates an
ideal transformer but it has some losses due to resistance of the

windings and to hysteresis and eddy currents in the core. Also there

is some leakage of flux in both windings and the inductance of the

windings, although large, is finite. These defects may be represented
in a circuit diagram* by a fictitiousHdeal transformer of the given
turn ratio with a small resistance and reactance in series with each

winding and with a conductance and a susceptance shunted across the

primary.

Two circuits coupled by a real transformer are shown in Fig. 251.

The terminal voltages are g p and g , as before, and the total

currents are ip and if . Primed quantities refer to the fictitious ideal

transformer. The current // flowing through the conductance gn
represents the core losses, while iy flowing through the susceptance bn
is the magnetizing current that produces the flux Nc in the core. The
sum of // and iy is the exciting current /, which added to ip gives the

total primary current ip . The quantities rp and rs are the primary

R.

FIG. 251

and secondary winding resistances ; Xp and x, are the primary and

FIG. 252

*Mass. Inst. Tech. Staff, Magnetic Circuits and Transformers. John
Wiley & Sons, 1943, pp. 313-356.
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secondary leakage reactances. The relations of the various currents

and e.m.f.'s are shown in the vector diagram, Fig. 252, which the

reader should study carefully as it is an excellent example of graphical

representation.

Problem 118a* An a-c generator with a resistance of 10 ohms and negli-

gible reactance is coupled to a load of 1000 ohms by means of an ideal trans-

former. In order to deliver maximum power to the load, what turn ratio must
the transformer have ? Ans. 10.

Problem 118b. Referring to Fig. 250, the primary circuit contains a
resistance of 60 ohms and an inductance of I/* henry while the secondary
contains a resistance of 900 ohms and an inductance of 3/:r henry. The turn
ratio of the transformer is 3 If the applied e.m.f. has an amplitude of 100 volts

and a frequency of 60 cycles per sec, find the primary and secondary currents

(amplitude and phase) Ans. 0.442 amp, -d4 radian ; 0.147 amp, 3^/4 radian.

Prcblem 218c. The circuits of the preceding problem are tuned to

resonance, first by placing a condenser of appropriate size in the primary,
then by placing one in the secondary. Find the ratio of the capacitances.
Ans 9.



CHAPTER XIV

MEASUREMENTS WITH VARYING CURRENTS

119. Types and Methods of Measurement. There are three-

fundamental quantities, resistance, inductance and capacitance, to-

be determined in circuits carrying varying currents. Pure ohmia
resistance is independent of frequency, except at very high frequen-

cies, and it may be measured by d-c methods when these are available.

A special method for measuring very high resistance is given bekrw^

An inductance coil with an iron core has an apparent resistance, in

addition to its ohmic resistance, due to hysteresis and eddy-current
losses. Similarly a condenser with a material dielectric has an

apparent resistance due to dielectric losses (art. 20) These apparent
resistances, which are often quite important, are usually measured

in a-c bridges simultaneously with the inductance or capacitance
with which they are associated.

Inductance and capacitance are measured in a-c bridges or by
some special method, usually of a ballistic nature, depending on

equipment available, accuracy required, and so forth. Measurements
of inductance and capacitance, except at high frequencies where
resonance methods are used, fall into two general classes ; comparison,
where the unknown quantity is determined in terms of known
inductances and capacitance, and absolute, where the unknown is

found in terms of some basic quantity, such as resistance.

120. Measurement of High Resistance. In article 90 we saw
that if a condenser of capacitance C with an initial charge qQ is

allowed to discharge through a resistance R the charge remaining
after a time t is given by

q = qtfTWRcy. (120-1)

This provides us with a method for measuring high resistance.

With the aid of a ballistic galvanometer G the ratio qQjq correspond-
ing to any value of t may be found. This determines the value of
RC experimentally, and, if C is known, we can calculate R. The
method is usually limited to resistances of 10 megohms and above

by the size of available condensers, for RC must have a value of 10
seconds or more to give accurate results.

The experimental arrangements are shown in Fig. 253. The
known capacitance is shunted by the resistance to be measured. A

356
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two-position key K connects the condenser to a

steady e.m.f. & of a few volts or to the ballistic

galvanometer, as required. It must be possible to

leave the arm of this key midway between the
contacts while the condenser is discharging through
R.

A set of observations is begun by observing the

galvanometer throw when K is snapped quickly
from the lower to the upper contact. This throw

corresponds to qQ and should be made approximate-
ly full scale by proper choice of . The next
observation is made by moving the arm of the key
from the lower contact to the mid-position, allowing
it to remain there for a measured time /, and then

moving it to the upper position. The throw now
corresponds to the charge q remaining after the

condenser has discharged for a time t through R. Other observations

are made with successively greater intervals of discharge, until the

throw is too small to be accurately determined.

Now, taking the ratio of the first throw to each of the following,
we have the values of qQjq corresponding to various values of t. We
may calculate RC for each case and take the mean, but it is sampler
to find the average value of RC graphically. Taking the logarithm
of (120-1),

t = RC log
-2-

.

Thus, plotting t against log (q lq) gives a straight line whose slope is

RC. Having determined RC, we divide by the known value of C
to obtain R.

The value of R just obtained applies actually to the parallel
combination of the resistance to be measured and the insulation

resistance of the condenser. The effect of the latter may not be

entirely negligible, especially in measuring very high resistances so

we make another set* of observations with the resistance element
removed. The former value of R may then be corrected, if necessary,

by means of the ordinary formula for resistances in parallel.

In the measurements just described it is essential to use a con-

denser entirely free from dielectric absorption, a condition usually
satisfied by mica condensers. Also, the key employed must have

extremely good insulation between its contacts to avoid leakage from
the source of potential.

121. A-C Bridges. A number of a-c bridge networks adapted
to various measurements have been devised. Except under special
conditions, they all involve a double balance. Usually one balance,
called the d-c balance, can be made with a steady e.m.f. and a
d'Arsonval galvanometer. The remaining balance is then established

with an alternating e.m.f. and a telephone receiver or other a-c
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indicator, depending on the frequency. In practice double-pole
double-throw switches in the battery and galvanometer arms are used
to facilitate change from d-c to a-c condition and vice versa. How-
ever, these switching arrangements are not shown in the circuit

diagrams of bridges described in this article for the sake of simplicity.
The e.m f. is designated in general by g and the appropriate current

indicator by G. In this connection it is interesting to note that if

the a-c balance is independent of frequency, as is almost always the

case, it holds for any wave form of applied e.m.f., since the latter

may be expressed as a sum of sinusoidal components. Thus the a-c

balance may be obtained with the same steady e.m.f. and d'Arsonval

galvanometer as the d-c balance by merely opening and closing a,

switch in the battery circuit. This procedure does not yield a&

accurate results as the other, however.

Certain precautions must be observed in the use of a-c bridges.
In order to obtain a sharp a-c balance, care must be taken that no-

random e m.f.'s are introduced into the bridge. That is, the source

of the alternating e.m f. should be shielded or located at some
distance from the bridge, so that there is no magnetic coupling
between the two. Inductive
and capacitative coupling
between different elements of
the bridge should be reduced
to a minimum by a careful

arrangement of the parts.

Capacitance effects become

increasingly important with

higher frequencies. When a

telephone receiver is used, it is

advisable to couple it to the

bridge by means of a trans-

former with some point
grounded, in order to eliminate

the effect of the observer's FIG. 254

capacitance. It is essential, of course, to empV>y only non-inductive

resistance boxes designed for a-c use.

Self-Inductance Bridge. This bridge (Fig. 254) has been analyzed
in article 115. The conditions for balance are

R,

X*

(121-1)

V
In order to minimize the effect of any small residual inductance

in the resistance boxes and to avoid insensitive arrangements of the

bridge, it is desirable to have J?2 and ^4 at least of the same order of

magnitude. To establish the d-c balance under this condition it may
be necessary to include a small external resistance in series with one
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of the inductances. For the a-c balance Lx and L3 must now also

be of the same order of magnitude. Satisfactory use of this bridge
is therefore limited to the measurement of inductances which do not

differ greatly in magnitude from the extreme values at which the

adjustable inductance L3 can be set.

The accuracy of the results depends directly on the variable

inductance or inductometer used.

There are two standard types, the

Brooks-Weaver, in which several

coils connected in series move
relative to one another in parallel

planes, and the Aynon-Perry^
in which one coil rotates inside

another.

Maxwell's L~C Bridge.
A bridge for comparing a self-

inductance and a capacitance, due
to Maxwell, is shown in Fig. 255.

To find the conditions of balance

we ob&erve that, as in article 115,
FIG. 255

that is,

Equating real parts and imaginary parts gives

(121-2)

If either the self-inductance or the capacitance is variable, the

d-c balance may be made in the usual way and left undisturbed while

the a-c balance is established. As variable capacitances are usually
not available except in small sizes, Maxwell's bridge is adapted to the

measurement of a capacitance in terms of a variable inductance or to

the calibration of a variable inductance in terms of a capacitance. If

the inductance and the capacitance are both fixed, the bridge can be

balanced only by the laborious process of trying different d-c balances

until one is found which is also an a-c balance. Under these

circumstances some other more suitable bridge should be used for the

measurement.
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Anderson's L~C Bridge. This is a modification of Maxwell's

bridge which avoids the diffi-

culties mentioned in the last

paragraph. The capacitance C4

(Fig. 256) is now bridged across

JR4 and an adjustable resistance

R in the galvanometer arm, in-

stead of across J?4 alone.

Let us supply KirchhofFs
laws to this network. Denoting
the complex currents in the main
arms of the bridge by il9 i2 i3 and
i4 ,

and those flowing through R
and C4 by ifl and iG , respectively,
we have at balance the special
relations

Fir, r

together with

ii
=

i>, in = ic -

Dividing the first equation by the second and using the current

relations,

I 4- iZ^c

K (121-3)

To find ig/ic we note the general relations

jRijR
~ i r , %

ic= ^4*4>

With IR = ic these reduce to

from which
i3
=

-in + i4

, + R - . 1

v=
ic /?4

Combining this with (121-3), we find

C
4
co
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&nd the balance conditions are

1

} (121-4)

R,

After this usual d-c adjustment has been made, the a-c balance
is established by means of R

9
so neither inductance nor capacitance

need be variable. It is usually desirable to have R3 and R4 of the
same order of magnitude. Often they are made equal, in which
case

Lx
= C4 J?a (2R + R,).

The Anderson bridge does not suffer any serious restrictions,

being capable of accurate measurements over a A\ ide range of values.
Its characteristics are

described in detail by
Rosa and Grover* who -.

have used it in standar- ^
dization work.

Owen's L ~ C
Bridge. This differs

from the two preceding
bridges in that two

capacitances (Fig. 257)
are involved, an adjust-
able resistance R3 being

placed in series with
one of them.

The balance con-

ditions are obtained
from

that is, from

j + i

R* - i
Ca o>

Evidently we must have

(121-5)

*Bureau of Standards, Bull. I, 291 (1905).
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The first condition does not represent an ordinary Wheatstone-

bridge balance, since no direct current flows through the condensers.

However, the balance can be made by d-c means. Suppose that the

galvanometer arm is opened and a steady e.m.f. is applied to the

bridge. If RiJR* = d/C3 , the ends of the galvanometer arm are at

the same potential, and the galvanometer switch may be closed with-
out effect. On the other hand, if the balance equation is not satisfied,

the ends of the galvanometer arm assume different potentials.

Closing the galvanometer switch now results in a ballistic throw.
The d-c balance is thus established by varying one of the bridge

elements, usually R2 ,
until there is no throw of the galvanometer

when its switch is closed. Care must be taken to discharge the
condensers after each observation. The a-c balance is obtained by
adjusting ^3, the other balance thereby remaining undisturbed.

Since Ll is proportional to /?3 ,
the bridge is useful for measuring

inductances of any size. It is not as accurate as the Anderson

bridge but is easy to assemble and simple to operate. It is necess-

ary to use good condensers whose apparent resistance is negligible,
if a sharp balance is to be obtained. Usually it is advantageous to
have C, and C 4 of the same order of magnitude, which may require
some external resistance in series with LI.

Mutual Inductance Bridge. A simple network for the comparison
of mutual inductances is shown in Fig. 258. The equations for

balance are readily found with the aid of Kirchhoff's laws. Denoting
the currents in the bridge arms by ^ and ia ,

and the current in the

generator circuit by i, we must have

0,

0,

with \i i
2 . By division we obtain

R1 + iLiO) __ iA
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which gives

(121-6)

Both equations represent a-c conditions, so the two balances
must be made simul-

taneously. Fortunately
this is not as laborious

as it might appear, for

by making the resistances

large the effect of the
self-inductances is made
small and the bridge can
be approximately balanc-

ed without regard to the

ratio Li/Z/2- The resis-

tances are now reduced
without changing their

ratio, and the approxi-
mate balance improved
by an adjustment of pIG 259
LilL2 . Hereafter slight

readjustments of RiJR2 and ii/ 2 , made alternately, soon establish

a complete balance. Note that the mutual inductances must be
connected in the same sense to make this balance possible.

As ordinarily used the bridge consists of two fixed mutual
inductances, one of which is known, with adjustable resistances in

series. A variable, but not necessarily calibrated, self-inductance is

placed in whichever arm of the bridge the self-inductance associated
with the mutual inductance is too small to satisfy the balance condi-

tion. Since JR
X
and R% are the total resistances of the bridge arms,

the resistances of the coils must be found and added to the adjustable
resistances.

Maxwell's M ~ L Bridge The comparison of a mutual
inductance and the self-inductance of one of its coils is most simply
made by means of the bridge illustrated in Fig. 259.

Analysis of the network is carried out in the usual manner.

Distinguishing currents in the bridge arms by numerical subscripts-
and denoting the currents flowing through M and R by ij/ and IR *

respectively, we have under the conditions of balance

together with

V
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In addition there are the general relations
D i I I? i J?i

Using i3
== i4 , and eliminating IR, these give

+
*a^~

We can now eliminate \M from the first condition equation and
'divide by the second, obtaining

The balance equations are thus

*2

M
(121-7)

The a-c balance is made by adjustment of R, which does not
disturb the previously obtained d-c balance. Rearrangement of the
a-c balance equation gives

M L,-
- '-

which shows that the magnitude of 1^ must be greater than that of

M. This is a distinct

limitation on the usefulr

ness of the bridge. The

negative sign signifies,
of course, that M must
be connected to giv3

negative coupling, so

that the induced e.m f.

due to L! is opposed by
that due to M.

Heavisides M ~ L
Bridge. This bridge

(Fig. 260) is more sensi-

tive than Maxwell's and
it does not suffer from FIG. 260
restrictions on the rela-

tive magnitudes of M and Lv However, it involves a self-inductance

3 in addition to that associated with the mutual inductance, and
either the independent self-inductance or the mutual inductance must
be adjustable.
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Using the same notation as in the case of Maxwell's bridge just,

preceding, the condition equations at balance are

with

h s=s
*2 *3

5SS
*4

Eliminating ij/ from the first condition equation by means of the

general relation ij + i3
=

ij^ and dividing by the second condition

equation, we have

_ (/?8 -I- iL3 o>) i

The balance conditions are therefore

*! __ *, 1

R,
-

/V I

>> (121-8)'Lt + M _ L3
- Af

I

^2

~ V '

J

The d-c balance is made as usual. The a-c balance is established

by adjusting Lz or M. In order to find either of these quantities in

terms of the other, LL must be known, of course. Solving the a-c

balance equation for M gives

which shows that M must be connected for positive coupling or for

negcative, depending on whether L3R% is greater than L^4 or less.

We may set R2
=

-R* provided we use an adjustable resistance in

series with Lx or with 3 , as required, to establish the d-c balance.
This gives

M = i(L3 - L,)

a very convenient relation.

Incidentally, the Heaviside bridge may be used differentially to
measure self-inductance in terms of mutual inductance alone. Thus,
suppose Af is a variable calibrated mutual inductance, while L l

and L3

are fixed self-inductances, preferably of the same order of magnitude.
First, let the bridge be balanced ^with R = R^ so that A/' =
^(L3 Lj). Then, having placed the inductance L to be measured
in series with JL3 ,

let the bridge be rebalanced. This time we must
have

M" = J([L3 + L] -
L,).

Taking the difference of these equations, we see that

L = 2(M" - A/'),

where M '

and M"
represent the two settings of the variable mutual

inductance. In addition to simplicity, this method of measuring self-

inductance has the great advantage that errors due to residual
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inductance in R2 and 7?4 , capacitance effects, and so forth, affect M '

and M"
equally and so eliminate themselves.

Heydweiller's M ~ C
Bridge. A convenient

method for comparing
a mutual inductance
and a capacitance is

illustrated in Fig. 261.

Both the inductance and
the capacitance must have

adjustable resistances in

series with them, but no
other variable elements are

required.

When the bridge is

balanced, we have

with

where the notation is the same as that used for the two preceding
bridges. Eliminating i,v from the first equation by means of the

general relation i
x -f i4

= \AIt and dividing by the second equation,
we obtain

(R l + il^w) 4- i

The corresponding balance equations are

(121-9)

M - -
the negative signs indicating the connection of the mutual inductance

for negative coupling, as in the case of the Maxwell bridge. The
balances are both a-c and must be made simultaneously. This is

done simply by adjusting Rl and R2 alternately, since each of these

appears in only one of the balance equations. Note that Lx must be

greater in magnitude than M. If necessary, a separate self-induc-

tance Ccin be placed in series with the appropriate coil of the mutual
inductance to establish this condition.

Capacitance Bridge. This bridge (Fig. 262) compares two

capacitances and, incidentally, establishes a relation between their

apparent resistances. When the standard capacitance is supplied

by a good condenser with negligible resistance, the unknown
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capacitance and its associated resistance are measured simultaneously,
which is very convenient.

As in other bridges of the Wheatstone type, the balance con-

ditions are obtained from

Z, Z3

Z~~Z4

'

In this case we have

j^C3 o>

.and the balance equations are

RB

_
C3R4

'

(121-10)

J

As the bridge is ordinarily used, Cx is the unknown capacitance
and R-L is its associated

-apparent resistance,

while C3 is the standard

capacitance, with an

adjustable resistance R3

in series. No d-c current

can flow, so the balances

must be made simul-

taneously with a-c. Cj
and R3 are varied

alternately, beginning
with C3 ,

until a com-

plete balance is found.

If C3 is [fixed, the

capacitance balance is

made by means of R2

or R4 . When possible

**

FlG -

Rz and R4 should be of the same order of magnitude to minimize the

effect of residual inductance.

From Rt and Cx we may determine the apparent power factor

(art. 92) of the condenser. Thus,

-__________ - = -- ---- --
VI 4- tan'0, A /, ,

1

COS

V 1

where o>/2ir is the frequency at which the bridge is balanced.

Actually, with any usable condenser, J^CjO) is very small compared

with unity, so that, effectively,

cos 0j = ^Qo). (121-11)

The power factor of a condenser is important because it is an ex-
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cellent criterion of

quality, the smaller the

po\ver factor, the better

the condenser, in general.

Experiment shows that

the power factor is

practically independent
of frequency, at least

over moderate ranges of

frequency variation.

Frequency Bridge .

Any bridge in which the

balance depends on fre-

quency may be used to

measure frequency. A
simple but effective bridge
for this purpose is shown
in Fig. 263.

Evidently the balance conditions are

Fie. 263

1 - L^tt)
2 = 0. J

Using a variable inductance or capacitance, the scale may be cali-

brated to read frequency directly, since the a-c balance independent
of the resistance ratios.

122. Absolute Measurements. -We have already seen (art. 107)
that resistance may be determined in absolute measure. Determina-

tions of inductance and capacitance in which resistance is the only
electrical quantity involved are therefore regarded as absolute

measurements. Examples of this type of measurement are given below.

Self-Inductance. The experimental arrangements for the absolute

measurement of self-inductance (Fig. 264) consist essentially of a,

d-c Wheatstone bridge
with the unknown induc-

tance L included in one
of the aims. In the

Sd,me arm is a resistance

R, very small compared
with Rl9 which can be

short-circuited by a

copper rod dipping into

mercury cups or by some
other device with negli-

gible contact resistance.

Switches 5, S' are located

as shown in the figure.
The galvanometer

must have sufficiently

small damping (including
the effect of the external
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circuit) to allow ballistic observations to made as well as steady
current measurements. A moving needle galvanometer is preferable
but a d'Arsonval galvanometer may be used if the galvanometer
circuit is opened immediately after the ballistic impulse has been
given. The resistance elements must have negligible self-inductance
as compared with JL

To measure L, an ordinary d-c balance is established and
then, with the galvanometer circuit still closed, the battery circuit
is opened. The current / through L falls from its steady value ^
to zero in a very short interval of time during which there is an

induced e.m.f. L v . This e.m.f. produces a momentary current

through the galvanometer, whose ballistic throw is proportional to
the total charge passing. As in article 100, it may be shown that
this charge is proportional to the total flux change cLi l9 independent
of the self-inductance of the galvanometer. Hence the charge is

equal to kLiv where k is a constant. Expressing the charge in terms
of the first throw ap we have

*I4 = 5'(l +A)0l (122-1)

from (100-17), where P is the period, J\ is the half logarithmic
decrement and K is the galvanometer constant.

Next, with battery and galvanometer circuits both closed and
the previous d-c balance unchanged, the resistance R is short-
circuited. This has the same effect as introducing an e.m.f. equal
to Ri\ and causes a steady current kRi\ to flow through the galvano-
meter. We use the undisturbed value i\ for the current because R^
is always taken so large compared with R that the current in this
arm of the bridge is practically unaffected. The galvanometer now
has a steady deflection a given by

(122-2)

according to (73-8).

Dividing (122-1) by (121-2) we have the desired absolute relation
between L and R, namely,

I - -< ' +
}-)-?

where P and A must be determined (art. 100) with the galvano-
meter under working "conditions.

For accurate results R should be so chosen that a is of the same
order of magnitude as a,. It must be remembered that a

3/a is the
ratio of the angular deflections. This is equal to the ratio of the

corresponding scale readings if the scale is curved. If the scale is

straight, the ratio of the scale readings may require slight correction.

Mutual Inductance. The absolute measurement of mutual
inductance depends on the same principle as the corresponding
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measurement of self-inductance just described. Circuit arrangements
are illustrated in Fig. 265. A double-pole
double-throw switch S allows the galvano-
meter to be coupled to the battery circuit

through the mutual inductance M alone or

to be shunted across a very small resistance

R. The resistance of the battery circuit

exclusive of R is U t . If variable, it may
conveniently be used to control sensitivity,
but it must always be large compared with R.

The total resistance of the galvanometer
ci; cuit is jR2 - As in the previous case the

galvanometer should be of the moving needle

type to avoid excessive damping, unless the

circuit is opened immediately after a ballistic

impulse.
To measure M, the switch S is placed

in the "up" position with the key K closed.

The battery circuit is then broken and the

current i in it falls from the steady value i
l to

zero, inducing in the galvanometer circuit an e.m.f. M ,- .

A momentary current flows through the galvanometer, whose resulting
throw is proportional to the total charge passing. From (100-1) this

charge is Af/j/jR2 , independent of the self-inductance of the galvano-
meter. Expressing the charge in terms of the first throw 04 by
means of (100-17), we have

R,
' (122-4)

where P is the period, 7\ is the half logarithmic decrement and K{ is

the galvanometer constant.

Next S is placed in the "do\\n" position. With K closed there

is a steady deflection a of the galvanometer corresponding to an
e.m.f. jR/j in the galvanometer circuit. We use the same value i

l
as

before for the current in the battery circuit, since R is so small

compared with R l that the shunting effect of jR2 is negligible. The
current through the galvanometer is evidently Ri^R^ and hence, by
(73-8),

ii y
rT^ = A/a. (122-5)

Dividing (122-4) by (122-5) gives the absolute relation between
Af and R9

If T\ K

1

(122-6)

As in the case of the corresponding measurement of self-inductance

above, PQ and A must be determined with the galvanometer under
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working conditions, and R should be chosen so that a and ax are of the

same order of magnitude.

Capacitance. This absolute measurement
is very similar to the preceding one, to which
the reader should refer. The unknown

capacitance C (Fig. 266) is charged to a

potential difference g and then discharged
through the galvanometer by means of a two-

position key K. The first throw c^ is therefore

given by

s

= Ka.

Next, the switch S is closed, allowing a

steady current to flow through the galvano-
meter which now lias a very high resistance R
in series with it. As the galvanometer resistance is negligible, the
deflection a is determined by

&
R

Dividing the charge equation by the current equation, we obtain

RC =
f: (

i +
-J-)r- (i22-

7)

As in the other absolute measurements R should be chosen so that a
and cLj

arc of the same order of magnitude. Note that in this case

the galvanometer operates ballisticaliy on open circuit, so the

d'Arsonval type may be employed to advantage.
Problem 1222. Denoting the galvanometer resistance by Ry, demonstrate

by actual calculation that the constants k appearing in (122-1) and (122-2) hive
the same value

(ff, + #,)(, + JZOH- ,&"+ *"+ Bt'+ R\)
' where R*R* = jR -R"

123. Measurement of Large Self-Inductance. Iron-cored coils

of large self-inductance, called choke coils (art. 92), are often used to

separate direct currents

from alternating currents.

Such coils permit free

passage of direct current

but offer a high im-

pedance to alternating
current. It is difficult

to determine the induc-

tance L of a choke coil

by any of the ordinary
methods described in this FIG. 267

chapter, both because of its magnitude, which may run to a number
-of henrys, and because of its dependence on the magnetic state of the
iron core, that is, en the amount of direct current flowing simul-
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taneously with the alternating current. To be of any value, measure-
ments must be made on choke coils under the conditions in which the

coils are to be used.

A simple method of measuring L under practical conditions has
been devised by Turner.* The principle of the method is indicated

in Fig. 267. The choke coil with a switch S in series is shunted by a
variable capacitance C to form a divided circuit. An a-c ammeter A
is included in the line to show the magnitude of the total current,
which is proportional to the real admittance Y (art. 113) of the
circuit.

Since the complex admittance is

v 1
4 "*.. R

1 ~ R 4- iLv ^

we have

A/r!ZA^.T+ r^
A/ I R* + Lsa) I LV * ' ' i

R* + 0"

Frcm this it appears that if

1 - 2LCu 2 = 0,

(125-1)

(123-2)

the admittance Y and hence the magnitude of the line current have
the same values as if the capacitance alone was in the circuit.

Therefore, to

determine L we
have only to

adjust C until

opening and

closing S does

not affect the

ammeter reading.
Then (123-2)
is satisfied and
we can calculate

L if C and o> are FIG. 2^8
known, irrespec-
tive of the resistance R of the choke coil.

In order to send direct current through the coil simultaneously
with the alternating current, a battery may, of course, be introduced

in series with the alternating e.m.f. This is, however, objectionable
in practice because it prevents a sensitive ammeter from being used
in the line. A better plan is to use two identical choke coils, if

available, in parallel, with a battery and potentiometer arranged to

produce a circulating direct current which does not pass into the
line. Such an arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 268..

* Proc. I. R. E. 16, 1559 (1928).
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The inductance now measured is one-half that possessed by either

coil alone.

In making the measurements described above, care must be
taken that the change of phase which takes place when S is opened
or closed does not produce a change of voltage across the divided

circuit and hence a change of total current even when (123-2) is

satisfied. This effect may be avoided by keeping the impedance of the

ammeter and of the source of e.m.f. small.

124. Ballistic Comparison Measurements. A ballistic galvano-
meter may be used to compare any two sources of charge, such as

two mutual inductances, a mutual inductance and
a capacitance, or two capacitances. The latter

comparison is particularly useful, as it provides
a very simple means of finding an unknown

capacitance in terms of a standard when measure-

ment of the apparent resistance is not required.
The experimental arrangemetits (Fig. 269)

consist of a single-pole double-throw switch S and
-a two-position key K so connected that either the

unknown or the standard capacitance may be

charged to a potential difference g and then dis-

charged through the galvanometer.
If C and C' are the capacitances, and a and

a^ are the corresponding
from article 100,

C S =
C' Q

Hence, by division,

C
C' a

first throus, we have,

FIG. 269

(124-1)

Ill making the observations the key should be thrown from

charge to discharge quickly, in order to avoid loss of charge by
leakage or by dielectric absorption.



CHAPTER XV

COUPLED CIRCUITS, FILTERS AND LINES

125. Types of Coupled Circuits. It is often convenient to

couple two or more simple circuits by means of inductance or

capacitance. The combination of circuits forms a network and may
be treated as such. It is easier to obtain a physical insight into the
behaviour of the circuits, however, if their separate identities are
maintained.

Confining ourselves to two circuits for the present, the simplest

types of coupling are

illustrated in Fig. 270.

In (a) the coupling is

magnetic, in (b) inductive,
and in (c) capacitative.

The larger the
fraction of the induc-
tance or of the capaci-
tance of each circuit

that is mutual, the
more the circuits react
on one another. The
square root of the

product of these frac-

tions for any pair of

coupled circuits of the

type illustrated is called

the coefficient of coupling
of the circuits. For

example, in case (a) the

coefficient of coupling is

given by

v
(125-1)

where 'M denotes the

absolute value of M, so

that k is always positive*

As the greatest possible magnitude of the mutual inductance is

from (94-10), we see that < k < 1. Similarly, in case (b),

k =
V(L/ + + lor)

(125-2)
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and in case (c),

(125-3)

The general behavior of all three types of coupled circuits is the
same. Except under limiting conditions there are two characteristic

frequencies, both for free oscillations and for forced oscillations. An
investigation of magnetically coupled circuits, the most common
type, is carried out in the next two articles.

Problem 225a. Show that inductive coupling between two circuits may
be replaced by magnetic coupling such that

M LM , LI = L' 4- LM, L2
= L" + LM ;

without changing the electrical characteristics of the circuits.

Problem 225b. If Ci and C a are the total series capacitances in two
capacitatively coupled circuits, show that the coefficient ot coupling may be

putin the form \/C-~C^\CAl.

126. Coupled Circuits Freely Oscillating.

impulse is given to the

coupled circuits of Fig. 271

by some means, such as

allowing the condenser Cl

in the primary circuit (1)

to discharge, there being
no applied e m.f. in cither

circuit. Then, if the resis-

tances are not too great,
free oscillations take place FIG. 271

as in the case of a single circuit (art. 91).

The circuit equations are

Suppose an electrical

dt
= - M

*'* +** + -?---*
or, differentiating with respect to the time,

Li
~di*

+ RI
dt + CT '*

"* ~ M
T

d '

i{* . P *t 1^
dt*

+
"*~dt + c.

'z
= - M

dia

dt'

d,\

dt
'

dt*

dt*

(126-1)

(126-2)

The first step in solving these simultaneous differential equations
is to express each in terms of one current only. Having multiplied
either equation through by M and differentiated twice, we may
substitute in the relation so obtained the value of the right-hand
member of the other equation, getting
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(126-3)

1 .

Since these equations are identical in form the currents must be of
the same form. That is, damping constants a and frequencies of
oscillation o> (art. 91) must be the same in the two circuits.

Exact solutions of (126-3) are extremely complicated. Fortunately
in practical applications of oscillating circuits we always use circuits

with small damping, so we shall restrict our analysis to this condition
and obtain approximate solutions. Thus, we shall refer to 1, a/o> ,

(a/a> )
a

,
...as quantities of the zero, first, second,... order, respectively,

and shall neglect a quantity of any order in comparison with one of
lower order. This enables us to neglect a in comparison with o>

,
ao>

in comparison with o> 2
, and so on.

Let us divide both equations of (126-3) by If we put

and

we obtain

R!

2L,

R,

O),

2(a 1
*1t = 0,

0,

, (126-4)

I

I

J
'

.

where k is the coefficient of coupling, defined in article 125. Evident-

ly 04 and aa are the damping constants of the two circuits taken

separately, and cbj and o> 2 are the angular resonance frequencies

(92-5) of impressed e.m.f/s for the individual circuits. For small

damping, however, the resonance frequencies do not differ appreciably
from the natural frequencies of free oscillation, as indicated by
(91-22), so we can regard o>1 and o> 2 as the independent angular
frequencies of free oscillation.
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We may expect damped harmonic oscillations as in the case of
the single oscillating circuit, so we look for solutions of the form CeY*
where C is an arbitrary constant and 7 = ai ioo . Substituting
("~

a+lco
o)f for the current in either equation of (126-4) gives

a>o + ai oj
- a

ltt2 + a>
2
2
) (
- a + ib

)

/ + a.ttV) (
- a + ico

) + a^X1 =
after the common factor e(~"

a+iw
)f has been divided out, and this

equation reduces to

(1
- k*) (4iao> + a> *) + 2(a, + a2 ) (

- ia> 3
)

* + K 2 + <V) (
- 2iaa> - oV)

+ 2(a 1 tt, + a.co,
2
) (iO) ) + co^2 = 0,

when second and higher order terms are dropped. Separating real

and imaginary parts, we have finally

(1
- *)<u

* -
(cuj* + a> 2

2
)o)

2 + fo^w," = 0, (126-5)

and

{2(1 -/cV 2 ~ + (U 2
2
)}a

-
{ (ax + a2 )a> 9

2 ~
(ai a>.* + a^oij

1
) }
= 0. (126-6)

Exactly the same equations are obtained, of course, if we substitute

e(~<*~
jw

) originally.

As there are two positive real roots of (126-5), namely,

2(1 -

^
^\/ rt/1 '- 9A '

(126-7)

2(l-*) J

there are two oscillation frequencies, both of which appear simul-

taneously in each circuit. From the form of (126-7) it is evident

that these frequencies are always different from the characteristic

frequencies CO
A
and a>

a f the circuits oscillating independently. A
special case of interest is when the circuits are tuned together, so that

<*>!
= co a as ft. Then (126-7) reduces to

(126-8)

Corresponding to the two values of u> there are two values of

<a, given by (126-6), which we may designate by a and a ', respec-

tively. These quantities have a simple form, independent of o>
1
and

tt> 2 , only when the circuits are tuned together. In this case using

(126-8), we obtain from (126-6)
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2

a -..a
1-A

Let us return now to the differential equations. The complete
solutions are obtained by adding together the four possible express-
ions of the form CeY(

. Thus,

where the ,4's and B's are arbitrary constants. As in article 91
these equations may be put in trigonometric form and we find

/i
=

/io'e-' sin r + 6 /) + /10"e-"< sin (o> "f+ ^ )

/,
=

I'ao'e"*'* sin (co 'r + e 2 ') + i2Q"e~*"t sin (o)
' ;

f -f e ,"), )

l
" '

^.he arbitrary constants now appearing as amplitudes and phase angles
epresented by the /O's and the e 's, respectively.

The arbitrary constants are not all independent, as may be seen

by substituting (126-10) in either of the original differential equations.
Thus, dividing the first equation of (126-2) by Lt in order to introduce
a1? coj and k, and substituting the values of the currents from
(126-10) gives, if we assume positive coupling,

(- o>
' 2 + cO/Ve-*'* sin f + 6 /)

+ 2(- a' + a^cooVe-a'* cos (a> 'f + e t')

+ (- <'2 + cui^^'e--"* sin 'r + /')

+ 2(-a" + a^^o^C-a'^ cos (co "r + /')

= k
\/

L
L a>0/2 /20<e

"
a/' si

cos

k
\l

2fc A/
^2

a"

L
L

<i'

W2/20//e

"a"' sin

cos

where the second order terms have been omitted as before. The
equation holds for all values of t, so the parts of the equation in which
coa

'

appears must represent one identity and the <o
"

parts must

represent another. Then, as the terms in a are negligible compared
with those CD,

(- <i>
'2 + av)/10'e-'< sin (o>

'

t + e /)
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- k

(_ a> "* + o>/)/10"e-'" sin '/ + e ")

A /
L> a>

c"i f0"e"' sinr+ e 2'%
V -^i

from which we have

- 0)' 2 + e i
= e

(- co
'' 2 + o^/y =/

Hence, dropping unnecessary subscripts, the complete solutions of

(1264) become

/!
= /O'e~

a/ * sin (<o '/ -J- e ') + / "e""a '^ sin (<o / + e

(126-11)

The arbitrary constants are now independent and are determined by
the initial conditions under which the oscillations are set up.

The general character of the oscillations is apparent from

(126-11). There are two
j

|

damped harmonic oscillations
l

'

in each circuit the simul-

taneous occurrence of which
leads to a periodic rise and
fall of amplitude superposed
on a steady falling off due to

damping, in a manner

analogous to the production
of acoustic beats between
two musical notes. Since
o)

7 < co
l5 while <o

" > co^
the low-frequency oscillations

are in phase in the two
circuits and the high-fre-

quency oscillations are TT

radians out of phase, so the

electrical beats in the

circuits are out of phase, as

illustrated in Fig. 272. Evidently energy surges back and forth

from one circuit to the other at the beat frequency, which is
' - <) /27T.

The graphs in the figure represent oscillations produced by
discharging the primary condenser at time / = 0. The values

i A
,.

~ A/\ A AAA.A/-Vv^vv v
\} ^tnp7^

FJG. 272
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of the arbitrary constants for this case are found by setting

/i
= 0, ia

= 0,

4i =<7o> #2 = 0,

for t = in (126-11) and (126-1). The current conditions give=
/V sin c

' + /
"

sin e ",

-

from which we see that
' = 0, e

" = 0. (126-12)
The charge conditions lead to
<0 '/

'

COS 6
'

-|- <0 "/
"

COS
" + CO^o

'/V cos
'

V cos 6
' - *o> "/

"
cos c ",

after terms in a have been dropped. Using (126-12) and combining,
these equations reduce to

1 . / 1

so that

Now, if we eliminate <o2
2 between the equations (126-7), we have the

relation

which allows us to put the constants in the final form

1 -
(

-

W
J, I'

'"", v_r^
vv U "V

- "

(126'
13)
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When the circuits are tuned together, the complete solutions,

corresponding to the initial conditions given above become

SI
/-

-
v 1 -

sin _^_-=- t

Wl + k

2*' L,Jl - sin

the damping constants being given by (126-9) above. Tuned coupled
circuits of this sort may be used to produce damped radio waves.
The circuit arrangements are of interest, although in modern practice-
continuous rather than damped waves are used for radio communica-
tion. A spark gap G (Fig. 273), connected to the secondary of a
high-voltage transformer, is included in the primary circuit (1). As
the transformer voltage increases in magnitude the primary condenser
charges until finally a spark passes, effectively short-circuiting the

gap, and oscillations ensue. Since the frequencies are very high,
the oscillations die away long before the transformer voltage has
passed through a half cycle. When the transformer voltage has
reversed direction and again reaches sufficient magnitude, another set
of oscillations results, and so on, the number of wave trains generated
per second being equal to twice the frequency of the transformer

power supply. In the secondary circuit (2) the capacitance is

supplied by an antenna and ground system, from which energy is

radiated in the form of electromagnetic waves, described in Chapter
XVI.

The approximations made in the above treatment of
oscillations are

valid only if

the coupling
between the
circuits is not
so small that
terms involving
k are of the

same order of

smalmess as

terms which
are neglected.
In particular, if

(<o 2 o>,)/co as well as k is of the first order or smaller, it is necessary
to obtain a new solution of (126-4) in which at least all first order-

terms are retained.

Antenna.

Ground

FIG. 273
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Problem 226a. Given an oscillogram of the current in either of two

coupled circuits tuned together to the angular frequency ,
find a simple

expression for k in terms of quantities which may be obtained from the

oscillogram, assuming fe
2 to be negligible compared with unity.

Ans. k = n/N, where n is the beat frequency and N is the mean oscillation

frequency.

Problem 126b. Taking toa constant, plot coo' and too" as a function of coj

for k equal to 0*1, 0*5 and 0*9. Compare the three sets of curves.

127. Coupled Circuits in Forced Oscillation. Let us now

investigate the behavior of coupled circuits (Fig. 274) when an

alternating e.m.f. g = g sin tof is included in the primary circuit.

{!). The circuit equations are

= Af sin

- Jz
C\

r dl\

dt

(127-1)

Assuming that the e.m.f. has been acting long enough for a

steady state to have been

reached, the currents are

sinusoidal in form with

an angular frequency co.

Hence we may con-

veniently use the com-

plex method of analysis,
described in article 113,

to obtain the solutions of

(127-1). Replacing

by g = g Oc><' and introducing complex currents we have, after

differentiation,

dt Q
i

ca

=! - M
(127-2)

corresponding to (113-1) for a single circuit.

The complex currents must have the form

h

have
Substituting these in (127-2) and removing common factors, we

(127-3)
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which give

i1ft = ..... __ o S

*20
=

z' + -zr
\M<o g

where X^ X.2 are the reactances of the separate circuits, and Z1? Z3
are the corresponding complex impedances. The same result may be
obtained by applying Kirchhoff 's laws to the coupled circuits regarded
.as a network. In this case we have

Zj.ii + iMcoig = g,

Z2i.2 + iMwii == 0,

which are equivalent to (127-3).

In order to find the actual currents we must take the imaginary
parts of

IJL
and i2 . Setting

equations (127-4) become

where

y <

1
z"*"" 8

tan ----- --- _. (127-5)

Hence
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We are concerned chiefly with the current amplitudes,

/ _ So _ Mcug
'10 70 '20 "V*l7 / '

-*! ^2^1

As these are functions both of the applied frequency and of the
constants of the circuits, we shall investigate their behavior when o>

alone is varied and also when X{ and Xz are changed with o> constant.
In practice the resistances are almost always small compared with the

reactances, except near the independent resonance points where the
latter vanish. We shall therefore confine our analysis to the case of
small resistances.

Frequency Variation. Consider first /20 as it is the more im-

portant of the two amplitudes. We can write

Z& = V W5 + "*!*) W+ X*) -f 2Af*w%R1/t,
- XJC.) + M*u*

(127-7).

Neglecting the resistances in comparison with the reactances, this-

vanishes when

M2
<u

2 = 0,

that is, when

(1
- /C

2
)a>*

-
(coi

2 + co
2
2
)<o

2 + o^X2 = 0, (127-8)

the constants k, o> x and co.2 having the same significance as in (126-5).

Evidently equation (127-8) has the same roots as (126-5), since the

equations are identical in form.

Now, maximum values of /20 correspond, very closely at least, to-

minimum values of Z 2Zi'. Thus there two resonance frequencies for

the secondary circuit, given by

Vt
*^*JL _, V (127-0)

((u^-hft)^)
8
-^! ^)ft)j*ft> 8

2
I

2(l~ "fc
a
j

~~

~'J

and these are identical with the frequencies of free oscillation.

When the circuits are tuned together, as is often the case, so that

Oj = co2 =s j, we have simply

/---, ]
'

(127-10)
-

VI -
I

J

Maximum values of fjo occur at very nearly the same values of

ft) as maximum values of i so . The factor Mo>/Z2 is increasing at o>/

and decreasing at a)/', so that the primary maxima are slightly
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farther apart than the

secondary. The chief
effect of M<u/Z2 is,

however, to make /10

decrease more rapidly
than i20 between the
maxima and less rapid-
ly outside. The forms
of the resonance curves
for two circuits turned

together are shown in

Fig. 275. With the
resistances small, as

assumed, the maxima in the secondary circuit are effectively equal,and those in the primary very nearly so. Note that, in accord with
( 1^7- 10 j, the resonance peaks are not symmetrically placed relative
to Q .

If the coupling is made small, the foregoing results are some-
what modified, for the resonance values of <u approach o>

1
and o>

2 so
that the reactances arc no longer ]arge compared with the resistances.
To investigate this case, with the circuits tuned together, we express
the secondary current amplitude in terms of the independent damp-
ing constants a, 55 RJZL^ and a 2

ss R2/2L. After arranging and
collecting terms, we find

V (127-11)

To find the angular frequencies at which /20 is a maximum, or a

minimum, we set
-j--- equal

to zero and obtain

-
*[(ft

2 -
th

2 - a2
2
)o>

2 -
ft

4
]2 = o. (127-12)

In general the roots of this equation can be found only approxi-
mately and the solution is difficult. However, if it happens that the
damping constants of the circuit are equal, so that 04 = ajs* A, the
middle term of (127-12) disappears and the equation can be factored.
In this case the roots can be found exact ly . Thus we have
[(1 &2

)o>
4 - **' "" ~ " n * ~

[(1
- 2

)o>
4 + 2(ft

2 - 2A2
)tt>

2 -3ft 4
] 0.

The first factor gives the two resonance frequencies

1 - fc
2

" A /ft 2

' - V
2 - 2A2

)
2
-'(!"-~~
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and the second factor gives the intermediate frequency of the mini-

mum between the two resonance peaks

-y-
Although these roots are exact, we are interested here in the case

where k as well as A/ SI is a small quantity of the first order (art,

126). Hence, to the first approximation,

0)r

= SI

'= a rai
L

i

A:
2 - 4

"o-A/ kz - 4

A*

'A2
(127-13)

tt>i

Evidently as k diminishes the resonance peaks draw together.

When k reaches the transitional value given by

2
A

-

(127-14)

the peaks merge. Up to this point the peaks have the same magni-

tude g |4A*JZ^Z2 independent of k, found by substituting co/ and
o>f

"
in (127-11), with,/Xi

= a.2 . When A' is less than fo, there is only
a single resonance frequency <o r = ft and a single peak whose

magnitude diminishes with k
j

and vanishes, of course, when k

becomes zero.

The behavior of the pri-

mary current is similar to that

of the secondary except that the

peaks merge a little less rapidly.

Resonance curves for the transi-

tional point are shown in Fig.

276. Actually the conclusions

reached above on the assump-
J?IG ^^

tionthata! equals az are very ,",.<*
nearly correct if ax and a2 are not equal. The only difference of any

importance in practice is the fact that in the first case i

?0
has a

stationary maximum value for the entire range k >kt ,
while in the

second case it has a discrete maximum for a value of k less than

kt.

Circuit Tuning. When Xl and X2 are varied by means of the

circuit elements, <o being kept constant, the exact conditions for

resonance can be found without difficulty. Maximum values of /20

occur at minimum values of ZgZ/, which may be found by setting

the partial derivatives with respect to X and X2 equal to zero.

Thus,
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(127"
15)

which are satisfied either by
Xl ^==0, (127-16)

or by

(127-17

In the latter case both positive signs must be used or both negative,
so there are only two possible sets of values,

Applying the usual tests for minima, we find that (127-16)
represents the conditions for secondary resonance for the case M2<u2

</?1 /? 2 , which we shall designate as Insufficient coupling. The corres-

ponding value of /20 is

+~R& ' (127-18)

which vanishes ifM = as is to be expected.

On the other hand (127-17) gives the resonance conditions for

M 2o>
2 > R^R^ A\hich we shall call sufficient coupling, in this case,

for either the positive or the negative set of values,

(''20)
,

-
2

'

(127-19)

Thus with sufficient coupling the maximum current obtainable in the

secondary is entirely independent of the coupling (Fig. 277) and
incidentally, of the frequency. / v

Although in this case the circuits
20 n

may be tuned for secondary
resonance with their reactances

either both positive or both

negative, the latter is usually more /
j

convenient as smaller variable / j

capacitances or inductances are

required. \RiR2

As regards the primary cir- FIG. 277

cuit, there is no complete resonance, the maximum value of fa
increasing continuously as X2 approaches infinity. There is, how-
ever, a partial resonance corresponding to adjustment of Xl only,
given by
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"8*! Z?
'

This is equivalent to the first equation of (127-15), so the primary
partial resonance for X: occurs at the same place as the secondary
partial resonance for Xv

The frequency v = co/27r of a sinusoidal e.m.f. contained in a
circuit (1) may be determined by coupling to this circuit an auxiliary
adjustable circuit (2) composed of an inductance, a variable con-
denser usually calibrated directly in terms of the independent
resonance frequency v2 = o>

2/27w, and an alternating-current indicator
such as a thermocouple type ammeter. An adjustable circuit of
this sort, assembled as a unit, is called a frequency meter. When it

is adjusted for maximum current indication, v must equal the

frequency v2 indicated by the condenser setting, for with M small

.

and the maximum occurs when X2
= 0, that is, when CD, = l/\/L. C

is made equal to the impressed angular frequency. Tuning the

primary increases the meter deflection for any given coupling, but is

not necessary to establish the secondary resonance relation.

Problem 227a. Referring to Fig. 274, suppose the e.m.f. is connected
across G! instead of in series with it. Neglecting the resistances #j and Ra>
find the condition under which the impedance of the network is (1) greatest,
(2) least. In which case is the amplitude of the secondary current larger ?

A m x - A12< 2

o\ T
MW

Ans. (1) AI = v , (2) Z^o = v
-^2 A a

Problem 121b. Deduce the transformer equations (118-2) from (127-4).

Problem 121c. Given two identical series circuits with resistance 10
ohms, inductance 20 millihenrys and capacitance variable. They are coupled
magnetically, the coefficient of coupling being 0*1. If a sinusoidal e.m.f. of
frequency (10)

4
cycles per second is introduced into one of the circuits, find

how the capacitances must be adjusted to give a maximum current in the
other circuit, Ans. Ci = Ca

= 0*0141 microfarad, or Ci = Ca
= 0'0115

microfarad.

123. Logarithmic Decrement and S of a Circuit. -When dealing
with free oscillations, we usually wish to know the logarithmic decre-
ment 8 of the circuit (art. 91), as the magnitude of 8 determines the

rapidity with which the oscillations are damped out. Similarly, in

the case of forced oscillations, knowledge of the quantity S ss Lo>//J
is important since its value is an index of the sharpness of resonance
as the circuit is tuned. For consider a series circuit which can be
tun$d by means of a variable capacitance to resonance with an

applied e.m.f. of fixed angular freqency o>. The ratio of the ampli-
tude of the current when the circuit is not adjusted to resonance to
the amplitude at resonance is given by
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1/x/LC
V 1

variable in the equation) is the angularwhere o>

frequency of resonance corresponding to the given adjustment, and
also that of free oscillation since the damping is small. Thus the

larger & is, the more rapidly the current falls as o> is varied either

side of resonance.

Ordinarily it is difficult to calculate the logarithmic decrement
or the S of a circuit accurately, particularly at high frequencies
where the apparent values of the circuit elements may depend on the

frequency, so we must resort to direct measurements. These may
be made with either free oscillations or forced oscillations, that is,

with damped waves or with undamped waves, but free oscillations

are rarely used. Actually it is only necessary to measure 2, since

for the resonance adjustment o> = <u we have from (91-25)

3 = 7rfl/L<0
=

TC/2.

As an example let us take the freq\iency meter circuit described

in article 127. This includes a device for measuring current, which
is essential, and it is arranged so that it can be coupled loosely to a

primary circuit ( 1 ) which contains an applied e.m.f. of the desired

angular frequency o>. Now from (92-8) and (127-16) the mean-

square current in the measuring circuit (2) is

/f-l, 2-
'a
~

$'20
-

(Ri
2

This is a function only of the adjustable resonance frequency o>
2 of

the measuring current, since both <o and the primary resonance

fr quency tt>
x are kept constant. Thus the maximum value (//)

occurs when X2
= 0, that is, when o>

2 has its resonance value

o)m =<D, and

Let us vary co
2

in the vicinity
of resonance, putting <u 2

= o>/n

Aa> 2 - The corresponding
resonance curve, shown in

Fig. 278, is symmetrical
about MM so that A<*>w
OB 2 A <*>

2
is the interval

between pair of values of giving

the same value of /2
2 on either

side of resonance. Finally, as

we are interested only in circuits

where the resonance is resonably

sharp,

o>m~oi>

plc> 278
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A 2
/

/ V

to a sufficient degree of approximation. Substituting in (128-2), we
have

1

which gives

(128-3)

Hence the experimental procedure consists in tuning the measuring

circuit to resonance to obtain (/2
2
)m and then detuning it to the same

value /2
a on either side. If the variable condenser used in the

tuning is calibrated in terms of actual frequency v, we obtain

a>m/ A o> OT = vm / A vm directly. On the other hand, if the condenser
is calibrated in terms of capacitance only,

1

7

where C, is the resonance setting of the condenser and A Cm is the

capacitance difference corresponding to A to/w It is convenient to

choose // = (/2
2
)m since then the radical in (128-3) reduces to

unity. Care must be taken to note whether the ammeter scale gives

FIG. 279

mean-square or root-mean-square currents. In the latter case the

scale readings must be squared.

Although here we have ascribed 22 to the entire circuit, often the

resistance of a circuit is almost completely associated with the induc-

tance coil, in which case we may speak of "the 2 of the coil."

Problem I28a. Show how to measure the S of a fixed circuit by varying
the frequency of the applied e.m.f.
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129. Filters. We have investigated various simple a-c networks
in which a limited number of impedance elements are used. Let us
now turn our attention to a general type of network in which
numbers of similar impedance elements are assembled to form a
recurrent structure. Network of this sort are called filters, as they
pass certain frequencies freely and stop others.

Various forms of structure may be employed,
We hall confine our discussion to the ladder type,
illustrated in Fig. 279, which is one of the most
common. This filter consists of a number of identi-
cal series elements of complex impedance Zj^ and a
number of shunt elements of complex impedance
Z2 . At the input end of the filter is a complex
applied e. m. f. S = g elM

*, corresponding to an
actual e.m.f. g =

sinvt>/, with a generator im- '

pedance Z , and to the output end is a complex load FIG. -80

impedance Zn . As shown, the filter proper ends with half series

elements and is said to have mid series terminations. We may think

of the filter as composed of n T-sections (Fig. 280). Sometimes

however, it is more convenient to arrange the filter as illustrated in

Fig. 281, with mid-shunt terminations. In this

ease we regard the filter as made up of n II-

sections (Fig. 282). The type of termination

affects the values of the current* in the different

sections of the filter for given generator and
load impedances, of course, but it does not
affect the general frequency characteristics of

the filter. Thus, to illustrate the principles

involved, we need analyze only one case and MC *

we shall choose the mid- series.

Using Kirchhoffs laws in the complex form (art. 115), with

positive directions of currents as indicated in Fig. 279, we have

- Z3
- W = 0,

= 0.
J

Z, (i*
- Ui) + 1ZJ, 4- Znin = 0. J

As we assume that a steady state exists, the currents have the form
i ioo

lw ' h = iioeico
' ancl so on. Hence, removing the factors

and arranging the equations symmetrically, (129-1) becomes
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- Z8Lio -f

-Z2i00 +

-Z2i(B_2 ) + (Z,

-Z8 i(n_1 ) + (Z,
where the quantities L10 and i

(Zj + 2Z2 ) IOQ Z2i10
=

^)

(Zi + 2Z2 ) iw - ZAo = 0, !

+ 2Z2)i(_1 )
- Z2ifl0

= 0,
j

+ 2Z2 )iBO
- ZjIf^Jo = 0, J

1-11)0 are defined by
17 1 \\ _L If ~\

'0 5^1 ^"a/'OO "" W I

(129-2)

_- (Zn - . ^ (129-3)

The equations of (129-2) are of the form
-Z2i(m_1)0 -j- (Zx + 2Zi )i Z

2
i(WH1)0

= 0, (129-4)

in which m takes all integral values from to //, inclusive. We may
expect a progressive change in the current as we pass from one
section of the filter to the next, due to the recurrent structure. Let

us, therefore, assume as a solution of (129-4)

i//?0
= 4-

where A, B and p ^r^ complex constants to be determined.

stituting (129-5) in (129-4) gives

-Z2 [Aer(m-i) + Be-ro-i>] + ^ + 2Z2 )

(129-5)
Sub-

which reduces to

[(Zl + 2Z2)
- Z (e r 4- e-T)] [AeT^ + Be

Hence (129-5) is a solution of (129-4), provided only

= 0,

o.

Here we may use hyperbolic functions to advantage. The

hyperbolic sine (sinh) and the hyperbolic cosine (cosh) are defined by

sinh x = ^ ,
cosh x = e

Evidently sinh x is an odd function of

function. The graphs of these functions,

assuming x real, are shown in Fig. 283.
Note that cosh x is never less than

unity, which is its value for x = 0.

When the argument of the -functions is

imaginary, we have

sinh (\y)

x and an even

. .

- = i sin y,

eiy 4.
cosh (i)0= --^ cos>>,

where y is real. It follows from these
relations and fiom the general defini-

tion of the hyperbolic functions
that
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cosh (x + \y)
= cosh x cosh (iy) + sinh x sinh (iy)

= cosh x cos y + i sinh x sin y,

a result which we shall find useful.

In terms of hyperbolic function the equation determining T is

then

coshT = Zl + 2Zs
. (129-6)

<^2

The quantities A and B evidently are arbitrary constants de-

pending on the boundary conditions, that is, on the values of Z
,
Zn

and g .

The frequency characteristics of the filter are controlled by T >

\*hich is called the propagation constant. For let us write

-T ss <* + i$. (129-7)

Then since the actual currents are obtained by multiplying (129-5)

by elw * and taking the imaginary part, there is an attenuation factor

e~a introduced into the amplitude of the first term by each section

as we move away from the input end, and similarly for the second
term as we move toward the input end. Hence if a differs from
zero for any frequency and the filter has an appreciable number of

sections, the current transmitted by the filter is effectively zero.

On the other hand a current is freely transmitted if its frequency is

such that a ^= 0. The quantity a is called the attenuation constant.

Similarly (p is called the phase constant, since it gives the change of

phase per section (measured as a lag) in the currents as we move
along the filter.

The physical significance of (129-5) is now clear. The first term

represents space waves of current traveling away from the input end,
attenuated from section to section much as the time wraves of current

due to free oscillations in a single circuit are attenuated from instant

to instant. The second term represents similar waves traveling back
toward the input end arising from reflections at the output end.

There are two separate points of interest to be considered, the

-dependence of the frequency characteristics upon the filter's cons-

truction, that is, upon the nature of Z t and Z2 ,
and the dependence

of the general transmission characteristics upon the terminating impe-
dances Z and Zn . The first matter involves only relations (129-6)

and (129-7) already obtained, the second involves the determination

of A and B.

Frequency Characteristics. -We shall neglect resistances in the

filter as they are always made small compared with associated re-

actances. Then Z*i and Z2 are pure imaginaries and, in consequence,
cosh P is real. Expressing T in terms of a and 0,

cosh r = cosh ( F) = cosh a cos + i sinh a sin 0.
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Since cosh T is real, either a must be zero or must be an integral
multiple of TT. Hence, as cosh a is never less than unity and cos 0-
is never greater, we can distinguish three cases :

1 < cosh r <. 1, a = 0, r = i0 ; 1
cosh T>1, = 0, r a; ^ (129-8)
cosh r < 1, =

?r, r = a =F br. J

In the frequency range corresponding to the first case, currents are

transmitted freely without attenuation, so we have a pass band.

Frequency ranges corresponding to the other two cases axe]slop bands.

Thus, in terms of Zl and Z2 , pass bands are given by

A
-"

2Z,
" Ij

or

0<
(- 2

1

-)
< 4, (129-9)

and stop bands by all other ranges of values.

The simplest filters of the type we are considering are illus-

trated in Fig. 284. For the arrangement shown in (a),

so that the pass band is given by
<L !C>' < 4,

that is,

< o> j< o>,, co c s L=.. (129-10)

Since all frequencies from zero to a critical or cut-off frequency given*

by <u c = 2/vZ^Co are passed without attenuation, we have a low-pass
filter.

In (b) the filter elements are

and the pass band is determined by

that is,

o<

. (129-11)

Here all frequencies above a critical frequency are passed without

attenuation, so that we have a high-pass filter.

Arrangement (c) is slightly more complicated. As
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we have the inequality

-c, -c,

(a)

Hf
Cx

Ob)

(c)

FIG. 284

(d)

which is satisfied by two ranges of values of o>. We usually prefer
to bring the two ranges together, however, by taking I^Q = L2C2 .

Then, setting o>c ss 1/^/J^d ^ 1/\XZ^C2
there is a single pass band

given by

<*></ <o> < coc",

(129-12)

o>c s o>
(

This filter is called a band-pass fitter.

In (d) we have

VV l-

The inequality

<
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is satisfied by two ranges of values of o> as in the previous case.
Here ^ve cannot bring the_ ranges together, but we will take o> sa
I/ V LiQ ES 1 / V L2 C2

as before, for simplicity. Then there ar9
two pass bands :

a

3..

2"

1

-7T

(b)

(129-13)

As there is a single stop band corresponding to a></ < co <
this filter is usually called a band-stop filter.

oaf

7T--

A

^

(d)

FIG. 285
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In addition to the location of the cut-off frequencies, it is often,

important to know how a varies with frequency in a stop band or
how varies in a pass band. Using (129-6) to (129-8) inclusive, we
see that in a stop band

cosh a = - 1- Z> (129-14)-

the proper sign being used to make the right-hand side of the equa-
tion positive. Similarly, in a pass band,

cos $ z
- 2

(129-15)*

In Fig. 285 a and are shown as functions of the angular frequency
for the four filters we have just discussed. To facilitate comparison
the same value of <*><. is used in each case. The sign of is deter-
mined by including the resistance terms of Z,^ and Z 2 in the expand-
ed form of (129-6) and observing that for Xl > 0, X2 < 0, is

positive while for A\ < 0, Xt > 0, is negative. In other words
always increases with frequency in pass bands.

In all the filters described the structure is such that ->/ZXZ 2

is independent of the frequency. Hence they are usually termed
constant-K filters.

Transmission Characteristics. The values of A and B are most
simply expressed in terms of the characteristic impedance ZK of the

given filter, so we shall determine this quantity first. By definition.

Z.K is the impedance of a filter of the type in question having an
infinite number of sections. For such a filter (129-5) may be written

imo
= A^el^ + B^e- = i^f* -

B*, (el> - e-J>)
since i00

= A& +BOQ. But there can be no reflected waves,
represented by the e~ ?m term, in an infinite

filter, since the original
transmitted wave is attenuated to zero before it reaches the output
end of the filter. Hence BOO = and the complex current ampli-
tudes are simply imo = i00eJX The first equation in (129-2) then,

gives

[
- Z2(ef

-
1) + jZi + Z ]i00 - .

But, for the infinite filter,

Z ]ico
=

,

and hence

(120-16).

Squaring this equation and using (129-6),

or finally,

(129-17)*
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We see that when we neglect the resistance terms in Z1 and Z2 as

in (129-8), Z * 3= RKj a pure resistance, in the pass bands and Z^
BES iX K in the stop bands. In Fig. 286 R% and X K. are shown as

functions of the angular frequency, the four cases corresponding to

those of Fig. 285. To aid in comparison the same value of K is

used in each case.

RK
K-

XK

-K.

-09

(b)

K

tf *>$

X*

R

-K

<y' I
I

(c)

-K

FIG. 286
'

We are now ready to evaluate A and B. Substituting (129-5) in

-the first and last equations of (129-1), we obtain

- Z, (ef - 1) + iZx + Z ]A

+ [
- Z2(e-r

-
1) + + Z ]B = ,
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r[ - z2(e-r - i) + iZi + ZB]A

+ e-r-[ - Z2(ef -
1) + |Zi + Z.]B - 0.

From (129-16)

-Zz(er- 1) -MZi = Z*.

Similarly, from (129-16) and (129-6),
- Z2(e~r

-
1) + |ZZ

- - Z,.
Hence we have

Z )A - (Zjr - Z )B = , . \- Z,)A + e-r-(Zjr + Zrt)B = 0. ,

'These equations can be solved for A and B immediately and the

resulting values substituted in (129-5) to obtain the general expression
for the complex current amplitudes, applicable to any filter with any
terminating impedances. Then the actual current amplitudes imo and
corresponding phase angles can be found in the usual manner.
However, in the general form the current amplitudes are complicated
functions of the frequency, and calculation of them is laborious, so
we shall confine ourselves to special cases. Thus, suppose that there
is an output impedance match, that is, Zn = Z^ while at the input
end of the filter Z = K ss A/Z1Z 2 . In this case the filter with its

load impedance behaves like an infinite filter. Reflections are absent,
.so that all the energy delivered to the filter at the input end is

transmitted to Zn and the filter operates at maximum efficiency.

Setting Zn = ZK in (129-18) gives

A = --> B = 0,

and so

iwo = ^ +A:
er7W - (129-19)

Usually we are only interested in the input and output currents,
determined by

i = - -
1 = eJT*1 fl29-^0)

Both of these are functions of co. Evidently in a pass band the
actual currents. / and in have equal amplitudes but a phase difference

n<p, whereas in a stop band jnQ
=

/ooe
"~
noc and the phase difference is

merely a multiple of TU. These simple results hold, of course, only
when Z rt

= Z% t
and it should be observed that since Z^ is a func-

tion of the frequency no simple fixed load impedance can match the
filter over a range of frequencies. For this reason it is often necessary
in practice to use a special impedance matching section at the end of
the filter.

Finally consider the reverse case where we have the input im-

pedance match Z = Z% y
while Zn =* K. Here
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- B
2ZK

' *

so that

and

T F
L.

c08h T - (129-22)

Although the output current has the same form as before, due to the

reciprocal nature of the two cases, the input current and, therefore,
the relation between the currents are quite different.

Problem I2^a. Show that the characteristic impedance ZK' of a mid-
shunt terminated filter (Fig. 23L) is related to the corresponding mid-series
characteristic impedance ZK according to the equation ZffZx' = ZiZ 2 .

Problem 123b. A low-pass filter with mid-series terminations is con-
structed of elements 1^ I/TT henry, C2

= l/~ microfarad. Find the cut-off

frequency vc Also express the characteristic impedance in m k s. practical
units as a function of the frequency v.

Ans. vc = :OCO cycle/sec, ZA> == (10)
8 <J 1 - /

v
ohm.

Problem 129c. A high pass filter with mid -series terminations has ele-

ments Ci =
1/47T microfarad, L2 i/47T henry. Make the same calculations a*

in the preceding problem.

Ans vc = 1000 cycle/sec, (10)
3 ]_ ohm.

Problem 123d. Using (129-22) calculate and plot as a function of the

frequency the actual output current (amplitude and phase) for (1) a two-
section low-pass filter with elements as specified in problem 129b t (2) a two*
section high-pass filter with elements as specified in problem 229c.

'

130. Lines. The a-c circuits and networks which we have
considered up to this point are such that at any instant the current

is the same all the way around a circuit or all the way along any
branch of a* network. Let us now consider a case in which the
current varies along the circuit at every instant as well as varying in

i

Fie. 287
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time at every point. Suppose we have two long parallel conductors
of uniform, but not necessarily the same, cr.oss section (Fig. 287).
Although the two conductors are often separated as shown in the

figure, one, in the form of a hollow cylinder, may surround the other.
Let the long conductors be connected to an impedance Z and an
e.m.f. 8 = elwi at one end and to an impedance Z, at the other.
The pair of long conductors constitutes a line, and Z and Z,, are its

associated generator and load impedances, respectively. Let the

length of the line be S and the distance of any point on the line from
the input end be s. IfR and L are the resistance and the inductance

per unit length (including both sides of the line) and G and C are
the leakage conductance and the capacitance between conductors per
unit length, we have for the series impedance psr unit length along
the line Z& = R + iLu and for the shunt impedance per unit length
across the line Zc ==

I/ (G + iC*>).

Now consider an element ds of the line

from the input end (Fig 288),

denoting the complex current along
the conductors and the complex
e.m.f. between them -at this point
by i8 and 5 respectively. As we
^o from s to s -t- ds the current

along the line must diminish, in

accord with Kirchhoff's first law, by
an amount equal to the current
across the line. Since the shunt
admittance for the length ds of line

is (Gds) + i(CVfe)o>, the shunt cur-

rent is [(Gds) + i(Cds)to]&8 and we have

~
-I; & = [(&) + i(C&)]

located at a distance s

Uis

I

Fie. 288

~~ ds.

Similarly, as (R ds) -f i(Lds)o> is the series impedance of the

length ds of line, the e.m.f. across the line diminishes, as we go from
s to s + ds, by an amount equal to [(R ds) + i(L ds)o>]i3 , giving

- S
J*_ ds - [(R ds) + i(L ds)u]ia = ZL Ids.

This follows from Kirclxhoff's second law, since
/as*

is, in

in effect, the e.m.f. applied to the elementary circuit formed by tha

length ds of the pair of conductors.

Hence

8, IS.
ds"

and, eliminating

*

(130-1)

(130-2)
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The frequency of the current is the same as that of the applied
e.m.f., so that i, = i,ffl

e''. We may therefore reduce (130 1) and
(130-2) to

_ 9io_ ==
_|

o.
)

_
8|jp_

= Zii (130 .
3)OS JUQ gS

and

(130-4)
v M^U

respectively, and deal with the complex current amplitudes only.
The solution of (130-4) has the form

i,p
= AeT* + Be~r, (130-5)

where T ^ a -f i0 is the propagation constant just as in the case
of the filters discussed in article 129. Here a is the attenuation
constant per unit length of line and is the corresponding phase
constant per unit length. The first term of (130-5) represents waves
of current travelling away from the input end of the line, continuous-

ly attenuated because of the factor e~as . To see this, express A in
the exponential form AeTia

. Then on multiplying through by e lw'

the first term becomes yle~a ei(w<-0*-), the imaginary part of which,
corresponding to an applied sine wave, is AeT** sin (o>f (ps

-
a).

This expression varies sinusoidally with the time at every point
along the line and it also varies sinusoidally along the line at every
instant of time. It therefore represents a wave travelling along the
line, the direction of propagation being in the direction of increasing
s, since increasing s requires increasing t to maintain a constant
value of the total phase (<*>t

-
<f>s a). The wave length, that is,

the distance it is necessary to go along the line to find a phase
difference of 2ir radians at any instant, is given by

*=- (130-6)

while the speed v with which the waves travel is equal to the

product of the wave length by the frequency, that is,

(130-7)

The second term of (130-5) represents waves travelling back toward
the input end,

arising from reflec-

tions at the output
end. A wave of
the sort under dis-

cussion is depicted
in Fig. 289, where
the actual current

it is shown as a
function of distance

for a particular
instant of time. As
time changes the
wave crests move
with the speed vFie. 289
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keeping always between the broken line curves which represent the
effect of the attenuation factor e"**.

Frequency Characteristics. Substituting (130-5) in (130-4)
shows us that

~~
-T ^ \/ r

L
Vi-K

r

+"iLvJlG
' + FCa>)7 (130-8)

^^ M*AC*

Hence, squaring,

(a + i0)
8 = (R + LLa>) (G + iCa>),

or

2 /"A2 / "D/~*

= (GLH
from which

'

LCa>)V
v

> (130-9)
- C^)

j

j

Evidently both of these quantities have finite values over the entire

range of frequencies between zero and infinity, so that current waves
of any frequency suffer a steady attenuation and lag of phase during
propagation along the line.

Lines are used both for the transmission of power and for
communication. In the former case only one frequency is involved
and the primary requisite is small attenuation. In the latter

case, on the other hand, it is usually necessary to transmit an entire
band of frequencies and the essential requirement is that
attenuation and speed of propagation should be independent of

frequency, in order to avoid (distortion. Returning to (130-9) we
see that, in general, this condition is not satisfied. If, however, we
make

GL = RC, (130-10)

then

v= l

, \ (130-11)

V LC

and the line is distortionless. Unfortunately, it is not possible in

practice to satisfy (130-10) unless G is artificially increased.
This results in a prohibitively high value of a, so we must proceed
otherwise.

In a well-insulated line even at low frequencies G/Cco is usually
so small that its square is negligible compared with unity. Assuming
that R\L<*> can be made small also,
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LCtt>2r RG
"

--V
;

-vrICo>*T M
, ,

1 ~jR" r G
X + * +

'2 L2w2 + 2

Hence

V 4 \ L C J

V^FS- + r+V^iS- *OT ]

V^'i-

A /~V
) (130-12)

J

and the line is again distortionless. To make ^2
/L

?
cu 2

sufficiently
small at audio frequencies, at least in telephone cable lines where the
line conductors must be closely spaced, it is usually necessary to in-

crease L as R cannot be reduced economically beyond a certain point.
There are two practicable ways in which large values of L may be
obtained. The first consists of enclosing the line conductors in a
thin sheath of some highly permeable substance such as permalloy or

perminvar (art. 10S). This method is very expensive to employ and
its use is confined commercially to long distance submarine cables.
The second way of increasing L depends on the insertion of small
inductance coils in the line at regular intervals. While this procedure
introduces a recurrent structure which causes the line to cut off at
some critical frequency like a low-pass filter, nevertheless at lower fre-

quencies it is approximately equivalent to increasing the inductance
of the line uniformly. For good results several coils per wave length
must be used. This method is used for long distance cables on land.
A line whose inductance has been increased above the normal by
either of the means just described is said to be loaded. Note that
loading not only eliminates distortion but also reduces attenuation,
a very desirable circumstance.

Transmission Characteristics. Next let us determine the
arbitrary constants A and B in (130-5). These are best expressed in
terms of the characteristic impedance Z# of the line, that is, the

impedance of an infinitely long line of the given type. For such
line (130-5) may be put in the form

a
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since iao
=s A,. + B, . But in an infinite line, as in an infinite

filter (art. 129), there can be no reflected waves. Consequently,
Bw = and the complex current amplitude is given by i,

=
This may be substituted in the first equation of (130-3) giving

Taking s = and using (130-8), we have

<v/Zj, Zc? ioo
=

00-

Hence, since ZK \Q9
=

00 for the infinite line,

< 130- 13'

When R/L& as well as <7/Co> is small enough to make the line

distortionless, Zg reduces to the pure resistance

(130-14)

Returning now to (130-5), substitution in the first equation of

(130-3) gives with the aid of (130-8)

ZK (eT*A - e~r*B) = *

But

Z (A + B),

f A
so that

(ZK + Zo)A - (ZK -
Jo)B

= So,
( (130.15)Zs )A + e 1* (Z^ + Z,sr )J$

== U.

Solving for A and B we find

Z J (1
-

B
(130-16)

where

and, finally,

1*0
= ,*-

60
(130-17)

It is very instructive to expand (130-17) with the aid of the

binomial theorem to the form

(130-18)
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Each term in this series has a definite physical significance. Since
5 o/(Z*: + Z

) gives the current flowing into an infinitely long line

of the given type, the term ^^P e r represents a current

wave of characteristic initial amplitude which has travelled directly
from the input end of the line to the point s. Similarly

)

er(25~*)T* is the same current wave after it has travelled

to the output end of the line, been reflected, and returned to the
point s, a distance 25-5-. Ts , which evidently represents the effect
of the reflection itself, is called the output reflection coefficient. The
third term in the Aeries' gives the current wave after it has returned
to the input end, been reflected with an input reflection coefficientT and travelled down the line to the point s again. Thus we may
regard the current at any point along the line as due to a current
wave S /(Z# + Z

) which enters at the input end and is then
reflected back and forth across the point in question.

The point of view adopted above is helpful in considering the
transmission characteristics of the line as a whole. By giving T and
TS suitable values various special characteristics can be established,
as will be shown below.

The actual current corresponding to an applied sine wave i&
obtained by multiplying (130-17) or (130-18) through by e^* and
taking the imaginary part, as usual. For example, consider the
special case of a line matched at the input end but short-circuited
at the output end, that is, Z

?
-= Z^so that T = 0, while Zs =

so that Ts = 1. For simplicity we will assume that jR and G are

negligible, in which case there is no attenuation and Z^ reduces to-

to RK ,
a pure resistance. Then (130-18) becomes

and the actual current is

U =
2-j

sin a,
(

t - S

v ) + sin o>
(

/ -
2S ~

'-)].
(130-19)

<f) having been
replaced by co/v in accord with (130-7). The

first term represents the primary current wave and the second
the reflected wave from the closed end of the line. The combination
of these waves results^in a standing wave. That is, there is a fixed

amplitude of oscillation at every point on the line, <the amplitude
varying sinusoidally between zero and a maximum, g Q!RK> as we
pass along the line. Since o>/v = 2ir/^, the points of maximum
oscillation, called loops9 evidently occur at

s 5, 5
2~

S 7\,

'while the points of zero oscillation, called nodes, occur at
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S- -' S- 3*

4
s- -

halfway between the loops. This standing wave- may be shown
graphically as in Fig. 290, the vertical distance between the curves

representing the limiting Current
magnitude of oscillation,

that is, twice the ampli-
tude, at each point. As
nodes and loops may be
located experimentally, OOQC

S 1 Q A.* & 2

FIG. 290

very high frequencies where the wave

standing waves afford a

means of determining an
unknown wave length

directly. The method
is particularly valuable at

lengths are small.

With the line open-circuited at the output end instead of short-

circuited, Ts == 1, and the current is

/ OC v 1

. (130-20)

In this case the standing wave is as shown in Fig. 291. A standing
wave is, in fact, produced by any termination of the line other than

Current However,
in cases other than
those mentioned

above, the standing
wave is combined
with a progressive

wave, so that the

amplitude of the

FIG. 291 resultant wave does
not fall to zero at its minimum. We shall refer to such a wave as an

incomplete standing wave. In all cases the distance between successive

maxima or successive minima is 7\/2.

It remains, as a matter of some interest, to determine the
values of u and RK for some actual lines. The common unloaded

open-wire telephone line consists

of two wires of circular cross sec-

tion of radius a separated by a
distance b large compared with a.

The inductance per unit length
of line is found by calculating the
flux which links a unit length of

the line whan a unit current is

flowing Taking the origin of pJG% 292

rectangular coordinates halfway
between the wires as indicated in Fig. 292, we have
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1 p 2)-a x 2
_2 \ ,

b (ft/2)-*

S + * 4. 6""
jc

log *
~ -

ci-kg
'

1 2 '-(6/2) +

since & is large compared with a.

The corresponding capacitance per unit length is

C = - .-

b

a

from (32-3). Thus, assuming the resistance of the line is small

enough so that the line is distortionless,

v - -- = c, (130-21)

regardless of the size of the wires or the spacing. As has been
pointed out in article 68, c is equal to the speed of light. It is in
fact the speed with which any electromagnetic disturbance travels

through free space. On the other hand, in a telephone cable, loading
the line to the extent necessary for satisfactory voice transmission
reduces v to about one-third c or less. That is, the speed on an
average loaded telephone line is of the order of (10)

5 kilometers

per second. The corresponding wave length at, for example, a
thousand cycles is a hundred kilometers.

For transmission of high frequencies the coaxial type of line is most
commonly used as it is both self-shielding and convenient to handle.
It consists of a wire of circular cross section of radius a surrounded
by a coaxial tubular conductor of inside radius b. Usually the wire
is mechanically supported and insulated from the outer conductor by
thin ceramic disks widely spaced, in which case we may consider the
region between the conductors to be empty. Then, from the results
of problems 89a and 18a,

Since the transmission frequencies are high, the line is distortionless

and, as we might expect, we find v = c again. Occasionally the
space between the conductors is filled with a solid dielectric, which
increases C, and then v is less than c, of course.

Unlike v, the characteristic impedance of a line depends both on
the type of line and on the line constants. Thus, for the unloaded
open-wire line
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while for the (empty) coaxial line

RK =
/\J

L
C= -

c
log A. (130-23)

Usual values of /# are 600 ohms for the open-wire telephone line

and 50 to 70 ohms for the standard high frequency coaxial line.

Special Applications at High Frequencies. In the high-frequency
range where A is small, short sections of line can be used convenient-

ly for coupling, impedance matching and other special purposes, in

addition to simple transmission. Consider a section of line of length
S terminated at the output end by an impedance Z$ . From (130-17)
the input impedance of such a terminated section is

4- Z) (l-

(ZK + Zs ) -(ZK -_*
(ZK ~+Zs ~)

"" "*
[ZK (1

As we are interested here in short lengths of line, the effects of
attenuation are negligible and we may put T = 10 = i(27r/A).
Also at high frequencies, ZK =R K. Making these substitution and
remembering that (1 e^< 2^

/*>)/(!<+ e'
2~ J

^/W) = i tan (2ir5/70, we
find

Z5 + i^ tan 27r

Zin =^ --------------~. (130-24)

+ i Zs tan 2?r

There are several special cases of interest. Suppose we make
S = A/2 (or any number of half waves). Then

Zia =Zs, (130-25)

independent of RK . Hence a half-wave line may be used to couple
elements of a high-frequency circuit without affecting the imped-
ances involved. When so used, it performs the same function as a
transformer (art. 118) of turn ratio unity in a low-frequency circuit.

On the other hand, if we take S = A/4 (or any odd number of

quarter waves) we have

Zin = 5
**

. (130-26)
s

Evidently a quarter-wave line provides a means of transforming and
matching impedances. This makes it a particularly useful device,
Tor example, if it is used to couple a resistance load R$ to an e.m.f.
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of internal resistance R
, maximum power is transmitted to R$ when

RX is so chosen that the input resistance R-m = RK*/RS is equal
to RQ.

A short-circuited quarter-wave line has an infinite input imped-
ance according to (130-26). Hence, if it is bridged across a trans-

mission line, it has no effect on transmission in that line at the

quarter-wave frequency. However, for any second harmonic present
'it is a short-circuited half-wave line, which has zero input impedance,
and therefore it can be used as a harmonic suppressor.

Finally, if we short-circuit a short length S of line, its imped-
ance is \RK tan (27rS/70, whereas, if we open-circuit it, its imped-
ance is \RR cot (27rS/?\). Thus we have available a positive or a

negative reactance whose magnitude may be given any desired value

by proper choice of S. A stub line of this sort has many applications.
In particular, one or more stubs may be bridged across a trans-

mission line on which there are standing waves and adjusted in such
a way that the standing waves are eliminated.

Problem 230a. Show that the complex amplitude of the e.m.f. at any
point on a line is

ZK e r. _er<*s->Ts
fe,o

- 6
{zK+ Zo) ("i

_ gars T T,5 )"'

What are the input and output reflection coefficients in this case ? Explain
the signs. Ans. TO, Ts .

Problem 130b. Find the relation between e.m.f. and current in standing
waves. Ans. Loops of e.m.f. occur at current nodes, and vice versa.

Problem 130c. Suppose that a line of characteristic impedance RK is

matched at the input end but is terminated at the output end by a resistance

Rs ^RK- Find and plot the incomplete standing wave if Rs equals (1)

&/?, (2) 2RK- Compare with Figs 290 and 291.

Problem 130d Express (130-22) and (130 23) in m.k.s. practical units and
find the values of b\a necessary to give 600 ohms in the first case and 60 ohms-
in the second.

Ans. RKP = 120 log
b

,
148 ;

a

60 log -
f 2.72.

CL

Problem 130e. Deduce for a line of any length the exact relation

ZK =
^/ZscZoc, where Zsc and 2Toc are the short-circuit and the open-circuit

input impedances, respectively, of the given line.



CHAPTER XVI

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

131. Electromagnetic Equations. The fundamental equations

describing the electromagnetic field produced by charges at rest or in

motion relative to the observer may be taken as (1) Gauss' law

(14-4) specifying the flux of displacement through a closed surface s

surrounding free charge of density P, (2) Gauss' law (43-3) for the
flux of induction in the corresponding magnetic case, (3) Ampere's
law (71-3) for the magnetic field due to a current, and (4) Faraday's
law (86-5) for the electric field produced by a changing magnetic
flux. In addition we need relations such as (15-3) between D and E
and (43-5) between B and H.

In vector notation the four field equations take the form

J
D ds = 47T f pck, (a) j

B ds = 0, (b)

</S , (c) < E </!== -

where the current / in Ampere's law has been expressed in terms of
the current density j by (67-6). In fa) and (b) the surface integral
on the left is taken over a closed surface, whereas the surface integral
on the right of (c) and (d) is taken over an open surface bounded

by the closed curve along which the line integral on the left is

evaluated.

Maxwell's great contribution to electromagnetic theory had its

origin in his recognition of the fact that these laws fail to satisfy the

equation of continuity. This equation states that the time rate of
increase of charge inside a volume T is equal to the excess of the rate

at which Charge flows into 7 through the boundary surface over that

at which it flows out. Physically it is equivalent to the statement

that charge can neither be created nor be destroyed. For if charge
is indestructible, the only way in which it can accumulate in a region
T is by more charge entering than leaving the region.

Maxwell traced the difficulty to Ampere's la\*. which he showed to

be incomplete in the form (c). In fact, he found it necessary to add &
term to the right-hand side of this equation involving the integral

over s of the time rate of change of displacement. Without this

411
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added term the electromagnetic theory
of light would have been impossible.
We shall now examine the reasons

which led Maxwell to modify Ampere's
law, although we shall develop them
from a somewhat different point of

view than that adopted by him in his

original investigation.

If we apply Ampere's law (c) to a

surface s (Fig. 293) which is closed

except for a small opening, the line

integral on the left is taken over only
the boundary / of the opening. If we
make the hole smaller and smaller, the

periphery becomes shorter and shorter,

until finally, when the surface is completely closed, the left-hand

member of (c) reduces to zero. So, for a closed surface s, Ampere's
law requires

FIG. 293

j ds = 0. (131-1)

Ill words, this relation states that the current entering through
one part of s must be exactly compensated by the current leaving

through other parts of the surface. But this stringent requirement
is not at all in accord with experience. If, for instance, the surface

s surrounds one plate M of a condenser, we can certainly charge up
M by a current entering s through the wire W without any com-

pensating conduction current flowing out through the surface.

Consequently, we conclude that Ampere's law cannot be properly

expressed in the form (c).

To correct Ampere's law, we will calculate the time rate of

increase of charge in a volume T from (a). If y is the angle between

D and ds,

J

D ds =
J

D cos yds,

-and the rate of increase of charge is

f 8P
</T== -L

[
-
3
-(DcosY)&.

jvdt 4Tj,9*
v

BD
Now if a is the angle which the vector makes with Js,

3D I

~r.
1

COS a - (D cos y),

<as in (86-3), and

(D cos y)ds
3D

f|?5
JJ dt

cos ads
J.

3D
a*
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So

represents the rate at which charge accumlates inside the closed
surface s.

But the excess of the rate at which charge flows into T over that
at which it leaves is J j

- rfs integrated over the closed surface ,r

bounding T. So, if the equation of continuity, is to hold,

=
(131-3)

must be valid instead of (131-1) for any closed surface. Consequently,we must replace the current density in Ampere's law by the integrand
of (131-3), getting

"
I JK? + *"> > rfs ("1-4)

as the complete expression for the magnetomotive force around the^
periphery of an open surface s.

Effectively we have added to the conduction or convection
current j an additional current proportional in density to the time
rate of increase of displacement. Maxuell called this a displacement
current. In part it represents a true motion of electric charges. For
the displacement in a dielectric is

D = E + 47rP

so that the displacement current is

i 9D> ^ i aE ap
477 dl 47T dt

"^
dt

'

Now if P' is the charge per unit volume which suffers a displacementR when the medium is polarized (art. 13), P = p'R, and

3P _ p
, 9R

dt dt

represents the current passing through a unit cross section due to the
velocity of the displaced charge. This is a true electric current, due
like the current in a conductor, to a flow of electricity.

It should be noted that when we take account of displacement
currents as well as of conduction currents all currents flow around
closed circuits. For (131-3) tells us that any conduction current
leading into the region surrounded by a closed surface must be
compensated by an equal displacement current flowing out. Thus,
in the case illustrated in Fig. 293, the current passing through the
wire W to the plate M of the condenser is accompanied by a dis-
placement current flowing through the dielectric from the plate Af
to the plate N. The conduction current entering through the surface
5 is exactly compensated by the displacement current passing out.
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The net result is that the same current either in the form of a

conduction current or of a displacement current flows through every

cross section of the complete circuit WMNW.
In the case of a steady conduction current the added term in

(131-4) vanishes, and in the case of slowly varying current it is

negligible except between the plates of a condenser in the circuit.

Hence, in such cases, the calculations of the magnetic field produced

by a current which were made in Chapter VII have not been invali-

dated by Maxwell's revision of Ampere's law.

In a region in which no conduction or convection currents are

present, (131-4) becomes

This equation states that the magnetomotive force around any

closed circuit is proportional to the time rate of change of flux of

displacement through the circuit, just as Faraday's law states that

the induced electromotive force around a circuit is proportional to the

time rate of change of flux of induction through the circuit. Why,
then, is this equation not as susceptible to direct experimental

verification as Faraday's law * The reason is that there exists in

nature no conductor of magnetism and therefore no sensitive method

of detecting a magnetomotive force. Only because metals are

excellent conductors of electricity was Faraday able to detect so

simply the electromotive force induced in a circuit by a varying flux

of induction.

In addition to the four equations which have been under dis-

cussion we need the relation specifying the forces exerted on charge

and on current by the electric and magnetic fields in which they are

located. These forces are given by (7-1) and (75-4). Per unit

volume the total force is

yT = pE +
Jj

x B. (131-6)

, If we denote partial differentiation with respect to the time by a

dot placed over the quantity involved, we have the complete set

of electromagnetic equations :

f D rfs 4*
J

prfr, (1)

f B * ~ 0, (2)

H dl =
c j

(D + 47TJ) <fe, (3)

f E rfl = -
I j

B A, W
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yT -PE + ^jX B, (5)

D = E + 47rP = K E, (6)

B = H + 4*1 = MH. (7)

Whereas the first five equations and the relations D = E + 4ruP,

B = H + 4?rl are quite general, the relation D = * E holds only
for isotropic dielectrics and B = /xH only for isotropic paramagnetic
-or diamagnetic media. The first four equations, known as the field

equations, together with (6) and (7), suffice to determine uniquely the
electric and magnetic fields produced by an arbitrarily assigned
distribution of charge density P and current density j. The force

equation (5), on the other hand, specifies the force per unit volume
on the charge and current present. Here, as in the field equations,
p represents the total free charge per unit volume and j. the current

density due to that portion of the free charge which is in motion.

Problem 131a* A parallel plate condenser consists of two circular

plates of radius a. It is connected to an alternating e.m.f. so that the charge
is q = q^ sin cot. Neglecting edge effect, find the magnetic intensity between
-the plates in terms of the distance r from the axis.

A TT 2tor
Ans. H --

(Jo cos <ot.
ca~

132. Differential Form of Field Equations. Before we can
-deduce the wave equation and investigate the properties of elec-

tromagnetic waves we must express the field equations (I) to (4) of
the previous article in differential form.

Equations (1) and (2) are easily transformed. Consider the
jsmall rectangular parallelepiped (Fig. 294) of dimensions Ax, AV,
A z. The flux of displacement through the two faces prependicular
to the X axis is

Adding similar expressions for the flux through the pairs of faces

perpendicular to the Y and Z axes respectively, we have for the total

outward flux

(9D, +
9D 9D.\

\ dx dy dz J
*

and equating this to 47r times the charge p AXAJ>AZ inside the para-

lelepiped we get

for the differential form of (1). Similarly (2) becomes
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To obtain Ampere's law in differential form we shall apply (3) t

a small rectangular circuit (Fig. 295) of dimensions A y, A z lying i

to*

in

|Ay

Ax Ay

Fic. 294
FIG. 295

the YZ plane. Then, denoting the components of magnetic intensity at-

O by Hx ,
Hv , H,,

(Dx

or

Dividing by the area A>'Az of the circuit and writing similar

expressions for the cases where the circuit lies in the ZX and XY
planes,

I

t >z /A , 4 ^

"3z
~

"3^"
=

c
( y + Ju'' (3')

From Faraday's law (4) we obtain in exactly similar fashion

3-^Z 3-^j/ - n
'

dy
~

3"z

=
~~c

B*'
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It may be noted that Ampere's law and Faraday's law lead to

three scalar equations each, indicating that these laws are vector
relations. The vector whose three components are given on the left-

hand side of (3') is known as the curl of H. Similarly on the left-hand

side of (4') we have the curl of E.
t

133. Electromagnetic Waves. In a homogeneous isotropic
medium containing neither free charge nor current the field equations
(]/) to (4') of article 132 become

dE$ dEy dEz A n/ ,. 3ft . j/ . n /0 ,

3* + T/ + ~iz
~

' (1 >

'a*
+ 1> + W ~

' (2

3#, 3/7,, r. "I 3ft 3ft; _ M.ZF 1~~ ~ " " ~ -- "*'

/

c y '

\

( }

dz
-
li

* -

j

3 y ZEX
a;;

s V ^ j ^3^ dy

where we have put cEfor D and pH for B.

The first step in the deduction of the wave equation consists in

eliminating the components of H from (3") and (4"). To accomplish
this, differentiate the first of the three equations (3") with respect to
the time, getting

Next differentiate the second of (4") with respect to z and the third
with respect to y. This gives

_ = .
3^ /* \

Adding the last three equations,

3^N _ M F-

dz J
-

c*
**

Using (1") to eliminate the terms in Ey and Ez and writing
similar equations in the remaining components of E, we have

=
"<-

3Z2
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This set of relations is known as the wave equation. If we had
eliminated E from the field equations instead of H we would have
obtained an exactly similar set of equations in the components of H,
namely,

d*Hx d
z

ffx_ &HX _ K/Z 3
2
#^ "|

3x2 +
3j>*

+
3z2

~"
~c2 3f

2
~

'

I

(133-2)

Let us consider the case where the components of E and H are

functions of x and / only. Then (133-1) reduces to

VE,
3x2

3%
"3JC

2

8JC
2

where we have put

v2 ar
2 '

v2

c

V

(133-3)

(133-4)

A similar set of equations holds for the components of H.

Consider the first of the three equations (133-3). Its general

solution is

where ft and /2 are arbitrary functions, as can be verified at once

by substitution in the differential equation. Now if we increase t by
T and x by VT,

A
(\.t

+ T]
- -

l-
[X + VT] )

- A
(

t = *
)

,

showing that the function /i has the same value at the point x + VT

at the time t + T as it has at x at the time t. Consequently, this

function represents a wave advancing in the positive X direction

with the phase velocity v. Similarly the identity

shows that/2 represents a wave travelling in the negative X direction

with the same phase velocity. In both cases Ex has the same value

at a given instant at all points in any plane perpendicular to the X
axis. Therefore, the wave is plane, the wave front being infinite in

extent.

If, now, we confine our attention to a plane wave moving in
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the positive X direction, the wave equation gives

&-*('--*-> *-*(*-
Substituting in (1") and (2") we find

Therefore, Ex and Hx are constants in x. They are also constants in

/ since

a/ _ _ a/ a/ _ _ a/

As we are interested only in the variable part of the field, and not
in electrostatic and magnetostatic fields which may be superposed on
the electromagnetic wave, we shall take these constants to be zero.

Consequently, E and H are both at right angles to the direction of

propagation. The wave, then, is transverse and in this ?spect has

the characteristics of light.

The remaining components of E and H are not independent
since they must satisfy the field equations (3") and (4"). Denoting
the derivative of a function with respect to its argument by a prime,
the second and thiid equations of (3") give

/ VK , , v , ,

k =
c

g ,
j
= - -h.

or

except for a constant of integration which we have taken to be zero

as before, since it represents merely a superposed static field. The
same relations might have been obtained from (4

/;

),

Hence we have altogether

Ex = 0, H, = 0,

Evidently
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A/

Consequently, E and H lie in the wave front at right angles to each

other.

We can consider that (133-5) represents two waves, each corres-

ponding to one of the two possible states of polarization of a

transverse wave. One of these waves, determined by the function

g(t xjv), consists of an electric field g in the Y direction and a

magnetic field V*//* g m the % direction ;
the other, specified by the

function h(t xjv), consists of an electric field h in the Z direction

and a magnetic field *J *//* h in the negative Y direction. In each

wave the electric and magnetic fields are in phase ami so oriented

that a right-handed screw, rotated from E to H through the right

angle between them, advances in the direction of propagation. As-

the waves corresponding to the two states of polarization are

independent, we shall limit our subsequent discussion to one of them y

taking

If the wave is simple harmonic, g is a sine or cosine function and
we can write

Ey = A sin G) ( t - X
")

P= A sin (of
-

x), e *. (133-7)9 \ v / v

Denoting the period by P and the wave length by 7\,

0>(f + P) = CO/ + 2TT, 6 (X + 7\)
= 6 X + 27T.

Consequently,
2rc 2n /100 Q .

o> =
pr ,

=
, (133-8)

and we can write (133-7) in the form

Ev
= A sin 277

(-JT J )
(133-9)

Often it is convenient in dealing with plane waves to make use

of the wave slowness S which is defined as the reciprocal of the phase

velocity v. Then e = <o5 and (133-9) may be written

Ey
= A sin <u(t

-
Sx). (133-10)

Finally the last equation may be replaced by

Ey
= ^ei(-*a), (133-11)

where it is understood that the imaginary part of the complex

expression on the right is to be taken as representing Ey .

If the wave normal or ray does not have the direction of the X
axis, we can choose a new set of* axes X'Y'Z' such that X' is-

perpendicular to the wave front, as shown in Fig. 296, and Y' i
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paraUel to E. Then (133-11) holds if we replace x by xf

and y by y'.
But if x, y, z are the coordinates relative to XYZ of a point P in the
wave front,

xf = Ix + my + nz,

where /, m, n are the direction cosines of OX' with respect to the

original axes. Consequently,

E ' = yfplcott S[tx+my+nz]) - Je*K'~S . r fl 33-121
Z-j/ ,/T^ n.^/ * -

*), ^XtJtJ A**;

where r is the position vector of P and the vector wave slowness S is

a vector of magnitude S in the direction of the wave normal. The
exponent in the last expression has the advantage of being in vector
form and therefore independent of the orientation of the axes to

which the wave motion is referred.

Equation (133-4) shows that electromagnetic waves travel in

vacua with the velocity c of light. The inference that light itself is

electromagnetic in character is inescapable. In addition to being
transverse, electromagnetic waves possess many other characteristics

of light waves. It is important to note that the wave equations
(133-1) and (133-2) would not have followed from the field equations
without Maxwell's revision of Ampere's law. It was his introduction
of the displacement current which made possible the electromagnetic

theory of light.

The index of refraction

ratio of the velocity of

light in vacuo to that in

the medium. Hence, from

(133-4),

of a material medium is defined as the

n = (133-13)

Both K and
fj, may be

shown to be functions of

the frequency, but for

frequencies at all compar-
able with those of the

visible spectrum ft is very-
exactly unity for all media.
In this case we may
write

n = v
~
K . (133-14)

FIG. 296

For infra-red radiation K should have nearly the limiting value
which it assumes for steady fields. The following table illustrates

the excellent agreement found for a number of gases.

The gamut of electromagnetic radiation with which we are
familiar today extends all the way from radio waves on the long

wave-length end to cosmic rays on the short *

wave-length end
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Air.
H 8

co a

CO

of the spectrum. The different regions comprise roughly the follow-

ing ranges of wave length :

Waves from Oscillatory Circuits............... 3(10)
4 km to (10)~

2
cm,

Infra-Red Radiation ................................. (10)-
1 cm to 7(13)~

5 cm,
Visible Spectrum ..................................... 7(10)~

5 cm to 4(10)~
5 cm,

Ultra-Violet Radiation .......................... 4(10)~
5 cm to (10)~8 cm,

X-Rays ................................................. (10)~
8 cm to (10)- cm,

Y-Rays ........................................... (10)~
8 cm to (lO)-^ cm,

Cosmic Rays .......................................... (10)""
11 cm to (10)~

12 cm.

All electromagnetic waves travel with the same velocity c in empty
space, being distinguished from one another only by differences in

wave length and frequency.

In the next article we shall see how to compute both the energy
associated with an electromagnetic field and the flow of energy
across a fixed surface through which electromagnetic waves are

passing.

Problem 133a. Standing waves are formed by two sets of progressive
waves of the same amplitude and wave length travelling in opposite direction*
in empty space. If the progressive waves are represented by

Ey
' =- A cos E" = A cos t +,

find the resultant E and H and the positions of nodes and loops.

Ar.s. Ey = 2A cos 2/-y J
Cos <ot, Hz = 2A sin 2 IT(

*

J
sin wt,

134. Electromagnetic Energy and Poynting Flux. To obtain the

energy equation we multiply three equations (3') m article 132 by
Ex , Ey* Ez respectively and the three equations (4') by Hx ,

Hy ,
Hz

and subtract the sum of the last three from that of the first three.

If we pick out the terms containing derivatives with respect to x on
'the left-hand side of the resulting equation, we have

- + EM--

~ (EyHz EgHy) SBS -

Vx C

if we put a for the vector (CJ&TT) ExH. So the entire equation is

-(~9?+-|? +-^r)=,
1

-(E'D + H-B)+j-E.dz
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Multiplying by an element d-c of volume, replacing D by E and B
by /*H and rearranging terms, ge get

* + 4 )*
(134-1)

in an isotropic medium of constant permeability.

Consider the flux of a oat of
a volume element such as that
illustrated in Fig. 297. The next
flux through the two surfaces

perpendicular to the X axis is

Ldydz

where dr = dxdydz. Adding
similar expressions for the other-
two pairs of faces,

Outward flux of <r =
dy

FIG. 297

.- + ^
The second term on the left-hand side of (13i-l), then, represents
the flux of the vector cr out of the volume rfr. If, now, we inte-

grate the whole equation over an arbitrary volume T, this term will

specify the flux of cr out of the entire volume. This flux, however,
can be expressed by the surface integral

I
O"
s

We have, then, for any

(134-2)

taken over the closed surface s bounding T.

volume T

JT
J-s* +

J/r.* a

This equation is known as tne energy equation. We shall now investi-

gate the meaning of the three terms which it contains.

The rate at which work is done by the electric field per unit
volume is given by j E, since the electric field does work only on
the moving charge which constitutes the current. On the other

hand, the magnetic field does no work, even on moving charge,
since the force exerted by it is always at right angles to the direction

of motion. The total rate of doing work is, then

is precisely the first term on the left of (134-2).

,
I j Edr, which
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To interpret the term on the right of (134-2) we shall consider
the case where E and H vanish at all points on the boundary of T.

Then cr is zero over the surface s and (134-2) reducesfto

As the work done on the moving charges is performed at the expense
of the energy of the field, the right-hand side of this equation must
represent the time rate of decrease of electromagnetic energy.
Therefore, we may represent the energy of the field in the volume T

by the integral

-E* -f ~u # 2

Jrfr, (134-4)

and ascribe the electric energy

U]s = ^ E* (154-5)

and the magnetic energy

to each unit volume. These expressions are identical with the
electrostatic energy (21-9) and the magnetostatic energy (46-3) per
unit volume which we have already found it convenient to attribute

to the medium through which the field extends.

We are now ready to consider the complete equation (134-2),
In the previous special case there was no possibility of a flow of

energy through the surface s bounding the volume T since the field

was zero at all points of this surface. In the general case, however,
the law of conservation of energy reads : the rate at which the

electromagnetic field does work on the charges in the volume T plus
the rate at which energy flows out in the form of radiation through
the surface s bounding T must equal the rate of decrease of electro-

magnetic energy in this region. Therefore, we conclude that the
second term on the left of (134-2) represents the energy passing
through the surface s per unit time in the form of radiation. From
the form of this term it is clear that we can ascribe a flow of energy
equal to

<r ^ (E x H) (134-7)

per second to each square centimeter of cross section. This vector
is known as the Poyntingflux. Its direction is that of the flow of

energy and its magnitude specifies the quantity of energy passing
through a unit cross section in a unit time. It is to be noticed that
cr vanishes unless both electric and magnetic fields are present and
not in the same direction. The flux of energy is perpendicular to

tjie plane of E and H in the sense of advance of a right-handed
screw rotated from the first to the second of the two vectors.
It is proportional in magnitude to , //and* the sine of the angle
between them.
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In the case of the plane wave specified by (133-6) the electric and
magnetic energies per unit volume are

(134-8)

The energy of the wave, then, is half electric and half magnetic. The
Poynting flux is

EyHz =
VK

As this represents the energy passing through a unit cross section in
a unit time, the entire energy of the wave progresses with the phase
velocity v. This result is independent of direction and we have in

general for plane waves
* = vw, (134-10)

where u is the total energy density.

Problem I34z. Calculate the energy of a spherical conductor of radius
.a charged with a quantity of electricity Q from (-345) and show that
the result agrees with (21-1).

Problem 134b. Calculate the energy of the solenoid of problem 89c from
< 134-6) and show that the result agrees with the calculation made in problem
94a.

Problem I34c The earth has a downward electric field of 100 volt/meter
and a northward magnetic field of 0.5 gauss. What is the Poynting flux ?
Ans. 3979 joulejmeter

2 sec eastward.
Problem 134d. Find the mean energy density ^~ and the mean flux of

energy CT for the standing waves of problem 1330. Ans. u~=~u '+ u ",
a = 0.

Problem 234e. A straight wire of resistance R carries a current i. Com-
pute the Poynting flux through the surface and show that it accounts for the
production of heat at the rate -R?,

2
.

135. Reflection of Electromagnatic Waves by a Perfect Con-
ductor. Let MN (Fig. 298) be the plane surface of a perfect con-
ductor on which plane electromagnetic waves are incident at the

angle 0. As the electric intensity must be zero at every instant in

every part of the conductor, it is clear that the wave cannot penetrate
into its interior. Therefore, we have to consider onJy the incident
radiation BO and the reflected radiation OC.

'

If we orient axes so that the Y
axis is perpendicular to MN and the Z
axis to the plane of incidence BOC, the
vector electric intensity in the incident
wave is given by the imaginary part of
E' = A'elw^-S[-e *ln

56"ycot0]) (135-1)
from (133-12), where S is the wave
slowness in the medium above MN. As
we sh

u
a11 see the angle of reflection

must be equal to the angle of incidence.

Therefore, the electric intensity in the
* IC '
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reflected wave is given by the imaginary part of

E" = Af

'ei
w
('-*[*8in 0+y cos

0]) (135-2)

Everywhere on the surface of the conductor (y = 0) the Z and
X components of the resultant electric intensity must vanish at every
instant. This requires that the exponentials in the expressions for
the two waves should become identical at y = 0. Hence the angle
of reflection must be equal to the angle of incidence, as taken above.

Furthermore, it requires that the Z and X components of A" shall be
the negatives of the Z and X components of A', respectively. In the
case where the radiation is polarized with the electric vector perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence,

A' kA, A" = - kA, (135-3)

and the resultant electric intensity is

E = E' + E" = 2&A sin 277
(

y c s^ cos v(t-Sx sin 0), (135-4)

where 7\ is the wave length measured along the normal to the wave-
front. On the other hand, in the case where the radiation is

polarized with the electric vector parallel to the plane of incidence,

A' = (i cos + j sin 0)4, A" =
( i cos 0+3 sin $)A, (135-5)

since each amplitude vector must be perpendicular to the direction,

of propagation. The resultant electric intensity, then, is

E - E' + E" = 2{A cos sin 2:r
(*

V C S

^)
cos o>(;

- Sx sin 0)

-r- IjA sin cos 27T fy
^-^\

sin co(f Sx sin 0). (135-6)

As the amplitude of the reflected wave has the same magnitude
as that of the incident wave in both cases, all the energy is reflected.

Consequently, a perfect conductor is a perfect reflector of electro-

magnetic waves.

If the region in which the waves are travelling has a permittivity
K, the free charge p?r unit area on the surface of the conductor is

o = /c/4ir iu terms of the electric intensity just outside, in accord
with (15-10). In the perpendicular case, then, there is no charge on.

the conductor, while in the parallel case there is a charge
icA

<r = - - sin sin coff Sx sin 0), (135-7)

which is alternately positive and negative and is greatest in magni-
tude at grazing incidence (0 = 7r/2).

Although waves incident on a perfect conductor do not pass,

through the surface, there is always some penetration beyond the
surface of an actual conductor.

Problem 13oa. Show that when electromagnetic waves are reflected at
the surface of a perfect conductor the resultant magnetic intensity at the
surface is parallel to the surface for any state of polarization.
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Problem 135b. Find the current per unit width on the surface of a perfect
conductor on which electromagnetic waves are impinging, when the electric
vector is (1) perpendicular to the plane of incidence, (2) parallel to the plane
of incidence.

A
Ans. (1) v -n tos sin toft Sx sin 0) in Z direction,

1C A

(2) v -~- sin eo(t Sx sin 0) in X direction,

where i s

136. Wave Guides. Returning to (135-4) and (135-6) Ve note

that the components of electric intensity parallel to the surface of

the conductor vanish not only at the surface y = but also at the

surfaces y = &A/2 cos 0, where k
is any positive integer. Ifr

therefore, we* place a parallel

perfectly conducting plane PQ
(Fig. 299) a distance /cft/2 cos

above MN, the plane waves under
consideration will be reflected back
and forth from the one surface to

the other, advancing meanwhile in

the X direction. In other words,
if the distance between the two

FIG. 299 planes is a, plane waves of wave

length 7\ will be propagated along the X axis in the region between
them if, and only if, directed at an angle specified by

2a cos = k7\. (136-1)

As unity is the smallest value which k may have, and is the largest
value which cos may have, the longest wave length which can be

transmitted is the cut-off wave length Ar = 2a. The corresponding

cut-off frequency is vc = v'7\c = d
t 2a\/ic^.

Consider, now, the speed with which the wave system is pro-

pagated along the X axis. While a plane wave front of one of the

constituent waves, shown by the broken line in Fig. 300, progresses a

distance EC along the normal, it advances a distance AC = BC/sin

along the X axis. Therefore, the velocity of propagation along the X
axis is v

ff
= v/sin 0, which increases from v to oo as decreases from

7t/2 to zero. Similarly, the wave length, measured along the X axis,

is 7\0
= A/sin 0. These conclusions could have been reached equally

well from examination of the last factor in (135-4) and in (135-6),

which describes a wave moving in the X direction with wave slowness-

S sin or phase velocity v/sin 0, and of wave length 27r/(oSsin0
=

7\/sin 0.

If, now, we add to the conducting planes MN and PQ a pair of

conducting planes perpendicular to the Z axis, so as to form a wave

guide of the rectangular cross section, the wave (135-4) can be trans-

mitted since it has no component of E parallel to the added conduct-
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ing surfaces, but the wave (135-6) fails to satisfy the boundary condi-

tions at these surfaces.

However, there are

other waves of a more

general character which
can be transmitted

through a perfectly con-

ducting tube of rec-

tangular cross section.

Consider, for example
the following combina-
tion of four plane
waves inside such a
wave guide (Rg 301)

FIG. 300

of dimension ay > and az parallel, respectively, to the Y and

a
y

FIG. 301

Z axes :

E *=
A{jn km } sin o>( t S[lx + my + nz] )

+ A{jn + km } sin o>( t S[lx
- my + nz] )

+ A{ jn
- km } sin o>( t S[Ix + my 77zJ )

+ >4I ~j + fem } sin o>( / - S[lx
- my - m\ ). (136-2)

The first trigonometrical function represents a wave travelling in a

direction specified by the direction cosines /, m, n, the second in a

direction specified by the direction cosines /, m, n, and soon.

In each wave the vector amplitude is at right angles to the direction

of propagation, as tt should be. Evidently the second wave is

formed from the first by reflection at a plane perpendicular to the Y
axis and the third .from the first by reflection at a plane perpendi-

cular to the Z axis. The fourth is formed from the second by
reflection at a plane perpendicular to the Z axis, or from the third by
reflection at a plane perpendicular to the Y axis. Combining the

sine functions, we get

E = 4/4 { jn cos &Smy sincoSwz cos o>(f Six)

4- km sin vSmy cos &Snz cos o>(f Six) }
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Jn cos 27T- sin 2?r cos o>(?

-f fern sin 2ir^ cos 2ir
HZ

cos o>(/
-

S/x) I . (136-3)-A A
)

The component of E tangent to the conducting planes y = and
y = ay is the Z component, and this vanishes at the surface of each

plane provided 2may
= ky "h, where ky is a positive integer. Similarly

the component of E tangent to the conducting planes z = and
z = at , that is, the Y component, vanishes at the surface of each

plane provided 2naz =? kzl\, where kz is a positive integer. If these
relations are satisfied, the boundary conditions of the problem are
fulfilled and the composite wave can be transmitted by the guide.
The electric intensity in the transmitted wave, then, is

-
E = z-n /kyirv\ . fkz-nz\ . C7-

j
- cos

(

y -

}
sin

(
- -

1 cos o> (t Six)az \ ay J \ az ) v '

, 7 A'
?/
7T . /fcw7rV\ fkzTTZ\ , o x+ k - sin

(

y *
}
cos cos <o(f Six)

"I/ N dy / \ QZ J

(136-4>
where

The morf^ of vibration is specified by the integers assigned to

&y and *. The cut-off wave length A c is the longest wave length
of any stated mode which can be transmitted by the wave guide.
As the largest value ofm2 + n* is unity, the cut-off wave length is

and the corresponding cut-off frequency is

- d36-7>r

The phase velocity along the guide is j;a
=

v//, which may have anjr
value between v and oo, the latter value being attained at the cut-
off wave length. Similarly, the wave length measured along the.

guide, called the guide wave length, is l\g
=

7\//.

^ Another combination of four plane waves which can be trans-

mitted "by a rectangular tube, which differs from that specified by
(136-2) only in that the polarization of each constituent wave is

perpendicular to that of the corresponding constituent in the earlier

combination, is given by
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E = A{ - i(w
2 + n2

) + jlm
+ few/} sin o>(*

-
S[lx + my + nz])

+ A{i(m* + n2) + J/m -
fen/} sin a>(f S[/x - my + nz])

+ A\i(nf + n2
) j/m + fen/} sin o>(f S[/x + my --

nz])

+ .4{
- i(w

2 + n2
)
-

j//w
-

fen/} sin o>(f S[fa
- my -

= 4v4{j'(m
2 + n2

) sin ct>5i?iy sin o>S/iz sin o>(f S/x)

J//H cos <uSmy sin <oSnz cos <*>(f Six)

fen/ sin toSmy cos coSnz cos <*>(* STx)

4A i(m
2 + n2

) sin ZTT- sin 2-- sin w(r-
( A A

jlm cos 2-n ^ sin 2-jr -?- cos co(f
A A

-knl sin 27T -^ cos 2* ^- cos w(f Six) \. (136-8)
A A J

In this case the boundary conditions are satisfied if 2may = kyh
and 2wa2

= k z T\, as tefore. The electric intensity in the trans-

mitted wave, then, is

Al\
z
( .\~ Cky-K^ . //r277\

2
"l . fky-ny\ . fkziTZ\ . ,

)
+U ) J

sm
(-s,

2
J

sin
( a, )

sin w( '

cos
-

sin cos ,('
- S/x)

\ ay J \ az J

, 2-JT// fr>7T / . A'W7TVN fkzKZ\ ^ of x

j^ (

- *
-

{
sin - v

)
cos

(
- cos o>(f Six)K

7\ \ Ox \ ^ / \ flz /

(136-9)

where / is specified by (136-5). The cut-off wave length and fre-

quency are given by (136-6) and (136-7), respectively, and the

phase velocity and wave length measured along the guide are the

same as before.

It should be noted that the electric field in (136-4) is entirely
transverse to the axis of the tube, whereas the electric field in (136-9)

has a longitudinal rs well as transverse component. Since the

^magnetic vector associated with each constituent plane wave lies in

the wave front at right angles to the electric vector, it follows that

the magnetic field is entirely transverse in the second case but has

.a longitudinal component in the first. Therefore, the wave described

l>y (136-4) is' called a TE (transverse electric) wave, and that des-

cribed by (136-9) a TM (transverse magnetic) wave. If it is desired

to specify the mode by stating the values of the integers ky and k3,

they are appended as subscripts. Thus, jTM12 indicates a wave of

type (136-9) in which ky = 1, kz = 2. It should be noted that

(136-4) becomes identical with (135-4) if kz == 0. But we have seen

that the latter wave can be transmitted by a rectangular wave guide.

^Therefore, the mode of lowest order of a TE wave is TE1Q or TE01 .
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On the other hand, we cannot make either kv or kz equal to zero in

(136-9) without causing all components of the wave to vanish. So
the mode of lowest order of a TM wave is

Wave guides of the type described are particularly suitable for

the transmission of microwaves, which have wave lengths in the

centimeter range. Wave guides may be constructed with circular

cross sections, but those with rectangular cross sections generally are

more useful. Ordinarily K = p = 1 inside a wave guide.

Problem 236a. Find the limiting values of the width a of a wave guide
of square cross section which will transmit a wave of length X in the TEW mode

but not in the TE:i or TMu modes. Ans. - < a <^~*-_.

137. Reflection and Refraction of Plane Waves at the Surface of

a Dielectric. When light or electromagnetic waves of any wave

length strike the interface between two dielectrics, the radiation is

partly reflected and partly transmitted. We shall consider separately
the case where the incident radiation is polarized with the electric

vector prependicular to the plane of

incidence and the case where the electric

vector lies in the plane of incidence. Let
MN (Fig. 302) be the surface separating
a medium of promittivity tc

x
above from

a medium of premittivity /c 2 below.

The incident, reflected and refracted

rays are BO, OC and OD, respectively,

<P l being the angle of incidence and S

the angle of refraction. Our aim is to

find the ratio of the amplitude AI" of the

reflected radiation to the amplitude A
of the incident radiation, and of the

amplitude A% of the transmitted radiation

to the amplitude A of the incident

radiation. The first of these ratios is

known as the coefficient of reflection R and the second as the coefficient

of transmission T. Since the energy density is proportional to the

square of the amplitude, the ratio of the intensity of the reflected to

that of the incident radition, known as the reflecting power, is equal
to the square of the coefficient of reflection. Incidentally we shall

deduce Snell's law giving the relation between 2 and fa.

At the surface MN the normal component of D and the tangen-
tial component of E must be continuous, as proved in article 14.

Since /* is always unity for high-frequency fields, all components of

H must be continuous. These boundary conditions have to be

satisfied, then, by the three systems of waves.

Perpendicular Case. If E is perpendicular to fthe plane of

incidence, we have only the component Ez . We write then

M

D
FIG. 302
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- s il> sin i~J> cos
0i>,

-SiDc sin fr+ y cos 0x1), (137-1>

E2
= kA2ei<*(t

~S 2[x sin a y cos 2]),

for the incident, reflected and refracted wave trains, respectively, 5t

being the wave slowness in the first medium and Sa that in the second.

In each of these expressions the electric intensity is represented by
the imaginary part of the complex quantity.

The magnetic vector is perpendicular to the electric vector in the

sense which makes E X H have the direction of propagation. So,
from (133-6),

HI = iV( i cos t
-

7
sin 0!), ^

H!"= n&'d cos 0!
-

j
sin t), > ( 137 '2>

H2
= n*E2(-i cos 3

-
j
sin 2 ), J

where we have replaced *J K by the index of refraction n in accord

with (133-14).

The boundary conditions, therefore, are

E{ + EI."
=

2 , (137-3)

(Ei + Ei")ni sin fa = 2/?2 sin 2 , (137-4)

(Ei
'

1

//

)^i cos 0! = 2/? 2 cos a , (137-5)
the first expressing the continuity of the tangential component of

E at the surface, and the remaining two the continuity of the two

components of H. Dividing (137-4) by (137-3) we have Snell's law,

sin 0! = n^_ = Vl _ S2
(137-6)

sin 02 rii v2 S^
"

As a consequence of this relation the exponentials in (137-1)
become identical for y = 0. Hence we may replace the E 9

s in

(137-3), (137-4) and (137-5) by the 4's. Dividing (137-5) by
(137-4) to eliminate A2 > and putting R =s A"\A>

\ RL sin 0j cos 2

1 + RL
""

sin 02 cos 0i'

which gives for the coefficient of reflection

K = sin 02_cos 0! ^sin_0iL
cos 02 ^^ sinj^-^^a)

^ (137.7)1
sin 2 cos 0j + sin X cos 2

~~
sin (0! + 2 )

"

Similarly, if we solve (for 7^ BE A 2/Ai, we get for the coefficient

of transmission
2 sin 02 cos 0,

1 sm (0! 4- 2 )

Parallel Case. If the electric vector lies in the plane of inci-

dence, the electric intensities in the incident, reflected and refracted

waves are, respectively,

EX' =Ai(i cos 0i+ J sin 0^ eiw(t -Sj.[x sin 0i- y cos 0J), 1

'Ei'

/

=Ai"(i cos 0!+j sin X ) eiw(t- S^x sin fa+y cos 0J), J-(i37-9>

Ea =^ 2 (i os 24 J sin 2 ) eiw(t-S2 [A? sin a -y cos 2]), j
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and the magnetic intensity is

-\

1

j
(137-10)

Equating the normal components of D and the tangential com-
ponents of E and H on the two sides of the surface of separation, we
have the boundary conditions

(E! + Ei')n^ sin t
= E,n^ sin 2 , (137-11)

(Ei EI') cos 0! = 2 c s 02 (137-12)
(/ + />! = 2^2, (137-13)

if we replace * by n2 . The quotient of (137-11) by (137-13) leads
to Snell's law again. Solving for the coefficient of reflection

R\\ a Ai'jAi and the coefficient of transmission T\\ z& AJA^, we
find in this case

D, ^ _sin_0i_cos 0! sin 4 cos 2 tan (0X
-

2 )

l!

sin 0! cos 0! + sin 2 cos 0,
a==

'tan~("^r+"0)
and

,,, 2 sin 0* cos 0,
T\\ = .

-
.

^2_ _ _r\_ _ . (137-15111

Sill (0j + 2 ) COS (0! 2 )

^ '

The theoretical expressions for the coefficients of reflection and
of transmission for both states of polarization are well verified by
experiment. In fact, Fresnel had given these relations as empirical
formulas long before the advent of the electromagnetic theory of
light.

It is interesting to note that of the four coefficients only R\\ can
vanish. This occurs when t + 2

=
7r/2, for then the denominator

tan (0x + 2) becomes infinite. Under these circumstances the
reflected and refracted rays are at right angles, and all incident
radiation polarized with the electric vector parallel to the plane of
incidence is transmitted. If the incident radiation contains both
states of polarization, the reflected radiation consists solely of elec-

tromagnetic waves polarized with the electric vector perpendicular to
the plane of incidence. So by allowing unpolarized light to strike the
surface of a dielectric such as glass at the proper angle, a reflected
beam of polarized light may be obtained. However, on account of
surface irregularities, the polarization is never complete.

The angle of incidence $ i necessary to make R^ vanish is known
as Brewster's angle or the polarizing angle. Making use of Snell'g

law, we have

* i .^ A="t' 81IY2 -*O'
or

$ t
= arc tan

(
--
y (187-18)

For crown glass in air n^n^ = 1'5 which mikes ^ l =56*.
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Problem 137a. Show that the reflecting power of glass of index of refrao

(n
1 \

f

. ,-) - What change in phase takes
n -\- 1 /

place on reflection ? Why do JSj. and
Rj|

differ in sign ior normal incidence 1

138, Radiation Pressure and Electromagnetic Momentum.
When electromagnetic waves impinge on matter, they exert a stress

known as radiation pressure. To calculate this stress, we must

express the force per unit volume (5), article 131, in terms of the

components of E and H alone. Writing down the X components of

JpT ,
we have

c

The charge p can be eliminated by means of (I'), and the com-

ponents of the current density j by means of (3'), giving

2 ( ,_
_

- L
\ 3z 9x c

(138-2)

*

Furthermore if we multiply (2') by Hx and the second and third

equations of (4') by D and Dy , respectively, and combine,

<138 '3'

Adding (138-2) and (138-3), putting D = *E and B= nH, and

collecting terms,

ly

(138 "4)

Cosider a small rectangular parallelepiped (Fig. 303) of matter

of dimensions Ax, Ay, AZ. If we designate the stresses in the X
direction on its faces by Xx , Xy , Xz , the first being a tension on the

face perpendicular to the X axis and the second and third shears on

the faces perpendicular respectively to the Y and Z axes, the total

force in the X direction is
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or

8*

c/y

FIG. 305

per unit volume. Comparing with (138-4), we see that the electric
stresses parallel to the X axis are

- E?)

(138-5)

In addition to this system of stresses the
exerts a body force the X compone nt of which

electromagnetic field

s given by the last
term in (138-4). Now (EyH2 E2Hy ) is the X component of the
vector E X H. Consequently, the body force is

per unit volume, where u is the Poynting flux E X H.

Consider a slab of matter MN (Fig. 304) perpendicular to the
X axis on the left-hand face of which a steady train of electro-

magnetic waves impinges normally. As E and H are perpendicular
to the direction of propagation, Ex = Hx = 0. Hence the
tension is

*
) (138-7)
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where u is the energy density of the radiation. As
the stress is negative, it represents a pressure.

If Ui is the mean energy density in the incident

radiation, u\' that in the reflected radiation and u^
that in the radiation which passes through the slab,

the average force per unit area of the slab in the X
direction due to the radiation pressure under con-

sideration is

pr
= M/ + if/' M

2 . (138-8)

In the case of a perfect reflector, this becomes

pr = 2M/.
- The shear in the Y direction is

FIG. 304

HI.HX
,

obtained by interchanging x and y in the second of equations (138-5).

This vanishes since Ex = Hx = 0. The same is true of Zx .

Finally the average value of the body force JJV on the slab vanishes,

since the intensity of the incident radiation remains constant and
therefore the mean value of a does not alter with the time. Con-

sequently, the total force is given by (138-8). The predicted pressure
has been verified experimentally by Nichols and Hull and by
Lebedew.

Consider next a region T containing radiation but no P or j. The
force 3T T , then, must be z$ro. Therefore, if y '

is the force on this-

region due to the stresses acting over its surface,

As the volume T contains radiation and nothing else, the force y
due to the stresses on its surface must be supposed to act on the

radiation in its interior- As we have

A, (138-9)

and as force is equal to time rate of increase of momentum, the

radiation has an electromagnetic momentum

c, )
* (138-10)

We may attribute momentum, therefore, in the amount

g = * a (138-11)

1,0

to each unit volume of a radiation field. For plane waves the

electromagnetic momentum per unit volume has the magnitude

(138-12)
~-
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from (134-10) and (133-4), equal to the energy per ur.it volume
divided by the velocity of propagation.

To illustrate the utility of the concept of electromagnetic
momentum, we shall calculate the pressure on the perfectly reflecting
surface MN (Fig. 298) due to a train of electromagnetic waves inci-

dent at the angle 0. If j; is the velocity of propagation and g1

/

the

momentum per unit volume of the incident radiation, a momentum
gi v cos 96 is transferred from the incident to the reflected beam per
unit time by each unit area of the reflector. Consequently, the time
rate of increase of electromagnetic momentum of the radiation field is

2gjV cos2 upwards. This is the force exerted by each unit area of

MN on the radiation. According to the law of action and reaction,

the radiation field exerts an equal and opposite force on the reflecting
surface. - The latter, therefore, is subject to the pressure %gi'v cos2

0.

Now if HI is the mean energy density of the incident radiation, the

mean pressure is

pr = 2giv cos2 = 2w/ cos2 (138-13)

from (138-12). Note that equations (138-8) and (138-13) give the
same result for normal incidence on a perfect reflector.

Problem 138a. The earth receives 20 large calories (1 large calorie

1000 calories) per square meter per minute from the sun. Calculate the
maximum electric intensity and magnetic intensity in sunlight. Assuming
that all the light is absorbed, compute the mean pressure at normal
incidence. Ans. E 0.0341 e.s.u., H 0,0341 oersted, pr = 46(10)-*
dyne/cm

2
.

139. Electromagnetic Oscillators. Although we have considered
in 'some detail the properties of plane electromagnetic waves, we
have given no attention to possible sources of electromagnetic
radiation. In all cases electromagnetic waves originate in the oscilla-

tion of electric charge. The necessary vibratory motion may be

produced most simply by means of the Hertzian oscillator described

in article 91. Here an oscillatory discharge takes place across the

gap G (Fig. 192), the charges on A and B
reversing sign every half period. Essen-

tially we have equal positive and negative

-charges vibrating along the line AB with

simple harmonic motion, the charge of
the one sign being out of phase with that

of the other by rr radians. The mechanism
is equivalent to an oscillating electric

dipole. In our theoretical investigation
of the production of electromagnetic
waves we shall suppose that the oscilla-

tions are maintained at constant .ampli- pIG .

tude, so as to avoid the complications

produced by damping, and shall assume that the region surrounding
the oscillator is empty space.
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Oscillating Electric D/p0fe. -Consider a positive charge q
oscillating with frequency co/27r along the section AB (Fig. 305) of
the Z axis. If a^ is the amplitude of vibration, the displacement of
the charge at any instant is

cos

The displacement of an equal negative charge vibrating with the
same frequency but out of phase by TT radians with the first is

Za
= az cos (cof -f TT)

= -
2 cos co/,

where a2 represents the amplitude of the second charge. At any
instant, then, the distance between the charges is

zx z2
=

(flfj -f 2 ) cos <^
and the electric moment of the dipole is

Q(ZI
-

*i) = Po cos cot, pQ 35 q(Ql + 2). (139-1)
Close to the dipole the field at any instant may be treated as

if static, the components of the electric intensity being given by
(12-2). Consequently, at a distance r from the centre of the dipole
large compared with AB,

Er = 2p -
c

0cos < t> 1

v Arin* \

'"

e = ^
P. cos tat. \

From (68-2) the magnetic field near the dipole is

Sill & .-
crz

sin a* (139-3>

at right angles to the rZ plane. The lines of magnetic force are
therefore circles about the Z axis.

As its electromagnetic field is propagated outwards from the
oscillator with the velocity c, equations (139-2) and (139-3), in which
we have treated the field as if it were static, are valid only in the
neighbourhood of the source. To obtain E at a distance from the
oscillator, we must solve the wave equation (133-1) subject to Gauss'
Law(l"). The solution must reduce to (139-2) in the immediate
vicinity of the oscillator if the waves are to bo those produced by the
mechanism which we have postulated. In fact we may consider
(139-2) to represent the boundary conditions which our solution must
satisfy.

Since the wave equation (133-1) is linear with constant coeffi-

cients, any derivative with respect tb x, y, z or t of a solution is also-
a solution. We shall start, then, with a solution which is a func-
tion of r and t alone and build up other solutions bv differentiation.
As
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it follows that

__n __ dr 3 __ x 3

"a*"*
8*

a* dr
=

r"

-

~aF'

& a fx_ d \ *2

11 **
_a_ ,

i a

3x2
~~

aA r 3r / r
2

3r
2 X 3/-

+ r 9r
'

a
2

a 2

and similar expressions hold for
2
and -

-^
. Consequently,

jp a
a

__ , _9i_ a' 2 a

a**
+

dy* dz*~~ ~3/-
5+>

"

a/-

*

So if we take for the dependent variable in (133-1) a function

3> of r and 7 alone, the wave equation becomes

2 a^ i

since /c
=

/^
= 1. As all the derivatives are partial, this can be

written

jt<
r *o)-

J 3^ (r$o) ' {1394)

an equation which is of precisely the same form as (133-3). Con-

sequently, its solution is

Evidently the first term represents a spherical wave diverging from
the origin and the second term one converging toward the origin.
We are interested in a simple harmonic diverging wave. Therefore,
we shall take

A. Q)
$ == cos (o>f e r), e =s=

, (139-6)

in the notation of (133-7).

Since $ is a solution of the wave equation,

= ^ cos
j ^ cos (tat e r)

--'- sin (a>f
- e r) I (139-7)

is also. If, then, we take for the components of E

each component of the electric intensity is a solution of the wavf

equation.

As this procedure seems somewhat artificial at first sight, it may
be illuminating to observe that the method we are following is closely

analogous to that which we might pursue in obtaining the components
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(12-2) of the electric intensity due to a static dipole. In that caso

we might start with the solution

of Laplace's equation, then differentiate with respect to z to get the

potential (12-1)

v __ __
1
""

~a~
of the dipole, and finally write

3^0 A cosfl
~

a set of equations which, of course, is exactly equivalent to (12-2).

The only respects in which our procedure in obtaining (139-8) differs

from that which we have outlined above for the static dipole are that

we start with a solution of the wave equation, which is the generali-
zation of Laplace's equation for electromagnetic fields, and that we
have an added term in the expression (139-8) for Ez . The necessity
of this added term will appear immediately.

We have yet to show that the components (139-8) of the electric

intensity satisfy Gauss' law (1"). Making use of (139-7),

y . OJ^s Q \C~Vfft . O'Vfn . CTM^n 1

3*
^

dz

g __3( 3^*o_
z ~dz I 3*2

But, as $ is a solution of the wave equation, the expression
within the braces vanishes identically. Consequently (1") is

satisfied. It should be noted that if we had omitted the second
term in the expression for Ez ,

the components of E, while they would
have satisfied the wave equation, would have failed to satisfy
Gauss' law.

Now equation (139-8) shows that E
Xt
Ey and the first term in Ez

are obtained from $ l just as the components of the electric intensity

(7-7) are obtained from the potential in an electrostatic field. So we
can consider that we have the field that would be produced by the

1 ^ cfi

potential $ | plus the electric intensity
-

2
~

2
in the direction

of the axis of the dipole. Consequently, with the aid of (7-8),

we have

(1399)

for the components of electric intensity in the directions of increasing
r and $ respectively. Making use of (139-6) and (139-7) we get

explicitly
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(2 2 ) 1Ef = A cos
] -3 cos (<of

*-
r)

-
2
--sin (<>)t e r) *,

|

I

e = ,4 sin \(\~ -

^ cos (o>f e r) H139-10)
(\ ra r /

I

-sin (o>/ er) f.
f

) J
As 6 =27u/7\, the terms in 1/r

3
predominate over the others at

distances from the origin small compared with the wave length.
Furthermore, near the origin r in the argument of the trigono-
metrical functions represents a negligible phase angle. Consequently,
we have

,, 2A cos
") ,

A/ . 0/-K3 tt\f 'COS

-. Ane ( 139'n )

E e==

73
C03 w/

I

in the immediate neighbourhood of the oscillating dipole. So the

boundary conditions (139-2) are satisfied if the con&tant A is made
equal to the amplitude pQ of the electric moment.

At a great distance from the origin we need retain only those
terms in (139-10) involving 1/r. Hence Er has a negligible mag-
nitude compared with o, and, putting 2?c/A for e in the amplitude
factor, the electric intensity consists of the component

cos (*->) (139-12)

alone. At this distance from the dipole a small section of the wave
front is approximately plane, and the magnetic intensity is given by
{133-6). It is, then,

rin

y> A f

in a direction at right angles to the rZ plane, that is, in the direction
of increasing azimuth <p measured about the Z axis. Therefore, the
lines of magnetic force are circles around the Z axis.

Both o and H&'&Te zero along the axis of the dipole on account

of the factor sin and are maximum in the equatorial plane. The
radiation, therefore, is emitted from the dipole in greatest intensity
in directions at right angles to the line of oscillation. Both fields

fall off inversely with the distance r and, for a constant pQ , are

inversely proportional to the square of the wave length or directly

proportional to the square of the frequency. Inspection of (139-10)
shows that the phase of JEb changes by ir as we pass from the vicinity
of the origin to a distant point. Although the two fields are in phase
at a great distance froni the source, comparison of (139-2) with

(139-3) shows that they differ in phase by ?r/2 in the neighbourhood
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of the oscillating dipole. That the latter must be the case is clear
from the fact that when the electric moment is greatest the current
is zero and vice versa. The Radiation emitted is polarized with E in

the rZ plane and H at right angles thereto.

The Poynting flux is

cos* (<u/
~ er) (139-14)

in the direction of the radius vector.

The energy 9*r radiated per unit time is obtained by integrating
over the surface of a sphere of radius r. We have then

ffr = a 277T2 sin 6dQ =
4 cos2

(cor
-

r), (139-15)
J oA

and the mean rate of radiation is

(139-16)
v/\

For a given pQ the rate of radiation is inversely proportional
to the fourth power of the wave length or directly pro-
portional to the fourth power of the frequency.

In an actual oscillator the charges which act as sources
of electromagnetic radiation are not point charges as in

the ideal oscillator which we have discussed. Rather we
have a continuous back and forth flow of electricity between
two adjacent conductors such as A and B in Fig. 306. If / FIG. 306

is the distance between A and B

ql = pQ cos <u/,

and the current / is

dq . .

/ = = / sin o>/,

where

// as coj?
= pQ ,

A

In terms of the current amplitude (139-12) and (139-13) become

- cos (cur
- e r), (139-17)

and the mean rate of radiation of energy is

9>r = *. (139-18)

If .RQ is the ohmic resistance of the oscillator, the mean rate at
which energy is converted into heat is

^a T Wo*.' .'

"
,

.
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from (92-8). So the total dissipation of energy per unit time is

The effective resistance of the oscillator, then, is increased by radia-

tion in the amount

<139
-19>

This is known as the radiation resistance of the oscillator. In practical
units (ohms),

Vp (139-20)

The radiation characteristics of the ordinary vertica.1 wire
antenna used in wireless communication can be determined with the
aid of (139-12) and (139-13). The antenna is divided into a number
of short lengths each of which acts like an oscillating dipole. The total

radiation field is then the sum of the fields due to these elementary
oscillators, and the radiation resistance of the
antenna can be calculated by the same methods
that we have used here.

Oscillating Magnetic Dipole. A circular

loop of wire C (Fig. 307) in which an oscillating
current i = / cos <oMs flowing constitutes an

oscillating magnetic dipole. For, on account of
the back and forth flow of current, the field

which it produces is the same as that of an

equivalent magnetic shell whose polarity is a

simple harmonic function of the time. If A is

the area of the circuit, the equivalent magnetic moment is iA\c and
the amplitude of the magnetic moment is iQA\c.

All we need do to obtain //o in the radiation field is to replace

pQ by i^Ajc in (139-12). We have then

FIG. 307

cos (<uf- cr) (139-21)

since E<p must be negative of HQ for a diverging wave.

The mean rate of radiation is

(139-22)

from (139-16). Comparing with (139-18) we see that for the same
current and wave length

Radiation from Magnetic Oscillator^/ 2iMl \ 2 ^ 9
Radiation from Electric Oscillator

~~
V 7\/

'

Since thje linear dimensions of an oscillating dipole must be small

compared with the wave length 7\ of the emitted radiation* a magne-
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tic oscillator is inefficient compared with an electric oscillator of

comparable size as a source of electromagnetic waves. Now open
circuits operate effectively as electric oscillators, whereas closed

loops have the characteristics of magnetic oscillators. Con-

sequently, the former are used in preference to the latter for wireless

antennas.

Problem 239a. An oscillator has a length of 5 meters and carries a current
whose r.m.s. value is 5 amperes. The frequency is 1000 kilocycles per second.
Find the power radiated. Ans. 54*8 watt.

What is the radiation resistance of the oscillator of 139a ?Problem 139b.
Ans. 0.219 ohm.

Problem 139c. Find the relative efficiency as sources of electromagnetic
waves of an electric oscillator of length 5 meters and magnetic oscillator
of the same diameter at a frequency of 1000 kilocycles per second. Ans.
148 : 1,

Problem 139d. An antenna consists of a straight wire of length X/2
parallel to the Z axis with centre at the origin. The amplitude of the current
along the antenna is given by i 200 cos e z. Find the radiation field at a
distance r from the origin great compared with the wave length X.

Ans. 6 =
2*oo cos f

^-cos
6

----- > -- cos (wt- 6 r).

140. Graphical Representation of Electromagnetic Waves.
Since electromagnetic waves progress through empty space with the

velocity c, we can consider the field of an oscillating point charge as

travelling out from it radially in all directions with the speed of light,
the charge replenishing the field, as fast as it moves away, by the
emission of new lines of force. For instance, let us consider a charge
oscillating up and down along the line AC (Fig. 308) with simple
harmonic motion and let us fix our attention on a line of electric

FIG. 308

force extending to the right. If \ve suppose the charge to be initially
at rest at A, the line of force under consideration is then the straight
line AD. If, now, the simple harmonic motion is imparted to the

charge, the field at A moves out to A l with the velocity c while the
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charge moves up to B. The line of force is now BA^D. Allowing
another equal interval of time to elapse, A has progressed to A l and
B to jB2 while the charge has reached the upper end C of its path, and
the line of force under consideration has assumed the form CB^A^D.
The direction of motion BB2 of the point B of the field is horizontally
to the; right relative to an observer moving with the charge, therefore

inclined upward relative to an observer who does not partake of the

motion. Continuing the process we find BC3B3A^D and AB4

f

C^A^D'
for successive later configurations of the line of force under con-

sideration, the line of motion BB^ being inclined below the horizontal

on account of the downward motion of the charge on passing through
B on its return to A. We have here a moving picture of an electro-

magnetic wave progressing to the right from the oscillating charge.
The farther the wave travels from the source, the steeper and more

nearly transverse it becomes. The reader can easily show that no-

wave is emitted in the vertical direction.

The line of force shown in the figure has exactly the configura-
tion of a stream of water issuing from a nozzle kept pointed to the

right and caused to oscillate up and down along the line AC. The

picture is not merely approximately correct, but is an exact represen-
tation of an electromagnetic wave. In fact the entire group of
Maxwell's field equations, (1") to (4") of article 133, has been shown*
to be merely the kinematical equations of motion of the lines of force

of the field as here represented. Had this representation been,

available before Oersted's discovery of the magnetic effect of a

current, Ampere's law with Maxwell's addition of the displacement-

Pic?. 309

current, Faraday's law and the second term in the force equation^
could have been predicted without any appeal to experiment.

We cannot apply correctly the foregoing representation to the
resultant field of an oscillating dipole since the radial velocity of*

propagation c applies only to the individual field of a single point-

charge. The waves produced by a dipole must rather be considered.

*Page and Adams, Electrodynamics, D, Van Nostrand Co.i Inc., 1940.
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as the resultant of the two trains of waves to which the two charges

give rise. These are illustrated in Fig. 309 for a horizontal line of

force extending from each charge. Remembering that the line of

force terminating on the positive charge is directed away from the

charge on which it originates whereas that terminating on the

negative charge is directed toward its source, it is clear from the

diagram that the transverse components of the two fields reinforce

^ach other whereas the longitudinal components are oppositely
directed. Whereas the field is largely longitudinal close to the dipole,
it is nearly altogether transverse a't a distance of a few wave lengths.



CHAPTER XVII

HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS

141. Characteristics of High-Frequency Circuits. Although
high-frequency circuits are subject to the same fundamental Jaws
as low-frequency c'rcuits, their behaviour in practice differs in a
number of important respects. In the first place, it is very difficult

to construct circuit elements which are pure resistances, inductances
or capacitances and which have constant magnitudes. Thus a
resistance unit usually has a small but not negligible reactance.

Moreover, the magnitude of the resistance itself varies somewhat
with frequency because of change in the current distribution within

the conductors of which the resistance element is composed, an effect

discussed in more detail in the next article. Similarly an inductance
coil has a resistance which increases appreciably with frequency.
Also a coil behaves like an inductance shunted by a small capacitance,
because of the capacitance between adjacent parts of its winding.
Again a condenser has an apparent series resistance due to dielectric

losses. This is true even of an air condenser, unless it is very carefully
constructed.

Distributive effects constitute another difference between high
and low-freqency circuits. That is, the inductance of leads and

connecting wires .and the capacitance between different parts of a
circuit usually cannot be neglected. Stray coupling and stray capaci-
tances to near-by objects are particularly troublesome, it often being
necessary to resort to shielding as well as to special arrangement of

the circuit to avoid errors due to these causes.

Measurements in high-frequency circuits cannot easily be made
by means of bridges and similar arrangements suitable for low-

frequency measurements, both because of the lack of constancy of
circuit elements and because of the distributive effects just mentioned.

Usually, high-frequency measurements are made to depend on reso-

nance phenomena, since resonance adjustments are relatively simple
at high frequencies. Incidentally, knowledge of the frequency
often is required, so that use of a frequency meter (art. 127) is

involved.

Finally, with the exception of thermocouple meters (art. 64)
instruments suitable for low-frequency circuits cannot be used in

high-frequency circuits. Special devices are required, the most

important of which is the thermionic vacuum tube to be described in

article 143.

High-frequency theory and practice contain so many special
features that they are often regarded as constituting a separate field

of physical knowledge. Excluding the microwave frequency range,
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which is distinct in itself, some of the more important features of

high-frequency circuits are discussed briefly in this chapter.

142. Resistance, Inductance and Capacitance. As has beea

pointed out in the previous article, circuit elements do not possess

pure resistance, inductance or capacitance of constant magnitude
in high-frequency circuits. Let us investigate the high-frequency
characteristics of resistance units, inductance coils and condensers.

Resistance. Consider first a straight conductor of circular cross

section carrying a current / = / sin cor. Let the length of the con-

ductor be / and its radius a. We are interested in the current

density j at different points in the conductor. At low frequencies-
the current density is everywhere j = jQ sin to/, where y'

= / /7r0
2

,

since the current is uniformly distributed. At high frequencies,

however, the current density is not uniform across the cross section

of the conductor, for the change of magnetic flux inside the con-

ductor results in an e.m.f. of sufficient magnitude to affect the distri-

bution of current. It is evident from symmetry that the internal

e.m.f. and, consequently, the current density are functions of the
distance from the axis of the conductor.

To find the current density, we may use the electromagnetic field

equations developed in Chapter XVI. However, the solution of these

equations under the given conditions is rather difficult. As the

variation of the current density is quite small, even at frequencies of
several million cycles per second, we can obtain a satisfactory

approximate solution of the problem by supposing that the total

current density / at any point is made up of the low-frequency
density j and a circulating or eddy-current density^. That is,

J^j+je. (142-1)

The eddy currents, which are due to the internal e.m.f. in the con-

ductor, do not affect the total amount of current passing, of course,
but merely alter its distribution. In calculating je we
shall take account of the flux corresponding to the un-

disturbed current density 7, but shall neglect the small

r*-
j amount of flux due to je itself.

The eddy-current density is a function of the distance

r (Fig. 310) from the axis of the conductor, so that the
1 eddy currents flow in cylindrical shells. Moreover, as the

eddy currents do not produce any resultant flow of

current, there must be some distance r from the axis at

which je is zero, the eddy currents always being in

opposite directions inside and outside of r . Referring to
the figure, let us determine the e.m.f. around the

rectangle efgh of unit height lying in a plane through the

i-in sino>t
axis. With the positive direction of current in the

conductor as indicated, the positive direction of e.m.f.
FIG. 310 around the rectangle is in the sense of the arrows.
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If we exclude ferromagnetic materials and assume / large com-

pared with a, the flux of induction through the rectangle is

2/ sin o>f , 1- -ff

J f

using (71-6). Then, from Faraday's law (86-1),

ie = - l d Mr 2 - r2 )

'

sin oifl

where a is the conductivity of the conductor, so that

TTCFtt) , 9 Ov .

7 = --
(f >o A/o cos <*>*

It remains to determine r . As the total flow of current due

to je is always zero, we have

f* je .2nrdr = 0,
J o

or, removing factors independent of r,

f
a

/ 2 2^ A a* r a* A
(r

2 r 2
)rdr = -= 0.

J 42
Thus r = fl/V 2 and, finally,

Evidently the mean rate at which energy is dissipated in the
conductor for a given magnitude / of total current flowing is great at

high frequencies than at low because of the presence of the eddy
currents. The low-frequency rate is $/W

a &OHI (92-8), where
R =

l/jra
2a is the low-frequency or d-c resistance. In order to

express the high-frequency rate in the same form, it is convenient to
define the effective resistance Re by setting \Rei* equal to the
mean power developed in the conductor. As the instantaneous

power is

_ V' wr _ sn ^ C08_ | )
si

the mean power is

1 /o'T* f , ,

* I V *
*
^
S

avJ.L 1+ -*-r~ T)

1 n- f i i
277<rw f/ , a* v-

2
*'

L
J + ~^^J (

r ~ T)
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since in taking mean values sin2 o>f = cos2 car =
, while

sin co? cos a>f = 0. Thus, equating J/^/
2 to the expression just

obtained and evaluating the integral,

i **,.&
~

<]24 '

or, in terms of the frequency v,

R 1 + (142-3)

In applying this formula it must be remembered that cr is in c.g.s.

units, although Re and R may be expressed in any system of units
since they appear as a ratio.

The increase of the effective resistance of a conductor with fre-

quency is called the skin effect, because the current density diminishes

along the axis and increases near the surface. This fact does not

appear from our approximate analysis which is valid only for small
values of orva2/c

2
, but is brought out by an exact solution of the

problem.

To minimize the skin effect, we must keep ava2
/c

2 small. The
sizes of manganin and of copper wire (American wire gauge) which
must be used to keep RejR less than 1.01 are shown for various

frequencies in the table. Evidently, as far as skin effect goes, it is

desirable to use fine wires of low Conductivity. For this reason

primary resistance standards for high frequencies usually consist of

single lengths of fine manganin wire. For convenience these resistance

units are made up in sets covering a range of resistance values. The
construction of such a set is described in Bureau of Standards Circular

No. 74.

When resistance wire is wound into the form of a coil, the
variation of the effective resistance with frequency is much increased,
for now there are eddy-current losses in each turn of wire due not

only to its own field, the skin effect, but also to the field of adjacent
turns, the proximity effect. In addition there is always some residual
inductance even with the non-inductive type of winding and some
capacitance between different parts of the coil, so that at high fre-
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quencies its reactance is appreciable. Resistance boxes can be used,
therefore, only when great accuracy is not required and then only
subject to frequency limitations. For general purposes carefully con-
structed resistance boxes may be used up to 50,000 cycles per second
without incurring errors greater than one or two per cent. In tuned
circuits, where the tuning neutralizes the residual reactance of resis-

tance elements, the frequency limit is considerably higher.

Inductance. An inductance coil is subject to two disturbing
influences at high frequencies. The skin and proximity effects cause

L
jj

the effective resistance R^
to increase q 1* raPidly
W|tj1 frequencv? whereas
the capacitance between
different parts of the wind-

ing causes the current to

vary along the coil. In
FIG. 311

,
the case of a single layer
coil, for example, the

current is greater in the middle than at the ends. It is found that the

impedance of the coil is approximately equivalent to that of the
divided circuit shown in Fig. 311, L being the low-frequency induc-
tance and Ca, by definition, the distributed capacitance. Referring
to article 113, the complex impedance of the divided circuit is seen
to be

Re

As Q is of the order of a few micromicrofarads and the coil is never
used with a frequency so high that LQcu 2

approaches unity, we can

neglect 7?eQo> in comparison with (1
- LQo>2

) and the expression
for the impedance reduces to

Thus the apparent resistance Ra and the apparent inductance La of
the coil are given by

-'** i" ~
(1

- LCdcu2)*' I

r > (W2-4)
r J^

I

It appears that both the apparent resistance and the apparent
inductance increase with frequency because of the distributed capaci-
tance. The former also increases as a result of the skin and proximity
effects, so its rate of increase is relatively large. For this reason the

apparent 2 of the coil, 2a = La<*>IRa,
does not change very rapidly

with frequency. In fact, for a limited frequency range, it may often
be treated as a constant.
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As (142-4) gives only approximate results, particularly in the

case of the resistance, and as the values of jRa and La in practice

depend somewhat on the position of the coil in the circuit, stray

capacitance to ground, the presence of near-by conductors and so onr

it is necessary in accurate work to measure Ra and La under the exact
conditions in which the coil is to used. Methods of measurement
will be described in article 144.

Capacitance. The behaviour of a condenser at high frequencies
is similar to its behaviour at low frequencies. There are energy losses

due to dielectric absorption (art. 20) whose effect may be represented
by an apparent series resistance R. If C is the capacitance of the

condenser, its power factor. is given by

cos = /C<o,

as in (121-11)

Although the power factor does not change greatly with fre-

quency, it is usually somewhat greater at high frequencies than at

low. Also it is more important at high frequencies, for circuits are

usually adjusted to resonance and small resistance
"

is desirable in

order to obtain large currents. For these reasons care must be used
in selecting condensers for high-frequency circuits. Condensers in

which the dielectric is waxed paper have a power factor of the order
of (10)~~

2
, which is often too large to be satisfactory. Mica condensers

anrl air condensers in which the insulation between the two sets of

plates is not well arranged have a power factor lying between (10)~
3

and (10)~
4

. In the case of a carefully built air condenser in which
the plates are supported by some low-loss material such as quartz,
the power factor may be (10)"~

5 or less. If the condenser is variable,
these figures apply at maximum capacitance, the power factor being
approximately inversely proportional to the condenser setting.

As the high-frequency characteristics of standard air condensers
can be accurately determined at low frequencies, using methods
described in Chapter XIV. high-frequency measurements are made as
far as possible in terms of capacitance.

143. Vacuum Tubes. The vacuum tube is a device whose
operation depends primarily on the control of space charge (art. 81).
The simplest type is the three-electrode tube or
triode. This consists of a hot filament F (Fig. 312),
a fine wire grid G and a plate P, all enclosed in a

highly evacuated bulb. The tube whose elements
are shown in the diagram has a cylindrical structure
but the electrodes may equally well be parallel

planes. Thus the triode is similar to the two-
electrode tube described in article 81 except for the

grid which has been interposed between the cathode
and the anode.

Let us suppose that potentials g Q and g p t
measured relative

to the filament, are applied to the grid and plate, respectively, the
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latter potential being much greater than the former. Electrons are
drawn from the filament through the grid to the plate. Assuming a

sufficiently plentiful supply of electrons, the plate current iP is deter-
mined by the distribution of space charge between F and P. Now,
as we have seen, with no grid present the plate voltage controls the

space charge in such a way that *> is proportional to P
3

/
2

. With
the grid, however, the space charge depends on both G and g Pm
It is found that because the grid is much closer than the plate to the
filament g $ is more effective than g p in controlling the space
charge. En fact, a given change in grid voltage causes the same
change in plate current as a change in plate voltage /* times as great,
where p is a constant called the amplification factor. This constant

ranges in value from two or three to several hundred depending on
the geometry of the tube. Thus for the triode the plate current is

proportional to
( g P + p. g G )

3 '2 and we may write

ip ^KP(Sp + fiSa )

3 '2
, (143-1)

KP being a constant.

The way in \vhich //> varies
with g G and p is shown gra-
phically in Fig. 313 for a typi-
cal case. Each curve represents
the variation of plate current
with grid voltage for a
definite value of plate voltage.
In practice the grid voltage
is restricted to negative and
small positive values, as large
positive values cause electrons
to be deflected to the grid
diminishing the plate current ./

x
\fT *l ~ J .

(volts)

and reducing the effectiveness
of the grid control.

FIG. 314
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There are a number of uses to which vacuum tubes may be put.

The most important of these in connection with high frequencies

are amplification, detection and oscillation, which we shall discuss in

turn. In each case small variable e.m.f.'s and currents are super-

posed on larger steady ones.

Consider the typical circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 314.

The tube elements are indicated schematically in the circle. Voltage
for the filament, plate voltage and grid voltage are supplied by
batteries g A. SB and g c. The subscripts A 9

B and C are customa-

rily employed to indicate quantities associated with the filament, plate
and grid circuits, respectively, and the three sources of e.m.f. just
mentioned are often called the ^4-battery, the #-battery and the

C-battery. A high-frequency e.m.f. is introduced into the grid
circuit by means of magnetic coupling, the coil LC in the grid circuit

belong tuned to the applied frequency by a condenser Co. Similarly,
a high-frequency e.m.f. is taken from the plate circuit, the coil L& in

the plate circuit carrying the steady component of the plate current

as well as the varying component.

I

Suppose now that g B has a relatively large value, while g c is

kept negative, so that the

characteristic ip ~~ go
curve and the operating

point O are as shown in

Fig. 315. Then, as O is

on the part of the curve
which is nearly straight,
the variable part of the

plate current has essen-

tially the same form as

the variable part of the

grid voltage. This is illus-

trated by the two sinusoi-

dal curves on the diagram.
Finally, the voltage
taken from the plate
circuit also has the same
form as the input voltage.
Its amplitude, however,
is much greater than that
of the input voltage when
the circuit is properly
adjusted. Thus the tube
functions as an amplifier. Several amplifying tubes may be con-

mected in series, the output voltage of one tube supplying the

rnput voltage to the next. In this way very large amplification may
be obtainted, an important matter in the reception of the high-

jequency electromagnetic waves used in wireless communication.

FIG.
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Next let us change the value of c so as to make O lie on the
non-linear part of the

ip ~ KG curve (Fig. 316).
Then the varfable part of
the plate current no

longer has the same form
as the variable part of
tie grid voltage, but is

distorted as illustrated in

the diagram. Evidently
the mean value of the
variable part of the plate
current is not zero but has
a positive magnitude.
Thus, if the plate circuit

inductance LB is replaced
by a d-c milliammeter,
the reading will be greater
when the high-frequency
voltage is impressed on
the grid than when the

grid voltage consists of

Sc alone. The tube is

now acting as a detector

of high-frequency oscilla- FIG. 316

tions. As the increase of the meter reading over the steady state

value increases with the amplitude of the impressed grid voltage,
the meter may be calibrated to indicate this amplitude directly. The
vacuum tube and its associated circuit are then called a vacuum tube

voltmeter. By using this instrument

to measure the e.m.f. across a known

impedance the amplitude of a small

high-frequency current may be

determined.

Finally we must consider the

production of high frequency oscilla-

tions by means of a vacuum tube.

If a single tuned circuit is set into

oscillation by any means, the ampli-
tude of the oscillations diminishes

rapidly, as demonstrated in article

91, the energy of the oscillations

being dissipated in the resistance

of the circuit. If, however, the

oscillating circuit is associated with

a vacuum tube in such a way that

energy is supplied as fast as it is dis-

sipated, then steady oscillations of

constant amplitude are maintained.
There are a number of ways in which
this can be done.

Fio. 317
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A convenient circuit is shown in Fig. 317. The oscillating circuit

consists of a plate coil of inductance LB and resistance RB shunted

by a variable capacitance CB. The oscillating current i*i LB induces

a voltage in the grid coil LC due to the mutual inductance M between

them. This voltage in turn causes a plate current which supplies the

necessary energy to the oscillating circuit. In order that the phase
relations may be correct with the coils connected as shown, the

windings must be in the some sense. The frequency of oscillation is

controlled by the oscillating circuit, being given by Iftir^LBCB as

usual. As the tuned circuit is in the plate circuit of the tube, the

circuit arrangement of Fig. 317 is called a tuned-plate oscillator.

In order to adjust the oscillator in. practice, it is usually desir-

able that the coils be provided with taps as indicated in Fig. 318.

Then, by moving the grid lead, the proper amount of grid voltage
to sustain oscillation is obtained and, by moving the plate lead , the

amplitude of the oscillating current is controlled.

For a description of tetrodes, pentodes and other multi-element

vacuum tubes, and for a detailed discussion of amplifiers, detectors,

oscillators and other vacuum ^ . ,

tube devices, the reader V
should refer to some work '

i

devoted to the theory of
fl fl I

vacuum tubes. No attempt VJOOcx^
is made in this article to do . i

more than give a qualita- I I I

tive description of vacuum
|

tubes and of their uses in pIG . 313

high-frequency circuits.

144. High-Frequency Measurements. In making measurements
at high frequencies certain general precautions must be taken in

order to obtain consistent and significant results. Thus, a circuit

must be arranged so that capacitance between its different elements

is avoided. Also, the effect of capacitance to ground should be

minimized by grounding the circuit at the point where this capaci-
tance is greatest. Similarly, stray magnetic coupling must be elimi-

nated. Often shielding is necessary to prevent undesirable coupling,
both capacitative and magnetic. Finally, in comparison measure-

ments where one circuit element is substituted for another, care must
be taken to see that the circuit is not changed in any way by the

substitution. The practice of these precautions and of some other

special ones will be made clear in the description of actual measure-

ments below. Although, for simplicity, an ammeter is employed in

each case to indicate resonance, a vacuum tube voltmeter connected

across an impedance element in the circuit can be used equally well.

As we are usually interested in determining the complete charac-

teristics of a resistance element, or an inductance coil, or a conden-

ser, we shall discuss the measurements under these headings.
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V.T.Osc. I

Resistance Element. The circuit used to calibrate a resistance

element at high frequency is shown in Fig. 319. L is an inductance
coil loosely coupled to a vacuum tube oscillator, C is a variable

condenser and A is a sensitive

thermocouple meter of low resistance.

R8
xs a standard variable resistance

or a set of standard units such as

were described in article 142, while

Ra is the apparent resistance of the

element to be calibrated and Xa is its

apparent inductance, if any. Either
R8 or Ra may be introduced into the

circuit by means of a double-pole
double-throw switch which may well

consist of six small mercury cups and
two copper jumpers, instead of the

ordinary knife blade type, in order

to avoid contact resistance and stray

capacitance effects. It will be
noticed that the leads from L are

fairly long in order to remove the FIG. 319
rest of the apparatus from the field of the coils. On the other hand,
the leads connecting R8 and Ra to the switch are short and of

approximately the same length in order that the circuit may not be
affected by the substitution of one resistance for the other. One side

of the condenser is grounded. If the condenser is enclosed in a
metal case, this is included in the ground connection.

The actual measurements consist first in adjusting the oscillator

to a desired frequency with the aid of a frequency meter (not shown
in the figure), including Ra in the circuit and tuning by means of C,
resonance being indicated by a maximum current reading on the

meter A. Then R8 is substituted for R, the circuit retuned and
R8 adjusted until the resonance current has the same value as for

Ra . Since the reactance is zero in both cases equal currents indicate

equal resistances. Thus Ra Rg . The process is now repeated
with a new frequency and so on until the desired frequency range
has been covered. It is usually convenient to plot Ra as a function

of frequency. If desired, the apparent reactance Xa of the resistance

element may be cal-

culated in terms of

L and C at each of

the frequencies, since

at resonance <*> !/

Co> + Xa = 0. Often,

however, khowledge of

the apparent reactance
is not required.

Inductance Coil.

The apparent indue-FIG. 320
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tance La of a coil, its true inductance L and its distributed capaci-
tance Cd can all be obtained from one set of measurements. The

experimental arrangement is indicated in Fig. 320, the coil being

represented by its equivalent circuit as explained in article 142. C
is a calibrated variable condenser and A a thermocouple meter to

indicate resonance as in the case of the resistance measurements
described above. The coil is loosely coupled to a vacuum tube
oscillator whose frequency can be adjusted with the aid of a fre-

quency meter to any desired value.

From (142-4) the apparent inductance at an angular frequency
o> is given by

r _ L
a ~~

1 ~ LCd o>
2

*

Now, having adjusted the measuring circuit to resonance, we
have 1 L(C + Cd)o>

2 = 0. Hence eliminating L we find

L. --^,, (144-1)

or, eliminating o>,

(144-2)

Thus to find La as a function of frequency we need only tune the

circuit to resonance for a number of frequencies and use (144-1). To
find L and Cd we may proceed in either of two ways. Suppose we
choose a pair of frequencies o^ and o>2 not too widely separated and
tune the circuit for each, Cl and C2 being the two resonance values

of the capacitance. Then

1 - L(C, + CtW = 0,

1 - L(C2 + Cd)o> 2
2 = 0.

Eliminating first Cd and then L we have
1 _. -

1
- 1

= <V _, |

Q - C,
'

(144-3)

In making determinations of L and Cj by this method several pairs
of values in different parts of the frequency range should be used as

these quantities, particularly Cd,

may not be absolutely constant. c

The second method is graphi-
cal and hence somewhat less

accurate than the first. Having
tuned the circuit to resonance for

a number of frequencies, we plot

I/ tt>
2

against C (Fig. 321) and
draw a straight line through the

points so obtained, extending the ^j
line until it cuts the C axis. Then ^<J

from the relation 1/co
2 = L(C+Q) FIG. 321
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we see that the slope of the line gives L and the intercept on the C
axis gives & When these quantities have been determined, La

may readily be calculated with the aid of (144-2) and plotted against

frequency, if it has not been previously obtained.

In applying formulas (144-1) to (144-3) inclusive it must be
remembered that the angular frequency o> is 2ir times the actual

frequency given by the frequency meter.

To determine the apparent resistance Ra
a somewhat different circuit, illustrated in

Fig. 322. The coil in question is re-

presented by La , Ra while L' is a small

coupling coil loosely coupled to the oscil-

lator. C is a variable condenser, R, a
standard adjustable resistance and A a

thermocouple meter. By means of a switch
the coil can be introduced into the circuit

or removed from it as desired. The circuit

is arranged in accord with the precautions
outlined at the beginning of the article,

special care being taken that there is no

coupling between La and either the oscil-

lator or L r

.

We first measure the resistance of the

entire circuit including Ra . Let R be the
resistance of the circuit exclusive of R* and
R9. Having adjusted the oscillator to a

desired frequency we tune the circuit to

resonance with the standard resistance set

at zero and note the amplitude /10 of the

current. Then we increase the standard
resistance to a value R8 ,

so that the current

: 20 . This gives

of the coil, we require

FIG. 322

amplitude diminishes to

Ra + R + R,

Ra + R

or, solving for Ra + R,

Rtl + R = R,
20

(144-4)

This result rests on the assumption that there is no change in the
e.m.f. induced in L' by the oscillator, that is, that the coupling is

loose enough so that the measuring circuit does not react on the

oscillator and change the oscillating current. It is important to

verify this assumption, either by including a meter in the circuit of
the oscillator or by using several values of R8 and observing whether
there is a change in the values obtained for Ra -t- R.

Next we remove the coil, retime the circuit and
the resistance. This time we have

again measure
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'20
. , .

'10 *
(144-5)

the prime indicating the new set of current and resistance values.

Ra is now obtained by taking the difference of (144-4) and (144-5).
If the current amplitude is reduc-

ed one-half by the addition of the
known resistance in each ease, we
have simply Ra = R9 R8'-

Evidently the condenser must be

sufficiently good so that the

change in its apparent resistance

during the process of retuning is

negligible*

When Ra has been deter-

mined for a number of frequen-
cies we plot it as a function of

frequency, preferably on the same

diagram with La for the sake of

comparison.
Condenser. The capacitance

of a condenser is found by com-

parison with that of a variable

standard condenser. At the same
time its apparent resistance R
may be determined if the standard
is of the low-loss type so that its

resistance is negligible. The
circuit arrangement is shown in

Fig. 323. The condenser to be calibrated is represented by C, R
and the standard by C9 . L is a variable but not necess arily
calibrated inductance. L' is a small coil loosely coupled to the
vacuum tube oscillator. R8 is a standard adjustable resistance
and A a thermocouple meter. The circuit is laid out in a manner
similar to that of Fig. 319, the condensers being removed from the
coils and symmetrically disposed with respect to the rest of the
circuit. One side and the case of each condenser is grounded. The
switch by means of which one condenser is substituted for the other
-should be of the mercury cup type described in concection with

Fig. 319.

To make a determination of C and R we adjust the oscillator

to a desired frequency with the aid of a frequency meter, include C
in the circuit and, with the adjustable resistance set at zero, tune the
oircuit to resonance by varying L. Then, having noted the amplitude
of the resonance current, we replace C by C8 and tune again, vary-
ing C8 this time and leaving L unchanged. Finally we set Rz so
that the current is the same as before. Under these conditions

C = C8 , R =Rt .

Unless the condenser is poorly constructed C is independent of fre-

FIG. 323
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quency and the power factor J?Co> is very nearly so. However, it is

usually desirable to repeat the measurements at several other fre-

quencies to verify this behavior.

If the condenser is variable, we determine C and -R for a number
of settings at one frequency and then repeat for a few settings only
at several other frequencies. It is usually convenient to plot C as a

function of the condenser reading on a fairly large scale in order to

be able to determine the capacitance at any setting accurately.

A more precise method than the one given above for determining
R consists in measuring the total resistance of the circuit when C
is included and again when C8 has been substituted and taking the

difference. The procedure followed is exactly the same as in the

measurement of total resistance described in connection with the

inductance coil measurements just preceding. This method is, how-
ever, considerably more laborious than the other.
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Absorption, dielectric, .3

Accumulator, 158
Admittance, 238

,complex, 338
Alternator, 348
Ammeter, a.c., 345

, d.c., 198

Amvere, 173, 199

Ampere, 116

Ampere-hour, 157

Ampere-turn, 315

Ampere's law, 175

, circuital form, 188, 239, 413

Ampere's theory of magnetism, 199,

231, 236
Amperian circuit, 200, 209

Amplification factor, 453

Amplifier. 454

Angle, conical or solid, 14

Anion, 146

Anode, 145
Antenna, 443, 444

Anticathode, 225
Antiresonance, 332
Armature, 248, 348

Arrhenius, 146

Aston, 209

Avogadro's number, 211

Ayrton, 319

B

Ballistic galvanameter, 295

Battery, 123

, storage, 158
Beat frequency, 379
Betatron. 242
Biot and Savart, law of, 181

Boltzmann constant, 212

Boundary conditions, for dielectric, 32

, for permeable medium, 105
Bozorth, 86, 313
Brewster's angle, 433

Bridge, Anderson's L C, 360

, Callendar and Griffiths, 137

, capacitance, 58, 366

, Carey-Foster, 137

, frequency, 368

, Heaviside's M~ L, 364

-, Heydweiller's M~C, 366

, Kelvin double, 139

, Maxwell's L~C, 359
% Maxwell's M ~ L, 363

, meter, 137

,
mutual inductancei 262

, Owen's L~C,361
, post office box, 134

, self-inductance, 343, 358
, slide wire, 135
, Wheatstone, 127

Bridgman, 163
Brotherton, 50

Callendar, 138

Campbell t 2lB

Capacitance, 41
, absolute measurement of, 371

, distributed, 451

, high frequency, 452

Capacitance measurement, 58, 359, 360,

361, 366, 371, 373
, high frequency, 460

Capacitances, in parallel, 44

, in series, 45
Capacitor, 42

Carey-Foster, 136, 138
Cathode, 145
Cathode glow, 224
Cathode rays, 225

Cation, 146
Cavendish, 23

Cell, concentration, 152

Cell, Daniell, 155
, dry, 122, 155
, Edison, 121

, gravity, 155

, iron-nickel, 158

, irreversible, 152
, lead, 156

, Leclanche, 155

, primary, 152, 154

, reversible, 152

, secondary, 153, 156

, standard, 142, 156, 321

, storage, 153

Cells, in parallel, 123

, in series, 123

Charge, due to polarization, 28

, electric, 1

, electromagnetic unit, 322

, electrostatic unit, 10

, growth and decay, 256, 259, 262

, on conductor, 62
Chemical equivalent, 145
Choke coil, 269
Circuit, a.c., 329, 331

, capacitance and resistance, 255*
, d.c., 122

, high frequency, 447

, magnetic, 315
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-, 2 of, 388
self-inductance and resistance, 249

, self-inductance, capacitance and
resistance, 258,335

, time constant, 252, 256
-, vector diagram, 340

Coefficient, of capacitance, 47

, of coupling, 374'

, of induction, 47

, of potential, 46

-, of reflection, 431

, of transmission, 431
Coercive force, 86
Commutator, 248

Complex quantities, 73, 333

, graphical representation, 334, 339
Concentration of ions, 147
Condenser, 8, 42

, parallel plate, 43

, spherical, 42

, variable, 44
Conductance, 49, 338

, equivalent, 339
Conduction, electrolytic, 145

, metallic, 117

Conductivity, electrical, 117

. electrolytic, 147, 148

, thermal, 118

Conductor, 3, 22, 117

Conjugate branches, 126

Conjugate functions, 79
Contact potential difference, 166

Coordinates, curvilinear, 61

Coulomb, 9, 87

Coulomb, 59
Coulomb's law, for chages, 9

, for poles, 87

Coupled circuits, 374

, forced oscillation, 382
, free oscillation, 375
, tuned, 377, 386

Coupling, 353
, coefficient of, 374
, insufficient, 387
, sufficient, 387
, transitional, 386

Crookes dark space, 224
Curl of vector, 417
Current, 115

, absolute measurement of, 318
, alternating, 266, 329
, branch, 125, 343
, circular, 178, 191
, complex, 335
, direct, 122

, displacement, 413
, eddy, 285

, effective or r.m.s., 358, 359
, exciting, 354
, growth and decay, 251
, loop. 343

, straight, 181, 188
Current balance, Kelvin, 318

Current density, 115

Curtis, 174

Cyclotron, 212

Cylinder in uniform field, conducting,
70

Cylindrical harmonics, 65

Damping factor^62
Decrement, logarithmic, 264, 299, 388
Demagnetization, 307

Demagnetizing factor, 106

Demagnetizing field, 104
Detector, 455
Determination of c, 199

Diamagnetism, 86, 229
Dielectric, 3

,
isotropic, 32

, polarized, 27
Dielectric absorption, 48
Dielectric constant, 32

Dip, 114

Dip circle, 113

Dipole, electric, 25
, magnetic, 93

, oscillating, 438, 443
Direct current, 122

Discharge from point, 24

Discharge tube, 222
Displacement current, 413

Dissociation, electrolytic, 146
Distribution of energy, electric, 52,

424
, magnetic, 109, 424

Domain, 85
Dorsey, 174
du Fay, 1

Earnshaw, 21

Earnshaw's theorem, 21
Earth's magnetic field, 83, 111, 113
Einstein, 213
Electiic displacement, 30
Electric field, 10
Electric intensity, 10

, at surface of conductor, 23> 34
, between planes, 18, 43
, components of, 13

, dipole, 25

, edge of plane, 81

, infinite plane, 18
, intersecting planes, 81

-, sphere, 17, 33
Electric shielding, 43, 48
Electrical images, 71

, parallel wires, 76

, point and plane, 72
, point and sphere, 73
, sphere and plane, 74

Electrification, 1

, induced, 4
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Electrochemical equivalent, 145

Electrode, 145

Electrodynamometer, 318
, Ayrton and Jones, 319

Electrolysis, 145

, laws of, 145

Electrolyte, 3, 145

Electrolytic disscciation, 146

Electromagnetic equations, 411
differential form, 415

ine.mu., 322
in gaussian units, 321
in h.l.u., 323,418
in m k s. practical units, 324

Electromagnetic induction, 237

, law, of, 238, 246

Electromagnetic momentum, 436

Electromagnetic units, 87

Electromagnetic wave, 417

Electrometer, absolute, 55

, quadrant, 55
Electromotive force, 116, 188

, across coil, 251
, around circuit, 116

, complex, 336

, counter, 287

, due to cell, 121

,
effective or r.m.s. 269

-, induced, 237, 239

, motional, 244, 246

, simple harmonic, 252, 257, 266

, thermal, 158
Election, 2

, charge, 211

, free, 3
, mass, 211

, ratio charge to mass, 208, 229, 233

Electron volt, 213

Electrophorus, 6

Electroscope, 5

Electrostatic units, 10

Eiectrostriction, 37

Energy, electric, 51, 52, 424

. flux of, 424

-, magnetic, 109 271, 424

, of charged condenser, 50

, of charged system, 51

, of current system, 273, IJ74

, of magnetic dipole 94

, of magnetic shell, 96

, of single current, 271

Energy equation, 423

Equation of continuity, 411

Equipotential region, electric, 22

Equipotential surface, electric, 21

, magnetic, 92

Ewing, 84, 312

F

Farad, 59

Faraday, 5, 24, 145, 237
'

Faraday cylinder, 208

Faraday dark space, 224

Faraday disk machine, 248

Faraday constant, 146, 211

Faraday's laws of electromagnetic
induction, 238, 239

Faraday's laws of electrolysis, 145

Ferromagnetism, 86

Field, electric, 10

, in dielectric, 40
, magnetic, F8

Field magnet, 248
Field winding, 348
Filament, 167, 220, 452
Filter. 391

, band-pass, 395
, band-stop 396
, characteristic impedance, 397

, constant K, 397
, frequency characteristics, 393

, high-pass, 394
, low-pass, 394
, pass band, 394
, propagation constant, 393
, stop band 394
, termination, 391

, transmission characteristics, 397
Flux, electric 14

, magnetic, 90
, of displacement, 31

, of induction. 100
Flux coil, 300, 302

Fluxmeter, Grassot, 302

Force, between charged spheres, 17
between point charges, 9, 39
between point poles, 87, 103

- on circuit, 275 276, 288
on conductor. 30, 53, 54

on current, 176, 177, 201
on dielectric, 54

on magnetic dipole, 94
on magnetic shell, 96
on magnetic system, 110
on moving charge, 176, 202

Fourier series, 329

Frequency, natural, 263

, resonance, 267, 384

Frequency measurement, 368, 386-

Frequency meter, 388

Fresnel, 433

Galvanometer, 117, 194
, astatic, 196, 298
, ballistic 295

, calibration, 299, 303

, current sensitiv ity, 195, 198
, d'Arsonval, 196 298

, resistance, 139

, tangent, 194, 297
vibration, 346

Galvanometer constant, 195, 197*
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Galvanometer damping, moving coil,

289,290,298,299'
, moving needle, 291, 292, 298, 299

Gas constant. 212
Gauss, 87, 113

Gauss, 100
Gauss

1

law, electric displacement, 30

, electric intensity, 16

, magnetic induction, 100

, magnetic intensity, 91

Generator, a.c., 248, 348
, d.c., 248

Generator, homo-polar, 248

f polyphase, 348
, single-phase, 348

Gibbs, 153
Gibbs-Heimholtz equation, 154

Gilbert, 83
Gilbert, 188

Giorgi, 325

Gram-equivalent, 146

Green, 47
Grid, 452
Grover, 361
Guard ring, 44

H
Hall, 215
Hall coefficient, 217

, table, 218
Hall effect, 215
Heat, Joule, 159

-, Peltier, 158
Heat of formation, 153

Helmholtz, 153, 195

Henry, 237

Henry, 249
Hertz. 264

High-frequency measurements, 456

Hovkinson, 310

Hull, 436

Hydrometer, 157

Hyperbolic functions, 392

Hysteresis, 86
, loop, 86, 304, 305

, loss, 305

Impedance, 253, 257, 266
, characteristic, 397, 404, 409

, complex, 336
, loop, 344

Impedances, in parallel, 337

,
in series, 337

Inductance, absolute measurement of,

368, 369
, apparent, 451
, high frequency, 451

, mutual, 272, 274, 279, 282

, of straight conductors, 283

~, self, 249, 278
?

Inductance measurement, 342, 358, 359.

360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 366, 368, 369,
371

, high frequency, 458

Inductances, in parallel, 330
, in series, 330

Induction, electromagnetic, 237
, electrostatic, 4

, magnetic, 100, 201
, unipolar, 233

Induction coil, 292
Induction machine, 6

Inductometer, 359
Inertial system, 8
Instruments, a.c., 165, 345

, d.c., 117, 194, 198

Insulator, 2
Inverse square law, for charges, 9, 39

, for poles, 87, 103

lonization, by collision, 223
, by X-rays, 222

Ion, 3, 146, 202
, equation of motion, 203
, mobility, 147

, motion in combined fields, 204
, motion in electric field, 203
, motion in magnetic field, 203

Isotope, 209

clones, 319
Joule, 59

Joule heat, 159
Junction equations, 125, 343

Kelvin, 44, 139, 159
Kelvin's law, 277
Kerst, 242
Kirchhoff's formula, 279
Kirchhoff's laws, 124

, complex, 342

Kohlrausch, 149

Lag, 253
Lamination, 286
Laplace's equation, 61

, solutions, 63

Lawrence, 212

Leakage measurement of high resist

ance, 356
Lebedew, 436

Legendre's equation, 63
Lenz's law, 285

Line, 401

, characteristic impedance, 404, 409
, distortionless, 404

, frequency characteristics, 403
, high-frequency applications, 409
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-, input impedance, 409

, loaded, 404

, propagation constant, 402

, reflection coeffir >t, 406
, stub, 410

'"

f

, transmission chaf^teristics, 404

, wave velocity, 402, 408
Line of displacement, 31
Line of force, electric, 19

, magnetic, 92
Line of induction, 100

Logarithmic decrement, circuit, 264
, galvanometer, 299
, measurement of, 299, 388

Loop equations, 125, 344
Loschmidt's number, 211

M
Machinery, a.c., 348

Magnet, 83

, rotating, 234

Magnetic circuit, 315

Magnetic field, 88
Magnetic induction, 100, 201

Magnetic intensity, 88
, circular current, 178, 191

, components of, 90

, current element, 175
, dipole, 93
, moving charge, 173

, small current circuit, 182

, solenoid, 179, 186, 190
, straight current, 181, 188

Magnetic properties of materials, 304
Magnetic shell, 95

, equivalent to circuit, 185, 186, 187,
277

Magnetic shielding, 106

Magnetic spectrum of fi rays, 204

Magnetic standard, Hibbert, 303
, mutual inductance, 303

Magnetization, 98
'

, induced, 85
Magnetization curve, initial, 307
-, normal, 307

Magnetization measurement, double
bar and yoke, 312

, ring, 308
, single bar and yoke, 310

Magnetometer, 110, 313

Magnetomotive force, 188, 315

Magnetostriction, 103

Magnetron, coaxial cylinders, 227

, parallel plates, 225

Mass, variation with velocity, 213
Mass spectrograph, 209

Maxwell, 23, 24, 49, 359, 411
Maxwell, 100
Maxwell's equations, 414, 415

Michell; 87

Microwave* 431

Millikan, 211

Mobility of ions, 147
Molecular theory of magnetism, 84
Moment, electric, 25

, magnetic, 93
, of circuit, 183

Momentum, electromagnetic, 436
Motor, a c. 348

, d.c., 286

, induction, 349
, synchronous, 349

N
Nagaoka, 279

Negative glow, 224
Nernst. 151

Network, a.c., 341

, d.c., 123

, reciprocity theorem, 126
Neumann. 246, 281
Neumann's formula, 282
Neumann's law, 246
Newton, 18

Newton, 59
Neutron, 2

Nichols, 436

Oersted, 137

Oersted, 88
Ohm, 119
Ohm's law, 119
Oscillator, electromagnetic, 437, 443

, Hertzian 264, 265

, vacuum tube, 452

Oscillograph, 347

Osmosis, 151
Osmotic pressure, 151

Paramagnetism, 86
Peltier, 158
Peltier heat, 158

Peregrinus, 83
Period, free or natural, 263

Permalloy, 305

Permeability, 101

, incremental, 307

, normal, 307

, reversible, 307
Permeameter, 313

, Fahy simlex, 314
Perminvar, 306
Permittivity, 32

, measurement of, 58

, table, 58
Phase velocity, 418
Plante, 157

Plate, 167, 220, 452
Poisson's equation, 61
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Polarization, electric, 28

, electrolytic, 148

Polarizing angle, 433

Pole, magnetic, 83

Pole-strength, due to magnetization,
98,99

, electromagnetic unit, 87
Positive column, 224
Positive ray spectrograph, 208

Potential, electric, 11, 12, 34

, inside conductor, 22

, magnetic, 88, 89, 102

Potentiometer, 141

, Leeds and Northrup, 142

, Wolff, 143

Power, 119

, a.c. circuit, 267, 339
Power factor, 269, 367, 461

Poynting flux, 424
Practical units, 59

Pressure, in dielectric, 35
, osmotic, 51

, radiation, 434
, solution, 152

Primary, 279, 352
Proton, 2

, mass, 211

Proximity effect, 450

Q
Quincke, 37

R

Radiation pressure, 434

Reactance, 253, 258, 266, 330

, equivalent, 337

, laekage, 355

Reciprocity theorem, 126

Reflecting power, 431

Reflection, at surface of conductor,
425

, at surface of dielectric, 431

, coefficient of, 431

Refraction, at surface of dielectric,
431

, index of, 421

, lines of displacement, 35
Reluctance, 315

Repulsion, electromagnetic, 288

Resistance, 119

, absolute measurement of, 319

, apparent, 451

, effective, 449

, equivalent, 337

, high frequency, 448

, of cell, 122, 149

, radiation, 443

. , standard, 178
Resistance box, 131

Resistance measurement, 134, 135, 137,

139, 319, 356

', high frequency, 448

Resistances, in parallel, 123
i in series, 123

Resistivity, 118

, table, 119 ..

Resonance, 26^ >/)
J**5

Retentiveness, --'

Right-hand rule, x4

Rosa, 174, 361

Rotor, 348
, squirrel cage, 350

Rowland, 173

S

Saturation, magnetic, 85
Scalar product, 169, 171
Search coil, 302

Secondary, 279, 352
Seebeck, 158

Self-induction, 249
Shielding, electric, 43, 48

, electromagnetic, 285
, magnetic, 106

Shielding ratio, 108

Shunt, 132

, universal, 133
Skin effect, 450

Slip rings, 348
Sneirs law, 432
Solenoid, straight, 179, 190

, toroidal, 190
Solution pressure. 152
Space charge, 167, 218

, coaxial cylinders, 220
, parallel plates, 219

Spark, 223
Specific heat of electricity, 159
Spectrum, electromagnetic, 422
Sphere in uniform field, conducting,

66

, dielectric, 68
. permeable, 104

Sphere uniformly magnetized, 103
Standard cell, 142, 156, 321
Stator, 348

Steady state, 254

Steinmetz, 305
Steinmetz coefficient, 305
Stokes' law, 210

Strength of magnetic Shell, 95
Stress, on conductor, 24, 37

, on dielectric, 37

,
on permaeble medium, 102

Stresses in medium, 35, 435
Sulphation of cell, 157
Surface, positive normal, 14

Susceptance, 338

, equivalent, 339

Susceptibility, electric, 32
, magnetic, 101

Synchro-cyclotron, 215

Synchrotron, 215
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Temperature, Kelvin, 154

, neutral, 162

, thermodynamic, 154

Thermal electromotive force, 158

Thermocouple,' 158

, meter, 165

Thermo-electric power, 163

, table, 164

Thermo-electricity, 158

Thermometer, resistance, 137

Thermopile, 165
Thermionic emission, 166

-, table, 168

Thomson, 208, 225
Thomson effect, 159

Time constant, 252, 256

Torque, on circuit, 276

, on conductor 59

, on magnetic dipole, 94

,
on magnetic shell* 96

Torsion balance; 9, 87
Transformer, 351

, vector diagram, 354

Transient, 254, 258

Transmission, coefficient of, 431

Triode, 452
Tube of displacement, 31

Tube of force, electric, 19

, magnetic, 92
Tube of induction, 100

Tuning, 377, 386

U
Ultra-violet light, 3

Unipolar induction, 233

Units, conversion formulas, 326, 328

Units, conversion table xii, 120

, electromagnetic, 87, 322

, electrostatic, 10

, Gaussian, 321

, Heaviside-Lorentz, }23

, practical, 59, 325

V
Vacuum tube, 452
Vector product, 170, 172

Vectors, addition, 10

, multiplication, 169

Velocity, of electromagnetic wave,
418

, of light, 174, 421

, of wave along conductor, 402, 403
408, 429

Volt, 59
Voltaic cell, 121,,J5l

Voltameter, 150, 319

Voltameter, a. c., 345

, d.c., 198

, vacuum tube, 455

W
Watt, 119

Wattmeter, 346
Wave, along conductor, 402, 427

, electromagnetic, 417

, graphical representation, 444
, reflection, 402, 425, 431

, refraction, 431
, standing, 406
, transverse electric, 430

, transverse magnetic, 430
Wave equation, 418
Wave guide, 427

, cut-off frequency, 427

, cut-off wave length, 427
f guide wave length, 429
, guide wave velocity, 429

, modes of vibration, 430
Wave length, 402
Wave slowness, 420

Weber, 84

Weber, 238
Weston cell, 142, 156, 321
Wheatstone bridge, 127

, sensitivity, 128
Wiedemann and Franz, law of, 118

Wills, 108
Wimshurst machine, 7
Work function, 165
Work in hysteresis loop, 305

X-rays, 4, 225

Y
Yoke, magnetic, 3 10, 312

Z

Zeeman effect, 232

, Lorentz triplet, 233

Zonal harmonics, 64










